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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT

by

Lee N. Gilbert
Associate Department Head
Attack Weapons Department

Naval Air Warfare Center-Weapons Division

China Lake, California
USA

1.0 SUMMARY

This meeting provided a forum for technical interchange between insensitive munitions policy
makers from the North American Treaty Organization (NATO) countries and the research and development
technologists of the Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development (AGARD). The objectives
of the meeting, which are described below, were achieved. It was also concluded that, although not all
countries have insensitive munitions policies, they all support insensitive munitions, at least in principle,
and that a great deal of additional work needs to be conducted to accurately predict from small-scale tests the
response of full-scale munition to hazard stimuli.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

The objectives of this specialist meeting were as follows: (a) review the insensitive munitions
policies of the NATO member nations, (b) discuss the status and results of research and development
programs in the member nations that address insensitive munitions, (c) identify new ideas for research, and
(d) stimulate interchange and communication between research and development scientists within member
countries who are addressing insensitive munitions. This meeting was very timely and addressed an
important NATO issue, in light of the recent initiative by the Conference of National Armaments Directors
(CNAD) to develop a NATO Insensitive Munitions Information Center (NIMIC) in Brussels in 1991.

NATO policy and technical specialists in the following areas were represented: (a) insensitive
munitions requirements and policy, (b) high explosives, (c) gun propulsion, (d) rocket propulsion, and (e)
energetic materials and physical phenomena research. The meeting involved twenty four papers. plus a
keynote address, and was organized in the following categories

"• Insensitive munitions policy
"* Explosives and gun propulsion

"* Rocket propulsion
"* Physical phenomena associated with insensitive munitions.

3.0 BACKGROUND

More than 6000 people have been killed during this century as a result of hazards created by
munitions responding to unplanned stimuli such as heat or shock. The largest of such events was the
collision of a Belgium boat with a French cargo ship loaded with ammunition in the harbor of Halifax,
Novp Scotia, Canada, on 12 December 1917, which resulted in approximately 5000 deaths (Reference 1).
In response to these accidents, several NATO countries initiated the definition of requirements and policies
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addressing insensitive munitions. The NATO Group AC/310, one of six cadre groups under CNAD, was
formed in 1979 to address the need for standardization of weapons systems, with emphasis on energetic
materials. Specifically, NATO Group ACi310 was tasked to establish a common international terminology
and develop design principles, criteria, procedures, and tests to cover all aspects of the process by which
weapons systems are assessed to be safe and suitable for service. Propulsion and ordnance systems,
therefore, are only one of the NATO Group AC/3 10's responsibilities (Reference 2).

NATO Group AC/310 envisioned the need for a mechanism to disseminate infonnation within
NATO member countries and hosted a workshop, entitled "Insensitive Munitions Information Exchange,"
in 1986 (Reference 3). This workshop confirmed the need and justification for an insensitive munitions
information exchange system within NATO. In 1988, NATO Group AC/310 established a Pilot NATO
Insensitive Munitions Information Center (PNIMIC) to validate and justify the need and operational concept
of this information exchange system. The PNIMIC was successful, and the formal NATO Insensitive
Munitions Information Center (NIMIC) was established in May 1991 in Brussels, Belgium (1).*

At about the same time that NATO Group AC/310 was addressing the insensitive munitions
information exchange mechanism, AGARD became interested in the technology associated with alleviating
the hazards of energetic materials and its application to propulsion systems and warheads. In 1984,
AGARD hosted a Conference entitled "Hazards Studies for Solid Propellant Rocket Motors" (Reference 4).
During this meeting, technical interactions between AGARD and NATO standardization activities provided
the basis for improved hazard methodologies to be used in the design of future solid propellant rocket
motors. In addition, a basis was provided for new research and development topics to be addressed by the
different NATO countries interested in the development, production, and operation of high-energy, solid
propellant rocket motors.

The second conference, in 1986, focused on smokeless propellants (Reference 5). It highlighted
the severe problems encountered by propellant formulators in trying to develop insensitive smokeless
propellants, while maintaining performance. The need for an" 3ARDograph" (Reference 1) to document
the. status of hazard studies within NATO member nations was identified at the conference.

4.0 EVALUATION

Rear Admiral Meinig's (U. S. Naval Sea Systems Command) keynote address reemphasized the
need for insensitive munition requirements and international research collaboration which would result in
better solutions reached in a shorter time. The U.S. Joint-Service Insensitive Requirements, and desired
munition response, were reiterated. Munitions should satisfactorily pass the following hazard tests: fast
cookoff, slow cookoff, fragment attack, bullet impact, sympathetic detonation, spall attack, and shape
charge attack. It was emphasized that the requirement for ammunition to pass these hazard tests must
compete with other system requirements, such as cost and performance; all requirements must interact to
optimize the overall system and meet the users' neexis. The keynote address focused the attention of
conference attendees to the need for insensitive munitions and the need to share information in order to more
rapidly solve problems.

The four major sessions of the conterence are discussed and evaluated in the following sections.

Number in parentheses refers to paper unumber in the meeting.

.. ....
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4.1 Insensitive Munitions Policy

This session contained four papers which addressed insensitive munitions policies and information
exchange procedures practiced by various member nations. The paper presented by Defoumeaux (1) gave an

excellent overview of the history of PNIMIC and NIMIC, as well as informing the attendees on how to add
information to NIMIC's database and have NIMIC conduct literature searches on spec;'*c insensitive
munition subjects.

Shepard (2) stated that the U.K. has no formal statute on insensitive munitions; however, it has a
Joint Insensitive Munitions Working Group that tries to meet performance and readiness requirements with

the least sensitive munition. Even without a formal requirement, the U.K. has a policy to analyze and
study vulnerability and its trade-off against weapon system cost and effectiveness.

Saliou (3) presented France's requirements, which are quite similar to U.S. requirements, except for

spall attack, which France does not have. France's insensitive munition reponse requirements are defined as
follows: (a) no reaction except burning for fast cookoff, drop, bullet impact, and light fragment attack; (b)
no detonation response for heavy fragment attack and sympathetic detonation; and (c) no specified response
fv slow cookoff.

The final paper, of this session, by Lamy (4) addressed trade-off studies for projectile explosives

and propellants. It was found that combustible cases, in place of metallic cases, reduce the sensitivity of

shells when exposed to the required hazard tests. Data on high explosives (pressed PBXs) with

triaminotrinitrobenzene (TATB) showed reduced sensitivity, but also markedly reduced performance. Some
very interesting data presented indicated that, if the design of a system allows the projectile penetrating

energetic material to stay ahead of the shock wave, then a detonation will not result from bullet impact or
fragment attack. Lamy also reiterated that a balance between performance, vulnerability, and cost has to be

achieved.

4.2 Explosives and Gun Propulsion

The second session addressed explosives and gun propellants and contained six papers. The paper
by Jenus (5), presented by Day, described the U.S. Air Force program for techniques to reduce the

quantity/distance requirements for bombs in mass storage; this would result in significant increases in
com.)at effectiveness at airfields. By using buffer materials between the stacks of bombs, the packing
density of the bombs could be doubled. These buffer materials could even be other types of ammunition,

such as boxes of 25-mm cartridges.

The paper by May (6) described a novel electromagnetic (EM) gun system that does not require any
energetic materials to propel the projectile. However, EM gun power trains (high-density electrical energy

storage and power supplies) may in themselves induce separate hazards unforeseen at this time.

Held (7) provided a review of insensitive munition testing techniques and definitions used
throughout NATO member countries. Couturier (8) presented experimental results on an especially
designed warhead loaded with cast PBX that passed all of the insensitive munition tests. This particular
warhead included an absorbing material between the explosive and wariead case and employed a venting
device; this concept proved to be less sensitive to hazard stimuli than a similar design without the
absorbing material. The design principles used were as follows: (a) use explosives with high initiation
pressures and good thermal and mechanical properties; (b) employ shock absorbing materials at the interface
of the explosive and warhead case; and (c) employ venting devices.
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The last two papers (9 and 10) of this session dealt with the sensitivity of
cyclotrimethylenetruiitramin- (RDX') and cyciotetramethyleneteonwnitramine (HMX) wrd the effects of crystal
shape and defects. Vander Steen (9) presented data showing the influenLe of RDX crystal shape and detects
on the sensitivity of a RDX/polyurethane fomulation, while Hooton (10) (presented by Lessard) presented
data showing that identica. formulations using HMX in place of RDX were less scnsitive, yet provided
higher performance.

4.3 Rocket Propulsion

The third session addressed rocket propulsion and propellants and contained five papers. Merrill
(11) presentea an excellent summary of ongoing work in electrostatic discharge abatement. The paper
described a subscale test technique that allows samples to be tested under pressure and at varying
temperatures. Data on breakdown voltage vs. pressure and sample bulk temperature of hydroxyl-terminated
polybutadiene (HTPB) propellants were presented.

The next two papers by Lessard (12) and Menke (13) addressed formulation studies for minimum-

smoke and low-sensitivity rocket propellants. Lessard (12) presented data on a glycidyl azide polymer and
ammonium nitrate oxidizer formulation that, to date, has not met the target performance, burning rate, or
mechanical properties of the program. The program is continuing to address these shortfalls by looking at

other oxidizers and additives. Menke (13) described a nitroguanidine-oxidized formulation that has reduced
sensitivity if it is contained in a motor tube that ruptures easily during hazard testing. Nitroguanidine was

used to eliminate HCI from the exhaust products. However, during questioning, Menke stated that
aluminum would have to be added to the formulation to achieve adequate performance. The Evaluator notes
that this would result in primary smoke (A120 3), and therefore eliminating the concern for HCI (secondary

smoke).

The final two papers of this session by Mason (14) and Hartman (15) iddressed various aspects of
rocket motor hardware and propellant hazards testing. Mason (14) gave an overview of a very large British
database of propellant formulations and rocket motor case designs that have been subjected to hazard testing.
Of interest was the apparent lack of correlation between pass/fail of Class 1.1 and 1.3 propellant
formulations when they are subjected to a 0.5-inch-diameter bullet impact. Additional data presented
showed that all elastomer-modified, cast double-based (EMCDB) propellant formulations react in
approximately 60 seconds, independent of case design, when subjected to a fast cookoff test. Hartman's
paper (15) summarized a great deal of data on the testing of minimum-smoke propellants with ammonium
perchlorate (AP) or potassium perchlorate (KP) as oxidizers. The KP formulation has significant potential
for high-density propellant applications. A laser safe/arm igniter concept was described that may alleviate
some of the sensitivity caused by the igniter components in rocket motors. Data comparing several types
of rocket motor case materials and their response to hazard stimuli were also provided.

4.4 Physical Phenomena Associated
With Insensitive Munitions

The fourth and final session of the conference covered the physical phenomena associated with
energetic materials responding to hazard stimuli, both in terms of testing and modelling. This session
contained nine papers. The opening paper of this session, presented by Boggs (16), described a
collaborative effort of The Technical Cooperation Program (CTIP), Panel W, Action Group 11 (WAG- 11).
This effort consists of developing hazard assessment protocols and their uses for each of the hazard threats.
These protocols, available through NIMIC, will be further discussed in the recommendations section of this
report
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Brunet (17) compared some fragment and bullet impact experimental results with modelling results
obtained with the LS-DYNA-2D computer code. The two sets of data correlated very well and irdicated that
tension waves, caused by a projecti-e or fragment penetrating an undamaged propellant mass, sensitize the
propellant. If this occurs at the right projectile velocity, it will cause an XDT reaction.

The next paper (18), presented by Shepard, described an analytical and experimental program that
evaluated projectiles that transmit a one-dimensional shock into a cased explosive. Some of the variables
tested were case thickness, case material, projectile velocity, and projectile shape.

Wanninger (19) covered the results obtained in three different study areas and summarized his

conclusions as follows: (a) an explosive material with good mechanical properties is required in order to
pass the fuel fire cookoff test; (b) the ammunition caliber and the critical diameter of the explosive have a
significant influence in bullet impact safety; and (c) the more brittle the explosive, the more susceptible it
will be to shape charge attack.

Lindfors (20) briefed the audience only on the portion of a three-part paper that regarded shock
sensitivity of propellants in the wedge test. This study led to insights into the influence of certain
components of energetic composite materials in the shock-to-detonation reaction. The other two parts of
the paper dealt with delayed detonations of propellant impacted by a projectile, and munition response
predictions using the FRAG-MAP code, which is a development based on the hazard assessment protocols

discussed by Boggs.

The degree of confinement of a plastic-bonded explosive significantly influences the degree of
reaction to a cookoff hazard stimulus. Farinaccio's (21) results demonstrated this, as well as the influence
that the heating rate has on the temperature at which the reaction will occur. Fournier (22) used one-
dimensional and three-dimensional computer analysis to model three areas of concern associated with a fire
in ship compartments: (a) heat transfer between compartments and containers; (b) hot gas/exhaust jet
impacting on a flat plate surface; and (c) thermal response of warhead and rocket units in the compartments.

Pessica (23) showed that, by adding external user subroutines to the two-dimensional finite
difference coupled Lagrangian-Eulerian PISCES code, it is possible to perform a very wide range of useful
shock-to-detonation transition predictions under most circumstances.

The final paper of the conference, by Nouguez (24), demonstrated that current cast PBXs, with

confinement modifications, can meet all the insensitive munitions tests, except sympathetic detonation.
Two new cant PBXs have been formulated using nitrotria7olone (NTO) as the primary energetic ingredient.
DYNA-2D models and experimental tests have shown that these cast PBXs can successfully pass the
sympathetic detonation test and can perform fairly satisfactorily in slow cookoff, fast cookoff, bullet
impact, and fragment attack tests.

S.0 CONCLUSIONS

While large-scale go/no go tests are important to demonstrate insensitive munitions compliance,
they lack in other areas: (a) they are inadequate by themselves because they cannot be well instrumented and,
therefore, valuable lessons are hard to learn from their final outcome; (b) they are tou costly for the amount
of infomation they provide; moreover, because they are conducted at the end of a weapon's development
program, any problems identified during these tests are also very costly to fix; and, finally, (c) they are poor
statistically (most hazard requirements demand 1:106 probabilities).
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As a result, small-scale tests need to be validated and accepted so that their results can be included
in the statistical probability of failure prediction of the all-up system.

6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations based on the outcome of this meeting are as follows:

1. The use of hazard protocols should be supported and encouraged. NATO member countries
should use and evaluate the protocols, exchange the results, and, through a coordinating AGARD/PEP
working group, compare and document the outcome.

2. All AGARD/PEP members should be encouraged to support and publicize NIMIC and its
capabilities.

3. Fundamental research on the mechanisms that trigger violent responses during cookoff should
be supported and encouraged. Of particular importance are the following: (a) the thermochemical and
thermomechanical mechanisms that trigger the violent response of energetic materials under confinement
during a fLst cookoff; (b) the thermochemical and thermomechanical mechanisms that trigger the violent
response of energetic materials during slow cookoff; and (c) the elevated temperature chemical mechanisms
occurring in bulk propellant during slow cookoff.
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SUMMARY the input, content and maintenance of
information in the database; the background

Having proven its value during a and technical expertise of the staff of
three-year Pilot phase, the NATO munitions experts; the analytical capability
Insensitive Munitions Information Center of the NIMIC in providing support to the
began operations in NATO Headquarters, munition design community in areas of
Brussels in May 1991. This paper presents insensitive munitions and safety. and the
an overview of the evolutiOn of NIMIC: its procedures by which one may request
concept formulation in NATO AC/310, its NIMIC technical assistance.
Pilot phase years, and the Center as it exists
today.

LIST OF ACRONYMS
These introductory comments are

followed by an in-depth discussion of the
f 1lwig teNMI angmntsrutr AGARD Advisory Group for Aerospace and
followin the NI M IC management structure Development

including its Steering Committee function; BRS Bibliographic Retrieval Services
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CNAD Conference of National Armament Directors nor even plaster grenades. Insensitivity is
CPIA (U.S.) Chemical Propulsion Information Agency
DOD (U.S.) Department of Defense not a purpose as such: the real purpose of
DOE (U.S.) Department of Energy a munition is efficiency. You can easily
DRIC (U.K.) Defence Research Information Center count how many casualties an ammunition
DSIS Defense Scientific Information Service
DTIC (U.S.) Defense Technical Information Center accident costs; you cannot count explicitly
IHEP Insensitive High Explosives and Propellants how many casualties a lack of efficiency
IM Insensitive Munitions costs, but it does. From my personal
MAS Military Agency for Standardization
MoU Memorandum of Understanding experience, I know that zero risk does not
NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization exist on the battlefield, but that zero
NDRE Norwegian Defence Research Establishment efficiency is one of the majoi risks. Hence
NFPO National Focal Point Officers
NIMIC NATO Insensitive Munitions Information Center you don't want to pay too much for
NSTIS NATO Scientific and Technical Information insensitivity in terms of lack of efficiency.

Service
NTIS (U.S.) National Technical Informalon Service
TIP Technical Information Panel (an AGARD task Now, if your munitions are too sensitive,

group) you don't even need an enemy to kill you:

you will do it by yourself, even in
I. WHY NIMIC? peacetime. In that case, insensitivity is no

longer in competition with efficiency: it
All of us here may have the impression that becomes a contribution to efficiency.

we are dealing with a new problem called

"Insensitive Munitions". Actually, we are Hence the rationale for IMs: we all wantonly seeking, new solutions to an old 1l s"more bang for the buck", but only at the
problem which has already caused many other end of the trajectory.
dramatic accidents.

In 1911, in France. gunpowder accidentally
caught fire aboard the battleship LIBERTE,
which exploded and sunk causing the death
of 226.

In 1944, in Britain. in an RAF underground The rationaje for:
storage, workers accidentally caused an - MURAT (MUnitions i Risque ATtInud)
explosion which destroyed 3,500 tons of - IM (Insensitive Munitions)
bombs and caused the death of 68. - LOVA (LOw Vulnerability Ammunition)

In 1967 aboard the aircraft carrier USS
FORRESTAL, a rocket accidentally started
from one of the aircraft and initiated a fuel
fire which propagated to other aircraft and
munitions, causing the loss or damage of 64
aircraft and the death of 134.

More bang for the buck...
These are only a few among the many
accidents which have occurred with
munitions in the whole world (even
regardless of wartime events due to enemy
action), and which led the munitions
community throughout the world to strive
for less sensitive munitions.

Now, explosives will never be chocolate, and ... but only at the other end
this is not what we want them for: what we of the trajectory
need on the battlefield is not Easter eggs



These considerations have led to an 2.NIMIC WITHIN NATO
international approach to the problem
under the auspices of NATO, and to an 2.1 Position
attempt for a joint definition of rules
governing the design of safer munitions, To provide a frame of reference in
though still efficient, whatever the name understanding NIMIC and its functions,
they are given: Chart 1 presents a simplified organizational

structure for NATO. Indicated are the two
major sides of the house, namely the civil

in English. LOVA (Low and the military organizations. To these
Vulnerability Ammunition) or IM must be added the International Staff (IS)
(Insensitive Munitions), although -the which provides support to all groups,
adjective "insensitive" is certainly committees and agencies. Only those
exaggerated; groups and agencies of prime significance

to NIMIC have been listed in this chart, for
in French, MURAT (Munitions A clarity.
Risque Att6nu6).

On the civil side, the main group of interest
is :he CNAD (Conference of National

This international approach has resulted in Armament Directors), to which the NIMIC
the creation of NIMIC, i.e. the NATO Steering Committee reports annually.
Insensitive Munitions Information Center. Under CNAD are Army, Air Force and
The purpose of this paper is to describe Navy Armament Groups, the Industrial
how the NIMIC concept came out, what Advisory Group and the Defense Research
Pilot NIMIC has achieved, what NIMIC is Group. Also under CNAD are several
currently doing and what it expects to do cadre groups which are basically multi-
in the future. service (Army, Navy and Air force) in

Chart I

NAWO
- -..- North AtlanticConil

Y -- " tcivil orqanizati on military co~mmittee
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nature, among them two groups specifically related with NIMIC is Propulsion and
devoted to munitions: Energetics, the organizer of this meeting.

Now, NIMIC is also interested in the
- AC/258, involved with safety aspects activity of the Technical Information Panel

of transportation and storage of TIP. Indeed, as an aside, AGARD tasked
ammunition and explosives, and TIP to address the need for a central

repository for all NATO scientific and
- AC/310, involved with safety and technical Information. As a result, TIP

suitability for service of conventional summarized the problem of NATO
munitions. information as follows: "Scientific,

Technical and other information (STI)
On the military side (i.e. under the Military generated by NATO is not fully utilized
Committee), we find military commands, because it is not readily identifiable,
and also agencies, among them: retrievable or available to NATO staff and

the nations, thereby causing great waste of
- the Military Agency for time and resources" (Ref. 1)

Standardization (MAS), and of
course This concern of AGARD TIP covered the

total spectrum of information available in
- AGARD. NATO, and a study group developed a

concept for a NATO Scientific and
2.2 NIMIC and AGARD Technical Information Service (NSTIC)

(Chart 2). The proposed concept (Ref. 1)
The relations of NIMIC with MAS are outlines a centralized, automated,
essentially devoted to the preparation of information service performing the function
STANAGs, i.e. standardization agreements. of acquisition, selecting, cataloging,
The relations with AGARD are of a more information retrieval and document
technical nature. ordering. It has always been intended that,

should NSTIS become operational. NIMIC
Within AGARD. the panel most obviously would be a sub-set group interfacing with it.

Chart 2

Interaction of NIMIC
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2.3 NIMIC and AC/310 in 1991, the transition from Pilot
NIMIC to NIMIC and its transfer

Now, the main link for NIMIC within to the NATO Headquarters in
NATO is with AC/310, where NIMIC was Brussels.
conceived to some extent, although NIMIC
itself is a separate and distinct entity. Chart 3

AC/3 10's full name is "Group on Safety and NIMIC History
Suitability for Service of Munitions and
Explosives". It was formed in 1979 to 1979 Creation of AC/310
address the problem identified by CNAD as
a major impediment to munition 1984 US (initiative)
interoperability within the Alliance, 1 FR (Chairmanship) 1tConcept of an
specifically, the lack of an agreed safety,• NL, NO ( IM Group
assessment process. 1986 UK (workshop) J

In 1984, AC/310 became aware of the 1988 Creation of Pilot NIMIC (USA)

increased concern being voiced by nations 1991 Transition to NIMIC (NATO HQ)
regarding the vulnerability of launch (CA, FR, NL, UK, US)
platforms and storage sites as a function of
the reaction of munitions to combat-induced
environmental forces. Due to these
concerns, the criteria for acceptance of 3. NIMIC HISTORY
munitions as safe and suitable for service, as
stated in resulting national insensitive 3.1 Steps to Pilot NIMIC
munition programs, were being stated in
more stringent terms. AC/310 noted that, The initiative for promoting the IM concept
without the knowledge and availability of originated in the United States, involving
new technology, the task of munition both Departments of Defense (DOD) and
designers in meeting these criteria while Energy (DOE), the main promoter being
retaining operational effectiveness - which the US Navy, which paid a heavy tribute to
remains the primary goal of munitions - was sensitivity in the last decades. An
becoming increasingly more difficult. Insensitive High Explosives and Propellants

(IHEP) study was conducted to increase the
This is how AC/310 identified the need for safety and survivability of munitions. This
a focai pKiint within NATS to exchange program was given additional impetus by a
Technical Information on Insensitive Joint Technical Coordination Group to
Munitions (IM) to facilitate design efforts in improve munition survivability.
meeting the new and evolving IM
requirements. This identified need then led Ideas developed in these studies were
to a series of actions initiated in AC/310, presented to international and NATO
leading to the formation of NIMIC. audiences by the U.S., and support in a

number of nations was evidenced. Virtually
Chart 3 summarizes the main three phases concurrent with the U.S. Program, both
of this formation: France and the United Kingdom launched

efforts in the area of interest, focusing
from 1984 to 1986, a number of mainly on energetic material development
intermediate steps toward the or use.
concept of an IM group,

The NATO group AC/310 formed several
in 1988, the creation of a Pilot ad-hoc groups to validate the need for a
NIMIC in the United States under center for IM technology exchange and to
a 5-nation MoU, determine a logical location within NATO.



This study started under French cor,:ept is viable. This report provides the
chairmanship, and culminated in a workshop evidence on which is based the conclusion
held in 1986 in London. which provided a that implementation of the NIMIC concept
forum for potential users to assess the value is capable of achieving the desired
of such a center. The workshop wvA objective". The result of national staffing
attended by 70 representatives of national was a consensus that a permanent NIMIC
government and industrial agencies, as well should be formed.
as various NATO groups from CNAD and
MAS, including the Service Armament 4. NIMIC Organization
Groups.

4.1 Status
The workshop resulted in a consensus that
an Insensitive Munitions Information Another MoU was executed on 24 October
Center. with an analysis capability, would be 1990 establishing a permanent NIMIC.
of value. The Center should develop and Original participants are Canada, France,
maintain a data base of scientific and Netherlands, United Kingdom and United
technical information, and be staffed by States. Prior to this, a letter of agreement
technical personnel to interrogate and was signed on 24 September 1990 by the
analyze the data base to respond to Steering Committee and NATO regarding
technical questionnaires. the provision of services and facilities by

NATO in support of the NIMIC project.
Since the need was immediate, the U.S.
proposed a Pilot Center be established to Total funding of NIMIC is provided by the
meet the current need and plan for the participating nations on a share basis,
establishment of the permanent NIMIC. A wherein large nations pay two shares and
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was smaller nations one share. NIMIC operates
signed in May 1988 by France, the under a budget approved by the Steering
Netherlands, Norway, the United Kingdom Committee, with NATO administering all
and the United States. Canada joined by financial matters, including the
an Amendment to the MoU in April 1989. establishment of a NIMIC account in a

NATO approved commercial bank.
The core staff of Program Manager,
Systems Administrator, Technical Writer, Security is governed by a NIMIC Project
Legal Consultant, and Secretary were Security Instruction which was developed to
provided hy the Pilot NIMIC host country, provide protection of classified information
i.e. the United Sates. Technical staff up to and including "Confidential", in
members were provided by secondment accordance with national laws and
from the participating nations. Overall regulations provided such are no less
administration was provided by a Steering stringent than the NATO Security
Committee composed of a representative of Document C-M(55)15(Final) of 31 July
each participating nation, and chaired by 1972. NATO will provide physical security
the U.S. Representative. for the NIMIC facility in accordance with

normal NATO procedures.
The Steering Committee agreed that the
efforts of Pilot NIMIC in performing the 4.2 Staff
tasks identified in the MoU would be
assessed prior to the establishment of the Unlike Pilot NIMIC, the total staff for
permanent NIMIC. An assessment report NIMIC is being hired in accordance with
was written (Ref. 2), which was staffed NATO hiring procedures. While the staff
within all participating nations. The report members are NIMIC employees, all
states in its synopsis: "in May 1988 a Pilot personnel matters are processed in
NIMIC program was established with the accordance with NATO procedures. Staff
object of determining whether the NIMIC
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performance is assessed by the Steering taken into account. Hence the theoretical
Committee. staff of 8 is still far from being completed

today, which temporarily reduces NIMIC's
This staff is presentl, defined as shoxkn in efficiency. The transition from Pilot NIMIC
Chart 4: to NINIIC certainly was a necessary step,

but it is a difficult one, and the full working
a program manager, with a secretary, pace will only be attained in early 1992.

NIMIC will then resume and expand the
four technical officers, each one tasks identified in both the Pilot NIMIC
specialized in a given field, i.e. and NIMIC MoU documents.
Explosives, Explosion effects,
Warheads design and Propulsion 5.NIMIC's tasks
design,

5.1 Links with Users
a technical editor and a s)stems
analyst, more particularly in charge "he\ tasks can be listed under three
of the database and the computer he,idlines igoht to left on Chart 4):
equipment.

maintaining a specialized database,
This amounts to 8 staff members, to be
hired among candidates belonging to the ,responding to questionnaires issued
participating nations. Unfortunately, the by member nations, and
NATO hiring process is very lengthy, due
to the obvious security requirements anti to performing inquiries of its own.
the inevitable political considerations to be

'I__



All these tasks imply the existence of formal function for the selection of relevant
links with the users. To this end, each documents, a characteristic which
participating nation has provided NIMIC differentiates it from other "informatioa
with a contact within the nation, a National centers".
Focal Point Officer (NFPO), who assists in
efforts to input data and process Collection and selection of information
questionnaires. Also each participating can be effected through two different
nation has identified national governmental channels:
agencies authorized direct contact with
NIMIC. Any questionnaire from these the main one utilizes the NFPO to
agencies can be received and responded to conduct searches for relevant
directly by NIMIC. Other agencies and information in national agencies;
industrial concerns are to forward
questionnaires to NIMIC via the an optional channel is direct
appropriate NFPO, whose responsibility it is interrogation of national databases
tc validate, from an administrative view, the by means of a MODEM.
need for the assistance being sought.
NIMIC responses will also be sent via the The main agencies and databases of the
NFPO unless stipulated otherwise, member nations are listed in Annex A. But

this is not to say that the NIMIC database
Other NATO groups (such as the Service precludes entrance of information from
Armament Groups) and other NATO non-participating nations. To the contrary,
nations can submit questionnaires to NIMIC a significant amount of data from non-
via the Steering Committee. The participants resides in NIMIC having been
authorization of the Steering Committee is either volunteered by such nations or
necessary since many NATO groups have accessed from open literature.
nations in membership which are not
participants in NIMIC. The SC, if in In September 1991, these searches had
unanimous agreement to provide the already resulted in the review of more than
service, will forward the questionnaire to 30,000 technical abstracts for relevancy to
NIMIC for response. Assistance provided NIMIC. Of these, about 60 percent were
to non-participants will be subject to considered relevant. In addition, over 7,000
payment of a fee for services, based on the hard copies of documents were received and
complexity of the effort involved, a review indicated over 95 percent relevant

for entrance into the NIMIC database.
These searches will be a continuing effort

5.2 IM Database of NIMIC to provide input to the database
in as timely a manner as possible.

As far aF the database is concerned.
NIMIC's tasks are the following: Information has been received in basically

two forms: hard copy and floppy discs. All
collect, store and disseminate relevant information is processed for
scientific and technical information entrance into the IM database (macline
on IM: searchable). Obviously it is of an advantage

to NIMIC to receive the information in
provide and maintain a floppy disc or magnetic tape form, which
comprehensive data collection so as aids not only in timely processing as
to facilitate design efforts for IM machine readable, but also in reduction of
and minimize the cost of research storage space.
and development efforts;

Once the information is converted to
It is important to note that, even at this machine readable form, it is then placed in
level, NIMIC already provides an analysis Bibliographic Retrieval Services (BRS)



Search format. BRS Search is a text-based for application require consideration at a
database system residing on the hard disc of systems level. It is counterproductive to
a compaq Deskpro 386 (IBM compatible) prevent a hazardous condition that arises
computer with backup onto two magnetic infrequently in a combat situation and
tapes. BRS Search is used extensively to create a highly likely hazard in other phases
query the databases listed in Annex B. of the logistic cycle. NIMIC was created to

provide a source of information for the
assessment of all factors involved in arriving
at a design solution.

5.3 Responses to Technical
Questionnaires In the early months of Pilot NIMIC, the

majority of questionnaires were factual in
The principal objective in establishing nature, not requiring much analysis or
NIMIC is to provide a NATO central point presentation of opinions and
for the exchange of technical information in recommendations. In recent months, the
order to facilitate the design of munitions questionnaires have been more searching in
to meet national and future NATO IM nature, and thus more in conformity with
requirements. While the term "insensitive the plan for NIMIC. Chart 5 lists the
munitions" is defined somewhat differently activity of NIMIC in this area. It is evident
by nations, the general goal of reducing from the number of questionnaires
vulnerability of launch platforms and storage submitted that pilot NIMIC was recognized
areas while retaining combat effectiveness is in the munitions community, and that this
generally accepted by all. The goal is community is now anxious for assistance
seldom achievable by a single approach, but from NIMIC.
requires the combination of several
technologies (e.g. energetic material A comparison of the types of information
selection in conjunction with mitigating in the database versus the subjects of
devices). questionnaires is presented in Chart 5. Not

surprisingly, this chart indicates heavy
In all instances, the synergistic effects of the emphasis in data input and questionnaires
technology or technologies being proposed related to energetic materials. As time

Chart 5
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progresses and the requirements for IM identifying a deficiency in its database, will
(nationally and in NATO) become better contact participants, requesting (and aiding
defined, the questionnaires to NIMIC will when possiblc) in the conduct of an in-
reflect the comp.ex nature of design depth search of national databases. Should
problems in meeting IM requirements, and the in-depth search of the specific technical
will require an expanded database and the area prove fruitless, then the deficiency
concerted efforts of the technical staff, obviously is due to a lack of existing data.

5.4 Inquiries and Studies NIMIC, in such a situation, develops a
proposal for a program to be undertaken

Last but not least, NIMIC will develop an as a collaborative venture to correct the

activity of its own (although obviously along deficiency. Current national budgetary

the lines defined by the Steering constraints make collaborative ventures

Committee) in order to anticipate the needs more than ever desirable and even
of the Member nations prior to future necessary. Some specific areas identified by
questionnaires. To this end, as its staff of NIMIC as potential for collaborative
technical officers is gradually completed, it programs are:
will utilize its expertise for the following
tasks: analyzing the interest of some

novel explosive molecules for IM;
analyze technical requirements for
IM, and assess methods and systems assessing IM insensitivity tests in
for improving IM to meet these order to get a better scientific
requirements, understanding of the real

phenomena occurring within the
recommend solutions or desigrn munition tested;
approaches to meet IM
requirements, developing reliable small scale or

math model predictive tools;
identify technology deficiencies that
prevent requirements from being designing means to prevent or
achieved, and make proposals for reduce the potential for
remedial actions, and sympathetic detonation in mass use

munition storage configurations.
analyze data provided to NIMIC,
and prepare data books and state-
of-the-art reports on IM. 6. NIMIC AND THE IM PROCESS

Indeed, through database interrogations to 6.1 Munition Assessment Process
respond to questionnaires, NIMIC may
identify technology deficiencies in its AC/310 published AOP-15 "Guidance on
database in a given technology area. Such the Assessment of the Safety and Suitability
a deficiency can be indicative: for Service of Munitions for NATO Armed

Forces" (Ref. 2), and summarized the
either simply by a lack of data input assessment process in Chart 6. While not
by participating nations; specifically addressing the IM aspect of

munition design, the same philosophy and
or by lack of data having been methodology applies to assessing a munition
developed in that given technology to IM requirements as for safety
area. requirements. Therefore, the subsequent

comments will treat the two disciplines as
NIMIC, as a first order of business, upon one.

Aj



Chart 5

. advice and ass,-tance in selecting
-7 •adequate explosive and propellant

materials; and

.. information from accident and
incident data on the past history of
designs similar to that proposed, so
that known pitfalls can be avoided.

Further down in the process comes Step 1.
The need for support in this step reflects
the basic purpose for establishing NIMIC.
In this ara of recommending acti.,s tc
eliminate or control hazards, NIMIC will
utilize its database and the expertise of its

________ _ staff to the fullest extent.

__....___ , NIMIC assistance is also available through
a k,77 --c this design process in Steps L and K

--------- t __ (involving the selection of tests and test
___ parameters to validate that the design does

____._______in fact meet IM requirements).

It might be even more necessary in Steps
P and R, which have an added degree of

AC'310 agrees that the achievement of IM complexity in that any remedies suggested
program goals can best be accomplished if more than likely will be of a retrospective
IM characteristics are designed into the nature to an already existing design.
munition, and efforts to accomplish this
should be initiated at the beginning of the In order to cope with these tasks, the staff
munition development program. In cases of NIMIC, thoiugh smafl in size, is
where lack of technology, impact on composed of personnel who, as a group,
performance, cost, etc., prohibit have experience in total munition design
achievement of IM requirements through (Energetic Materials., Warheads, Propulsion
design, solutions should he sought by Units, Fuzes and Safe-Arm Devices, and
providing safeguards or protection to the Explosion effects). Albeit that the NIMIC
munitions, data, as with any database, will always be

expanding and will lag timewise behind the
Within Chart 6, we will now put emphasis most recent technological developments,
on those steps where NIMIC is capable of access to these recent developments is
providing assistance to the design agent, as available to NIMIC. Indeed, one of the
progress is made through this process. NIMIC sub-databases is the PCDB, or

Points of Contact Database. This contains
6.2 NIMIC's Role Within the Process a listing of several hundred technologists in

participating nations who have indicated a
NIMIC's assistance can he sought from the willingness to assist the NIMIC staff.
very beginning of the process, i.e. Steps A,
B and C, where NIMIC can provide: In instances of lack of information in the

NIMIC database ond!or lack of experience
input regarding current national and in a given subject by the staff, appropriate
NATO IM requirements: points of contact will be solicited to assist in

identification of any new unreported

technological advances.



Assistance of this nature, sought tirmo Full national participation will provide many
nations by NIMIC, will be solicited to assist advantages such as:
in identification of any new unreported
technological advances, and will he improved cost-effectiveness of
governed by the NIMIC Security Guidelines operating the Center;
established and agreed by the nations.

expansion of the database; and

7. FUTUDE higher potential for achieving
muniiion interoperability in the

NIMI C is a proj,ýct functioning within Alliance.
NATO. It is actively solicited for assistance
by other NATO entities and even by non- Many lessons have been learned during the
NATO nations. At the same time, it is Pilot Phase regarding both administrative
actively soliciting participation by all and technical aspects of operating an
Alliance nations. information center of this magnitude.

NIMIC will continue to learn and grow in
NIMIC, in these early months of NATO its ability to cope with future problems both
op Žrations (as in its Pilot phase), has placed administrative and technical as they arise.
emphasis on IM ,-onsiderations. However,
recognizing the relationship between safety In the near term, NIMIC will be engaged
and IMI concerns, NIMIC plans to expand in a vigorous campaign to inform the
Its database to encompass safety as well as technical community of its presence in
INM information. This expansion is NATO and its capability to serve their
necessary to allow full assessment of the need. You, as members of this technical
s'ynergistic effects of proposed remedial community, can assist NIMIC within your
actions. influence and also pas,; . 'e iMiC staff

suggestions for ,.:ilovement.
NwA, NIMIC is also solicited by other
NATO entities to expand its database and NIMIC will function as a team member
the activity oi its technical staff to other with the 11,, ... ! "ATO munition
areas within the munitions field. If this is developers and desires that a spirit of
accepted, a balance will have to be defined cooperation permeates all of our mutual
hetw een: endeavor-,.

on the one hand, the interest for Rfrc'nces
NATO of making the lest possible
utilization of the role of expertise 1. Advisory Group for Aerospace
represented by NIMIC, and Research and Development

(AGARD) -Technical Inforrr.tii'n
-on the other hand, the need for Panel (TIP), "Proposal to
NIMIC to retain its primary mission Establish a NATO Scientific and
in the IM field. Technical Information Service"

(NST!S), AGARD Report No.
Even within the field of IM, as previously TIP/WG-0l/NATO, AGARD HQ,
indicated, any assistan,'," from NIMIC to Paris. France, April 1086.
NATO as a whole - or to non-participating
nations - can only be sporadic in the 2. NATO Insensitive Munitions
present situation, where NIMIC is only Information Center (NIMIC) -"

funded by the par!i..ipating nations. l'his is An Assessment of Pilot NIMIC".
why NIMIC advocates the active NIMIC-ESN-371-90 of 20 April
participation oft other nations. 1990.



ANNEX A ANNEX B

National agencies and databases contribUting Breakdown of the NIMIC IM Database
to the NIMIC IM database

Canada - IMDB (IM DATABASE) - Nomenclature
for the function allowing simultaneous

Defence Scientific Information search of the major subset databases
Service (DSIS)

- NIDB (NIMIC Informational Database) -
France Main database containing bibliographies

of technical reports. All documents
CEDOCAR entered are in hard copy NIMIC files.

Netherlands - STANAG - Contains NATO (particularly
AC/310) Standardization Agreements.

Prins Maurits Laboratory/TNO
- JADB (Journal Articles Database)

Norwa. Contains articles from technical
periodicals.

Norwegian Defence Research
Establishment (NDRE) - PTDB (Patent Database) - Contains
Norwegian Defence Industry Munition Related Patents (Worldwide).

United Kin2dom - PCDB (Points of contact Database)
Contains listing of individuals in

DRIC participating nations available to assist the
IRS Dialtech NIMIC Technical Staff.
HSELINE

- CPDB (Company Database) - Contains
United States information of the capability of industrial

agencies for testing, analysis, etc.
National Technical Information
Service (NTIS) - AXDB (Accident Database) - Contains
Defense Technical Information information on munition related accidents.
Center (DTIC)
Local databases such as those - QSUM (Questionnaire Database) -

maintained for NASA, Chemical Contains a compilation of questions
Propulsion Information Agency referred to NIMIC.
(CPIA), World Patent Index, etc.

t _ _ __ _
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Discussion

QUESTION BY WEISS. US: Please expand on the benefits part of the
cost and benefits modelling. Does it take into account the cost of
"unreliability" of the weapon system which would dictate more
spares, more platforms, etc.? How about operational consideration
whereby incidents due to a specified level of sensitivity less than
satisfactory result in decommissioning of a platform or force
stand-down while solutions are sought?

ANSYLLEL Ideally life costing of platforms using insensitive
munitions should include all these effects if they are relevant.
Indeed such costing would also normally include a period of wartime
usage. However, I do not believe that the "unreliability"
or "decommissions" aspects are currently being built into UK cost-
benefit models.

FURTHER ANSWER BY MAWBEY. UK: The cost benefit analysis
concerned with the benefits of introducing less-sensitive munitions
on ships and submarines cover both peacetime and wartime
scenarios. In the peacetime case the loss due to an accident is
based on (a) the repair cost and (b) the potential loss in fighting
availability due to the predicted damage. In the wartime case only



the potential !oss in fighting capability resulting from a range of
attack weapons is considered. The basic loss due to the
accident/attack alone is compared with the loss due to: (a) the
accident/attack with current munitions, (b) the accident/attack
with munitions that meet BR8541 requirements, and (c) the
accident/attack with munitions which meet the IMP requirement.
Thus the net benefit of introducing less-sensitive munitions can be
established. Comparing the benefit factored by the probability of
the accident/attack occurring with the costs of introducing the
less-sensitive munition contributes to the judgement which has to
be made on safety policy. In the analysis it is assumed that an
uncontrolled fire in a ship's magazine will lead to the effective loss
of the munitions it contains.

QUESTION BY MOSES. US: In any intense conflict where resupply is
difficult or too long in time, repairability becomes a very important
term in the equation for availability. Explosions and fire almost
always render a platform non-repairable and therefore unavailable;
but repairable vehicles can often be returned in a few days (e.g.
largely tanks during the 7-day war and the Yon Kipper war). This
also has an impact on the maintenance and logistics requirements.
Does your modelling take these benefits and costs into account?

ANSWER. Repairability and cost of repair is included in the UK whole
life costing models. In a combat situation, a ship may not
necessarily become unavailable after a minor fire and even tanks andaircraft 1111,.- ,, Q-,h, LU 01

a tmight be more able to accomplish their immediate mission
if the result of attack on an IM was no more that burning. However,
repairability in order to ensure reuse of a platform during the same
campaign is certainly a factor that should be built into combat
availability models though it has not yet been taken account of in
the UK modelling program.
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RESUNW

Apres avoir expose la genese des specifications et des essais de securite applicabies aux munitions
embarquees sur navires, des criteres d acceptation aont Presentes et compares aux normes en vigueur dans
i autres pays ou organisations.

nes evolutions tDossibles Toour les annees a venir sont ensuite evoquees.

Enfin. d autres approches complementaires a lasaecurisation des ijunitions Sont presentees.

INTRODUCTION

Un navire de comtbat rassemble dana un espace Neanmoins, dans le souci d'eviter lea risques de
restreint de nom~breux riaques potentiels. Farmi personnalisation a outrance. ii eat apparu le
lesquela sea propres munitions embarqueea coflati- besoin d un cadre de reference :c eat 1lobjet des
'nent in facteur de vulnerabilite particulierement specifications d essc.is et des criteres standards
Jnportant. car elles peuvent initier des accidents de securite. Dans a ismesure ou lea standards sunL
ou en amplifier lea effets bien choisis. is personnalisation pourra rester

reistivement limitee, et reservee aux caa
Lax Marine Frantaise. comae la plupart des autres patcie.qul sgsedisunio ei-

ýIarines. a toujoura ete sensible sux problemes de meme ou du navire porteur.
* serurite de stockage et de mise en oeuvre des

munitions A bord. Cette ptiorite s eat encore
* accrue a la lumiere des enseignementa tires des

er'.g g.-? 1,ts 9 . Is des di Ilieres annees. Pt Les standards ont pour objet
I accidents aurvenus a bord de batimen* de combat
m Cdernes du monde oc cidental. -de fixer u~n corps de doctrine, qui reate A

moduler dana lea cas particuliers.
La methodologie retenue pour garantir un niveau de
securite satiafaisant consiste a realiser pour -de servir de guide aux concepteura de munitions.
lea munitions des etudes de securite prenant en
ccmpte lea differents environnements rencontres : de couvrir le css des munitions simples A usage
normal , anormal et accidentel . Pour ce dernier. tre3 general.

9 qui eat le seul traite ici. lesasccidents lea plus
vraisemblables sont identifies, et des objectifa d'evaluer a posteriori le niveau de securite des
de aecurite le ur sent associes. munitions aliciennes pour lesquelles il n'avait

pas etci etabji initialement d objectifs precis
I! eat evident que lea types d accidents possibles de securite.
dependent largement du navire porteur et des
conditions d emploi de ls muniticn. C eat sinsai Is doivent ktre suffisamment ambitieux pour
par exemple que Ilenvironnement d un missile apporter un niveau eleve de securite, mais sans
destine A un avian embarque sera aasez different entralner de surcoat excessif.
de celui rencontre par une torpille de sous-marin.
et qu un certain degre de personnalisation des Ils doivent itre egalement compatibles.. autant que
envirannements accidenteis a impose. possible, avec ceux retenus par l'OTAN et par lea

Marines ailiees pour faciliter I'interoperabilite.
De mere, lea criteres de securite varieront Une concertation permanente existe A ce aujet au
suivant que le patentiel explasii 11cIl munition sein du groupe AC 310 de l'OTAN "securite et apti-
eat plus ou mains eleve. que le navire eat pluz tude au service des munitions et expiosifs". Le
ou mains precieux. et que lea con'nequences d un NIMIC (Centre d'Information OTAN sur lea munitions
aiccident sont plus ou mains graves. insensibles) cona-titue egalement une reference

intereasante.



AGRESSIONS RETENIJES PRIORITAIREMENi,

Las accidents imaginables. en temps de paix ou au Cette derniere agression presente un grand interet
combat, sont extremeient nombreux. et il est technique, car la mesure de la vitesse limite
necessaire de proceder a uns analyse prealable entrainant la detonation eat un parametre tras
pour ratenir ceux qui sont lea plus caracte- discriminant. La procedure d essai daeclat lourd
ristiques des meaaces rencontrees. eat largement utilisee pour caracteriser la

vulnerabilite des nouveaux explosifa dana des
est naturellement 1lincendie. susceptible d'6tre maquettas elles-memes standardl~sees. Le tableau 1

rencontre en tampa de paix ou comme consequence presenta quelques resultats.
:luna agression de combat, qui apparait comme
!'accident a prendre en compta en priorite, mais
en distinguant deux types principaux dont lea
scenarios at lea effets sont aaaez differents Tableau I

- l'incendia de batiment de aurface. at plus
particulierement de porte-aeronefa. dana lequel le IMPACT BILLE I.OURDF.
carburant eat un hydcocarbure bruilant en grande
quantite aver un important apport d'air. Lea Viuý. bjil m/
temperatures aunt elevees. et lea durees peuvent
etre longues, H0 15200 1300 400 150051600 1700 1800 1 9M1 50 2100 2200 23,W)

- 1 incendie de aoua-marin, dana lequel le RujiE; 0 co
carburant eat pluto-* une huile ou un fluide 1,pk-.dA0

nvdrauliqiie. at oii i uantite d air disponible aixi ie
eat limitee. Lea terni--atures sont beaucoup moina W
elevees. et lea durees assez breves. F.- H 0

*1~p4"f C 0 00 0

Enisuite. 1 accident de manutention apparait fol- 0
egalement comma devant faire 1lobjet d une grande 7p-F3,0 6attention. Il eat admia que la chute de grande F~pk-f 1 0 O
hauteur en eat 1 example le plus repreaentatif. LaL
hauteur de chute eat generalement fixee & 12 m. le Lý"I'd

receptacle pouvant e-tre plat ou dote d obstacles UIl-d ~If G C ~
pour simuler un effet de pointonnement. I~p6',.*,

Line troisieme categorie comprend lea agreasiona
representatives de 1 affet direct d uaeasression I~kfKI0 0
de combat . sous la forme d impacts da projectiles 1 A40 0
ou d eclats. parmi lasquala on trouve :

0 Explosion
- 1 ,mpact de projectile bassement energetique. IP D~tonatior*
rco1d1ise p~ar une ou plusieurs balles de 12.7 mm
perforantas. tne quatrieme catagorie regroupe lea agressiona

representatives des effeta secondaires d un
- 1 impact d eclat leger tres raoide, accident initial. On v trouve
reprasentatif d un missile antiserien. modelisa
par plusiaurs aclats de faible masse atteignant - la detonation par influence. qui parmet
samultanament is munition, I evaluer le pouvoir amplificateur des munitions

dana un accident, en tenant compte des
- 1 impact d eclat lourd. representatif de configurations de stockage at du facteur aggravant
Tissiles antiriaviras ou de bombes, modalise par un apporte par le confinement.
saul eclat de masse plus elevee (par example,
sphere d acier de 250 g). - Ilechauffement lent. qui peut reprasentar

Ileffet adistance d un incendie majaur de
.- '- ~ batiment de surface. aver un faible gradient de

temperature et una longue duree. -Cette agression
-7 presenta egalament un grand interet technique car

elaconduit aux reactions leas plus violentas de
la munition an ambiance tharmique.

-l'incandie de munitions. dans lequel la matiere
combustible eat un propargol ou un axplosif. Las
temperatures sont alors tres eleveas, at leas modes

7 de reaction des munitions agressees sont encore
peu connus.

lUne derniere cateigorie. qui n est citee ici .lua
pour memoire. couvre leas agressions d origine
electrigue ou electromagnetique. comme la foudre,
1'electricite statique. lea rayonnements alactro-
sagnetiquas continua ou impulsionnels. Ella isa

-' sara pas dvevloppee ici

Eclat lourd sphbro d'acior do 250 g
munio do son sabot do lancement
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Le tableau 2 recapitule les specifications - incendie de sous-marin :l'objectif est de
existantes ou en cours d achevement. n avoir aucune reaction compte tenu de l'environ-

nement particulier.

Tableau 2 - chute de grande hauteur :il ne doit y avoir
aucune reaction, avec poscibilite de neutra-
lisation de la munition pour enlevement.

Liste des specifications d'essais - impact de balle de 12,7 mm :l'objectif eat de
n Iavoir aucune reaction, ou au maximum une

Date combustion.
Reference Titre d'appro-

bation - impact d eclat leger :l'objectif eat de ne pas
avoir de reaction plua intense que la combuation.

IT n' 9282-1 Echauiffement rapide:
incendie type - impact d eclat lourd :l1objectif serait de ne
Batirient de Surface pas avoir de reaction plus intense que ls
(BS) 14-01-88 combustion mais. compte tenu de la violence de

l'agression. il pourra etre accepte des reactions
incendip t 'Ype Sous- plus importantes sans toutefois atteindre le
Mario (S!') niveau de la detonation,

T 2 -~c de balle -de 28-02-88 - detonation par influence ;l'absence de
7 detonation sera demandee,

nht de grarid ý.auteu, 2C)07-88 Ces exigences. qui sont si besoin a moduler.
constituent une base significative .elles

17pact I eclat lor 8I-9 apportent un degre de securite suffisant pour
qu un accident de temps de paix. ou une agression

Ftaij ar in- 10 '11-89 de combat ne soit pas arnplifi-?o de fa(;on
excessive.

:T ",ý 6 Ehauffen7eot lent 23-10-90 Bien que non entierement figes, ces criteres
____ __-peuvent constituer un guide utile pour les

-"212 X e-ia t i legerconcepteura de munitions. leur perimettant de
choisir les options techniques pour un large

Seventail d'applications presentes ou a venir.

CRITERES D ACCEPTATION

7 ;on I Ts r.~zeotes not 1 cbet de
ny.z~znn~.s .~se-u.r-te. etablies eit fonction

v~ ~r sete ar ms unition. de
at et noeraticorel, et

I. A ar nef ; les Portent.

iit~~~~~i r o ;i i- unitions5 d une mene
z j i ý s'c.r: cc et la technologie

- . . o en. '-ie~ril a des exigences
A.7. ~ U Aia t '? inlarite est encore accrue

a . n 7-ne ur~e etude d ensem~ble
ir i *l~te a 1 aloct.,on en munitions d un

"i % it -- ;t r~tir,,e 1em-.nt le cas pour les
Z IrLS ;1 1 ir-1 I re -,7 e pa r e R'' 1 e

7 - 75 , ii h r~e Ic , 9 i '- e

A , I r 1tores stanriard scr. Cen

Fl."raoi; zr ieirta tions

- i.. atin.r, rcslrfac-e la '.eactioo ne
Fi plus ;r:l u 3une c.-nbustiDn. Tone

sineare est vise~e pour les Lanceur d'dclat lourd do 112.7 mm
-,I *,,'i71 ar,ýef-s 7nbarquees sur pirte-avions,

i sii ,,;:n- reatio n -.o? flszit. se prro.ire
n-r<estintesde 1 inendie.



COMPARAISON AVEC LES NORI4ES

ONU - OTAN - ETATS-UNIS - GRANDE BRETAGNE

La comparaison des normes franý;aises avec les
normes etrangeres et internationales fait l'objet
du tableau 3 :ii est notamment fait etat des
criteres d acceptation lorsque ceux-ci existent.

Les informations presentees proviennent de

- NU division 1.6

-OTAN STANAG 4325

-ETATS UNIS M.IL STD 2105A

G RANDE BRETAGNE BR 8541

La comparaison fait apparaitre une forte
convergence pour les principaux essais. et une
parente certaine pour les criteres associes. Le
groupe AC 310 de 1 OTAN favorise 1lemergence d une DUtonation de bombe soumise a 1lechauffement rapid.
doctrine ýommune.

Tableau 3

OTAN ETATS 'uNS GRANDE BRETAGNE FRANCE

A~3: n-3mb i -stt'ot-n Cornb~sti':n Pas ce retonation Clocstio
recona'nto-'iPas d eplosion

;--affo~-t- r32*1e -30t- Se~tz omoustion Seion Spec'FIL.ton I) Com~. ot~oni8Si
lre-ommanciat-on) Non react,oniSpi

-tcnai:ý oar -fcence Pas le letonat~or Pas de detonation Pas cOe dletonaticn Pas ae detonation Pas de detonation

(recommandatior.

:%)j:, 0 -at o~rz Pas de detonation

Eaee I e~t Combst~on oDute reaction ZOMOction Non speciffe
d:rt etre notee

ieg3-ie "ateur Nc;n rcoct'on Non, reaction Non reaction

EVOLUTION DES AGRESSIONS ET DES CRITERES

Les agressions et lea criteres presentes ci-dessus A cat egard les capacites de lutte contre
-onduisent a concevoir des munitions presentant un 1-incendie (passives at actives) d un batiment le
niveau de risque attenue Mais paradoxalement, un surface ont une limite ; en foniction de cette
nouveau type d agression doit alors etre pris en limite. des environnements thermiques maxima sont
compte I incendia de munitions a 1letuda.

En effet. lea munitions & risques attanues. Ceux-ci saexpriment en pratique par la notion de
conr~ues pour brular at non detoner lorsqu elles quantite maximala de munitions pouvant ordilar sans
sent soumises a des agrassions du domaine mettre en cause la vulnerabilita de ls soute, at
accidentel. daplacent le probleme de ls securi- par la notion de temps de reaction des munitions
sation du stockaga en soute ou de is mise en avec ou sans conteneurs soumisas a des agressions
oeuvre operationnelle des munitions. L'analyqe des thermiques de fort gradient de temperature.
risques conduit desormais. pour les programmes
d armament futurs, A prendre en compte les La definition des criteres associes a cem exo-
incendips de matieres explosives et de propulseurs gencas de securite depasse sinsi is formulation
pouvant degenorer en incendies generalises des premiers criteres. presentes precedemment.



D autre part, la menace terroriste fait peser et
va faire peser pendant le temps de pai: it le La definiticn de barrieres de ae~uritc t.je

temps de crise sur 1 ensemble des nati,-ons et de blIndage, protections thermiqoes. dispositifs
leurs Marines en particuliet un risque important d I evacuation des gaz . contribue a 'zette
ý est ainsi que 1 attaque terroriste type chaige securisation La reflcxion est menee au cas par
creuse impose que les effets du jet residuel cas en prenant en compte chaque couple
scient tortement attenues et que la tenue des saute/munitic,n.
munltions futures ace jet residuel soit etudiee

Cet exemple illustre les nouvelles preoccupations Ainsi ces trois actions subsidiaires contribuett
issues de 1 utilisation possible terroriste ou non au durcissement de I environiement munit on
Jes armes Ae combat termestre coni.re les navires. L integration des munitions a bord des batimeots

de surface a un niveau de securite satisfaisant
passe egalement par ces voies d etude elies-memes
complementaires de 1 effort realise en matiere de

UNE AUTRE APPROCHE : PRISE EN COMPTE DE munitions a risques attenues.
L ENVIRONNEMENT

En conclusion, la convergence entrc les actions
.a teohnlogie disponible dans le futur permettra Lortant sur la securite intrinseque des zunitiorn s
ia tenuo des nouvelles e:.igences de securite et celles portant sur le durcissement de ier
assoc ies au-s noucelles agressions et nouveau:: environnement devrait permettre de deboocher sur
riteres defLinis des solutions techniques de moindre coot pvur

satisfaire les e,:igences de securite dJ *ha1 o
Lelles-ci peuvent sembler au jourd hui tres programme
ambitluses compte tenu de I etat de 1 art
ldisponible en matiere de munitAons a risques
attenues pour des couts a ceptables.

r-ur ten:' les objectifs de securcte des
rogrammes, II est denc uttle de rechercher des

soutions complementaires d amelioration des
corditions de stockage et de mse en ceusre
,pcratiýc,nnece des munitions . celles-cI passent
par le durcissement Aet meme desun 1 n

"tit se dec~line si-n trois ni'aux

',e •'nen.:sc e•uci~tc ns

-- Is eti n ot i amenagement des smutes

n's nA rs t e stock'ige on soute ce monit-,ons

r- 'los s l a reac* it on avo- :ente le d oine Murni
Sr. [entrainer la detonation en masse des

n n.sn's,. voire !a per-te du batiment

In doftnition de conteneurs securises est
suscepirk d ameiiirtr cette situation Des
iogles le dlimeonsinnement ont etc etudiees eles
z,,rtent sur la recherche d une configuration de
st,,c rage ,ptimisee. sur la definition dos

sistances minimales d isolement a respecter entre
munitions a'nsi que sur les caracteristiques des
ecrans a interposer.

Los resultats significatcfs obtenus pour des
muni

t
io'ns chargees en explosifs coules fondus

permettent d en'visager. pour des explosifs moins
sensibles, des protections type conteneurs et
ecrans I un devis dA masse notablement allege

D autre part. la connaissance des offets des
munitions soumises aux agressions accidentelles
permet la realisation d etudes de securite de
stookage afin d optimiser le plan de stockage des
munitirns et conteneurs embarques

Enfin, la conception des soutes et leur
securisation sont des composantes essentielles de
I environnement "munition".



SAFETrY SPECIFICATIONS AND C-RITERIA CONC'ERNING MUNITIlONS'
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Th~is. They must be ambitious enough so as to prov;ide a

a- 77ss high level of safety. yet without entailing
½' t'ter excessive costs.

f ~r. 'r'fn They must be also compatible. as far as is
possible, with NATO and Allied Navies standards in
order to facilitate interoperability. A permranent

-,r-.r a, r] xng toý dialogue exists on this subject within the NATO
An, -oin is group AC 310 "Safe*y and Suitability for service

of mn ut n oll t ruiio ns ancl explosives" N NIMI1C (NATO
.4he Information Centre on Insensitive Munitions) also

represents an interesting point of reference



SELEUTED AGRESSIONS

Conceivable accidents, whether in peacetime r This last agression is of great technical
during a conflict, are extremely numerous and interest, as the measuring of the maximum fragment
first need to be anarysed to identify the most speed leading to detonation is a veryV
characteristic of the threats encountered. discriminating parameter. the heavy fragment test

procedure is widely used to characterise
Fire is the most likely accident to occur both in vulnerability of the new high explosives in models
peacetime and during a conflict and so must take which have themselves been standardised. Table 1
privrit" over the others, not forgetting tO shows several results.
distinguish between its two principal types, each
of which has different patterns and whose effects
are rather different Table 1

- fire aboard a surface ship and more particularly
aboard aircraft-carriers. in which fuel consists IIFAVY IFRAGMIENT IMPACT
of a !arge ..luantity of combustible hydrocarbon
^ith a large proportion of air. Temperatures are ii•,:lnw

high and the periods of time concerned can be
ocng .o.1

fire abo-ard a submarine. xhere fuel is more I A
u;sually: an -il or a hy-draulic fluid and where the

4-dantito' fof av;ailablle air is limited. Temperatures ?W30
are not nearly as high and the periods of time B 0 0c.,n-.... el are rather short

Next are the accidents which occur during hand~lig 1'1'" I)0

and these deserve a fair amount of consideration. .l,. F 0
It is accepted that material falling fro:o a great 0 0 so,
height is the msst representative example here
Helght of drop is generally fixed at 12 m. its f-' C

nd ing place may be a flat surface or one 0 II

"euipped 'ith obstaclos in order to simulate a , C >

perforation effect l.ll,• s I

A third categoro- includes agressions repres' .._ ''r' K I0
the i•iect effect of acombat agr SSIon . i ,.... 0 0

prjectiles impacts or fragm .e.Xong
.hrih are found 0 Explosion

* Detonation
-i. ener-go projectiles impacts _Jelled h'o one

or severa, shots bc; 12,7 mm perfo ating bullets.

"er rapid light fragment .:pact from an anti.- A fourth category covers agressions representing
air raft warhead modellei, one or several shots the secondary effects of an initial accident.
fr,:n low-mass fragment hitting the munition These include
s-' •mlaneruso.,

sympathetic detonation, which allows for the
heaoo fragment impact from anti-ship missiles or evaluation of the amplifying power of munitions

from bombs modelled bv a single shot from a higher in an accident, whilst taking i:-:' account
mass (e g 2bli g steel sphere) storage layout and the aggravating factor cf

the confined space,

.,slow cook-off. which, with a ioA te.,perature
4W., -gradient and over a long period of time. ran

model the effect of a major fire on board a
surface ship, This agression is equally of
great technical interest as it leads to the
most violent munition reactions in thermal
environment,

munitions fire, in which the combust ibl
material is a propellant or a high explosive
In such cases, temperatures are very high and
"the ways in which the affected munitions react

* are still little known.

"One last category, only referred to here for the
.ake of completeness. covers agressions1. originating from electrical or electromagnetic
sources ; such as lightning, static electricity.
continuous or pulsed electromagnetic radiation
This category will not be developed here.

Heavy Fragment 250 g. Steel Ball

on its Launching Sabot



Table 2 summarises existing specifications or - fire on board a submarine : the objective is to
those in the process of being completed. have no reaction given the particular environment,

drop from a great height : there must be no
Table 2 reaction, with the capability of neutralizing the

munition for removal,
List of the test specifications

- 12.7 mm bullet impact : the objective is to have
Approval no reaction, or at the very most a burning.

Reference Title
date - light fragment impact : the objective is to have

no stronger a reaction than burning.
IT N° 9282-1 Fire

type of fire - heavy fragment impact : the objective would be
surface ship 14th to have no stronger a reaction than burning, but.

January taking into account the violent nature of the
1988 agression, stronger reactions may be acceptable as

type of fire long as they do not reach detonation level.
submarine

- sympathetic detonation : there must be no
IT Ný 9282-2 12.7 mm Bullet 28th Jetnation.

impact February
1988 Although not entirely finalized, these criteria

can from now on act as a useful guide for
1T :A 9:82 Dr,frp from a great 2Jth munitions designers. giving the opportunit; of

height J01uy selecting technical options for a large range of
1988 present or future applications.

-- 4 Ha fr.ag'nt mpact 28th
November

1989

an on 0oth
October

1989

0,: to he r
19:;07 -1

u/nderwaa \

1!! . .... h L;. re e of sa fet",
t ishe I:,ration to. their

-. i-tis al and operational
Ship or aitr-laft

Gun Launching 112.7 mm Heavy Fragment

',u,7r the sa'e generation. safet.

. . a '-,hv ,!' generally lead
"-, s17 ar reqluirements This similarit',

hrn,:eased ea h time an overall stud-.- is
it :•rr ] ,,:t. ,. n the wh,_ -f the munitIons

ai 'f a shp . this is naturally the case
rlare ship prujects such as the Nuclear

Ai i-ft:ar ierIhrls de Aaulle

ft, •.L ns , t In , 17- the standard criteria are

* h ,r_ ,ess ':f being finalised. The main trends
ala as fti 's

fire ,n b oard a surface ship : the reaction must
b.h no More v iolent than burning. A further
requ i rement is intended for aircraft munition

rrnied n h-,ar' airoraft tarriers : no reaction
ast -,¢cur during the first minutes of the fire,



COMPARISON WITH UN - NATO - UNITED STATES-
GREAT BRITAIN STANDARDS

Comparison of French standards with foreign and
international standards is the subject of
T~able 3 :it notablv. sets out the acceptance
criteria where appropriate.

Information presented originates from,=

- NATO0 STANAG 4325

-UN division 1.~6

- NTE TATES ',IL STD lA

- CEAT RTAN BR 8541

The coorparisonr reveals a strong convergence for
She ma in Seatts andl a :ertain parity for the
associate~d criteria. The AC 310I' NATO group ma,,
e noour ag .ý he ernergence of a common policyJ.

Detonation of a Bomb under Fast Cool;,-off

Table 3

cit -' s .:E: ss~ s~- %

'I~ - :ctci3t'c' . ltalt '_ th c InS ;thi regrd c the fiefg tigcpblte

(psiv ndatie fth srac hi r

1- r~, 1sgnat-- the maximu qatyofmn ins wic c anc burn

,~~~ ~ ~ ~ , n , ,* t- ltnit -hven sueani ttc the inthout regard. n the fieuigtnge caabilityiftes

.1 11ni ne*agure. sicocmsth lmazited with regrd the oisn ofmitaction, mt-imumo
;,r-)r17 sf- t-rge n -againes i t. mnthermal enirnentshare uondaieristudy or nt n
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ions, designed!ttcr-themmaximumrquantity. ofamunitionserahich candburn

r,,)n . fire Th'f expn-r1t m teen sbit I : wiad Thou de epitondisin the vulneriaabilciaty d of ith
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fires raring in ofazne or t mntos h ther cont stnerised ri not, and,

55 F rna fur~ 3~e-~ progammes analsis remperatued gaiet



Nioreover, threat of terrorism weighs neavilv and Finally, design of the magazines, and making them.
affects all nations during both war and peacetime, safe, are essential components in the "munitions"
representing a huge risk for navies in environment. Definition of safety barriers in
particular : that is why terrorist attacks of the terms of screening, thermal protection, devices
shaped charge type imply that effects of the for the evacuation of gases .. contributes to
residual jet are greatly extenuated and that these safet-i measures. Careful consideration is
behaviour of future munitions in response to this given to each case, talirg into account chici.

residual jet has to hr studied. munition is put into which magazine each time.

This example illustrates the new pre-occupations Thus these three subsiduary actions contribute to
arisinz out of possible terrorist use of 'eapons hardening of munition s environment. If munitions
designed for land combat against ships are to be integrated at satis'actol'- safety-levels

on board surface vessels, the-,- have to equall.
undergo these study-processes, the studies

themselves being complimentary to the woo> rut
ANOTHER A P P, CONASIDERATIONF OF THE into low-risk munitions.

ENVIRONEN
In conclusion, convergence between aotios

evailalble in the future will allow for relating to intrinsic safety oi munitions and
ee wn sýifct' requirements associated with those relating to hardening of their en'ironmn'r

ef agressinos and cith the neal' should allow technioal solutions to be develce

at minimum cost. in orde:- to satisfy tne stet:
requirements of each ýrogramme.

ýri, th s ýi, see7. ver-, e.abitious today when state
f r a ~i-'te. he '' eatter 'f io-

71.ýIitl :.S L. is ta" e into

j:< :a r. 3t L t ere or useful to 1:,,-,:t f :
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'er leie ' eff# ts of Muort ions
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-ier 

t
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Discussion

QUESTION BY MAWBEY. UK: The Royal Navy requirement for the drop
test is also that there should be "no reaction"; also the mLnition
must be dropped from a credible drop height representative of
service use. The sympathetic detonation pass criteria implies
"explosion" is acceptable - should we not be seeking a response no
more severe than burning or deflagration?

ANSWER, As I indicated to you in the presentation, that is not
completely defined. However, I gave you a full orientation,
concerning the criterion associated with the detonation. The
announced objective is to not have a detonation of the receptor
munitions: that is the minimum safety requirements; in fact,
specifying such non-detonation implies a non-amplification of the
initial accident. But as you suggested, in other reactions less
severe than a detonation there is not less damage for the condition
of 'ie munition. In case of a specific naval program, we are bringing
more specification of the reactions in which the level of severity is
not more than a combustion-

QUESTION BY HELD, FRG: What wat the weight and velocity of your
light and heavy fragments?

ANSWER, The fragment velocity for the light fragment impact test
is defined as follows: 200 m/s for three fragments of 4 gm mass
each. For the heavy (250 gm) fragment impact tests the velocity
specified is 1500 m/s. That velocity can evolve in case people
criticize the testing conditions in Fin's evaluation of new
pyrotechnic products.
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-3Poudres riour armes

Les e~tudes concornonit essentiellemnent des poudrec sants - arneloration de l'allumage au ntoyen d'additif
niitru-e lu lose comport ant t ocit sublance explosive, en
general Ihexogene. et un lian. V accroi sso inc t dc la force par augmen tat ion (] ii t aux do

Ce S pkoudrcos di tes comtpuosites con tiSMtu nI e trailspositIM chreontlsaintelatsýegal
taLX armeIS at tube des technologies d~velopp~ece pour Parralliement ý ces travaux concernant le, substances s.onl
propergols comlposites. Deux Votos s0111 explorc'cs effectu~s des 6valuations en armes et des essais doe
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Discussion

QUESTIQN BY MAXEY. UK: In the evaluations, many pressure burst
responses were noted. In France, is this an acceptable response and
what parameters (eg pressure level, fragment throw) defines a
pressure burst?

A The experiments (tests) presented are the evaluation tests
and non-acceptance tests associated with the precise criterion. The
dummy utilized in these tests include safety plugs. At the time of a
"over pressure burst" reaction type the plug is ejected but the rest
of the dummy is intact. The question is in the case of a reaction of
type 4 or 5 according to the definition of NATO (non-violent) and
then by no means comparable to a deflagration.

QUESTION BY HELD. FRG: Should not the PASS/FAIL criteria correlate
with munitions - quantity, confinement, configuration - and not on
substances alone?

A The tests in full-scale are costly and carried out in
limited quantity (for example, people only carry out bullet impact
tests of a certain caliber, at a certain velocity, etc.). The test of
interest on a substance is allowed to extend the results obtained on
similar aggression (for example on the behavior of a model
generated for bullet impacts). That level of acceptance criterion
enable us to look at same substances, by transportation and storage
the ONU and NATO AC 258 required, by class object 1.6, such
criterion associated with test series 7 ONU.
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SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION

United States Air Force
military operations require
large amounts of
conventional high-
explosive munitions.
These materials must be
stored in accordance with
Air Force, NATO, and
host country regulations,
and in large part consist of
hazard class 1.1 mass-
detonating munitions.
Because of limited real
estate available in many
theaters and the current
quantity-distance (Q/D) Figure 1. F-i6 in Hardened Aircraft Shelter
requirements for safe
storage, significant portions of the available EHR Program encompasses more than the
munitions inventory are either stored under development of insensitive High Explosives
waivers or are malpositioned (i.e., stored in and Desensitized High Explosives to provide
locations remote to the airbases). chemical solutions to reduce munitions

hazards. The immediate goal of the United
The major objective of the United States Air States Air Force is to reduce the hazards
Force Explosives Hazards Reduction (EHR) presented to inventory munitions by
Program is to gain full combat capability by developing and incorporating energy
allowing required munitions to be safely suppression devices such as barriers, shields
stored at the base of intended use. Reduction and diverters, redesigning munitions
of munitions hazards will significantly reduce packaging, and applying innovative storage
air base vulnerability as accidents or attacks and handling techniques. These activities will
on munitions stocks will not result in permit the reduction of safety imposed
catastrophic collateral damage. The long restrictions (Q!D limitations) associated with
range goal of the Air Force EHR program is these munitions. This paper presents the
to complete transition to insensitive or less progress being made in attaining the Air Force
sensitive munitions in all major weapon immediate goal including key initiatives,
systems as soon as is practical v ithout ongoing and planned.
significant loss of weapon performance or
reduction in operational effectiveness. The



BACKGROUND

Without munitions war is difficult
and ineffective. Munitions support No matter how fast, sophisticated or
the full spectrum of conflict, versatile the fighter or bomber may be,
Bullets, grenades and rocket without munitions it is ineffective.
launchers permit ground defense to
provide security from ground
attack. Air defense missiles and anti-aircraft use. Shipments may be made by sea transport
guns provide security from air attack. or we may have to rely on host nation civilian
Bombs, missiles, and bullets used to carry war transportation resources which are to be
to tht enemy are the too.)ls with which the war nationalized at the outbreak of hostilities.
is won. Central storage areas are extremely vulnerable

to enemy action. The bulk of the stocks are
Historically, explosives and propellants have stored in open revetments and not in
posed a major challenge to military users. munitions storage igloos. Destruction of these
The transportation and storage of large stocks or interdiction of supply lines to the
amounts of munitions are necessary to modern bases needing these munitions is likely. A
warfare, but present significant hazards to number of mechanisms or stimuli can initiate
friendly forces because cf the possibility of an explosion of a single round of ammunition.
inadvertent explosion and mass destruction of and the inevitable result has been the
the munitions and surroundings. Large propagation of sympathetic detonation
quantities of munitions are needed to conduct throughout the munitions storage site, with a
v*ar. Additionally, storage space is needed for total loss of the munitions and, more
bomb components: fuzes, boosters, fins, etc. importantly, personnel and materiel in the
While these are relatively low in explosive local area. Becaise of the violence of the
,,eight, storage volume required for these reaction to various stimuli, large safety zones
items is significant. are required around munitions, The size of

these safety zones increases as the number of
Large land areas are needed to accommodate munitions which are likely to react
the safety clear zones for explosives. This simultaneously increases. The term Maximum
land, particularly in Europe, is expensive and Credible Event (MCE) is used to quantify the
sometimes not available at any price. The largest simultaneous explosive reaction
amount of explosives for each storage facility possible (in terms of pounds of TNT
must, therefore, be tailored to fit the land equivalent) in any given situation. For
available. Storage facilities which can example, the NICE for a single MK82 bomb
physically contain 500.XX) pounds of is 192 pounds. The MCE of a stack of 312
explosives are limited (on the average) to MK82 bombs is 59,904 pounds. The MCE
around 60,(000 pounds because of land can be controlled to some extent by the way
constraints. This limitation has resulted in the munitions are stored, packaged and
situation where munitions in the quantities constructed.
required are not at the bases where they are
needed. These munitions may be stored at
another base or at major Air Force central The goal of the Air Force
storage areas. Explosives Hazard Reduction

Program is to reduce MCE
Since these munitions are not where they are

needed, they must be transported, sometimes
over great distances, to the base of intended



GOAL

In order to establish a program to reduce EHR PROGRAM BENEFITS (PAYOFF)
munitions hazards, in September 1987 a
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) on a
Joint Requirement for Insensitive Munitions reduced enviro eaimpac and
(IM) was signed by representatives of the US reduced need for waivers and
Army, Navy and Air Force. This MOA exemptions to explosives safety

established a joint service insensitive criteria.

munitions policy for reducing the threat (to n Improved air base survivability and
survivability of US ships, aircraft, weapons combat sustainability through more
carriers, tanks, other weapons platforms, and
stockpiles) posed by munitions and their effective storage of munitions.
reactions to unplanned stimuli. This policy
extends beyond the development of insensitive s Im prov icinc oflmunitions
chemical materials [Insensitive/Desensitized storage by providing worldwide on-
High Explosives (IHE)/DHE)] as the solution scene & sonceH
to the problem and includes the use of planning assistance.
improved mechanical/electrical design
concepts to reduce munitions hazards. Each
Service was tasked by the MOA to implement planning capability by providing

a system for planning, funding, and executing guidance in the form of handbooks
its IMI efforts, and on-site training.

As defined in the USAF's EHR Master Plan,
the immediate goal is to reduce the hazards affordability, inventory, shelf life, and return
presented to inventory munitions by on investment. If a munition cannot be
developing and incorporating energy designed to be insensitive, it will be made less
suppression devices such as barriers and sensitive by incorporation of appropriate and
diverters, redesigning munitions packaging, feasible IM design features. Munitions that
and applying innovative storage and handling are not made insensitive wvill be cxamined
techniques. These activities will permit the periodically to determine if emerging
reduction of safety imposed restrictions (QD technology or other factors can make the
limitations) associated with these munitions. munitions less sensitive.
The long-range goal of the program is to
complete transition to insensitive or less The Air Force IM policy directives require
sensitive munitions in all major weapon that all US munitions will be designed to
systems as soon as practical without minimize the effects of unplanned stimuli.
significant reduction in operational While the standards for such occurrences
effectiveness. IM requirements will be could be satisfied by insensitive energetic
included in all new munition programs materials, these materials are presently not
through MIL Standards, Specifications, and available and it would not be feasible to
Program Management Directives (PMD). To replace the explosives in all inventory
the extent practical, all munitions shall be munitions. Therefore, the long range policy,
made to meet the IM criteria (MIL STD 2105 to transition all major weapon systems to
"Hazard Assessment Tests for Non-Nuclear insensitive or less sensitive munitions, must
Ordnance"). Practical constraints include, but await development of a chemical solution
are not limited to, technical feasibility, which is several, if not many, years away.



KEY INITIATIVES

Several key initiatives of the IM Program are listed in table 1.

Table 1. Key Initiatives

I. Buffered storage prevents propagation between stacks of bombs in storage. Tests have proven that
barrier materials placed between stacks of bombs can prevent explosive propagation. The concept has been
approved by the Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board (DDESB). Barrier matenals which have
been approved include 20mm ammunition and certain CBUs. Since these are not universally available, a
generic buffer program using earth, sand, gravel, and manufactured barrier materials has been initiated.
The enerinc buffered storage program will allow increased munitions storage in the same land area and limit
the effect of enemy attack and terrorist actions on a munitions storage area.

2. Barriers/shields and packaging designed to prevent the propagation of one munitions item to the
next will reduce the NICE. Barriers can be placed inside or outside munitions containers or between bombs
on parked aircraft. Simple changes to the way munitions are packaged, such as orienting missiles within a
container so that the warheads do not align, can also reduce the NICE. Effective barriers can limit the
maximum credible event to one munitions item in a magazine full of munitions or one bomb on an aircraft.
Barrier and packaging technologies will result in significant reductions in Q-D required.il ii a;.i., iciu,.c
the effect of enemy or terrorist attack. The use of barriers has already proven successful with 40mm
grenades, and propagation between two MK-84 bombs on the wing of an F-16 has been prevented. Other
munitions being addressed for barrier technology are the NIK-20 Rockeye, CBU-87, and CBU-89. All
munitions could benefit from this technology.

3. Flight line storage bins will reduce many of the hazards associated with explosives operations on
the tlightline. Proof of concept testing for a flight line storage bin has been completed- A significant
increase in sortie generation is possible.

4. Hardened aircraft shelters (H1AS) provide an opportunity to increase sortie generation. When
an aircraft load ot munitions detonates within a HAS, massive fragments are proiected and large safety

distances are required around the HAS. Scale model tests have shown that if the NICE could be reduced to
R(O) pounds or less. no significant fragment hazard would exist outside the HAS. Barrier technology could
hinit the NICE of a loaded aircraft to 1000 pounds or less and reduce or eliminate the Q-D requirement

arund HAS.

5. Munitions site surveys will be conducted to determine how both existing criteria and M initiatives
,an be best applied at the air base. EHR initiatives needed to resolve specific problems can also be
identified. This evaluation will include a site plan and storage planning documents. In addition, the site
,.ur' e.. team will provide munitions site survey training to those commands desiring this type of service.

6. Munitions Storage Modules (CISM) are less expensive alternatives to concrete steei arch
ioos. large Scale testing on NISNI was conducted in 1989. Engineering design changes resulting from the
testing are being completed. Small scale tests, to verify these changes, and the final design drawings need to
be completed betore MSM can be certified by the DDESB. MSM will provide the same protection as a

o)ncrcte arch igloo, at less cost. NISM can be u,;ed cost effectively to provide covered, deep. secure storage
for munitions at central depots.

7. Lightning protection is a key initiative for munitions storage. Lightning protection is now rcquired
hN DD!"SB for all munitions storage facilities, and appears to be a default requirement. However, the Air
Force has never provided lightning protection for open storage of munitions and there is no evidence of any
accidents resulting from lightning-caused detonation of these munitions. There is good technical evidence
that properly stored munitions do not need lightning protection. Providing this protection for open storage
of munitions in Europe alone would cost at least 10 million dollars. A study and, if necessary, testing will
be conducted to determine if the requirement for lightning protection of open storage munitions is valid.

F.,,,_i of the above key initiatives will be discussed in greater detail in the following paragraphs.



BUFFERED STORAGE

Previous Air Force Testing
Programs have shown that IE
propagation between stacks of
bombs could be prevented by
using air and or munitions items
as buffer materials between stacks
of MK-82 and MK-84 bombs in
munitions storage igloos1 .
Various densities of buffer Figure 2. Buffer Materials can prevent
materials were placed between two propagation between stacks of munitions

stacks of bombs in an attempt to
prevent propagation from one stack to the tested as buffers are not always available.
other ,-- fim:, ). ,..h sf,.k ,:riir, Since on!y tested items may be used as
aoout 60,000 pounds net explosives weight buffers, it is imperative that other reauily
(NEW). The munitions buffers selected were available materials be qualified for use.
of sufficient densities to defeat fragment
attack. Areal densities of 500 pounds per Several factors must be considered in
square foot were successfully tested. designing these buffering systems as shown in
Separation distance was found to be important table 2. These include cost and availability of
because of overpressure in an enclosed space. the raw materials or final products, the ability
An acceptable separation distance proved to be to handle buffer materials with existing
38 feet between bomb stack boundaries, equipment and the labor needed to maintain,
While it is convenient to use munitions as emplace and remove the buffer materials as
buffers, the munitions items well as the performance of the buffer system.

Table 2. Buffer Material Considerations

COST AND AVAILABILITY: Since large amounts of buffer materials will be required, it is
necessary to minimize the cost for these systems. If they can be fabricated from local, readily
available materials, significant savings in shipping costs could be achieved.

HANDLING COMPATIBILITY: The final buffer must be compatible with existing handling
equipment. Weight and size limitations wil be dictated by the capacities of available forklift
trucks, door sizes of igloos and magazines, and other logistics considerations of this nature.

LABOR REQUIRED: The labor required to emplace, maintain and remove these buffer materials
is a key factor. Materials which need little or no continuing maintenance, such as concrete
blocks, are preferred over more labor intensive systems.

BUFFER PERFORMANCE: The buffer must be able to sufficiently mitigate the fragment attack
from the detonation of a 60,000 pound NEW stack of bombs to prevent propagation to the
next stack of bombs.

This concept was approved by the Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board (DDESB).
At the 299th DDESB meeting, the following subparagraph h was added to DOD 6066.9-STD Chapter
9 paragraph b. 1: "If DDESB approved buffered configurations are provided, the NEW for 0/D purposes
is the explosive weight of the largest stack plus the explosives weight of the buffer material."



BARRIERS AND PACKAGING

Currently fielded munitions containers are
designed to meet requirements defined in
MIL-STD 648A "Design Criteria for
Specialized Shipping Containers" and
XWS-32350 "Critical Item Development
Specification for Containers". These
documents address specifications for
vibration, environment, handling,
maintainability, size and weight. The
following stimuli which are not currently -

addressed in container design are of
immediate and critical concern to the Air
F-orce: cookoff (fire hazard), bullet Figure 3. Barriers can prevent
impact, tragment impact and sympathetic
detonation. With the application of propagation between munitions

modern armor technology and advanced
materials, a munitions container can be strike the adjacent weapons or their impact
designed to protect the weapons from angles are very low. The effectiveness of this
unplannedl stimuli: but, should a reaction technique has been demonstrated in a
occur, sympathetic detonation from container configuration of four MK-82 bombs in a row,
to container will be mitigated. This class of two bombs high, facing a similar
physical mitigation or suppression devices is configuration nose to nose. Tests also
being investigated to improve safety and to included bombs configured with fuzes and
permit reduced NICE and Q/D. fins. In one case, 15 of 16 bombs in the test

were not sympathetically detonated by the
Barriers, diverters and packaging with internal donor. Many MK-82 tests were conducted;
or external shielding provide a low cost some resulted in successes, others failed.
opportunity to reduce munitions hazards. It is Diverter technology efforts to date strongly
the intent of the Air Force to continue to indicate that diverters can deter sympathetic
develop and implement a comprehensive detonation. The reasons for diverter failures
barrier technology effort. The Air Force has encountered with MK-82 bombs are being
been conducting a technology investigation of investigated.
a deformahle mechanical diverter which
separates MK-84 general purpose bombs (see l)iverters will deter sympathetic detonation in
figure 3.). This barrier typically runs the many situations, but it is necessary to acquire
length of the weapon and varies from 6 to 12 a thorough understanding of the detonation
inches in width and 2 to 4 inches in thickness, products (fragments and blast characteristics,
depending on the material used. The etc.) and how these products affect adjacent
combination of physical separation with a rounds. Only then can we select materials
shock reduction media is intended to reduce and design a diverter that will reliably deter
the peak shock experienced by the adjacent sympathetic detonation. One of the major
weapons to a level below the initiation objectives of this task is to define and verify
threshold for the explosive used. The diverter modeling and testing techniques to assist in
also acts as a deflector for the bulk of the developing and implementing diverter/barrier
weapon fragments so that either they do not technology.



The Air Force has an operational
requirement to store 40 MM High -

Explosive Dual Purpose (HEDP) rifle
grenades in Security Police armories. ..
These items are Hazard Classification
1, Division I (C/D 1.1) because they " O
mass detonate and they can be stored 1
only in the munitions storage area.

The Air Force has conducted a series
of tests using a new packaging
configuration for the HEDP rounds
(see figure 4.), and has shown that,
the maximum credible event (MCE)
can,. bc ,imited to one round. Also,
testing has shown that, when the Figure 4. Prototype container

containers are stacked, initiation of for 40MM (M433) grenades

the shaped charge in the upper
container does not propagate to a round submunitions are known; however, detonation
directly below in the lower container. This of an intact CBU-87 and CBU-89 has not been
means the grenades can be reclassified to CD characterized. This characterization will be
1.2 non-mass detonating, and can be stored in conducted both on single items and on a
the armories where they are needed. standard storage configuration (CNU-327E

containing two CBU's). Information derived
Cluster Bomb Units (CBU's) in the current from the munitions characterization test,
inventory are being replaced by the CBU-87 coupled with known characteristics of
(Combined Effects Munitions) and CBU-89 candidate barrier materials and the sensitivity
(Gator Antitank and Antipersonnel Mines). of the submunitions, will determnine if redesign
The inventory CBUs are assigned C/D 1.2. is feasible. External modifications to the
However, the new CBU-87s and CBU-89s are CNU-327E may be required to ensure
assigned CiD 1. 1. and require large Q/Ds sufficient mitigation of fragment, blast, and
because they mass detonate. Storage capacity shaped-charge effects.
for Ci[D 1. 1 munitions is already limited. The
introduction of CBU-87 and CBU-89 creates
additional storage problems which can be
avoided if modifications can be made to the .
munitions or munitions containers which allow
them to be classified as C/D 1.2. The
CBU-87s and CBU-89s are packaged two in a
CNU-327E container (see figure 5.). It may
be possible to stop propagation by modifying
the packing material within the container or
by placing external mitigating material shields
on the outside of the container. To this end,
testing will be done to better understand
close-in effects of the detonation of a CBU-87 Figure 5. CBU Container with Barriers
and CBU-89. Characteristics of the individual

'lI



Modeling and validation of the exemptions identify hazardous conditions
modification/redesign is accomplished in four which threaten both U.S. and other nations
stages. Small-scale tests using sections of the assets and personnel. ,xggressive action must
proposed container determine if the design is be taken to elli,;znate the hazard or protect the
feasible and obtain relative measures of the personnel and assets affected. Funds to
mitigation/protection afforded to the construct new facilities and/or purchase
submunitions. Single-package tests determine additional land are not available. One
if propagation can be prevented between two relatively inexpensive solution to many of the
CBU's in the saine container (these tests may conditions requiring waivers and exemptions
be omitted if munitions characterization tests is the use of munitions storage bins or in-
indicate there is little likelihood that ground munitions containers (see figure 6). In
propagation between individual items can be addition to reducing required clear zones.
prevented). Unconfinedcoaitainer-to-container munitions storage bins will provi6e for
tests determine if propagation can be improved survivability and sustainability at
pre\ artcd vertically, horizontally, and front to both permanent and bare base facilities.
rc',r. If the foregoing tests are successful, a
sandard hazard classificat'on test series is

,cmplished in accordance ,with Air Force
cL. hnical Ordcr I !A- 1-47.

The objectives of the bins are to:
FLIGHT LINE STORAGE BINS

1. Reduce environmental impacts, explosives
safety separation distances, waivers and
exemptions to explosives safety criteria, and
threat to personnel, munitions, facilities, and

, /..other assets;

2. Increase survivability and sustainability of
#.' ,' combat operations by safely prepositioning

several days of munitions stocks at aircraft
operations areas; and

3. Provide alternative munitions storage
methods to support cumbat air operations and
increase the survivability of munitions stocks.

Figure 6. Bins, each containing one
sortie of munitions, can be located
adjacent to aircraft operating areas.
Other munitions can be dispersed in bins HARDENED AIRCRAFT SHELTERS
throughout the airbase.

Barrier and flightline storage bins or in-
Mission requirements and physical constraints ground munitions containers have the potential
have created a requirement for waivers and for solving the most serious operational
exemptions to explosives safety criteria at limitation problems facing our logisticians.
many Air Force Bases. These waivers and For example. hardened aircraft shelters (HAS)



are generally sited for the maximum quantities
of munitions they are permitttJd to store (only HAS clear zone

10,000 pounds net explosives weight). This for 10,000 pounds
of explosives

limits the amount of explosives to Football Field for
accommodate multiple sortie generation. The size reference
explosives safety clear zone required to store
10,000 pounds of explosives in a hardened
aircraft shelter is 1,335 feet. If the munitions

Pre stored on the ground outside of the shelter
the required distance is 1,250 feet. If
munitions storage bins were used to store the
additional sorties required at the rircraft
shelter, the shelter could be sited for 4,000
pounds NEW (enough for one sortie) and the
required safety distance could be reduced to
985 feet. Proof of concept testing indicates
that the inhabited building distance required
around munitions storage bins would be 760
feet. The munitions storage bins could be
located within the 985 foot clear zone of the HAS Clear Zone for 4000 poundsof explosives plus 36 munitions
HAS and therefore effectively reduce the clear storage bins sited for 2500
zone around hardened aircraft shelters from pounds of explosives each
1335 feet to 985 feet. Bins/below-ground (a total of 94,000 pounds).

storage :ontainers make it possible to store a
significant number of munitions, increase Figure 7. Expected Clear Zone

sortie generation and not exceed Q-D for 4000 Reduction

pounds NEW.

Munitions SITE SURVEYS

Airbase munitions site surveys and munitions restrictions limiting the unit's ability to

hazard reduction planning will identify effectively complete its combat mission.

probleins created by the presence of Surveys will address peacetime operational

munitions, and quantify the scope and severity needs, pre-hostility build-up, and sustained

of the problem as it relates to airbase combat operations. The surveys will

survivability and operability. These data will particularly address explosives safety waivers

be used to quantify benefits gained by and exemptions to determine what actions can

application of IM technologies and will help be taken to reduce or eliminate them without

prioritize and justify funding for IM degrading the mission capability. Surveys

initiatives. These surveys will identify actual will consist of five phases shown in table 3.

operational combat limitations and other



Table 3. Five Phase Program for Munitions Site Surveys
Phase 1:

Determine munitions requirements. Review applicable documents to determine the total munitions requirements.

Identify explosives capacities for all storage, maintenance, assembly, holding areas, emergency munitions storage
sites, hardened aircraft shelters and other areas that are identified as explosives locations.

Identify USAF/MAJCOM, as well as funded and unfunded MCP/NATO munitions storage/operating facilities.

Determine applicable national and international explosives safety/survivability criteria.

Review existing approved explosives site plans and Host Nation approval documents if applicable.

Obtain waiver, deviation, and exemptions documents if applicable.

Determine the total explosives capacities and operational limits for all explosives locations (currently approved).

Determine the difference between existing storage capability and requirements.

Evdluate previously directed (pre-direct) munitions shipment for quantity and timing of munitions shipments.

Review existing munitions pre-direct transportation plans for currency with relevant agencies.

Validate pre-direct emergency munitions storage locations and storage capabilities.

Evaluate munitions assembly and delivery capabilities.

Determine munitions personnel/equipment requirements & availability to sustain daily combat operations.

Determine munitions personnel/equipment requirements & availability to receive pre-direct munitions shipments.

Phase 2:
Quantify survivability, sustainability, operability problems under existing operating conditions.

Determine munitions shortfalls/overages and operational restrictions caused by munitions.

Determine impact of pre-directed munitions receipt on combat operations.

Determine the hazard posed by U.S. munitions on survivability, operability, and sustainability of the airbase.

Develop a base map depicting munitions hazards affecting survivability/operability.

Prepare documents describing operability and sustainability problems created by munitions
shipments/operations.

Phase 3:
Determine enhancements possible to survivability, sustainability. and operability, through improved application of
current safety criteria, re-warehousing munitions, or adding low cost enhancements such as barricades.

Review existing waivers/deviations t- determine if they are required/valid.

Develop munitions storage plans for all munitions storage facilities, holding areas, other operating locations, and
hardenod aircraft shelters, if applicable.

Prepare a revised explosives site plan indicating peacetime and wartime munitions, if applicable.

Phase 4
Quantify survivability, nperability, and sustainability gains from application of current or ongoing IM initiatives.

Develop munitions storage plans which depict storage gains through application of IM technologies.

Develop explosives site plans to quantify gains in base storage capacities.

Develop a base map to compare explosives hazards using EHR technologies versus current technologies.

Document survivability, operabilityand sustainabilitý gains made through use of these technologies.

Phase 5:
Identify and quantify new initiatives/technologies which should be included in the Air Force EHR program,



MUNITIONS STORAGE MODULE

Standard munitions storage igloos are
designed and certified to store a Net
Explosive Weight (NEW) of 500,000
pounds. These igloos cost
approximately $450,000 each. Tests
conducted under the Air Force
Munitions Hazards Reduction Program
using a modular igloo have
demonstrated the feasibility of this new
design approach (see figure 8.), which
would cost about $250,000 each. The
igloo concept is based upon the integral
connectioui of single precast concrete
panels. Steel beams are cast internally
in tne panels and are assembled to
provide most of the structural integrity. Figure 8. Munitions Storage Module

The MSM provides an increased explosive siting capability, more

effective use of land and a substantial cost savings over standard steel
arch and Stradley explosives storage facilities.

The general procedure for erecting the modular igloo is outlined in table 4:

Table 4. MSM Erection Procedure

Prepare the construction site and foundation

Place the precast floor slabs

Erect and hold in place the back wall and first section of each side wall
(wall sections are joined to the floor slab by inserting the steel members
into existing slots in the floor slab)

Place the first section of the roof (this stabilizes the first wall sections)

Continue wall erection and roof placement of each section until the basic
structure is complete (wall and roof sections are attached to previously
erected sections by slip joints)

Place door frame and doors

Place frontal retaining cap and wing walls

Cover the structure with soil overburden



LIGHTNING PROTECTION safety and survivability of munitions stocks
will provide significant operational benefits.

Currently the DOD requires lightning This program has been fully included in Air
protection for open munitions storage pads. Base Operability considerations to improve air
The Air Force has not implemented that base operations, survivability, and
requirement and is being pressured by the sustainability. The Air Force EHR program
Department of Defense Explosives Safety has several key initiatives which directly
Board (DDESB) to do so. This is in spite of address the changing needs of the Air Force.
an apparent lack of information on the effects
of lightning strikes on munitions. In fact, it
appears that there have been no Air Force Key initiatives are in the barriers and
incidents of munitions exploding because of packaging area. Barriers and packaging which
lightning strikes. In addition, the Air Force is can be designed to prevent the propagation of
unaware of any instances in service or one munitions item to the next will reduce the
industry where the main charge explosive MCE. Barriers can be placed inside or
inside unfuzed, cased munitions has exploded outside munitions containers or between
as a result of lightning strikes. Because bombs on parked aircraft. Simple changes to
lightning protection for open storage will cost the way munitions are packaged, such as
$10-20 M in USAFE, the EHR program orienting missiles within a container so that
office discussed the lightning hazards with Los warheads do not align, may also reduce the
Alamos, Sandia National Laboratories MCE. Effective barriers and packaging can
Albuquerque, and the U.S. Army Missile limit the MCE to one munitions item in a
Command (MICOM), the latter two having magazine full of munitions or one bomb in a
lightning simulation facilities. These mission ready aircraft. This will also result in
discussions indicate that the explosives inside significant reductions in quantity-distances
unfuzed, cased munitions should not react required, and allow more munitions to be
upon attack by generic lightning strikes. This stored in closer proximity to airbases,
initiative will validate or try to eliminate flightlines and hardened aircraft shelters
explosive safety requirements for lightning (HAS) where they are needed.
protection. Because munitions are critical to the war

fighting effort, the hazards to friendly forces

CONCLUSIONS must be accepted but must also be minimized.
The Air Force Explosives Hazard Reduction
Program interfaces within the framework of

Thn irtocns/Explosivd en tive the Air Base Operability mission to defend,Munitions/Explosives Hazard Reduction

Program is a significant undertaking that has survive, recover, g and suppg

the cooperation and support of the major Under the defend framework, explosives
commands. The program serves the changing hazard reduction procedures will increase
needs of the Air Force. It will facilitate base munitions storage capacity, and ensure that
reductions and future operational base defense ammunition and explosives can
requirements. Cost savings realized by be stored at the base and locality of intended
implementing EHR initiatives will more than
return the cost of this program. Improved



use. Additionally, techniques which reduce
hazards of munitions can enhance availability The IM Program is recognized as
of munitions to the base defenders. critical to the survival of Our

Survival can also be greatly enhanced by tactical air forces, and will be
storage techniques, containers designed to pursued with vigor and a high
mitigate propagation, and facilities which will priority sense of purpose.
lower MCEs and reduce both direct and
collateral damage from enemy action. With the advent of the Air Force IM program,

reduced munitions hazards have become a
To ensure survival of vital munitions design requirement for all munitions planned
resources, innovative storage facilities such as and in development. Improved defense and
flight line munitions storage bins will disperse survival of munitions and user personnel make
munitions stocks in the operating areas, it much easier to recover from enemy attack,
provide protection from attack and reduce the generate sorties and provide combat supw to
need for large and vulnerable munitions attack the enemy.
storage areas.

Discussion

QUESTION BY FRECHE. FRANCE: You have shown that reduction of
risks can bring an important increase of quantities of munitions that
can be stored in a given storage area. If you have insensitive
munitions will you be able to increase again these quantities?

AtWE ' Yes! The ultimate solution to the Air force's storage
problem is truly insensitive munitions using insensitive high
explosives (IHE). When IHE is available, there will be no problems
with storage. However, we believe that IHE will not be available for
many years, and that expedient methods, such as buffered storage
and underground bins next to hardened aircraft shelters are needed
to improve storage problems in the interim.

QUESTION BY CHIZALLET. FRANCE?: The USAF has a strong interest
with problems met in storage. This means an interest for NATO 1.6
risk division which mainly solves IM by just utilization of IHE to fill
in the munition. This is not necessary with IM policy, where the only
important point is result. What is the USAF position regarding this
question?

ANSWER: It is our position that the insensitive munitions goal to
achieve hazard classification/division 1.6 (C/D 1.6) will not be
achieved in the near future. Maybe never! However, there are many
ways to make munitions jess sensitive, to reduce hazards to a more
acceptable level and to thereby improve our storage problems and
combat capability. We are actively pursuing methods to reduce
munitions hazards to C/D 1.2 and C/D 1.4 using mechanical and
physical means while awaiting the ultimate chemical solution.

I
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1. SU.MMARY survivability such as infantry fighting vehicles, tanks and
ships, reduced vulnerability of rocket propellants and reduction

This survey paper summarizes current US efforts in of sympathetic detonation and response to cook-off of bombs
advanced gun propulsion technologies. The majority of these in stores. Each service has different priorities. The Air Force
R&D efforts today focus on advanced solid propellants is concerned with base magazine storage of munitions
(including those specifically designed for low vulnerability (survivability and quantity distance). The Navy concern is
characteristics), liquid propellant guns. electric guns concepts, ship survivability. The Army's primary concern is combat
and the ramjet cannon accelerator. While the motivation for vehicle survivabiuity and munitions transport and storage
these efforts is mainly improved ballistic performance, of safety.
almost equal concern are operational vulnerability as well as
a hazards associated with the transportation, storage, and Since the initial efforts began, a Navy-approved
handling of munitions. A major concern for technologists document. MJL-STD-2105A (Ref 2) has been developed
today is how to reconcile these apparent contradictory goals- which defines the mandatory tests and the pass/fail criteria for
The goal of truly "insensitive" munitions is probably the assessment of safety and insensitiv! munitions
unreahisuc Less-sensitive mumutions are, however, possible characteristics of all non-nuclear weapon ;ystens and
and desirable. It is now clear that operational survivability munitions, munition systems, and explosive devices. Program
and vulnerability of gun-carrying weapon systems are affected managers are now responsible for planning and executing a
to a significant degree not only by the sensitivity of munitions hazard assessment test program which includes a test plan
stored on-board, but also by the packaging, storage location, based on a realistic life cycle threat a hazard environmental
degree of confinement, compartmentation, and overall external profile.
and titetnal system protection. Munitions sensitivity or
vulnerabilit) can no longer be evaluated realistically in In virtually all advanced gun propulsion programs
isolation from the weapon system. This has profound the dominant ballistic goal is to achieve substantial increases
mplhiations on insensitive munitions design and test in kinetic energy. The need for higher muzzle velocities may

methodology. become clearer as the benefits and system burdens of very
high velocities become better defined. However, it is

2. INTRODUCTION becoming increasingly more difficult to extract more kinetic
energy from a given conventional gun envelope. While

Gun propulsion research and development efforts in conventional wisdom says that we are at the jimit of muzzle
the US are currently focused on improving the ballistic velocities for chemical gun propulsion., velocities on the order
performance and achieving meaningful increases in overall of 3kml/s have been demonstrated (Ref 3-4). However, the
system effectiveness, Reduction of weapon system thermodynamic efficiency decreases at very high velocities to
vulnerability has become a major motivation during the last the point that such an approach is typically not attractive from
two decades with the growing realization that combat a tactical systems perspective.
survivability is as important a factor in effectiveness as system
lethAlty. With the additional backgound of catastrophic The options available to increase the kinetic energy
munitions fires on-board aircraft carriers, massive ammunition of projectiles are: (1) combine modest incremental
dump fires, and munition train disasters experienced in the last improvenlents in projectile design, gun pressure limits,
25 years, it is not suprising that a consensus developed with propellant energy density, and progressivity; (2) develop a
a clearly stated goal to field only munitions (Ref 1) which are larger, longer gun; (3) explore alternative, non-conventional
insensitive to the maximum extent possible. gun propulsion options for imps .iallistic performance at

a system penalty less than the first two options.
Early studies showed that the eliminaton of

sympathetic detonation could significantly increase The challenge to conventional munitions designers
smrvivabihty of ships carrying mixed stores of explosives and is now two-fold. In addition to the usual requirements of
propellants, mid that the use of less-sensiuve gun propellants increased performance and effectiveness, the requirement for
would dramatically reduce the number of M60 senes tanks reduced vulnerability and increased survivability of the
killed in battle munition is alo established by the IM policy. Increased

encrgy and less sensitivity we not easily achievable in concert
Insensitive Munitions (IM) Programs in the US and novel approaches and trade-offs we required as described

Services have focused primarily on weapon platform below. Whilc advanced conventional gun propulsion
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approaches are indeed making remarkable progress, the hope LOVA propellant was developed (and qualified in accordance
is that in the long term electric gun propulsion options will with Ref 5 to replace the single-base M6+2 propellant (Ref
result in more effective gun systems than possible by 10). This LOVA propellant featured many attributes sought
conventional means. in a propellant required to meet IM requirements (e.g., higher

ignition temperature); yet until the BENT'E igniter material
3. US PERSPECTIVES ON INSENSITIVE MUNTrlONS was replaced with a special LOVA Igniter (LI) material and

until the drawn stel cartridge case was replaced with a spiral-
Specific IM requirements and thus the assessment wrap case design, the cartridge was unable to meet the Navy's

tests must be placed in the perspective of the specific weapon IM requirements. Regarding the igniter, in fast and/or slow
system in which munitions we to function. Weapon systems cook-off the BENTrE igniter material ignited at a temperature
and threat environments differ greatly between the services, well below the LOVA prepellant resulting in an igniter cook-
Guns systems on board ships. aircraft, tanks, armored off and subsequent aggressive response of the cartridge.
persomnel carriers, self-propelled artillery, towed artillery, etc. Similarly, even when special temperature resistant LI materials
all face considerably different battlefield threats and may have were incorporated so that the LOVA propellant cooked-off
different levels of acceptable survivability. These differences before the igniter (in a localized zone), there was still an
must be accounted for in establishing the IM criteria and aggressive response of the cartridge until the drawn steel case
assessment tests for munitions. design was replaced with a spiral-wrap case (capable of

venting at low pressure).
In this section we briefly summarize the US Army

and Navy perspectives on Inuensitive Munitions with respect Finally, despite demonstration of the improved
to gun propulsion technologies. The views of the US Air cartridge to meet IM requirements, a simulated shipboard
Force reflect to a significant extent both Army and Navy magazine test revealed that a characteristic of the fire
views While the focus here is gun propulsion. Boggs and protection system prevented realization of the full potential of
Derr. (Ref 5) describe many of the same issues and problems the improved cartridges. In testing for conformance to IM
for hazards of solid propellant rocket motors. requirements (Ref 9). it had been demonstrated that the

response of cartridges improved, typically, from an aggressive
3.1. Navy Perspective propulsive deflagration to a mild burning response. In the

mock magazine simulation test (including sprinkler protection
The US Navy has led the way towards establishing system), it was learned that the IM test permissible burning

Insensitive Munitions requirements and test protocols largely response can still result in catastrophic response as cook-off
as a consequence of the importance of ship survivability. To propagation of adjacent munitions in a confined storage
a significant extent the requirements and protocols served as arrangement is likely. The simulated systems tests
models for the Joint Services Requirements Document. Any demonstrated that application of large quantities of water from
advanced naval gun systems will be required to meet the existing sprinkler system was effective in controlling cook-
Insensitive Munition requirements (Ref 1.2.6-9). To that end off pro agation. However, the response characteristics of the
the USN is collaborating with the other Services on some sprinkler sensors/system needed to be improved to prevent
advanced (non-solid) gun propulsion technologies (e.g.. the cook-off propagation. In summary, then, consideration ard
electrothermal/cherrucal (ETC) gun system to meet the complete understanding of the ammunition (and all its parts)
emerging anti-ship missile threat in close-in weapon system in its entire logistics life cycle is vital to the success of the IM
(CIWS) application). Because resources are limited, however, initiative.
and because there reanains a considerable inventory of solid
propellant based gun weapon systems, there remains a 3.2 Army Perspective
continuing focus to meet the goals of IM requirements in these
more conventional systems. While much of the early effort Rocchio, et al. (Ref 11) describe one of the earlest
was based upon application of nitrarnine propellant attempts in the US to find low vulnerability ammunition
technology, more recently there has been added emphasis on (LOVA) alternatives to conventional tank ammunition. Only
the ammuition as a total system. That is, improvements are recently did Insenitive Munitions Requirements (Ref 1) and
sought for the total gun munition package in its entire logistics the associated test protocols (Ref 2) become Army policy.
life cycle. An example is described below. While a standard test methodology is very important aid

useful, it has been found to be difficult to apply the Navy
For fixed cartridges, substitution of PBX explosive standard methodology to Army systems. MIL-STD-2105A

in the warhead should be accomplished in concert with specifies tests that are of marginal relevance to the
substitution of LOVA (low vulnerability ammunition) environment in which Army munitions may be exposed.
propellant in the propulsion system. Furthermore, at the Another issue, however, is that passing all the required
su..,embly level. consideration needs to be given all the standard tests summarized below still does no .essarily
components. a well. The relative roles of the propellant, the result in munitions satisfactory for an Army threat/hazards
igniter design the igniter material, the case design, and even environment.
the crimp force must be nderstood and addressed as a system.
Similarly, packaging, stowage arrangement. fragment =d/or There are three sets of tests used to asess or qualify
fire protection systems need to be given proper attention not energetic materials/munitions with respect to hazards. The
only in credible event analytical assessment, but also in sets of tests are (a) IM Tests (described in MIL-STD 2105A),
specific end item testing. (b) system vulnerability tests (developed to assess system

survivability requirements and (c) the UN Hazard
Experieice in developing an improved 76 mm Classification Tests, described in Army TB 700-2, used for

cartridge serve to illustrate many of the above points. A
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shipping and storage purposes. Table I hlsu the seven build flexibility into the test procedures and to make a
standard IM tests. distinction between logistic and tactical type tests.

Table i. US Insensitive Munitions Test Summary The Army is currently reconciling these test
methodologies in a coherent framework to be published asTest Passing Criteria MIL-STD-2105B.

Fast cookoff burning permtied 4.0 CURRENT MAJOR US GUN PROPULSION
Slow cookoff burning permitted EFFORTS
Bullet impact burning permitted
Fragment impact burning permitted In this section we survey many of the gun propulsion
Symp. detonation no propagation of detonation technologies cuwrently under investigation in the USA. The
let impact no detonation discussions include brief technical descriptions, the underlying
Spall impact no burning permitted motivation for the efforts, a summary of the current

technological status and technical challenges, and a brief
The latter two tests are only required if the threat hazard review of the insensitive munitions aspects of these gun
aLssessment determines that they wre credible threats. The slow propulsion approaches.
cookoff test is also waived for Army systems if no realistic
scenario can be described. All tests are described in MIlL-
STD 2105A. which has recently been approved for Navy use
and is available for use by the other services 4.1 Advanced Solid Propulsion

Hazard Classification tests are run in conformity with 4.1.1 Energetic Materials
UN pro.edures and are described in Army Technical Bulletin
TB 70G2. The tests we intended to assess the response of the The energetic material is often the most cntical
ammunition in its shipping and storage configuration. As part component which determines vulnerability of munitions (Ref
of the Hazard Classification Process, all munitions we 11). There are, however, exceptions to this rule and thus the
subjected to a sympathetic detonation test and a honfi're (fast entire munition [projectile, case, ignition system, additive
cookoff) test, which are very similar (but not identical) to their packages, propellant, storage system. etc ] must be treated as
IM counterparts. To qualify for Hazard Class 1.6 (Extremely a system and the interplay of critical components identified.
Insensitive Detonating Substance). munitions must be subject While the system aspects of vulnerability reduction of
to a slow cookoff test and a bullet umpac, test. which we also amnrunition must be always be kept in mind, the discussion
similar to. but not identical with, thetr IM counterparts, here will focus on solid gun propellants. The goal of US

rese•ach has been "low vulnerability" ammunition (LOVA),
The IM Tests do not necessarily address Army system not "no vulnerability" ammunition!

vulnerabihry problems. For instance, it would be very unusual
for an army muniton to be hit by a 16 gram fragment at 8300 The mechanism of response of munitions to a threat *
fps (the IM Fragment Test). Likewise, it would be very stimulus must be understood in order to have a reasonable
unusual for an Army munition to b, exposed to a heat source chance to develop improved energetic materials. The effective
which would result in a 6 degree F per hour heating rate (the threat stimulus experienced by a propellant depends on: the
IM Slow Cookoff Test). On the other hand. it is quite possi- initial threat, the armor or other protection that filters this
ble that a propulsion charge could pass the IM Shaped Charge threat, and the local stowage configuration of the rounds
Impact Test, but the burning reaction could be sufficiently themselves. For armored systems there - two fundamental
rapid to destroy a tank ammunition comparsDnenL threats: fragment/spall impact and hypervelocity impact (HVI)

with the latter resulting from either chemical energy jet (CE)
While this technical view is not an official Army or kinetic energy penetrator (KE) threats. Fire and heat are

position. efforts are underway to develop a unified, coherent secondary threats as they arise from prior initiation of a
policy tailored for Army systems. munition by a primary threaL

The Army position is that if the munition does not Spall. The principal initiation mechanism associated with
pass the inuensitive munition tests using the recommended spall impact of gun propellants has been shown to be thermal
prrredures, a waiver must be granted to type classify the item. ignition by conductive heat transfer from the spall. The
An essential element in approval of the waiver is an detailed mechanism is very complex and is controlled by the
agreement berweae t .eveloper and the user to correct the chemical, mechanical, and thermophysical properties of the
deficiency. propellant, Figure 1 (Ref 12). Extensive research showed that

this threat could be mitigated by propellants with high thermal
Recently. this policy was tested only partially for a ignition thresholds, characteristics which cannot be achieved

kinetic energy taLk round which contains the propellant JA2. with nitrocellulose-based formulations but we found in
The IM tests showed that the munition failed the fast cookoff, nitramine composite formulations.
fragment impact and spa]1 umpact tests. After review of the
alternatives it was determined that the technology was not The role of the thermal decomposition chemistry of
readily available to correct all of these deficiencies and the the energetic solid and polymer matrix are reasonably well
research centers were directed to allocate resources to solve understood. The energetic solid should have a high
these problems The exercise further substantiated the need to temperature for onset of thermal decomposition. Nitrate esters

are inferior to the nitramine and nitro groups in this respect.
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For the polymer matix, thermal decomposition should occur rules to guide the development of new formulations to
at temperatures at or slightly below that of the energetic solid mitigate this threat have not been developed.
and this decomposition should be endothermic rather than
exothermic. The most effective polymers exhibit thermal
decomposition which upon acid catalysis is shifted to lower - ----

temperatures and becomes more endotherrruc. These
characteristics are effective because they inierfere with heat
transfer from the spall particle to the energetic solid.
Knowledge of this mechanism has led to effective spall .• o/"
mitigation design rules for new formulations to mitigate the I
spall thre~as.[L

*J3 C.f'
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" " ' "Figure 2. Energy release from granular propeliant beds impacted by
shaped charge jets of vaiying characerstics

There are stme data which indicate that the
mechanical properties of the propellant are irnportnt. Wise
found that elastomeric materials were less violent than the
more brittle plastic composite propellant formulations where

Figure 1. Thermophys.ca process involved in spaJl initilion of gun energy, grain geometry and burning rates were similar (Ref
propellants 15). Both Ramsey and Liu have shown that the violence of

response increases when HYI occurs at low temperatures
(Ref 16-17). Thus a major thrust of new formulation

HvpervelocSrv Impact. The H'VI mechanism. because it is development is to improve propellant toughness.
very complex and not well understood, is currently the subject
of intense research. CE HVI has been studied much more Limited experimental studies have been conducted on
than KE HV1 due to the expeinmental difficulties in workng KE HVI. Lyman et al. (Ref 18) have recently conducted an
with the later, experimental study which demonstrated the critical role of

armor and storage on the response of 120-tmm ammunition to
As a jet penetrates a granular propellant bed, an this threat- Impact of a KE penetrator on target rounds with

intense reaction occurs in the high pressure region combustible cartridge case showed a mild reaction when the
immediately in front of the jet. Flash x-ray studies of this bare round was impacted and a slightly higher reaction when
process by Watson and by Ramsey have shown that matenals the cartridge was contained in its aluminium storage tube.
divide into two distinct types of behavior (Ref 13-14). In When the KE penetrator passed through armor before
Type 1 materials, the reaction at the jet tip appears to decay impacting the tube and cartridge, the reaction gave a 2 to 4
significantly in velocity as it spreads radially; as the reaction times higher blast impulse. Results similar to those without
proceeds away from the jet axis. it takes on many of the armor. have been found for the response of 105-mm
characteristics of a convective thirmal combustion process ammunition to 65-g fragments at velocities > 800 m/s. With
where pressure, burning rate, surface area. and propellant the introduction of armor, the response seems to be dominated
energy are controlling factors. In Type '2 materials, the by prompt reaction to spall impact where the large volume of
reaction proceeds in the radial direction at a sustained spall causes a much larger segment of the propellant to
supersoruc rate, though not necessarily at the velocity of a full become involved in the reaction.
detonation. Type 2 matesials exhibit much greater violence of
reaction Evaluation Techniques. Two tests have been developed to

examine a propellant's response to spall: The hot fragment
Watson (Ref 14) has recently shown that the energy conductive ignition testconducted in a laboratory. and the CE

released in the blast wave is roughly proportional to the generated spall range test The former allows new
kinetic energy of the jet deposited in the propellant bed formulations to be screened rapidly while finua proof of a
during the penetration process as shown in Figure 2. The formulation's impact characteristics must be evaluated with the
kinetic energy is approximately IV' x DI, where D is the final field test where the material is exposed to a threat spectrum
jet diameter after breakup. Type I behavior occurs when the similar to that expected on the battlefield.
response deviates markedly from this correlation. While many
formulations have been shown to follow this relationship, it is Because of the complex mechanism. no useful
not yet clear what chemical or physical properties of the laboratory scale test has been devised to rank the response of
propellant most affect this response or determine the transition different propellants to HVI. Many larger scale experimental
point to Type 8 from Type I behavior. Thus,. effective design achniques have been developed, all of which involve the use

of a ahaped charge. These techniques differ principally in the

LL
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amount of mamal used and manner in which the energy greater energy than JA2 together with a Iowa ballistic
released is measured. Currently the BRL is using the Plate- temperature coefficient. It maintains the HVI survivability

Pendulum test devised by Watson where the blast impulse characteristics of the ,rnmurtition compartment and exhibits
from an impacted propellant bed is measure with a ballistic high resistance to initiation by spalL
pendulum. The jet characteristics (diameter, tip velocity. _-

residual energy) can be varied to characterize different New Materials for Advanced solid Propellants. The major
formulations. emphasis in the development of new formulations has been on

composites where an energetic solid is dispersed in a polymer
Because arnmmution compartment survival is the matrix. Composites allow movement away from the limiting

ultimate pass/fadil cnterion for US tank ammunition, scaled thermal sensitivity characteristics of nitrocellulose. Figure 3
compartment tests have been developed. These tests enable shows a-ends in the development of new high energy low
the system environment to be evaluated without the huge costs vulnerability propellants.
assocated with full scale live fire testing. Unfortunately,
results from these tests can only be related to the full scale The search continues for new energetic solids which
results by empirical correlations. Efforts to develop useful exceed the energy and density of RDX but with less thermal
modeling tools are underway. and shock sensitivity. Polycyclic and bridged nitramines as

well as strained ring nitramines we families of new energetic
Current State-of-the-Art Solid Propellants. The US has several materials with much promise. Examples of these include
prpellants which have undergone extensive field testing to CL20 and TNAZ.
prove their ability to provide acceptable vulnerability levels on
the battJefield- Tests include large scale component tests as Many of the polymers used in rocket propellants have
well as full scale live-fire testing, been evaluated in gun propellants. While properties have been

attractive, the difficulty of controlling the cross-linking cure
XM39 is a low vulnerability rutramine composite reaction during mixing and extrusion have not allowed these

propellant developed to replace M30 propellant in the 105-mm materials to be exploited.
M456A2 HEAT cartrdge. It was designed to survive the
severe spall impact threat environment within the M60 series Thermoplastic elastomers have great potential for
tank. several reasons: elastomeric mechanical properties.

thermoplastic processing properties. great flexibility in
JA2 is a conventional double-base formulation used in achieving specific structure and chemical properties, etc. Non-

120-mm tank cannon ammunition for the MIAI tank. This energetic as well as energetic polymers are being evaluated.
propellant is very sensitive to tane spall threat but thOs is not
significant in the MIAI where the anmmunition ts separated Plasticizers are key ingredients because of their
from the crew by blast doors JA2 exhibits excellent response influence on energy, mechanical properties, and processing
to HVI as measured by both the plate-pendulun and characteristics. A wide range of energetic and non-energetic
compartment tests materials are evaluated as part of our material development

program. New materials exploit the niaramino and awdo
moieties for superior energy and reduced sensitivity relative to
nitrato moieties.

_- , ,,/!Slowly. a set of design rules is being developed to

I-Enhrptilc, i streamline the rather empirical process of selecting the- TPE, optimum plasticizer. One new and promising approach is the
A8'Cd,e ••de use of molecular modeling software to elucidate polymer-

r; ,r2iplasticizer interactions and evaluate the pninial of new
"*LL • i plasticizers.

E' Aýdvanced
Scuo Solids Processing. The production process can greatly affect the

C vulnerability characteristics of a formulation through changes
GoJAi XM43 in microistructure and mechanical properties. Observations of

NC RDX individual grains with a scanninig electron microscope have
----- -- . detected mix to mix variations in microstructure which

Mi MC XK39 correspond to observed changes in the vulnerability response

TiC to HVI. When the use of the emerging technology of twin
F rm,-1  scre-w extrusion becomes more widespread and combined with
I online measurement of rheological properties. the variations

LW - " LM 1 m 20011 due to processing are expected to be significantly reduced.
Historical Development

The HVI response of a composite formulation has
Fqgur 3 Recnt trewds in US gun propellant developmn, been shown to increase as particle size of the miergetic solid

increases. There are also some bndcations of particle shape
M43 is a high energy. low vulnerability nitramine effects. Great emphasis is currently being placed on studies

composite propellant developed for the 105-mm M900 in this sea.
APFSDS carundge for the MI tank. Like XM39. it is a

nitramine composite propellant It was designed to pirovide

'1J



In gsunmy. a prime objective of carrent work is to wopellant can be consumed inbore to provi& increass in
discover design rules that define the chemical and physical muzzle velocity without a corresponding increase in
properies of a propellant so that it would be possible to maximum chamber pressure. A velocity increase of 2-3%
specify propelant ingredients a priori in order to meet has been demonstrated m numerous gun systems by replacing
performance requirements and to mitigate a particular threat the standard seven-perforated grains with those of the
or spectrum of threuts. While achievement of this goal is still nineteen-perforation geometry.
far in the futare. greal progress has been made and extensive
material databases have been established. Along the way, two

generations of low vulnerability propellants have been

developed.
HPD

4.1.2 Ballstic Applications .W"

ULtimately, the performance of all gun launch t0 CONV 4 TC
systems is constrained by sme maximum pressure or Cl) ..-- ,--.

acceleration that can be tolerated by the payload and/or by WLN
some maximum pressure envelope that can be withstood by cc CONV
the gun tube. The former constraint is outside the scope of
this discussion. but the latter is critical in the discussion
which follows.

The basis of the interior ballistic cycle is a TRAVEL
competition be -meen the rate of gas generation (from
burning of the propellant charge) and the rate of increase in Figure 5. Proledile base pressure vs travel lor various propellant
available volume (a result primarily of motion of the geometries.
projectile down the bore). Generate too much gas early in
the ballistic cycle and the maximum pressure limit is There are practical limits to this philosophy of
exceeded; in practical terms, this places a limit on the grain design, and while large (perhaps monolithic) grains
initial burning surface. Later in the cycle, however, the with very many perforations are tnder investigation,
projectile moves downbore. and a much higher mass production of such configurations ae difficult. Current
generation rate is required to keep gun pressures from efforts address both extrusion and caswng techniques, but
falling so low as to be ineffectual Since propellant burning efforts remain in the early development stages. Advantages,
razes fall correspondtngly with the faling pressure, the however, in terms of both loading density and burning
greatest possible burning surface wre& is required late in the surface progressivity are obvious. An alternate and perhaps
ballistic cycle. even more attactive approach to providing a highly

progressive, monolithic propelling charge involves the use
of very high burning rate (VHBR) propellarns, and is

MOCRAMMEoISP0IlT rrMG discussed it a subsequent section of this paper.
MO H1 LOC~flM aY40 MAGIrUETIt2.1 00 \Of SURFACE MCRLASE ARtL PRtOGRAMMABLE Deterred or inhibited propeflants. Chemically deterred ball

propellant has long been used in small-caliber guns (Ref 19).SI5.PIERFoRATON Application to large caliber propellant cornfigurations

-".P7RFORtflON focuses on the use of deterrents or inhibitors on the outer
_.0 ,. 5IPtLE-"FORATION regressive surfaces of multi-perfrated grains to reduce or

1CORD even eliminate burning in these regions, thereby increasing
L ! the net effect of burning on the progressive perforation

isurfaces. Unfortunately, deterrent technology remains as much
0 an art as a science, both in terms of ballistic analysis

0 20 ,4 50 50and in term of production and quality control. Further,

the concept is generally not attractive in existing gun
Figure 4. Surfac area as a fiunrion of k•do burnt bo various configurations with limited chamber volwrnes. where the loss
propeflari geometris, in total energy associated with the deterred regions cannot

be offset by increased total charge weights. Inhibitor
This requirement for a progressively increasing coatings, both simpler in concept and perhaps more

burning surface has led to the use of what are known as mniversally applicable, are receiving considerable current
"progressive grain geometries.' Smgle-perforated right anention, but. as of yet. present formidable production

circular cylinders have given way to seven-, nineteen-, and challenges.
even thirty -seven perforated grains, the increasing numbers of
perforatiors providing an increasing propoton of the total Programmed energy release concept. Returning to Figure 4,
grain osurface that gpows with burn distance while the we note that classical approaches to achieving progressivity
"degressive" exterior surface remains relatively unchanged. fall far short of the optimum profile dictated by the
Surface profdes for several surh geometries we shown in volume liberated as the projectile moves downbore.
Figure 4, while their qualitative effect on gun performance Particularly desirable would be a programmed energy release
is typified in Fig'ire 5. Not; thai the increase in progressivity propellant pain. for which an increase in ma::
allows the effective use of greater total charge weights: more generation rate could be programmed to commence at the



most efficient time in the burning process. Thus, a very high by available chamber volume. The largest gains are, of
loading density charge could be employed without over- course, obtainable in new gum systems designed to take full
pressurization ely in the cycle, yet the programmed increase advantage of such charge designs.
in energy release after peak pressure could assure total
burning of the charge before projectile exit from the gun Consolidated chaees. It is worth mentioning briefly that the
tube. application of the consolidated charge concept to large

caliber guns continues to receive some interest though with
unremarkable success to date (Ref 21). This concept is based
on achieving higher loading densities by compacting

PARTIALLY CUT, MULTIPERFORATED STICK conventional granular propellants through the use of solvanon
and/or heat. The initial reduction in available surface
resulting from the intimate contact between grams
followed by a subsequent increase in surface are as the
compacted charge deconsolidates during burning may also
be a means of increasing progressivity of the overall charge.
While extremely attactive in computer simulations, the

concep is hampered in reality by an incomplete
understanding of and ontrol over the deconsolidation ard
flamespreading events and by manufacturing and
reproducibility problems. No successful large caliber
demonstration of significant performance inaeases via
this technique is known to these authors. Current Air Force

PROGRAMMED-SPLITTING STICK (PSS) end Army efforts to develop consolidated charge munitions in
smaller caliber, however, appear to making substantial
progress.

VHBR monolithic propellant charge Higher perfornman.
// solid propellant charges require more total energy in the

•/ gun chamber AND proper programming of the energy
release to maintain downbore pressures without increasing the
maximum breech pressure. The VHBR monolithic propellant
charge (shown below) employs a very high burning rate
propellant. allowing the use of much thicker burn distances
(webs) without leaving unburned propellant at the end of the

Figure 6 E.xarple of novei grain geometries interior ballistic cycle (Ref 22).

Figure 6 dm~icts; a family of such concepts involving
either chemical or physical programming of energy release,
"The layered propellants (cylindrical or scroll) would
consist of lower burning rate and"or energy propellants on
outside surfaces, to which the burning would be limited
until after peak pressure. Then. a significant increase in
energy release would be programmed to commence with SINGLE-PERFORATED
burning of the higher burning rate and/or energy core VHBR
propell&nL Conceptually, any number of layers could be
employed to achieve a desired energy release profile. Figure 7. VHBR monoithic propeling charge
Pracucally, however, even two layers have been difficult
to produce and current efforts focus on the physical analog. The propellant can then be cast into a cartridge case as
known as programmed splitting stick propellant (Ref 20). one large, single-perforation grain (rather than hundreds or
This version of programming relies on a significant even thousands of much smaller granules), with the outside
increase in burning surface after peak pressure, achieved su.face inhibited from burning by the case itself. Since the
when the burning of the outside lateral surface of the stick charge consists of a single grain. a very high loading density
reaches on embedded array of slits, the core separates, and can be achieved (in fact, the perforation c.onfiguration can be
the flame envelops the additonal surfaces (see Figure 4). Any optimized with respect to any projectile intrusion). Further,
-^ these correpts can be designed to lead to a second -n since it burns only on the inner surface, a very progressive
to peak pressure, as shown in Figure 5. with increased geometry is achieved.
downbore pressures accompanying the consumption of
increased chige weight. Solid propellant troveling charte. As mentioned above,

higher performance requires more otal energy AND proper
Significant performance gains (+ 5-10% in muzzle programming of the energy release. To achieve muzzle

velocity) can be expected from this family of concepts even velocities in excess of 2 km/s. very high propellnt charge
in volhrre-limited gun designs, since a very high loading to projectile mass ratios (C/M) we required, posing
density is achievable using these essentially solid cylinders, numerous burdens on the system, not the least of which is a
Even larger gains can be expected in systems crrently very large breech pressure in order to communicate adequate
limited by maximum pressure or acceleration rather tan downbore pressures to reach suah velocities



An alternative Do isireasing the mass of the signific ant reductions in temperanire sensitivity under
propellant charge in the chamber is to affsix pen of the certain ignition/loaiing conditions. It is postulated that
charge to the projectile itself (Ref 23). Thus, gatses are localized ignition may lead to severe compaction of the
gererated at the base of the projectile, arid pressure losses propellant bed, deformation of grains. and occluson of
from gun chamber to projectile base wre not suffered. some of the availabe burning surf-ce during flamrespread.
However, the mass of the traveling charge itself must be Sioce the mechanical properties of the grains are highly
accelerated along with the rest of the projectile. Therefore, temperature dependent this effect may be much more
a tradeoff exists that does not favor use of the traveling pronounced at high temperatures, delaying die onset of
charge until very high ve~ocities we required. Further, combustion for much of the charge and significantly reducin~g
sorvere mechanical as well as combustion requirements are the increase in pressure otherwise expected for hot
placed on the traveling charge. Current interest centers on charges. Successful exploitation of this behaviorr would
use of a VHBR (very high burning rate) travelin; charge require reliable control of the process and appitpriaxe
(shown below), so that simple geometries may be toed optimization of grain design.
which provide adequate stirenth to survive the launch
enirunnmertz and transmitL the aiccelerative forces to the M icrocracks ame introduced tinto ball propellania
proJectile. during the rolling process. Their presence apparently

reduces temperature sensitiviry by leading to an increase in
burning srurface when fired cold, Cold conditioning results

_______________________ in enhanced brittle fracture of the mnicrocracks; ir. the
propellant during the early burning process. Again,. reliable
control is required for full exploitation.

TeDeconsolidation of at compacted charge can

significantly impact the progressivity of the overall charge.

Figure 8 VHBA traveling &.arya process, a result of the mechanical resilience of the

Ternpeature-compensafion techniques. An extremely temperature sensitivity of the base propellant.
attactive approach to inproved performnance is the removal
of propelling charge temperature sensitivity, allowing A variety of control tube primers have been
operation uider all amnbient conditions at the same suggested. An example of the concept is shown in Figure 9.
ma~xinium chamber pressure as that normally associated only They provide differ-ent intitial projectie positions and
wit~h hot firings (Ref 24). Accompanying increases in velocities, depending on temnperatusre. prior to ignition of
muz2le velocities at ambient conditions are on the order of the main chairge - thereby altering early projectile travel aind
3-7% for most high performancre gun systems. Successful countering the temnperature sensitivity of performance that
techniques mus, reliably and reprciducibl) counter the usual would otlicrwise occur- A number of projectile optionts ore
inr~ease in reaction kinetics (which translates into propellant conceivable which could alt= early motion as a function
bumming rates) associated with increases in initial of Lemperature through such mechanisms as changes in
propellant temrperatitre. Always conditioning the stowed available volume or bore resistance. A breech mechanism
armtunition at the high temperature limit on board the weapon could be designed that senses propellant temperature and
system could provide an easily achievable arnd fatil-safe alters available volume accordingly. Alternatively, it could
tachrique for extracting the benefits of temperature sense pressurizat~ion rate or level and provide a rapid change
insensitivity To date this approach has not been accepted. in volumne A similar device could be incorporated into the

chamber wall. either locally or distributed circumrferentially
Chemiucal additives, long used in the rocket asa layer of some compressible material.

propellant industry to alter burning rates anid in-fluence
tamperture sensitivity, have not been successfully
developed for gun propellants. Yet, it is well known
that some gun propellant formulations exhibit significantly CONDITION FOR MAIN CHARGE IGNITION AT 21OC:
greate rrteperature sensitivity th~ar do, others. Successful ____________

development of chernical control of temperature sensitivity
would provide oane of the easiest mearts of improving
overall system performanice possible.

A et --. ay mechaniism may be superimposedi art
the niormal combustion process to achieve a net burning
raue at aimbient temnperantres similar to that normally CONDITON FOR MAIN CHARGE IGNITON AT HOT LIMIT:
occurring only at the hot l11imi. Possible approaches include
the use of micirowaves to rapridly heat the propellant in situ ...... 2
to the hot limit Just before or during firing, external gass
injctin to rais bwning rates for coiol diarges, andl laser _________________

stimulation to altor reaction razes.

Cecrtai ecomposite priipelLant formulations which Figure 9 Tampeirabxe mipr~e~azo wiiag coVrol tube primer.
Wre eaady defommable undler mechancai toads have exhibited



4.1-3 Vulrerab~lity Implicatios of Advanced Propulsion the VH]BR cae above- thi conept may present a serius
Concepts. sauvivabiliry challenge. However, this may be mitigated if the

traveling charge is limited in sizelmass.
Each of these advanced prolmlsion conepts have

different and largely unknown influences on mnuntions Tempeatu're Compensation Techniques. The mechmaicsl
survivability. Based on the mechanistic insights gained, it is tehruques for temperature compensation ahould have Little
potsible to make some projections about the IM aspects of effect on survivability. Chemical additives whuch boost low
these advanced concreps For all of these cow.lepts, sensitavity pressure burning rates should adversely afec the response to
to spall impact initiation should be dominated by the basic HVI as should the concept of storing propellants at Lheir upper
chemical aid thermophysical propenies of the formulation operating temperatnce.
used. Thus the following discussion will focus on the HVI
response. Because of the US requiremrents for IM, all new

propulsion concepts will undergo thorough evaluation in the
ProZresrive Grain Geometries Propellant grain g, meury has exploratory ari advanced development stage and manry of the
been shown to have a pronounced effect on HVI response. above projections will be evaluated.
For granular charges, blast impulse decreases as grain size

rK-rea~ses aid then increases again after going through a
minri-am. This effect •rpears to be controlled by surface area 4.2 REGENERATIVE lUQLID PROPELLANT GUN'S
and fracuare suscepdbuity at smafler grain sizes while ctrical
diameter for suporting a detonation reaction appears to be Liquid propellant guns (LPGs) have been the focus of
u-nportant as larger difm'etrs. These effects we formulation periodic research efforts in the United States since the late
and threat dependent, of course. Also, for ,ime formulations, 1940's (Ref 25). A wide variety of gun concepts and liquid
it has been observed that s&ick propellant geometries can result propellants have been investigated in the course of this
in a increase in response level, this may be due to the ability Tese4arch which, until recently, has met with only limited
of the reaction to spread more rapidly through the bed. Large success. Over the last ten years, LPG research in the US has
monolithic prains5 may present a particular challenge because been focused on the regeneratively injected gun concept
of their large diameter and because the burning rates of the utilizing a hydroxylammonium nitrate (HAN) based liquid
formulauons used may have to be higher than for conventiornal propellant. This gun and propellant combinaton has recently
grain designs. been, selected as the gun propulsion system of choice for the

Army's Advanced Field Artillery System. AFAS.
Deterred or Lihbitctd Proxl]ant The presencn. of a deterrent
o. inhibitor c-,uld be beneficial to those propellants which
extubii the more benign Type I behavior because of the Injection Piston
strmlant', of this process to a convectiie combustion wave LP Reservoir
where reduced burning rates should have a musdirng effect-

Of course, this effect could be mitigated depending on the

delay until the highe:r energy inner core is reached mid it is

even poas.., - for the inner ore propellant properties to

grossly overwhelrn the irt'ubinor effect. As these concepts are

used to increase the chmge loadimg density, HVI blast

response should be expected to increase if greater amounts of tonnProjePislo

energy are available.

Prograrned Energy Release Concepts For the layered

conLepts si'ular considerations should hold as for the deterred

or inhibited grair.. The programmed splitting stick charge

may •how some benefit because of the low amount of inidial

surface arr.e r, well as the greater mechanrcal s•u•ngth of the Damper
sticks.

F1"e 10. Pagereerativo Ikquid pre:ant gun concpl.
Consolidated Charges. The effecu for comuolidated charges
are expected to he similr to the deterred or inhibited grain The regenerative liquid propellant gun (RLPG) interior
case The low initial surface area of the charge in its ballistic cycle is controlled by the injection of the LP into the

consolidated form and the poor mechanical coupling for shock combustion chamber (Fig. 10) and, thus, by the motion of the
transr•ssion between base . may be beneficial regenea.L.e piston. In the simple in-line piston RLPG

Experimental data are few and conflicting at this time. More depicted in Figure 10. te injection orifices we initially sealed

extensive expenments ire to be conducted. the LP is loaded into the propellant reservoir, and a projectile
is placed at the ent-ance to the barrel A pressure versus time

VHBR Monolithic Propelling Charge. The higher charge characteristic of a simple in-line RLPG is presented at Figu're
loading density and higher burning rates associated with dus 11. The [B process is initiated by an external igniter charge
corelpt should present severe dcallenges to arrmmunition which pressurizes the combustion chamber. This gas pressure
survivability. forces the injection piston rearward. oimpressing the LP in the

reservoir. The differential area of the injection piston from
Solid Propellant Trvelinp Charge. Application of this the combustion chamber wo the reservoir serves to amplify the

concept requures masenals with very high burning raes. Like combustion gas pressw-e, producing a higher pressure in the



LP reservoir and, thus. providing the pressure required to firings have been conducted in a variety of calibers up to 155
break the orifice seals arid inject propellant into the trni. Two gencatimns of 155 mm RLPGs have been built and
combustion chamber. The second phase of the EB proces is tested; the first generation fxtire was designed to provide
an igrntion delay, during which the piston owntlnu.es to move ballistic data in large caliber, while the second was designed
rearzward. injecting additional LP which accumulates in the w demonstrate most of the functional characteristics of a
combustion chamber. This accumulated LP then ignites aid fieldable gun system. Interior ballistc investigations, both
rapidly bums (phase three). bringing the chamber to operating experimental ard theoretical, have been conducted in parallel
pressre and accelerating the piston to its maximum velocity, with the large caliber gun engineering and test efforts. These
Phase four is often characterized by a pressure plateau in the experimental investigations have lead to an increased
simple in-line RLPG configuration. This plateau is understanding of the RLPG process which has been
intrpreted as a quasi- stable equilibrium in which the volume incorporated into interior ballistic computer models (Ref 32-
increase in the combustion chamber and the flo,, of 33). These models accurately describe the RLPG lB process
combustion gases down tube are balanced by the combustion and are routinely used in data analysis, gun design ard new
of freshl) injected LP. Phase four ends with the completion concept evaluation (Ref 34-36).
of piston travel and propellant combustion. The final phase is
the usual expansion of combustion gases after all-burnt. In the liquid propellant area, a broad research and

development program has been conducted encompassing: basic
chemistry; extensive physical, chemical and hazards
charactcrizafion; production process development; and

I, IoN-TER FUNCTION applications Fystems studies and analyses. As a part of this

C NAE.iCON LP ACCUMULATION effort, extensive hazards, insensitive munitions and
C CZMBsTON OF LP ACCUMULATION vulnerability testing has been con(dLcted as noted above.
Ca OUASý STAB, EQUILIBRIUM These tests have. of necessity. addressed only fundarsental LP
C EXPANSION PISTON DAMPINC. SPKE properties and the chaacterisvics of the LP in surrogate

,POOL transportation and vehicle storage containers. At present, the
, - \ ALL-.URNT propellant has passed all the required tests of the Joint

4L Services Insensitive Munitions Critenia, with the exception of
,�* • \! Pa sympathetic detonation test in which the interpretation of the

. [3 limited test results does not lead tn a clear conclusion.
I I I I Addituonal testing is planned to address this question. While

T2 I ME3 4.• .. eiO the results of these tests have tended to confirm the po-en.al
TI !•,: of the L. as a reduced sensitivity material, they have also

einphasuzed the systems nature of the problem. i.e. the need to
F re 11 lypta pressure-irr* history Or a reenerlrae lquid treat the propellant, the packaging and storage concepts, and
propIlLail gur the vehicle design as an integral system in order to realize

minimum system vulnerability.
The US candidate liquid propellant., recently

designated XM46. is a sLoichiomemc mixture of The key technical and engineering challenges for the
hydroxylarnmorium rutrate, water and triethanolarmmonium Liquid propellant gun fall generally into gun and propellant
nitrate. The formulanor. and chemical properties of this categories. In the gun area, the presence of high frequency
propellant are described in detail in the literature (Ref 26). pressure oscillations in the ccmbustion gases is the key near
XM4.6 has been shown in testing to possess a variety of term technical challenge. These oscillations are not related to
desirable charateristics, however, in the context of this report, the lower frequency, longitudinal pressure waves which are
the ke) characteristics of the LP are the difficulty with which responsible for breech blows in conventional solid propellant
it is ignited if not confined, its relative insensitivity to impact gurns. The primary concern raised by the presence of these
and shock and its favorable response in a variety of hazards oscilladons is their effect on sensitive projectile components.
and insensitive munitions tests (Ref 27-31). e.g. fuzes. rather than the potental for combustion anomalies

or gun damage. In the longer tern, the key developmental
The motivation behind the recurrng efforts to develop sgpneerrg challenge of the RLPG is reliability in a field

LP guns over the last forty years is the potential for rmalizing environment. This issue will be the focus of intense
the pervasive systems benefits offered by a fluid propellant. engineering effort as well as test and evaluation during the
These potential benefits include reduced facmilazation and development process. In the propellant area. the primary
propellant cogs increased logisti: efficiency and effectiveness, challenge is the engineering and design of the components and
increased safety throughout the military system including infrastriture which will facilitate successful integration of a
reduced vulnerability on the battlefield, ai. "-C-d gun liquid propellant into the field Army. These include not only
automation, and increased gun system performance and production facilities, storage mid h-ussportatron containers.
effectivernes. Thus. the successful fielding of an LP gun handling equipment, etc.. but also the new procedures and
system would have a major impact on all aspicts of the doctrine necessary to optimize operations with a liquid
military system., beginning at the production level. propellant Again. in the context of this report emphasis must

be given to systems design in orde to exploit the reduced
The cant liquid propellant gm program in the sensitivity charactaistics of the LP and optimize safety and

United States was initiated in the late 1970'k with General vulnerability reduction.
Electric taking the lead in gun design and testing aid the
Army maswing responsibility for [B investigations mnd The regmenrative liquid propellant pun has been
propellant developmeLt Since that time, Seversa thouiand test designated as the system of choice for AFAS, however, there
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are substantial technical engineering dLhllenges to be resistive heating of the electrical current flowing through the
overcone before fielding such a system. Tha-efor. LP plUma.
appears, at present, to be the most manre of the novel gun
propulsion concepts being pursued by the Army. As the
AFAS component maturation program proceeds, the identified
challenges will be addressed and it is probable that. given e Initial Configuration
adequate resources., they will be satisfactorily resolved.
Therefore, it sears highly possible that fielding of an LP
artillery system could begin around the year 2000.

4.3 ELECTROTHERMAL-CHEMICAL GUN
PROPLULSION .'>... •-'-'--' J

Electrothermal-chemical (ETC) guns are a broad class
of hybrid gas dynamic gun propulsion concepts which utilize • Initiation of Plasma inLO Propellant Bed
a combination of electrical and chemical energy sources.
These concepts have their origins in the pure electrothermal
(ET) propulsion concepts which appear in the hypervelocity
literature of the 1960's and again in the late 19 70's and early ... .

1980's in the work of Goldstein and Tidmann of GT Devices.
Inr. The "pure" FT propulsion concept involves the use of .

electrncal energy to create a high temperature plasma which
mruxes with and vaporizes an inert working fluid to generate
the high pressure gas needed to accelerate a projectile. I hteraction/Combustion/Vaporization

of Plasma and Propellant
The original motivation for the ET propulsion concept

was increased muzzle velocity. Indeed, mnuch of the early ., .

support for this work was provided through the SDI program
in which ultra-high velocities were the objective. Since the
sole energy source for the propulsion process is electrical.
materials which produce low molecular weight gas when
vaporized can be used. Thus, the ET propulsion concept can
be viewed as a single stage, electrically powered light gas gun,
with the attendant advantages of such systemrs in the Figure 12. Interior alitisc proc,,s lor sekctrotheuirw gun propuision
hypervelocity regime. Systems evaluations of tactical cocp.
applications of the ET concept quickly lead w the realization
that electrical energy requirements we of the same order as In the mid-1980's. due in large part to the rationale
those for electromagnetic guns, thus making power component outlined above, GT Devices under contract to the Army and
and system technology a key driver and reducing the FMC Corporation using IR&D funding began exploring hybrid
attractiveness of ET concepts in the tactical arena for any electrothermal propulsion concepts in which some portion of

ne.w-term applications. the energy was provided by an energetic working fluid or
propellanL A schematic depicting the interior ballistic process

In the mid-1980's, due in large pan to the rationale of these concepts is presented in Figure 12- The basic
outlined above., GT Devices under contract to the Army and configuration is quite similar to that of a bulk-loaded liquid
FMC Corporation using ER&D fumdmg began exploring hybnd prnpellant gun. The energetic propellant initially fills the
electrothermal propulsion concepts in which some portion of combustion chamber between the breech and projectile base.
the energy was provided by an energetic working fluid or The electrical energy is employed to generate a plasma in a
propellan. A schematic depicting the interior ballistic process capillary which is located external to the combustion chaniber,
of these concepts is presented in Figure 12. The basic usually attached to or part of the breech mechanism. The
configuration is quite similar to that of a bulk-loaded liquid process is initiated by the application of the high voltage
propellant gun. The energetic propellant initially fills the across a fine fuse wire connecting electrodes at either end of

combustion chamber between the breech and projectile base. the capillary. The fuse is vaponzed, generating a plasma
The electrical energy is employed to generate a plasma in a through which additional current is passed, further heating the
capillary which is located external to the combustion chamber, plasma. As a result ot uwe high pressure generated in the
usually attached to or pars of the breech mechanism. The .apidary. hot plasma with temperatures on the order of 20.000
process is initiated by the application of the high voltage - 30.000 K. is the injected into the propellant. The mass lost
acrom a fine fuse wire connecting electrodes at either end of through plasma injection is replaced by abation of the
the capillary. The fuse is vaporized, generating a plasma material lining the plasma capillary. The plasma tenperatire
through which additional current is passed, further heating the and pressure in the capillary e then maintained by the
plsmaL As a result of the high pressure generated in the resistive heating of the electrical current flowing through the
capillary, hot plasma with tenperatrues on the order of 20,000 plasma.
- 30.000 K. is the injected into the propellant. The mass lst
through plasma injection is replaced by ablation of the The ETC interior ballistic process is quite complex.
material lining the plasma capillary. The plasma eamperanre involving an initial mixing of plasma and propellant to
and pressure in the capillary we then maintained by the initiated decompostion, followed by the reaction of the bulk



of the propellant in a highly unstable hydrodynamic FMC Corporrnn has continued investigations of their
environment driven by the injection of additional plasma. CAPrw concept, though they have also explored propellants
This environment appears similar to that encountered in the other than their original hydrogen peroxide - hydrocarbon
bulk-loaded liq'id propellant gun. and it is reasonable to bipropellant mixtures. Both groups have progressed toward
anticipate that phenomenological desciptions of the IB their objectives under contracts with a variety of Government
processes will, therefore, be similar. agencies as well as their own resources. Army-tponsored

efforts have been focused mainly on anti-armor applications.
The atractive features of this concept we: the though there is interest in other possible tactical missions.

potential reduction in required electrical energy in comparison However, the Army's goal of demonstrating controllable,
to the pure electrothermal and the electromagnetic propulsion repeatable ballistics with an acceptable propellant while
concepts, the increased loading density possible through bulk- achieving a signrncant performance increase has yet to be
loading of the propellant; the potential to utilze non- realized. In parallel with. and in support of, contractor efforts,
traditional propellant chemistries which nra, provide increased the Army has initiated experimental and theoretical interior
propellant specific energies andkur reduced propellant ballistic research projects. The objectives of these projects are
vulnerability; and the potential to utilize electrical energy to to identify novel propellant materials for use with an ETC
tailor the combustion of the propellant and thereby ta.lor the gun. to experimentally investigate the ETC interior ballistic
projectile base pressure to increase gun performance. The process in order to identify key parameters and develop and
rationale for the recent interest in the ETC propulsion concept undertauding of component processes, and to develop
in the U'ited States is based on these potential benefits. If computer models of the IB process. Related programs have
these benefits car be realized, significant performance been initiated by the Defense Nuclear Agency for artillery
increases will be possible within existing gun envelopes. In applications and the US Navy as a future Close-in Weapon
particular, it has been suggested that increases in muzzle System (CIWS). Le. a potential Phalanx replacement (Ref 39).
eneigy of 50-100% are possible in existing 120 mm and 155
rtm gun systems with relatively modest investments of The technical challenges faced by the proponents of
electtrical energy. The potential for substantially reducing the ETC corcept are outlined above. Control of the interior
elegcrical power requirements is very attractive since both ballistic process, i.e. control of propellant combustion, must be
dependence on advances in power technc-loy and the vehicle demonstrated. This requires, as a minimum, tailoring of the
integration burdens would be reduced, thus potentially pressure ris rate to limit projectile jerk and achieve the
reducing tume for realization of practical system, desired maximum pressure. Performance improvement may

also require control of the IB process after maximum pressure
These potential benefits are all based, at least in part, to permit tailoring the pressure profile. In any case, a

on the assumption that electrical energy can be utilized to substantial performance increase, i.e. higher muzzle energy or
conLro, the cornmbs.ion of the propellant (either through direct velocity than is possible with a solid propellant in a given gun
control of the propellant reaction rate, or control of mixing configuration, must be demonstrated for tactical applications
and surface generation, or both) (Ref 37). It has been shown of an ETC concept to be attractive. Repeatability sufficien to
that a ,'latively small amount of electrical energy can be used meet Army dispersion and accuracy requirements must also be
to initi'te the ETC process It is assumed that the apphcation demonstrated. A predictive modeling capability is desired to
of additional electrical energy (through a plasma) during support ballistic research and rational gun design. Further
propellant combustion can be utilized to control propellant these criteria must be met using a propellant which is fieldaile
combustion. At present. it is not clear to what degree this in the Army system. This discussion does not address issues
control can be realLed nor is it clear how much electrical related to the electrical power supply. nor does it address
energy would be required to achieve that control. After issues generally addressed later in the development cycle.
maximum pressure, it appears possible to maintain projectile However, these issues require consideration as the techbnology
base pressure by the addition of plasma energy to heat the begins to mature.
combustion gases aid thus realize an increase in gun
performance. The energy required, which can be estimated in To this point, the potential impact of ETC technology
a simple thermodynamic analysis. is large and efficiency on the insensitive munitions issue has not been addressed
decreases rapidly in the latter stages of projectile travel, except to note that the potential for using non-traditional

chemistries might lead to propellants with reduced sensitivity
Ballistic control and electrical energy requirements (Ref 40). Given the very early stages of ETC research, it is

have been two of the pnmary ETC research issues in the US difficult to make substantive statements regarding the
since about 1986 (Ref 38). GT Devices and FMC Corporation characteristics of a system yet to be defined. This is also the
have remained the primary innovators in ETC technology, case for the electrical power supply since little is known about
though recently other pivate firms have begun work in the the sensitivity and vulnerability of existing components, mtwh
MaL less the incre. eiergy and power density components

required in the future for tactical applications of electric guns.
CT Devices, in conjunction with General Dymnamics

Land Systems, has focused their efforts on low molecular In surnrmary, the ETC propulsion concept holds
weight propellants and reduction of the electrical energy potential for substantial systems benefits if the key technology
requirernent in an ETC gun to less than 5-10% of the total issues cai be resolved satisfactorily. Existing data is
required energy. This of coure means that 90-95% of the inadequate to support rational projections of technology
energy is supplied by chemistry. In this effort, they have maturation, however, if the technical objectives of the Army's
explored a variety of nontraditional propellants, as well as ongoing ETC program are met over the next few years,
alternate methods to generate plasmas and to use them to development of an ETC gun system during the first decade of
control the interior ballistic process the next century may well be possible.



4.4 ELECTROMAGNETIC GUN PROPULSION A primary benefit of electric guns is the potential for
substantially enhanced system performance. Claims regarding

The other propulsion technologies, including the this enhaticmern have two major themes: Increased
hybrid electrothermal propulsion, discussed m this paper rely projectile velocity will inpmove lethality against armored
on the expansion of pressurized propellant gasses. An targets, increase the air defense keep-oru range, md extend the
electromagnetic (EM) Sun uses instead intense magnetic fields range of frue support weapons. The absence of energetic
applied locally to a projectile, requiring pulses of electrical propellant will also benefit vulnerability and logistics.
power as the ultimate energy aorce.

Development of an EM imamnert system will need to
marry a number of advanced components and technology
areas: hypervelocity operation, new types of gun barrels, new

J - w~1 mayhypervelocity projectiles, arnd electrical power supply
J.@ i componentry. The pacing technical dcallenge is reduction in

" L F ) - fe system mass and volume- which is dominated by the electrical
a opower supply. There has been great improvement during the

9' F, past five years. but substantial further reduction is required.

" '" ' The US Army Armament Research. Development and" F . .Engineering Center (ARDEC) leads the US program for
tactica; weapon applications. Armor defeat is the focus

S....... Napplication driving choices of component technology
"-ýRAILGUN•"-,ý Se"" ""-•:COILGUN ".-, !tI-< requirements. The program aims to field electric armament

systems in the 2010+ timeframe, and will involve a choice
between electromagnetic and electrothermal technology in the

Figure 13 Generic geometries, magneic kids and lorces m the ine . The Strategic Defense Initiative Organization (SDIO)
raigun (eft) and the wOigun (right) program is motivated by strategic and theater missile defense

Systems.
EM guns fall into two basic classes. railguns and

coilguns These differ in the geometry of achieving cofined Two 90 mm laboratory railguns with a 9 megajoule
magnetic fields, and of coupling the resultant forces to achieve (MJ) muzzle energy capability are operational. The one at the
projectile acceleration (Ref 41). as schematically shown in University of Texas Center for Electromechanics (UTICEM)
Figure 13. As a rule, rail.guns are conceptually and is powered by six homopolar generators, and is used to
geomenaically simpler. and have lower impedance (i. e., develop the technology for solid projectile armantres. The
require higher current and Iower voltage for a specific other, at the Maxwell Labs-operated Green Farm site, has a
propulsion task). They have received far more developmentsa capacitor-based power supply, and fires with arc armanres.
attention, despite the potential for greater energy efficiency Experuments are underway at both sites to establish a data
from coilguns Coilguns become more attractive At larger base in the 2 to 4 km/sec velocity regime. They address mass
"scale due to more efficient coupling and the difficulties vs velocity tradeoffs for armor defeat, and support 90 nun
associated with precise switching may impose velocity limits projectile development tests.
lower than those for railguns.

Design and fabrication of 9MJ "SLEKE"
Piospects for EM guns are mtrinsically linked to the (sabot-launched electric gun kinetic energy) projectiles is

technology for generating their power requirements. A being performed contractually at the Kaman Corp and the
megajoule-scale muzzle energy requires gigawatt-scale pulses LTV Corp. The efforts involve variations in sabot and
for the rruliseconds of the acceleraTion event. Power supply armature configuration, as well as in penetration mechanism
approaches include mainly rotating machines which provide (solid vs segmented rod configuratons). Major performance
pulses from inemally stored energy, aid capacitor-based pulse issues are launchability. sabot discard, tipoff, velocity
forming networks. reproducibility, and flight and terminal effects. Railgun

testing of initial designs is underway at interim energy levels.
A substantial literature is available to describe the

evoluuon of the requisite component technologies over the Hardware is coming on line which takes the
past decade Proceedings of the five meetings of the biannual technology out of the laboratory, in two separate developments
"Eiectromagnetic Launch Symposium" are conveniently that address first-order integration issues: (I) A
accessible (Ref 42-46). The rapidly growing body of self-contained, multiple shot "skid" railg- .ystem weighing
European activity was represented at a recent Symposium in 25 metric tons will be tested next yea. Its 90 mm railgun is
London (Ref 47). powered by a "oompulsator" (compensated pulsed altuenator).

and is being fabricated at the University of Texas Center for
Because they require no propellant medium. EM guns Electromechanics. The compulsatr will deliver 30 MJ to the

can in principle delver velocities well above those of any railgun breech, a factor-of-ten advance over any prior machine
other guns Velocities up to 6 km/sec have been achieved of its size. (2) FMC is completing a stand-alone repeatable
with railguns in numerous laboratores (Ref 42-47). Energy banery/capacitor-based power supply, in a transportable
efficiency is not strongly dependent on muzzle velocity until triler-like housing. which will also be ready for testing in
neaw 6 kmi/s, where in practice new mechanusms apparently 1992. This "Pulse Power Module" (PPM) is designed to
li.mt both efficiency and achievable velocity, deliver 8 M pulses to an electrothermal-chemical (ETC) load,



but applies to EM gun development also, as a first step at In sum. elecromutgnetic pm Propulsion promuses
reducing total pulse forming network (PFN) energy density. significant performance advances and benefits over

conventional armament systems. Moreover. significant spac
The tactical program is structured for a follow-x, and weight reduction are projected if and when the necessary

advanced technology demonstration (ATD) to begin in lawe power supply downsizing has - been achieved. The
1995. Entrance cnteria have been defined for the ATD, and monumental challenge of developing. integrating and
a component maturanion program is in place to meet them. weaponizing the component technologies will certainly involve
This includes the technologies required for (1) power system serious new difficulties, some of than not obvious now.
downisizing to 10 kJ/kg delivered inergy density for the
TOTAL pulse power system; (2) oprnization of 4.5 LN.BORE RAM ACCELERATION FOR GLNS
hypervelocity utility, particularly for the anti-wrmor
application; and (3) development of barrel/umatizre interfaces Higher perfornmne chemical propellant charges
(and solution of related impedinents) thai enable robust. require more total energy in the gun chamber AND proper
high-performance weapon systems. The Army receives programming of the energy release to maintain downbore
planning and execution assistance in this component pressures without increasing the maximum breech pressure.
maturation program from its Federally Funded Research and To achieve muzzle velocities in excess of 2.5km/s. vey high
Development Center (FFRDC). the Institute for Advanced propellant charge to projectile mass ratios (CIM) are required.
Technology at the University of Texas. Cross-links between posing numerous burdens on the system. not the least of
the Army tactical program and the SDIO strategic one have which is a very large breech pressure in order to
been identified, and will be exploited. communicate adequate downbore pressures to reach such

velocities. Electric propulsion concepts, partcularly
Improved survivability and important logistics electromagnetic, offer real hope for providing a nearly uniform

benefits are expected to follow from the replacement of acceleration profile, thus removing the requirement for very
vulnerable chemical gun propellants with diesel fuel or its high breech pressures, but. as we have seen. cuorently carry
equivalent This will apply on the battlefield and throughout with then significant other burdens.
the manufacturing mad logistics chain. The tradeoff is the
need for robustness and survivability in all the components of An alternative approach to increasing the mass of the
an armament system far more technically complex than. propellant charge in the chamber is application of ramjet
conventional propellant guns. technology to inbore propulsion. 'The ram carmon accelerator.

depicted schematically in Figure 14. consists of a projectile.
The elecrnca2 power system. while having lower resembling the ornterbody of a ramjet. traveling through a

energy density (and therefore more "manageable" vulnerability gun tube which acts as the outer cowling. The tbe is filled
issues than energetic materials), is of special concern. As the with a gaseous fuel/oxidizer mixture. and the combustion
energy density of capacitors. baneries, inductive devices, or process travels with the projectile, generating thrust which
rotating machinery increases, their vulnerability and damage accelerates the projectile down the tube to very high
potential is likely to increase as well. More specific comments velocities. Thus one has the major advantage of a traveling
in this area must await the component maturation which will charge without the burden of accelerating the propellant with
develop specific power componenoy. the projectile. Projectile velocities reaching the

Chapman-Jouguet detonation speed of the mixture have been
There wne prospects for decreased undier-omor theoretically associated with a subsonic, thermally choked

volume, and/or increased stowed projectile load. Presuming combustion mode; University of Washington tests have
their potential benefit can be developed anid optimized. yielded velocities in excess of 2-6 km/s with 70 g projectiles
hypervelocity projectiles are smaller and lighter than in a 38-mm bore tube using this mode (Ref 48-49).
conventional ones. and they will not have big propellant-filled
cartrdges attached to them. These benefits multiply in a
system sense because they also mean reduced ammunition
handling and loading requirements. An important technical GOwsHocK

uncertainty at this point is the batlefield effectiveness of "
lighter. smaller projectiles with kinetic energy equal to a
heavier, larger projectiles.

Reduced recoil will be associated with EM guns for

two reasons: for a given projectile kinetic energy. smaller ,,,• I .'SHeOAK.o.'s

hypervelocity projectiles have lower momentum transfer. In
addition no propellant gases contribute to recoil in an EM gun.
The wiLicipated facto-of-two recoiJ reduction will reduce the 6 f,,,,• *=o ,O 2 5
recoil system and. hence, the total system weighL ,• W "wo• U.ae.w by wwc, e VMS. hm•. nimm•

Additional prospects for increased system 0 as* grow ksM, N SWAM-- u--
effectiveness involve synergism with the advantages of

al11-electric drive tank systems. and with EM minor protection
technologies A reduction in conventional blast and smoke Figure 14. Ram connon acceleirwor oorrmo.
signatures can als be expected.

Several investigators predict velocities as high as 9
km/s from various detonative combustion modes theoretically

.i ...
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associated with the ram acceleraor concept (Ref 50). System survivability can be significantly increased if
Experimentation in this rear only now beginning. is of less-sensitive munitions, packaging. storage klation,
potential interest to communities addressing problems comparinentation internal protection, and external armor
associated with hypervelocity penetration studies, the National protection are combined in synergistic fashion. Much progress
Aerospace Plane (NASP). and potential strategic defense is being made in understandwig ai least qualitatively the design
missions, guidelines for improved synergism. It is in the context of an

integrated approach to system vulnerability reduction, that
Efforts to develop large-caliber run accelerators are threat-specific "insensitive" systems are possible, even with

currently ongoing at the Franco-German Research lnsitute in "less-sensitive" munitions carried on board.
St. Louis. France, and at the Ballistic Research Laboratory,
Aberdeen Proving Ground in the US (Ref 51-52). In 6. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS.
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Discussion

QUESTION BY DEFOURNEAUX. NIMIC: You said that electric guns would
not solve the problem of warhead vulnerability. What about using an
electric gun to accelerate (up to Mach 2, say) a solid fuel ramjet-
sustained projectile fitted with a fuel-air warhead? This system
would require no gunpowder, no rocket propellant (the ramjet uses
atmospheric oxygen) and no high explosive (same reason). This is
partly a joke, but it might constitute a line of thought.

ANSWER; But then NIMIC would be out of business! More seriously,
this is an insensitive, truly "insensitive" approach looking for an
application in the far future. Technically, solid fuel ramjet
projectiles suffer from difficult launch and flight problems which
have not yet been overcome. Fuel air explosives are limited
primarily to soft target kills. And the risks in Electric Guns
development are still formidable. Great line of thought!
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MBB-DEVELOPMENT OF INSENSITIVE PBX-CHARGES
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8898 Schrobenhausen, F.R.G.

Introduction: Notwithstanding this, reaction shall not resp. muit not

occur, even not partial detonations. A detonation always
The designation "sensitivity" commonly used for brings about destruction of the direct surroundings and

general test results obtained on high explosives endangers persons within the closer area.
respectively high explosive charges comprises a

variety of different test procedures applied on "Initiabi ity" means the minimum pressure and also the mi-
high explosives resp. H.E. charges. nimum projectile velocity at which detonation occurs in full

extent. For test purposes, the limit between reaction and
With this variety in potential test procedures, detonation is determined, whereby this detonative induction

however, different high explosive and H.E. charge can also be desirable. With stimuli by fzr inferior all the
characteristics are determined as they are also same, more or less violent transformations occur.
applied for varying conditions and statements. In

general, the individual test procedures and test Types of Stress:

methods must be familiar to permit recognition and
judgement of statement value, statement meaning The various stress types are subdivided into five catego-
and a correct assignment of the factor achieved, ries:
as in most cases the designation chosen is the

same, that is "sensitivity". - mechanical

- electrical
Sensitivity Categories - shock wave

- projectiles
The various test procedures are subdivided and - thermal.
contemplated in accordance with their statement

capacity regarding: There is a variety in different stress types and test in-

stallations for the above mentioned categories which are
-Handling Sensitivity (UK: sensitiveness) only in part standardized internationally. Within the in-

- Survivability dividual stress types, these stimuli often also render
Initiability (UK: sensitivity), varying statement values regarding a.m. sensitivity cate-

gories.
The aspect "handling sensitivity" is the most
critical one, as when handling high explosives It would certainly be beyond the scope of this paper to list
resp. H.E. charges and processing them, reaction and describe all standardized tests and the large number of
should be avoided to the utmurt extent during raw tests which have been conducted by several individual in-

material handling, preparation and processing of stitutions.
the same and when carrying out a normal transport.

But practically any test, which, in a historical point of
Regarding the munition "survivability" during its view certainly bases on events, has its meaning even if it

utilization it is essential to preclude reaction is presently not very informative as regards to all material

even under extremely strong loads and extreme systems and configurations of use.
environmental conditions. The corresponding trials
simulating launch acceleration resp. extreme
stresses, such as high altitude drop tests, form Test Matrix

part of this criterion. For several tests H.E.
reaction may even be admissible, but if possible. Figures 2) and 3) show the problems representing the basis
in a very moderate way as for exanple during the for at least the major part of the various test methods and
fuel-fire-test. In practice, such stresses repre- procedures.

sent in most cases "rare exceptions". On one hand, varying quantities are planned and used for the

tests. Reaction probability, however, is in many cases also
a function of the test quantity provided.
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Condition of test specimen and surrounding also With the survivability tests we obtain the vulnerability of
has an essential effect on the resulting reaction the HE charges or of the ammunitions. The tests are ge-
intensity. It is necessary to distinguish on one nerally conducted on the charges or ammunitions and the

hand between raw material in a powder state and threshold is no reaction or low order reaction, compared
granulated material and on the other hand between with high order reactions.
HE charge types - in most cases available in a

solid state - manufactured by casting, pressing. The initiation tests show us initiability - i.e. how easily

extrusion etc. and most of all to determine if the high explosive can be initiated. The threshold will be

they undergo tests without a casing, that is defined between "reaction" and "full detonation'. The sam-

without confinement or if they are comprised in a ples are in this case commonly high explosive charges.

casing, which means confined.
The samples are either powdered or solid and their stimuli

Charge size and confinement exert considerable thresholds depend on a lot of parameters (fig. 5). such as

influence so that a number of tests should be type of HE or composition, phlegmatization of granulates.

carried out only on the actual warheads. As, how- bulk density or porosity, grain size o- grain size distri-

ever, good comparison capacities with various bution, also on the quantity and certainly, very much on the

material systems are required, the test vehicles confinement.

used are chosen by random.
All the tests for the different stimuli can be categorized

Another aspect is that applying a load, normally in (fig. 6):

no reaction is desirable which is most of all - mechanical tests
important for the handling of high explosives. - electrical (electrostatic) tests

- shock tests

In case excessively strong loads are applied, for - projectile impact tests
example placing the munition in a fuel fire under - temperature tests.

which reaction resp. burning-off of an energetic
substance is unavoidable, a moderate, smooth bur- The different tests for each category - except for electri-
ning, but no violent reaction, most of all no cal tests - are summarized in tables. The individual tests
detonation with blast and fragmentation effect to for each category are listed, the samples generally used as

the surrounding is admissible. This means that for powder (P) or HE-charge (C) are indicated, further, if the

the survivability tests the reaction shall be very test is useful for handling sensitivity (Ha) or for survi-

moderate and mild, if it is unavoidable. vability (Su) or initiability (In) and, finally, the test
will render the limit between no reaction / reaction (R) and

This is most of all i1portant when the H.E. charge reaction / detonation (0).

mass is high as this renders a big radius for the
destructive effect. This is not as critical for The first example is given in fig. 7 for the mechanical

smaller H.E. charge masses as their total ener- tests. The individual tests which are not very famous such
getic resp. performance capacity is also minor, as Skid, Susan, Spigot and Gun Set Back test are sketched in

fig. 8.
The first part (fig. 4 to fig. 21) comprises the

test and inspection procedures admissible for H.E. The same procedure is repeated for the shock tests (fig. 9).
charges which are explained and assigned to the Description is given more in detail for the instrumented gap
individual stimuli types. test, with which it is also possible to obtain the build-up

distance as a function of pressure, the so-called pop-plot
The second part (fig. 22 to fig. 38) gives expla- diagrams (fig. 11), and also for the modified gap test with
nations on specific new definitions for tests to typical results (fig. 12) and the multi gap test (fig. 13).
accept less sensitive high explosive charges or, The dYfferent projectile impact tests are listed in fig. 14.
more precisely, less sensitive warheads. The p t law is demonstrated for a well detonable high ex-

plosive charge - PBX 9404 - with electric gun or flying

First Part - General Tests plate, results see (fig. 10).

The tests for the handling safety render the sen- Results of flat faced projectiles against PETN are given in
sitiveness of the samples. As a result, we nor- fig. 15, with shaped charge jets against composition B char-
mally get the threshold between no reaction / ges in fig. 16.
reaction. Specimens in a powder state are gene-
rally used for these tests (fig. 4).
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The various temperature tests are listed in The slow cook-off test is, in the opinion of the author, an
fig. 17. These tests can be physically subdivided extremely rare phenomenon. On the other hand, this test is
in: - Constant temperature tests expensive when being conducted on real warheads. Maybe it

- Increasing temperature tests should be used on standard confiqurations as a screening

- Constant heat capacity. test for HE materials, but not really be seriously taken
into account as a safety or survivability test (fig. 29).

The sample must be carefully arranged in a con-
finement to provide always the same heat conduc- The drawing is a little bit improved for the bullet impact
tivity and well reproducible results, as shown in test (fig. 30).
fig. 18, with the One Dimensional Time to Explo- The fragment impact test requires fragment velocities of
sion test (OOTX). The fuel fire test Is also a 8300ft/sec. with fragment masses of 16g (fig. 31). These
typical test with increasing temperature as a very high fragment velocities are not very realistic. Only
function of time. The sample should be a real one warhead should exist with these static fragment velo-
warhead (fig. 19). Surprising is that a real cities. But here we should take a more realistic parameter

brightly gluing sphere of 20mm diameter is not pair in fragment mass, resp. velocity. Survivability tests
able to bring a cast TNT/RDX charge to a violent should cover all accidents which happen exclusively with 991
reaction (fig. 20). or max. 99.9g. but never with 99.999999•.

A summary is given in fig. 21 on how to better The procedure applied for the sympathetic detonation test is

distinguish between tests and their purpose: clear (fig. 32 and fig. 33).
- Sensitivity tests with intended non reaction
- Survivability tests with non high order Shaped charge tests are described too much in detail with

reaction and regard to shaped charge geometry and specific shaped charge
- Initiability tests to determine the limit liners. The important parameters for the reaction threshold

between reaction and detonation, of SC charges are jet tip velocity and jet diameter. Gene-
rally it is not possible to receive Identical raw materials

Second Part - MIL-STD-2105A Tests and production procedures throughout the individual NATO
countries and thus liners which are required as indicated in

The specifications for tests on insensitive high the above document (fig. 34, fig. 35, fig. 36 and fig. 37).
explosives (less sensitive high explosives) acc. Furthermore it is very difficult to create a high explosive
to MIL-STD-2105A carried out on 19-i-1990 are il- so little sensitive that it will not react violently by the

lustrated in this chapter (fig. 22). impact of the 81mm shaped charge jet with tip velocities in

the range of 9mm/us or reduced to 6 - 8 mm/us by cover pla-
The verbal descriptions of the individual explo- tes.
sive reaction levels (fig. 23) are visualized in
fig. 24 with regard to pressure output and frag- Summarizing the tests for less sensitive high explosives
mentation of the casing. (insensitive high explosives) acc. to MIL-STD-2105A:

- Fast cook-off test (fuel fire test), bullet impact test,
A different response category was used in UK for sympathetic detonation test and spall impact tests are
RATTAM tests (fig. 25 and fig. 26). But after the realistic tests for ammunitions.
presentation of my paper I have learnt by a
letter that now UK is using very similar ranking - Fragment impact tests with 16g and 8300 ft/s are over-

response criteria to MIL-ýTD-2105A. driven.
- Slow cook-off tests take place only very rarely.

The item numbers and test sequence for - The shape charge tests as described above cannot really

MIL-STD-2105A are again shown in fig. 27. be reproduced because of the too specific descriptions
The partially verbal description on the fast given for the individual parts.
cook-off test or fuel fire test Is given in But generally, the test with the 81mm shaped charge is an
fig.28. unrealistic goal for warheads.

IL



General Tests

Handling Sensitiveness
Survivability
Iniuiability (UK: Sensitivity)

Specific New Insensitivity Tests

Summary

Test -Matrix

neto

nationTyp

>-% grarc 2
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Tests for HE-Charges

Sensitivity

Handling Sensitivity

initiability

1. Stimuli 2. Quantity

Mechanical 0 mg

0Electrical g

Shock 0 0, 1 kg

1ý Projectile 0 kg

.) Temperature 0 t

3. Sample Configuration 4. Type of Reaction

0 Uncofined no Reaction
UnConfined 0 Reaction

Stadar Waheas0 Defiagration
Stanard arheds partial Detonation

Real Warheads ~Dtnto

Type of Stimuli

Hanndling Surviving Intatn

Sensitivity Vulnerability =InItia~bility

r No Reaction/ [No or Low Reakt'on/ Reaction/

Reaction High Reaction Detonation

Pwered Charge hrI

. .tf~ ...... .



Sample

Type Composition
Phlegmatisation

Bulk Density Porosity

Grain Size Dimensions/Geometry

Grain ' _rms (Grain Size)

Quantity Quantity

Confinemcnt Confinement

r ,ew, L....
Tests

MechanicSh c r e

Electri 1ct le -ma



Mechanical Tests

Reaction
Test PoeResult

,Mode Type _ _ _ _

impact * P Ha R (Joule)

Vnetbon P Ha R Rel. Units

Vert. Act)cator C Su I (Jou:e)

LAI3SET C S. R Force

Skid C Su (Energy)

Susan C Su R r 8a

Spigot C Su R Go No -Go

unr Setnack C Su R a im~s

Crop Hammer

Otiaue !mpacl

Mechanical Survivability Tests

Skid - Test Susan - Test

support P...

p~x W~e -Leather Cup Seal Aluminium Cap

Hc>51mg Cable

"lits' cro.ni ro Remoute

Spigot - Test Gun Set-back Test_(Schaeter E91)

Ignitiu.1 Device--

[ ] 20113 Propellant

1i 02 IPistoanCmue

Swlle ~ Upper Plun~ger

1.9 3 Sample eju.m
203 UndrPug�

stee le Drip Vehicle

Concrete

Ja(I g-C



E~ShcTets

Test Probe ReacinRsult
rMode_ Type

Cap C i SU R Go No-Go

Prim. Charge C In 0 mg PETN.Sylg.

Gap C In 0 mt

Instrum. Gap C (Sun) (R)t 0 t. do!(p)

Aquarium *1 C Su R fp~l) dt

Mod. Gap C SU In Rio P mmn

Multi Gap C Su R *P min

Wedge C in D M. dl.

Low ide Shock Initiation

One Dimensional Tests

Flying Foil FJyrig Plate

Saimpit Optical Axis Optical Axis
Wedgei

t IClie Wedge

/ Buffer Plato

Foil 4

Exploding Al Layer

Results

10' -tt nd JOq 0.. s.ynbo.] no go

tO Soid iiyrbols (Ind *) .g

iý Liddlildfto Casi-stInen 1Bureau of Mines drop-we.ight
and T.hO., imhrp-ct lenior for ilMtt@

V ?"p.decnnnky -Panil. skid test 00

AWI4E hoi-plai. + AWR

irripa.i (zone) 4i_ riction

10' , testsO 04-io to, toi ) to' 102 o0 io0 o0 106
Time. I [os]



Instrumented Gap Test

Test Set - up

Detonator Donor Acceptor

Glasstail 0,1 mm

Streak Record

Donor

Gap-Plexiglass33 U

AccE otor

Donor DeOtonation Explanation of Streak - Record

Gap-Plexiglass Shock Wave

Acceptor~~ ReklnWv etonatlon

Accepor Raktio Wav Break Through

Results
Z" *0tWw. 94'. 4Mtrwex1

w0. low 1O6 0 : 0 t 070 -

'NT *0 33M 'T NO)t*.% M'UI

za -4 00- .0 1 .3 40 -3 0 .0 1000 ;0

Fjtigre I I



Modified Gap Test

Test Set - up t-.ct

2 3

Frames T ResultsD

0

7 8 9 3 4 5 s7 8

Z ur 12
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Multi Gap Test

Results

.0 0

EI
z

2

3 6 9 12 is
Gap (mm)

Projectile Ipc et

Reaction
Test Probe Result

Mode Typel

Flying Foil C In 0 t. d=l (VI. ti)

Flying Plate C In 0 t. d~f (Vl. tl)

Bullet Impact C Su R Go No Go

S5,50.7 62.12.7

Flat Faced C In 0 vi, cr
Projectile

rIstr F F P C S" R D 1, d~llvj)

Irisir Shaped C Su r d t. d=t4vi, Dia)
Charge Jet

~u Ii -Fragments C Su R n v

or Bullets

I ~l~lrc4



Projectile Impact Tests

30 cal.Proj~ectiles

50 cal.

F. F. P (i1)Di

Norm - Casing

Neoprene Pad

-Standard

r ~ Pipe Cap 2"

76x76x3

Results
J47Deoato

PETN finenoRatn

PETN-Fod 777 etnto
(1,5 mm)noRatn

Composition Dtnto

Tetr-yl ____ no Reaction

0 0 0010
Norm Projectile Impact Velocity (m/s)

I ~I'tarc 15



Instrumented Shaped Charge Test

Test Set - up!

HHE In Contact

60'~H wi h Air f G A irG

Ba*~ Stoa - Slit

q1 -6 to4 5 9¶ 12 r15 r125,

Tes ResultsP

ME in corts6



Temperature Tests

Test Probe Reaction Result
Mode Type _ _ _

DTA,'TGA DSC P(C) Ha R T

Self Ignition P Ha R T

Unc. Burning " I P Ha LR t; No Det.

Cook-Off *2 C Su R, LR t=f(T); Fragm.

Fuel Fire CWH Su LR t. Fragm.

Fragm. Pincer C Su Lq c-m-T

"*1
or Ignition

or Small Scale Burning Test

or Stahlhulsentest

"-2
or One Dimensional time to Explosion Test (ODTX)

or Small Scale Burning Tube Test

or Time to Explosion Test

I Iizurc 17

ODTX

Assembly_

Gland Nut

Screw

Al -Tubing

22 m- 
- Plug

73 mm Dra x 13 mm
Rig Inserted by Cooling

ig t,. o -t90C
Al -lug

eslte Sysemdn lO4 nnl Solenoid

TC-1IAl. Tub*

IC 4 C 2AL.Tub.

Heater Sensing n

I I ... I....e..
L jL------ -- j

Inci nerstor Control Bunker

t IL'llh 1"



Fuel Fire Test

1500 x 1000

IiucI
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Fragment Pincer Test

Heating_.p Thermocouples
Steel Sphere Ola. 10-20 mmn

Mechanical
Load

HE - Charge 3Tungsten Wire

Dia. 64x50 mm
"' ./• -- Burner Rubber Sealing

Results

Test Set - up TNT/RDX/WAX 49/50/1, Steel Sphere
20 mm Dia, Mechanical Load 2000."Sealed"

( L|

I rl -r- 00°C

0 g 2 3 4 5

.7 • 1 '3

1000 0C

.. .....
- 9.-, 2 3 S ' * *

F:igurc 20)
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MIL-STD-2105A (NAVY)

Explosive reaction levels.

a. Detonation Reaction (Type I). The most violent type of explosive event. A
supersonic decomposition reaction propagates through the energetic material to
produce an intense shock in the surrounding medium, e.g., air or %vater, and very
rapid plastic deformation of metallic cases. followed by extensive fragmentation. All
energetic material will be consumed. The effects will include large ground craters
for munitions on or close to the ground, holing/plastic flow damage/fragmentation of
adjacent metal plates and blast overpressure damage to nearby structures.

b. Partial Detonation Reaction (Type II). The second most violent type of explosive
ever . Some, but not all of the energetic material reacts as in a detonation. An
intense shock is formed; some of the case is broken into small fragments; a ground
crater can be produced, adjacent metal plates can be damaged as in a detonation,
and there will be blast overpessure damage to nearby structures. A partial
detonation can also produce large case fragments as in a violent pressure rupture
(brittle fracture). The amount of damage, relative to a full detonation, depends on
the portion of material that detonates.

c. Explosion Reaction (Type Ill). The third most violent type of explosive event.
Ignition and rapid burning of the confined energetic material builds up high local
pressures leading to violent pressure rupturing of the confining structure. Metal
cases arc fragmented (brittle fracture) into large pieces that are often thrown long
distances. Unreacted and/or burning energetic material is also thrown about. Fire
and smoke hazards will exist. Air shock are produced that can cause damage to
nearby structures. The blast and high velocity fragments can cause minor ground
craters and damage (break-up, tearing, gouging) to adjacent metal plates. Blast
pressures are lower than for a detonation.

d. Deflagration Reaction (Type IV). The fourth most violent type of explosive event.
Ignition and burning of the confined energetic materials leads to nonviolent
pressure release as a result of a low strength case or venting through case closures
(leading port/fuze wells, etc.). The case might rupture but does not fragment;
closure covers might be expelled, and unburned or burning energetic material might
be thrown about and spread the fire. Pressure venting can propel an unsecured
test item, causing an additional hazard. No blast or significant fragmentation
damage to the surroundings; only heat and smoke damage from the burning
energetic material.

e. Burning Reaction (Type V). The least violent type of explosive event. The
energetic material ignites and bums, non-propulsively. The case may open, melt or
weaken sufficiently to rupture nonviolently, allowing mild release of combustion
gases. Debris stays mainly within the area of the fire. This debris is not expected
to cause fatal wounds to personnel or be a hazardous fragment beyond 50 feet.

f. Propulsion (Type VI). A reaction whereby adequate force is produced to impart
flight to the test item in its least restrained configuration as determined by the life
cycle analysis.

I J~urc .2
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Explosive Reaction Levels
MIL-STD-2105A (NAVY)

zý7
L7a

Type I Detonation Type II Partial Detonation Type III Explosion

rno P

Type IV Deflagration Type V Burning Type VI Propulsion

RATTAM Tests UK

Concern by the Royal Navy about the safety of explosive munitions
mounted or stored in ships, particularly guided weapon warheads,
led in the UK to an assessment programme generally known by the
acronym RATTAM (Response to ATTack on AMmunition). The aim of the
programme was to ootain the necessary data to advise the RN on the
risk to RN ships carrying particular weapons, if those weapons were
subject to terrorist attack.

It was decided to use the following weapons for the tests: they are
readily available in UK service P'nd are typical of what a terrorist
might obtain:

Code Weapon

A (i) 7.62mm AP

A (ii) 0.50 in AP

8 20rm HE

C 84mm HEAT

The weapors were fired a explosive munitions protected by a 6mm mild
steel plate representing the sh~ps side, in some tests the protective
plate was not used The 0.5 in AP has been used most in Ine tests.

I ti;rc" 2'



Response Categories (RATTAM - UK)

Six categories of response were decided upon for the munitions under test:

(I) No response

(11) Burning - the explosive filling ignites and burns, The
munition case may open up but the munition is not moved propulsively.

(111) Deflagration - The explosive store is ignited leading to rupture
and often accompanied by the ejection of unreacted or burning explosive

(IV) Mild Explosion - The explosive store is ignited leading to violent

rupture. Unreacted or burning explosive may be ejected. Major pieces
of the store may be thrown a considerable distance.

(V) Gevere Explosion - The explosive store is blown apart with

considerable violence. The damage from blast and fragmentation is extensive
but less than that associated with detonation, Large fragments are ejected
accompanied by unreacted or burning explosive.

(VI) Detonation

F I LI rIC 2"0

Item Number and Test Sequence

2 3 4 0 7 a 9 10 1 12- 18 17 18 19 20

RADIOGRAPHIC

INSPECTION

2 d.y temporal,, t, Fast.ook. Slo w ,oook-off Bullet F Shaped chare Sha d c

ivo617 sol~~l (sei 1$.11 o 6se.1.101 (too 6. 1. 1)

V~raiton lost

(so. 6.1,41)

ail -d H '. 1,l-e

Figu re 2 7



Fast Cook-oft Test
5.1.5 MIL-STD-2105A (NAVY)

Thermocouples Logistic Package
<0. 1 sec)LTetIm

(Th GAodLanhn

Th C

36'

10 ft , Length of Test Item

Slow Cook-off Test
,5 1 6 MIL STD-2105A (NAVY)

6; F per Hour =3,3"C Ih

Start at 1OO0'ý F = 37,8"C Below Predicted

Reaction Temperature

Continnously Measurement of Temperature

I igLjrc 29



Bullet Impact Test
5.1.7 MIL-STD-2105A (NAVY)

High Speed Cameras
Blastg or Video1 GageQ

46\A, 50 Cal Guns
45 "Velocity Screens

45

Test Item J .l l 1I

/ -d3

/......... / '~ d

,• dt

Test Item

Steel Witness Plate FgShieln

Notes d3 = Distance to Test Item
d - Distance to First Velocity Screen -t 50 I d4 = Distance to First Blast Gage
d2 -Dstance to Second Velocity Screen p5 d5 = Distance to Second Blast Gage(s)

Fragment Impact Test
5.1.8 MIL-STD-2105A (NAVY)

,High Speed Cameras
or Video

Blast
Gage, Witness Plate for

Fragment Velocity
\ d3

\

N

\ Fragment Lunch
\ Projector Device

VFr 8300 300 ft'sec \ "
Minimum of 2 Test Items.
h'i by I Steel Fragirteil

2)" 250 grain - 16 g d
a Largest quantity ot E / / df Distance trom Fragment Mat to

Most sensitive Location / Test Witness Plate
Ie[ d 2 Distance from Fragment Mat to
I/ , Test Item

•- d2 j d3 Distance from Test Item to
Blast Gage(s)

I-igurc -1
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Sympathetic Detonation Test
5.1.9 MIL-STD-2105A (NAVY)

// z¢/

Sympathetic Detonation Test
Placement of Pressure Gages

d4do•

Tes -Ion, 7.

[.Pressure Transducer

l I 4 per string (rmi)

SI

S!d40Sdr ,i I d40 Distance at which peak airblast overpressure is expected

It C1 to be approximat~ely 40 p-;ig if all test items detonate

i ~~d 10 Distance at which peaK• a;, biast i~~,es u s expected
d ! !to be approximately 10 psig it all test items detonate

i, / d4 Distance at which peak airblast overpressure is expectedtto be approximately 4 psig if all test items detonate

de Destance at which peak airbast overpressure is expected
ttto be approximately I psg it all test items detonate

d40I
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Shaped Charge Impact Test
5.1.10 MIL-STD-2105A (NAVY)

Steel Witness Plate - Steel Wttness Plate

"Test Item

Test Item

81 mm Preciston Steel Witness Plate

Soaped Charge 81 mm Precision
Shaped Charge

I: nurc ,34

Shaped Charge Jet Impact Test
5.1.10.3.2 MIL-STD-2105A (NAVY)

The M 42/M46 grenade shall be configured as follows:

Explosive fill: 30 grams of Composition A-5 conforming to MIL-E-14970

Cone angle: Trumpet with 3" radius

Dimensions: Height of cone = 1.3 Inches

Outside diameter = 1.315 inches
Inside diameter = 1.237 inches
Wall thickness = 0.075 inches

Liner description: Copper strip, cold-rolled, soft annealed, conforming to O0-C-576
Electrolytic tough pitch
Grain size < ASTM grain slzr .3
Non-earring quality with suppressed cube texture

Body: M 42/M46 body load assembly (without fuze)

f cur e



Grenade M 42 / M 46

Explosive Charge Body

Cone

I 1,ufirý "

Shaped Charge Jet Impact Test
5.1 10 MIL-STD-2105A (NAVY)

The 81 mm precision shaped charge shall he configured as follows:

Explosive fill: 1,8 pounds of Composition B conforming to MIL-C-401

Cone angle: 42

Dimensions: Height of cone = 3.7 inches

Outside diameter = 3.2 inches
Inside diameter = 2.91 inches

Wall thickness = 0.075 inches

Liner description: Oxygen-free copper conforming to ASTM B152 with a temper

of OS025

Grain size < 50 microns after stress relief

No shear forming

Depp drawn anneal

Body: Standard 90--mm M371E1 recoilles rifle round

I ILulr .7
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Standard Shaped Charge

Plastic Aligniment
[,eVice to Center
B ~oster and Detonator on Machined Copper Liner
Chcorne Axis Explosive 195m hc

Detonator

Explosive Charge 90 mm M 371 Aluminum Retaining Ring
(Machine smooth) Aluminium Casing

Note:
Liner Thickness not to vary more that 0051 mm
in any transverse plane and .051 mmm in a

1 longitudinal Plane

I i~ c)'

Spall Impact Test
-51,11 MIL-STD-2105A (NAVY)

I in Thick Shiciding Plate hlng -1

RHA Plate

Test Item I -n Thick

81 mm Precision FRHA Plate

Shaped Charge dI ht[n

/ t est Item

~"d2 -

Minimum of

-4 Spa)) Fragments /10 in2
in presented area
(up to 40 Fragments total)



Discussion

QUESTION BY ?. GERMANY: What do you think about the value of shape
charge testing in the field of insensitive munitions?

ANSWER:, The threat comes from shape charge warheads attacking
our tanks, therefore we want insensitive or low sensitivity
munitions in our tanks that will have no reaction or mild reaction to
shape charge attack.



METHODOLOG E DE CONCEPTION DE CHARGES YILITAIPES

A IMMUN 'E RENFORCEE

C. COUTURIER

J. FERRON
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TABL{ AU I

3 A,•ALYSE DES RESULTAT', • MMUN'•T•" nexogene /tlant el,/butad!6qe ant m!s er

•vtdence les comportements sd'•'ants du
,\•S•ISE •'EPC',S 25 ANS •AR -5,A cr, ar:jement agresse darts dRe StrJCt,.rb
3 1 Chargemeqts en hexog;ene tolite . assu•ant !e 'decor'ifineme,,t ,=•-s ;:r:=ait

de d¢compos!t•o-
t .'• res•lta's d'•S exreuves d 'ram .n'tec ( cf
"_ab'eau .:'• ' a=211q• es au>• c•'arges de -Epreuve Ii',cendle type re• :e .erszi•e

-rs•",es a'r,,"alr et air!so! dca\'elcDDees Cans -arr•t de la rea'ct'e• de

es a'•nees '960."9;0 en ut;=.•sart .:e; decomposition des }instant ou ' cuvert•re

c'•argeme"ts prl'•c!Pa•x en i•exogene ' tolte de •a stucture assure la m•se a !a•r '•bre d•
•t

armatures de flsres de ver•e me•.e t e• chargement

•,.:de,".e.. ' m :-orta•ce de " 'rs' ,•t•' . ... .",• 2e '
str.,cture et de ' 'nter'ace str•cture / -non translt•op deccmpos!t'o•

c•arger•er't s,•r /.,'el;agrarian • detonst•on

'ac:u's:t'on de t'tlT'muPft• 3 ]tmDa•t •ar -impact de balle et obus

e•i',• 'a presem:e d'u',e Drste:-to• -reaction IIm•tee a ,no ccmbu2t'o["
".herm'3•e e< s'l':.sne triers:see entre :a eq cas d •mpact dobus de 2• mr• , cu de

s'r•cture e• a='er et 'e chsrgement ba]le de 7,62mm

2r'nc!Dal cor'f..re au• (- - :r :es 1 ram n•t:. ,•
a aa';e perfora-'te le •2.•mr•" -Detonation par Influence

S2 -har om•nts ,_omposir•:} el Ilants -non d•tonatlor" dans :es conditions

de stockage de ;a charge exeer'me"tee
lnertes

Ces resultats ant ere cor•' •rme-< et
,' developsement • e•Dcs f• • !'acts completes lots du develobPement

'r'prtes .Jan• les mnees 1970 chez SNPL a
p,,rm•s ]*,-r'-'s• de '.:har;,me•ts de -salt de nouve!les charges de miss'fen -3

sens's'•ites redJtes sar rapsc•" 5, gerbes " focal;s•es(gerbes Ctroites • bards
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-aracteristiques tbermom¢ca•lques dans •es a ?confinement des produ'ts de

n:age•; d•s ternperatures d•r•[)io• des decomposition ( rf tableau 3 ) l ,.'rq de
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CHARGEMIENTS EN HEXOGENE / TOLITE

RESUL'TA-7S D'EPREUVES D-IMMNITE A L' IMPACT DIE BALLE DE 12,7 MM

A LA V;TESSE D'IMPACT DE 850 MIS

iEQtJIDEM:EtNTL1 ýNT ERFACE CHARGF'ENT 77PED-E BALLE RESULTATS'
____ CCPP§5_DE CHARGE ___________
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r~iIIikn [Iit.l b' i ,wn !nn sii[IItlut I ItsituNol

PIt t ,Iit postnftion P'R I I Fhe influence of the hinder

i, I r a, h. I n , i~i ,I- I I' [ o l In I rtiticl I Inc Pil Iltc Ilt ItIicnl.ce of ihc bIl ider sn-n stiudied hN \ arN Ing the Ii lPtttIttD I ratuio
f, [it - [[iin lor il , I i h-, in 1C. Itt ,JI-idcniutil" [ci s, part l1t. ili this wa\ tl crostiin-tik niciunut asna %arcd tx'tsccri 0.-
':'11111ý'`I 'II' f 11'I'ndci If I'li I, inch fit ri qubcsiuaiitticn andI LID, An cnploitiis oklc tiNci RDN and fIND' thc RDN uunugiiatc romul,

it fhor-&, it) t ri nhattnut I nsh tiieir iiutii,u no if M -~
, iii n I 1 t11 tdki. tioni itns.'i In, InnIt addiitioniif Iii mull tiate n i s'u"

1 1It lidi it, I Ii mill >uintc i. f irt [iiull, u,, uwd [-i~ohrd~ iniiitltiontisliin anid prcnniic sItIcr ducivinuriuuu it) cheek the pcnti-trmanatc

!IIi f- c i .S il si till l'[ii nlitial W(Ii cnoitit it t O(Itk' cnpisinMs-c [ick NOL t r cal (Gap Ilcst kan used to dctermine dinct
I, t itt I Mcl i t'i ith tI I lIiPit DcfwIiiiilic, Iii ilhs box k ncintisi% uv I Otis tiucihoil slctit.iniilsariic iumb'r oit experiticmets

`, IIf I, p, M~ -tsi I" oriittro liw nuiiiriit t , rn link, antccu tnd th, ctiie ncoitther tcnt uansed toi dIctctiutc filc "dintune to detonation

11,1 1 ii timsln \ 1, niiuitiln ot Lr[In luikn cnNulits tn a nIiukN fa tI110[iitic ''ittle iii dlconattin''. Normiaily the %esdge tcst in used toi dctcrmni e i
! t iti1 i iI [r I, k-Iii1 picu-iit . ituturnittittic produstct, ihich cannoit t 'n pk ."il icer" but inc tuncud a slightly dii treriut and sinipler tcst iticihodK
d i ininIiii in .\ it ilt ifttnn- link tim,ý nin [[carts tli the mci-is Ilkc tilt itit test it in nit possible toit thus this accciecrattion of thcenshock % atic

is ,h, J, Ien-,"tIltin j, sic hadt tttale finnhi -Il IIhe utpiiliiit durrng Inliitiition.
I- nkl Iun~it, Iis l I.bt,, s Lt lins clirtcicitt

Exsperimntafll

in.: .i* ,ni iii rca hi t soiti lohadi of Xs witl, in (tic IWX f util RDN isa tIt I Iiiliihtncu
thm' pnik htnutitiic thain has an wriiiaturatt'u C C' Nundnt sihih ta iii cast iilt.\cn atictitint iiiist Ix- paidl( iii the' particlc nte dhistribuitiotn oft ie

[%Ii litt o,4nttliniitlatctl bs lifihit) I N(It Ila, tudiiid the inltiicnii'u Il agittg dsopItoiiiiw s ttptinciui t filei TNO-PMI . iinoiiaih ai hittiidat mituttre i

mt PRVt and tliuc fci I t he ahh1tio ofi mltutu oxitdantsno Imitpriovc thc nbll use foriiti thes ROX-hasci PII~cn and a itritiodat mixtusire ftr thc IiMN hased
tlIt i~as proiscithlin anit mnthtitn liktI DIIV tilt D lb iriair Bt1 l 1111),", The limits ofi the particle dlistrihutitoins and the crictcntage, used Iit

I ilt t-l Oniottu't ant i hicluiono iN pthus N s>I tc~Ip phuivitic o, I Illtatei I ilic bitidal anid triniodat mixutures arc givcn Ili Table I., Thc twio kinds of
is's [ic acimc Incis timr iii nimir t nNRDN ucce ibtihtncd tintm different souirces, both sontatin abouti n~

pr ..... O ivno IliPB\iHs ti



Tablo 1 Particle size distribution ot the explosives and the Results ~Ipercentage used in the bimodal and trimnodal mtxlcuie lInI alae 3 the results fir the differenst PBXcs are SUITMnIateed.

F \plossise particle NI0' it,, Table 3 Detonation and shock sensitivity tor the PBXes

It'll\ It)O 1400( 53. 1
II) >11334 xplo~site PRDX-I PRDX-l PRI)X-ll PfIMX P'llIX

00 - X 511 13.3

R1\ 21( -55(16611Crioss-link density LO1 017 III0 1.01 0I

II ,5 34 0 ID (km/s) 7.9 8.1) 7.9 8.2 11.1

kRlN I 2SO NX1( 5111 l' kGpa) 19.5 19- 21)11 23 i 22 4
in S 51.11 POO11"4') GPOl 1.2 3.2 3.7 1 3 1,

linitiat-iin distance Il9 115 21i f i

I',,[ urcdi-stii aL Use sIsi s a hiinder sit the VBties. The biiider oinipoiio is ni o9 1.5 -09 1ý

gjii in ijb Ic 2 1 te tross-linik stensity "as var ied bN changing lie Inn tiatisn time ips) 4 1 4, 2 L35 5.7 60i
VI ),ill ratio heist eu 0,7 anti 10, The hystrosyl consitent iil the I lil'lt

,caNtic bNst-t~ir inthos; nvolingacc~laon.As might he expectedt, the detonation velocity ID) and pressure (P*I dii nitf
I abl~e 2 Composition ot PBX IwtX1  vary for the different formulations. The detonation velocities (7.9 knt/s for

RDIX-basevl and 81.2 for HMIX-based) are ver close to theoretically predticted
eatites tisr PBXes with a Solid loiad of 85 atSThe pressures, Showns are die

Is plsisis S55 vi pressures iii the thin pleniglass transiducer.

1 DP1 4S51 Cintrary to the invsari ability ill(lie sdetonation paramiete rs, the sliss.
Lc ithin ii I,2o Inse isi i ity is clearly influenced by variations in the PB5X foirtmulationi.

liancs~l 0I 10

-~~ lic/oc ( O te N01. gap test results t,1(511 3 1I r a Series o1 expluisiv es are giv en iii

Ili,, (lINes acrec processed lby mixing the comnlwnetits tii a 1ilatieur [Baker- Table 4. The setisitistic of- the PBXes lie betawetn thiise of RDlXlisas

IorkIlls noiii setoi ahaut 6 hiiirs undler sat uam at 60l *C Nest thes were lilt/it) and piressed TN'T at line e stretne and CoinpB and cast TNT at the
usniiiler 'a.nu III lef]iii t hutniilds ansI e reil i or 7 slays at the same iith,:r. A great difference is found fur the two R DX (I anil I1 I)basedl

,niprature. Csni der, sit )) itini if itiamteter and about XII tmtm high were fortmulations. As tar as the NOL gap test results are concerned, the cross -

-i \ AI" ,i No. [Ll IN w u escre ti lled 10 test ithe Shock cetisiti ity sit the lin k density does not has e a Significant influence on the shock senisitis ity.

A lsoi the mteasitremtenits sithde Itnitiationt itisfhttee atid initiatioin time Indicate
Ilie d, Isato puh 'ioi IsiLhtcr5 i, he, .lcienii niesl Acre the dtetonsatioin setin.its aiid that both RD -based f`1itriti3107I u dtinfslter cionsisderably. HoIsaever, thet

1ý; d, Icnt) vin pressure. rhe f irst aas nitasuvesh a itli the hlep oit tiiniatlilt iniitiatioin distances obtained I or the tIMX -based formulations are longer
pii.I he prcture asta obuancil indirectly by dletermining the pressure in a than Ior t'RM)-1, wshich IS in Cosntrast to the NOt gap test resultF. The

onn isl isIclss 'WtA i plalie its contacta ith the Cs plosis e. The pie/li vessilitý ails Sii w sii hat awith this test niethiss the etl Icci of sisilt eent cross-link

- Ics ir viim, I,\ \ gisves a po lauicatioii signal a lie a Shosck awave tasses, The itciisities can be stices esl. A singer initiatloi distituice is itleasuresiloIsr the
111`s-l. in die PNI\IA ajs calulated frotu the time the shock -aae IIMX basest torniulatioins w ith a loiw crosss-liiik dieisits.

to. I ris cl tthtoiugh the plate 7 This techntique iSIP = S hosk Itnduced
P01,11"11,111011 Is described eslicsisely clssalere 14) The detoinatsion pressure Table 4 Shock sensitivity 'or several explosives an determined

,il Is -0 uI ll~itc kilon the 1 ilcsslire in the P51St 5 it [the Ilitesiliit sit tile by the NOL Large Scale Cap Test
ýis, ,II [, r sli, is Is kno,a n

litNiIII ilCs5.al (p ssta s set s eiin u- -ilc i s, a sis k C llssi e lDensutv Pressei/Cast P (510 '1
sitc ssls at -ahns It SOt ", Ai the experimentics result in a detoinationt Ii. (kg/ti -- ~a
I sjslsoiss acre cast in steel tubes sit itd. - 7 ii, o id. - 48 vinii
I I ;i; mini Pressed eivyNI id - 51 Min. I =) iii Irn ii ,sintuibiitiiir a ith RI)N (610 p 1.01
it I'M 1 N salenmioasr a as UseiI 1s a dsonoir. Rl)\/ss as I'l/il INC,1  

P I 7
-1N1 1581 P 211
I'l I s\X llvtl C 3.01

timps iisiil lsi, a~c as olII btains a nicasisre fo liv : shessi~antt iii l1RI)X 1 I soi C I.,

mitillioin andttthe sine1ic ltontiai~tioniof ithe esss ise ig 1). lIn this Icst Ilie liRMli II 58) C ;.7

,alve luiiiirstei a,i etinplussei as tsr the Noti gap test. hot nsa anih a INT I 511 C' .
lir I lu ,IIitut Icr is epIsss c 4 SOit I int A it h si stIre ak e attiecra the sltitS k k ilitipll I'll() C 44
Ivm iii [itic I'0M M\a as IsittlitS (5 back I igili ng i As Sioont as the shoc k
-so iscr thus ie sxlilisive. tight is nil lungs-v detecteul by the caitiera.
l~lt.,cr, dcviii an 11 initsiain di sat e -- (isn litiatin t lise)i a idetoination wavase RessulIts burning tube tests and fraglment at tack test U -K
siWli 1wlIi'lsis tieýhi trilIssii is gs-lirt-rili I lit- tieht clii tisiot can Is
I ih iiiil Isy atLisIs Ihgin JIicce ustc IIllo[ Ii theeti s~psisi1 Ks RADE flurntn Tutx Test U2K

Qs~wr~flhn dQf:ýL- see NATOQ AQP 7 202-01 -

Decscrit~ionu of Reac tioin Categories

IXegree iof React-ion Obs ervauion

Reactioin - Description

-~ ~~ ~ fa- - . Illts Its ignite
0/ 1 hom uring eiti capinto ejected
I psressutre burst due tio cml cap(s) ejetctd

I I burning
-2 de-flagraution 2 to 9 tube body fragments

3explhosion It0 to IMX tube body fragments
F4 detonation > IMW lubie bttdy fragments

Figure 1 Test set-up to determine the distance to initiation and - . showing~evidenee of detonationi
time to initiation 1 detonator. 2-support plate, 3-tetryt.
4-PMMA. 5-streak slit, 6-Sellotape. 7-explosive



Results~

Table 5 Burning Tube Test Results (Non Standard Conditions)
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Itd~pi•!il Attak Tes [''I he cxperinients, als, show that the n avurctnertis oi the intiuatitin distance
and the Inittiatio~n littlte are mnuchi more sensitivye thain the NOI.) gap) test I

I es des~~t seeNA.L,~A l9 ~(f(e.g. an initilation ditstance of about 3 mttn is founid or pressed fNT) It 12 91 our experiencre that small dhilerences between ditferent bathes oIf a PBX Lan
ble oibserved with this test method. This is also confirmed by the results, hor

Degree itl Observation the IiMX-flised formutlationis with different cross-link densities
i Ractiori

Sub coinclusions Part I
0 so( vtsible sigt of reaction atfter pentetrattitof dite Frontt the resutlts the followtng conclusions car, be dlaw Ri

setitun ivb the protccUle
I i Fitt ott a bttming reactioni wshich has tailed rapidtll, noh atcese iti totadrnsil i etttyi h atcC

tilt Jit hesttittt iaritl sieditiutopndpssbyth cisisyo teprtce
obiu Liic ittie I otieeptutti O u~p IOIi it s tis have a large Influence tin the sensitis tty

Scttp~i tnt deached, ,ehic Ic intactt or broken into large 2AlIthotugh the tdonor systemt is the sanse. the resul Ls tfor the NOI gap) tcesi
I ragrienteis miore than 20t '4 of expltosiv e etnsuitied anti the in itiatiton distaince test cannott be comrtpared directly ltiaever,
fIti - oit cv ltltsi e critsuutted in a s cry v tile it bec ause the latter test requires ctons iderably fewer exsperimient, and al Si,

reastion h taral ternied lby breakintg tip it v chicle into seemts tio be mitre sen sit ive, f urther itives~tigatiotns vswith this test mietbhodi
se a rait maill lragnicitits shioanti es ilenre ofi shear seen)i leasible

Result, I-Ihe sensitivity itt a PBIX titwarids shock Iititiatiton Is tOt ititluetirel
miarkedl y by the cross-link density variatiotns iif the plastic binder lItO

la~Ie 6 (Ilelagration itt detotnatitin node as seen in the burning tube tests there is a
visible tende tic y that high cross-linik tdetisity gisve rise tot mitre sensitive

e iltievThe potss ible e uplaniaitini for this diilerense is the kvifnatit i

no JtIITII iii.itcr~il Proicstile kJlsis fr til rciktt Lhfarar icr ofi the shock s'rasve; the binder act as a kin ofiii liquid Ili this save.
'I sNo the tiuniber of croiss-link., is not ott Importance. [ront the sh,,,

sciiti sity awork titntticed a rather large minluenr e tritit tile explt~lsi
particle size andi shape, it was dlectiled tit) studyv this Ili motre detail Ii it,

sf4 I secondti period.

)7 PAx R I I I Influencet of expiosise particle size and shape.

tilt2 Gencierally it Is assuitteti that the pilytiter rcdci es tile sensitisitsv III the
S~~ 145 2. epltlisise ii itadcis r1SijtItUII contsitderably. A great deal oii research ha~s iteeti

I i"rarriedoti tin ii araetertie the pritperties itt tiie PBXIl refaition to) the type
NI tI lof toI mer used f 11. in part I we htake seeti that [fth influetice otf the binder

a% ii Is link deilt vsa-s sery timtit Ili paet 11 a e stinrsiarated kitt fiw
cp~kios e iatrtiele size ansi shape.

Initiation oft Eploiv~ses
ji 11 , t "hi'fi ~tdii i ~'Ntitand ar111 ra iteo test dabU Due itt heat, I nc tutu and shock wales, CXpltNist reLan decotitlS te It the
m jti, I itiaerial iiil be foutti there `,i, bile the rcstit, Lv or NI. 67 are quiite niunber ill decompotising explotsive miolecule% Per unit of VOitItirne CX eCis a

sfI thes ate Ii,) t e sL ptwi itfoItr a IPlX N he ibresfit, lot tIrgnit io tut cvertatin limit the heat of reaction will decomipose the renaining exspl osiv
Cry . 'Ipproxtititiels Stil In,, k hich .limpi~ares a ilt aitproxs ithiX nis fur rksultitig in a self sustained reaction. Stuilies of the initiation of ekplosives,

PI 4 aJtif pfiir s 1M) its/ for RGP hofath 88 11 ROIS have resealed that the initiattion tof explosives is stitmutlated by the
N. t.ntils sirC re lats eli Hold unild the threshiold tirlt ictotiatiiii 55.1 Imperfections in the explolsive kh

t
*

f"1 it. Ilit Ili, stest die detiiiatuin threesho ldf is diirer ils refateil it, tue 11o, k LiEch deviatiisn from the ideal crystal structure causes the ettustiuctit lattice
111; Its of lie cxp lnt ithft large S, alC (;alflst I CtLSGI,, R sI f its tions ito free themselves mitre easily front thei fixedl positiotns in the lattice

I ill 'i sA"Il~l Ix equisalent to a nitedtichap tall of11ilai ili the I Mi I DIie first devilatittn Ili a lattice is fotied by the surface itself, the tIon,
,wil L tr07ui NI tl essis lcNsok setisitie fthant Last rcratild 1 NI bitt lptekntt Iii the surface hase lessee bndinilg situpared toi the titu, Iii the
it.cc 't site irbit , tite otic r I'lBXi iTdille f the lattice, viitltescan be remotved with less etergs . The tins at

lie edges and coirners can be, renmoveid even imoire rapidly citmpared iii the
niormnal surface ions.

D ist HiSO usvi ry stals have naialt, naturail imperelCrthins like svascaniscv edge aini ycr ew
litirci if) the setistIttiilus if ltie alt, NIX btasedl foirtmulationtt dislocsationts, laults, cracks; bitt alsio imipueities tsttteictilies intesItiLCId 11)
UiiI Ise i.l ribedillt the smiall ,liltectste, Ili lie ratio titt line anti O arsc create a special characteristic, wr call this dtipaiits) else rise tit a sitystal

NDt Lii sd h It btaihii a situixial miix tire, PRlIA 11 conitains a larger I ractiitt st-ucitire with an increased motbil ity and rear tivits -

,It aM ND If sre table 11 NI.iiilard titutti diistanices Ili tinitiatioin if about I-rorn the abtise it is iobvitius that particle size antI shape are s.Cry Iinporiant
I i min aid mil t ',~ l is titid lit itt)lk the cioarse and line N [) baseid features if the level (if cry stal lailtli andi inputri ties can be kept r tnstant be i

Pkilt testse tl hese salutes aeret oibtat ined lilt in itititatioin pressure the ptroductioin pirocess.
aI N'tii I laJ Ini our ex peirienie tli le itressure Iifil te ploixglass at the The moitrphoilogy of the high explosivle,, used Ili the PBiX and Ili part ic ular

ntietj-a , is 4 ' 1 Pa Assuilting the Ilugoititut tif the PBX to be I: - thecrystal si/ediistributitin has receised a liiitf atiletttnion tinier ittlixhils
1 '-It ,li lietite-pc-r in ftc I'llX is ais ut 4.7 (Ala., Smlik these pressures the setilsiti vity 121.

1i1'. 'o-' O Ii.' Itis t is DO[ siirprisingu that lie re;iults itt boith tests arte It is tinly recently that a mtotre regular shape 44 thif exp~ltivis pattiircv iv
tab~ilc Ilo-: ci'r. Moltttitlrititotmpcii tite anti ciarse N lX conittsilred as a toil tot decrease the sensitivit itt c strittet, pressedl as welf
iiis~~ltitis atileii cipti esrinicirtt lither is in iv vismlla dififerenuce lit] as vast-cured explosive charges 171.

eý [,til tit tiel bimimiiil tiixttite I he great diticteuses we tibserse itir tile
hii et,it tI oritiilaiwins ittiltri be sausk-d by the cry stal liefwlipee tesi the NI X, lDs i has useti a sittple titethia Iit proiduce sphleroidi particles. FNO P511

Ithe rvsstla gelutterly has processed CaLSt-CiredtFi iPB-basel PBHX" awilth differetit baisbes itt NRi
anti has mteasuredvit Nb hock sensitis ity.

'I i, tI ,,mpariston lii the NI II gap test talatltandiltit iniltiationt di'luatise it

tl'hpr itshfat iNOt test itteibtids give uInfoirmatioit aboutt titlicretit stages iii li obtain a high soidti litatd Ii the PHXes a bttntdal mixture (it coiarse
the hsLttk iniittatit in tintesevs 1 he iniitiatioin distance is dletertiniedt by I abiout 1W~ 4mtt and fine (abitut 211 pmf N DX is used. In this studyv the
miii lung the cx ploitsi yew ith a pre ssuire piulse (il -1 2 (l~a, whircI is shock sensitivity' tif PH Xcs with N uN taken threctl y friom the prodhucttion

it tsiiieraiilN higher than the pressutres ftoindIl ii the Nt A, gap test I hercfo)rc line and PHXes with RDX which has gione throtugh addititional processing
Oiw Itica ittelciteit if the iletnittiotntl distance protbabl y osnly give steps to increase the spheroid c haracter of the cisarse and fine crystals have

iIirth ttalnitit the fitial stages ot the pressure iiu 'Iii lit diteitonattionii. been srtutpaietd.
,s 11th thi gap test results refer Ill the fuill shock initiataionl hiriess

1 he shock senisitivity has been dietertiinedl with a rather simple gap test
4 ~~~which determnines the idistance atid tinie to idetonatioin fir dihiferent fit latitit

pressures.



E~xperimnental Table 7 Average particle size (d(0 5)) and 10 %/ and 90 %/
lire RDX is produced by thre well-known astIJC airhydrrdeC pTes's values of the particle size distribution of the RDX
(Bachmann process) and recrystalltied in ZCC[tone. smls(r
Spheroidiiation of the crystals is carried out by loiadiiig angular sapls pm
crstak, rin RDX saturated acetone, Next the mix is agitated anti the - _ -

temiperature is raised anti nmaitained at a predetermined levecl. When the -~nil d M, I std Id
desired spheroidization obtained by partial dissolution and erosion is
reached, tire suspension is diseharged to a filter and washed, tFIX reactir used
has a total volumne of 15 ilalrcs. It Is equipped with a 6-bladcd lurbiti rare iron-treated 2x5 ItsS 4i0
agaitaor, 2 baffles, heating jacket, rcflu\ condenser aiid a flush-miounted - phe-roidized t7(1 23sli
dumping 'alve, The agitalor shalt bira a water seal anid the :ig!!tor speed ln2 mi rae
,an be cotrtinuously regulated.
the filter consist of a simple riutche equipped with a hecating jacket and 'pirod/ 2trSi

operated by v acuumn.

Ilie particle si/e distrihuttio it thcý fine sattIPls dll e~r Co nsidker~ibl s he
Ilie reactrir Is first Itiaded wIth a saiturated solution of RDlX in acetonc at trin--reatied satinlcl has a %cry wide ditruibsution with a niaxtrituni aro und

roomt teniperaturre % thhctn a imretatnt aer Ien91ad 211 pml while rthe spheroidteed sam ple his a relari Se Is narrow di,striirutiorr
iixi 41 - Apprositnately ;11 kg of RDX is loaded and thre agititor setaied. Tre with a itaianitnit at 52 tim. It ,as nut rtossiilc toi obtain smialler particles

tciiiperiture is raised tol sit C atid agitation is maiat atined constant for t -' lire same i\ pe[ Of eras ks as arc otsscrs erl for lie ;imarse saimple ire tirse rs
hours Dcl~epetling ont the :rvstal si c,. the ait rator tip s peed is set normial ly 6 r this line sample
rsctw cet -

7 
ait 14 revs the suspension is dfischatrgcd to the nurelte artid thIe

as li 'tic is siteked l ritoi a filttrate link. lire tiller cake is w ,cslrerl with w ater,
-\, re~quired, the prodluct is Inta~lsý Iractroned attd irsmi tro~ig itt fractionus at, Botlh erarse saimiples sirrailat less than 1 Ii w11 i MIX P while thre ariiltui M

t

reqitircil sire distrribuititn I, tirade. -llX nit thre line satlipics is hiciieteen 6 andI 7 w tý .

Ii :i.tsalliing elc(triti miiirog:raphs il[ti treo ti reatedl coarse anti itre, Ilirrirsal mixtures with a ermarsetirinc ratio it R - l~iý1 oItlh tre nn snet
,in Ic tiken tii ci ilI fri mi the prorduc tirn litre andI of the sltleroidiret; svnpuleN andi the spherotrilrd samrples Iran been neilc iii the Pfl Nes Also

"- irse andi trite samrple ark: gisen in itrgurre 2, 'Ore particle sioc distribuirtirsý tirririral ririxirire it tlic sphreroid utarse sarrpic arid the tortn ttcitcicl tic
, iicr~e satriples are presented iii F creC ari slltinOt hara, tersirs valties are: simiple has been uisedl io irisetirgat the irillire.eit, rh t th djteieircc in [tic
sumaritiirrt in Table ptarticle sire disteibutirti kit die fine sairilptes
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Figure 2. Typical Scanning electron micrographs ot the non-
treated coarse (a) and tine b) sample and the
spheroicdized coarse (c) and tine (d) sample



A pod) urethane binder JiTl'B and [PDI)1 Mnd a MiP plasticizer arc [lic mnain the PBX ,lh tile ttintreated RD~X piartic les shows the shortest distances
ingredlient-, of the polymer hinder. Also lDantiwol was added to in 1prose the to detonation and is the most shoc k serisitis e For [his ites ,i oligiirationt
honding hctween the fun-polar Polymer andi the polar exptlisive , ry qaltt' this PBiX cannot be intitared at pressures below" (3 (;Pa. From experiene
PhtXcs were cast uindet vacuumi and after curing the denisity was found to be ce know that the cntical pressure from this test is very close to [tire results
I sS1 kg/nt ¾indicating [kr, hardly any voids are present in the FIBX, A obtained with the NOt. Large Scale Giap Test.
[iore detailed dlescription of the casting procedure can be found in i8). Ihe PBX with the spheroidizcd particles his the lonigest distatices to

detonattion anid its critical pressure is about 3.9 GP'a for which a disanLce to
detotnation o1`42 nint is found. At slighitly liiwer presstures nii initilationiri
ibserved.

Iliese results indicate that spheroid expliosive particles reduce thie seuiici sar
ot a PitX. It is assumied that the dilfferecels iii tire partic le iec distrihuttton
ace ito smtall to take care of these ef fects.
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bFigure 4 Distance to detonation for the PBXes with non-
treated RDX 0o). spheroidized RDX ( D) and

S~~sprieroidized coarse and non-treated fine RDX +

Iliiwes er bie5 wis the particlIe size distributiiiis of the line samples dificle
considerably the scnrilt isty tifa PB X with a bimodal niixture of spheroid

igur, 3 Particle size distribution of the coarse (a) and line (b) coarse particles arid suit-treated tine particles has also been mreasured. Its
samples non treated and sensitivity curse lies just below the curse found fur the PBX with the

---- spheroidized spheroid particles with a critical pressure of 3.75 GPa. This relative
increase in die sentsitivity ats ciimpared to the spheroid particles is contrary
to trends observed elsewhere where the sensitivity dtecreases with a

iripiec ip test is ui cii [c detertitinie the time and distatice to ieltoiatlo ( decreasing patrticle size. This could also hie an indication that also for the
,4i a litre PB4X s itldcr if Soi i ii dianieter and without aty ciintinentent, It tine fraction iof the binmodlal miniture the particle shape is mtore imiportaiti

,on~-tA at,:r~tbio~wr I =ýOrm. = 0ini ani p= t10 yjlllý then the particle size.

in ,itibination with a ples glass attenuatmir of the sante diamieter.
A reak .tmecra records the shiock wasve through rthe pies glass (back M the miiiient it is iiit Net clear whtat reasons cause the 5h i in

liihtriiigt anid tlie moiment and positioin the shock wave enters the PBX. sensitivity.
Vi. [hc aostd' .ini te thie idetoinatiiin was-c emerges friin the side Firstly, it mtighit be that, despite the sac utim Lasting techniqure iused,
qirfaw ot the PBtX is recorded bsý the streak camnera. The initiation idistance micitroscopical voiidts are Formed on the surface of the crystals tluring the

andtimeI ri are determoitei fir chileerit initiating pressures, i e leingths of the casting process. Although the denisities (iit all testedf PB Xes are the samtc
pie' ig la'ssatntair withut 11.2 wte( it coiuld No that these tnicroscorpical s uids are imore like]\
lIn i sirast with the Aedge test a spherical divierging shock wave is usedii to iwti ccr tin the surface of the irregularly shiapetd surfaces if the non- treatedl
in [ste [hi' aiplte Alm sohe difistance toi tetonattion is not determined in the crystals anti aict as -hot spots'' during initiation. The role iif the small
en intr zois hit i n the surlaiC if the charge Hofiwever, from the streak cracks observed at the surface of the spheroiid particles in the inaaio

rcc rdifnw. s e learned that ott arrival at the surface a dfetonattion swave 5s process is not yet clear.
pruipagsutig its the, tom's ard anid back wartd dire tuun. Since [lie veloiwties if
hNtbO au are abo~ut eq~ual theý can probably he ascribed [to the spherical

vie .u i i aileitatim a estarting oin tie cent-ral anxis of the charge. A second possibility ciouldl he the cotinent of HI-MX in R DX. The IINIX is
I r i hi reisi ii it cart he assiumedl that the results obtained with the present totd birth as inmpurities in R DX crystals antI as relatively pure crystals itt

testL will nor dift ii[lt unsuiderabt fisri wedige test results. the fline fractions (if the crystal distribut ion. Dutring spherotf cation II MX
is tdissiolved tenting ito a lower content _, M X in the final product, Thus
tdissolving effect emight also be an explanatiomn for the cracks observed at the

Results and discussion surface of the spheroitd. The relatively liow percentage of HM1X at the
Ilie results oubtainted hit the three dlifferent PliXes are presentedl in Figure 4 surface of the RDX particles coiuld be connectetd to the lower shoc~k

whe-re the dhistances nit detomnartion are presented as a funcution of the pressure sensitivitv.
athe plexuglass at the 1ltleigla~ss/l'BX interface, the correspitniing tinmes

to idetoination shuow the sante trend and will he dliscussedl elsewhere.
*\s cisuli he espected the trend obsersed for all three fiormulations is a A third possibility could bc related, to thle mechanical strength of the
steaulyidtecras of the dfistance to detotnatjion with an increasing initiating crystas. Angular crystals will he miore susceptible to shear forrces than the
[rresstirv At tow pressures an asymptotic value is reached, below which thi' spheroid crystal. The mechanical strength tof the spheroidiired samples, cotuldf
NI 'X avniot he mittiiateul arty mitre. At high pressures [tce it ti~ance to also he increased because these crystals have been stirred fur several hours
moiat urn setito on verec tis a moure i r less cintnranr valtie ifutring which the crystals with less strength are, crtisheid ilirw antd renmovedl
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Discussion

QUESTION BY MAY. US. Would you expect this effect to also hold for
much smaller particle sizes?

ANSWER: I wish I knew, but I do not know. I assume you mean 1-10
micron size spherical particles, that size is very hard to produce
consistently. I don't think there are any really good methods to
define these size particles.

QUESTION BY MAY, US What would be your guess?

ANSWER: I really don't know.
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1. SUMMARY or improve their low vulnerability characteristics. Several
Cast-cured plastic-bonded explosives (PBXs) with a aspects of these formulations have been considered at this
reduced vulnerability to unplanned stimuli are currently time, including processing, chemical, physical and
being developed. The explosives described in this paper mechanical properties, shock initiation sensitivity and
are based on HMX and an inert binder. The effects of the performance.
solid loading, the particle size distribution of the HlMX and
the curing agenc/polymer ratio on the physical, chemical, 3. EXPERIMENTAL
mechanical and rheological properties of the explosive
were investigated. 3.1 Formulations

The explosive formulations discussed here were based on
The detonation properties of the most promising HMX and an inert binder. The binder was composed of
formulations were evaluated and compared to Composition R45-HT hydroxy-terminated polybutadiene (HTPB), dioctyl
B and CX-84A, a PBX developed at DREV and based on adipate (DOA) and toluene diisocyanate (TDI). Two
an inert binder and RDX. The shock sensitivity was different solid loadings were investigated, 84 and 85%. A
measured by means of the DREV Gap Test. The bimodal distribution of Class III and Class V HMX was
detonation velocity was also evaluated. The performance used and the effect of the particle size distribution was
of these explosives was initially evaluated by measuring investigated by incorporating two different Class Il/Class
their ballistic capacity, determined from the lateral V ratios, 70/30 and 80/20, into the formulations. Two
acceleration of metal plates. different curing agent/polymer ratios, 1.1 and 1.2, were

also employed to determine the effect of this parameter on
2. INTRODUCTION the mechanical properties of the explosive. The percentage
Defence Research Establishment Valcartier has been of plasticizer remained constant at 35% of the binder for
involved in the development of cast-cured plastic-bonded all of the formulations. The formulations are given in
explosives for approximately 20 years. This work began Table 1.
with explosives based on an inert binder and RDX. The
objective of the work was to develop explosives with an 3.2 Processing
equivalent or improved performance compared to The explosives were processed in a 4CV Helicone mixer
Composition B but with an improved response to hazards. from the Atlantic Research Company. This mixer has a
One of these explosives, CX-84A, was thoroughly studied capacity of 1 US gal. The explosives were mixed at 60'C.
(Refs 1, 2, 3, and 4) and was found to exhibit a lower The binder ingredients were mixed under vacuum and the
vulnerability to unplanned stimuli. The vulnerability of solids were then added in three or four increments and
CX-84A to several hazards, including fast and slow cook- mixed after each addition. The explosives were mixed for
off, bullet impact, heavy fragment impact and electrostatic one hour under vacuum before the curing agent was
discharge, was tested. These tests resulted in no reaction added. The optimum mixing time was determined by
or burning only, as specified in insensitive munition measuring the viscosity of sanmples from a test mixture at
requirements, for all these tests except the heavy fragment 10 minute intervals with a Brookfield viscometer. The
test which produced a light partial explosion. Its shock optimum mixing time was determined to be 1.5 hours. The
initiation sensitivLty was thoroughly evaludied with the viscosity of all mixtures was measured before and after the
Calibrated Shock Wave Test (Ref 5) and the formulation addition of the curing agent with the Brookfield
was optimized with respect to its shock sensitivity (Ref 6). viscometer. The pot life, the time between the addition of
Its performance, however, was only 87% of that of the curing agent and a significant increase in the viscosity,
Composition B as measured by the Standard Cylinder Test was determined by constantly measuring the viscosity of a
(Ref 7). sample with a Haake Rotovisco RVI2 viscometer. The

explosives were cured at 60'C for 3 or 4 days.
The RDX was replaced by HMX in order to increase the
energy of the explosives but at the same time to maintain The density of the cured explosives was measured with a



Table 1: Explosive Formulations

Ingredient Formulation 1 Formulation 2 Formulation 3 Formulation 4

HMX Class 111 58.8 67.2 58.8 59.5

HMX Class V 25.2 16.8 25.2 25.5

HTPB 9.6 9.6 9.5 9.0

DOA 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.2

TDI 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.8

Quantachrome Corp. picnometer. Helium was used as the preliminary step in the characterization of an explosive's

displacement gas. lhe hardness of the PBXs was performance before more extensive tests such the Standard
measured vw ith a Shore A durorneter. Cylinder Test are carried out. The explosive samples were

machined into slabs 26.2 ± 0.05 cm by 8.4 ± 0.005 cm and
3.3 Characterization 2.0 ± 0.X005 cm thick, T'he charges were initiated with a

The cured explo)sives were characterized by measuring their line wave generator (Ref 10). The detonation velocity was

mechanical properties in tension with a Instron Universal measured by ionization probes. The metal plate and
Testing Instrument Model 1122. The samples were detonation gas angles were determined from images
conventional JANNAF dog bones. The explosives were obtained from a flash X-ray system.
cast itto slabs and the dog bones were cut with a die.

These properties were measured at both ambient 4. RESULTS
temperature and -40'C. Some samples were conditioned at The viscosity of the explosive mixtures for the
-40'C for 14 days and their mechanical properties were formulations outlined in Table 1 are given in Table 2. It

then measured at -50'C. No significant change in can be seen that the final viscosity is slightly higher for the

mechanical properties was noted as a result of the formulation loaded with 85% HMX. 4.0 kP compared to
conditioning and no embrittlement effect was observed as 1.6 kP for 84% HMX loading. The effect of particle

is expected with an HTPB binder-based explosive, distribution on the viscosity for formulations with 84%
solid loading is less pronounced. The viscosity increases

The detonation velocity of the formulations was measured from 1.6 kP for a Class I11/Class V ratio of 70/30 to 2.6 kP

by botb ionilatton probes and streak camera on samples for a Class I11/Class V ratio of 80/20. Some initial studies
5.08 cm in diameter and 15.0 cm in length. The charges with 85% HMX loading indicate that the effect of particle
were initiated by a plane wave generator of the same distribution is more significant at this loading. The

diameter. The ionization probes were placed at 5.08 cm viscosities before the addition of the curing agent fall in

intervals and the velocity between each of the probes and the rai.ge 12.0 to 10.8 kP.
between the first and last probe were measured.

The pot life for these formulations is also given in Table

The shock initiation sensitivity of the formulations was 2. Once again the formulation with 85% H1MX loading has

evaluated by the DREV Gap Test on samples 3.18 cm in a pot life which differs significantly from those for the
diameter and 7.62 cm in length. Two tetryl pellets, 1.59 other formulations. The pot life for the formulation with
cm in diameter and 1.75 cm in length, served as the donor. 85% HMX loading is 137 rain compared to 285 min for a

The barrier in the DREV Gap Test is made of aluminum, similar formulation with 84% loading; the pot life for the
formulation with 85% solid loading being approximately

The ballistic capacity of the explosive formulations was half of that measured for the others. Additional studies
measured by the lateral acceleration of metal plates have confirmed that these formulations have a shorter pot
propelled by the explosive's detonation front. The ballistic life when 85% solid loading is used instead of 84%. The

performance of the explosive is defined as the energy pot lives for the other formulations fall within a shorter
transferred to the plate. The detonation velocity, metal range of values, 285 to 224 min, the shortest being that for

plate angle, and detonation gas angle are measured the formulation with the higher Class I1l/Class V HMX
experimentally, and the optimal energy transfer, optimal ratio and higher viscosity.

energy efficiency, Richter coefficients, chemical energy and
the Chapman-Jouget pressure are calculated (Ref 8). This The hardness of these formulations is fairly constant and
test was developed in France (Ref 9) and is used as a falls within the range 68 to 63 Shore A. The highest value



is that for the formulation with ,he higher curing Changing the curing agent/polymer ratio seems to have the
agent/polymer ratio; however, as a preliminary evaluation, most dramatic effect on the elongation of the cured
these differences could not be considered significant. The explosives. The particle size distribution appears to be
density of these formulations is in the range of 1.62 to 1.63 slightly more effective in changing the value for the
Mg/mi, the density of formulations with 85% solid loading maximum stress than the other ,ormulation parameters. A
being slightly higher than those with 84% HMX loading. decrease in temperature results in an almost doubling of the

value for the maximum stress but has very little effect on

The results for the mechanical properties testing are given the elongation.
in Table 3. The values given are for the maximum stress
and the elongation at rupture, measured in tension. The The deionation velocity for formulations with 84 and 85%
particle distribution in this case had a much greater effect loading are compared with those for CX-84A and
on the value for the maximum stress than (n the elongation Composition B in Table 4. There is an significmnt increise
of the sample. The elongation decreased from 26.07 to in the detonation velocity of formulations witL o4 and 85%
24.98% when the HMX Class II/Class V ratio was HfMX loading compared to CX-84A and Composition B.
increased from 70/30 to 80/20; however, the value for the The detonation velocity for the HMIX-based formulations
maximum stress decreased from 0.62 to 0.53 MPa. are 8351 and 8200 m/s for formulations with 85 and 84%
Increasing the ratio of the curing agent/polymer ratio from solid loading respectively, compared to 7908 and 7892 m/s
1.1 to 1.2 resulted in an increase in the value for the for CX-84A and Composition B respectively.
maximum stress, from 0.62 to 0.69 MPa, and a significant
decrease in the elongation of the explosive, from 26.07 to Ballistic capacity experiments have also been conducted on
15.71%. An increase in the solid loading produced a fomulation with 84% loading. These results are
explosives ,w ith a lower elongation, 26.07% for 84% HMX compared to those for CX-84A and Composition B (Ref 9)

loading compared to 20.35% elongation for a similar in Table 5. The detonation velocity of 8197 m/s is in
formulation A ivh 85% solid loading, without effecting the agreement with the value measured on cylinders 5.08 cm
value for Elie maximurn stress, in diameter using both streak camera and ionization probes.

The detonation pressure was evaluated at 27.9 GPa. This

Table 2i Physicai Properties of Formulations

Fonrmuiation Viscosity (kP) Pot Life (min) Hardness (Shore A)

Before Curing Agent After Curing Agent

1 11.2 1.6 285 63

"12.0 2.6 224 67

S10.8 2.0 258 68

4 11.6 4.0 137 65

Table 3: Mechanical Properties of Formulations

Formulation Room Temperature 40 0C

Stress Elongation Modulus Stress Elongation Modulus
(MPa) (%) (MPa) (MPa) (%) (MPa)

1 0.62 26.07 5.02 1.24 22.92 23.652

2 0.53 24.98 4.95 1.14 24.24 19.30

3 0.69 15.71 8.71 1.35 17.48 17.48

4 0.62 20.35 6.62 1.02 16.89 26.79



[able 4: Detonation Velocities of Formulations

Explosive Detonation Velocity (m;s)

Formulation 1 8200

Formulation 4 8351

CX-84A 7908

Composition B 7892

Tabib 5: Explosive Characteristics from Ballistic Capacity Evaluations

Formulation 1 CX-b4A Composition B

p (g/ml) 1.618 1,554 1 717

D (m/~s) 8197 7908 '1 8Q2

P, (GPa) 27.9 25.4 27.9

E, (Jig) 4146 4008 4586

KE (J g)1114 1076 1230

p density
D detonation velocity
Pc detonation pressure
E, chemical energy
KE - maximui kinetic energy

is the same as the value obtained for Composition B and 1.16 cm for Composition B and CX-84A rc:ýpectively. A
is higher than the value of 25.4 GPa obtained for CX-84A. small difference can also be noied as a r_,ýult 0l a change
The kinetic energy appears to be lower than that of ii particle size distribution.
Composition B; Composition B having a kinetic energy of
1230 J/g compared to 1114 J/g fEr the fc.,Ilation with 5. DISCUSSION
849% HIMX, but higher than that of CX-84A (10)76 J/g). The development of an insensitive explosive must be
However, further experiments, such as the Cylinder Test, considered not only from the point of view of the
are needed in order to evaluate the performance of these properties of the final proxucts but also from a processing
explosives more precisely. ,,iewpoint and for this reason these characteristics have

been included in this evaluation. Since this is a
The shock initiation sensitivity was evaluated with the preliminary evaluation of this system of explosives, the
DREV Gap Test for two formulations with 84% loading, initial objective was to determine the formulation limits
One of these formulations had an HMX Ciass E/Class C with respect to processing and the resulting sensitivity and
ratio of 30/70 and the other had a ratio of 20/80. These performance characteritic-s.
values are compared to those for Composition B and CX-
84A (Ref 1) in Table 6. The barrier thickness of 1.16 cm Since these formulations are intended for cast-cured PBXs,
for the shock sensitivity of CX-84A is higher than the the viscosity of the mixture is a very important
value for the final formulation. Improvements were made consideration in their processing. The particle size

in the formula:ion to reduce the shock sensitivity; however, distribution did not have a great effect on the viscosity of
the sensitivity was evaluated with the Calibrat-d Shock the mixture Cor 84% HMX loading. Viscosity
Wave Test (Ref 6). There is a significant improvement in measurements of 2.6 kP for a HMX Class HI/Class V ratio
the shock sensitivity of these formulations. The barrier of 80,/20 and 1.6 kP for a HMX Class fli/Class V ratio of
thickness for formulations with 84 and 83% HMX loading 70/30 were determined. A greater effect is observed for
were 0.79 and 0.73 cm respectively, compared to 1.14 and formulations with 85% solid loading snce the viscosity is



Table 6: Shock Iifiation Sensitivity

Explosi,,e Gap Thickness (cm)

Formulation 1 0.79

Formulation 2 1.73
CX-S4A 1.16

Composition B 1.14

alread. iglcr and therefore d[e particle distribution has a There is a significant increase in the detonation velocity bor
greater eftect on the viscosi:y. fornulations loaded with 84 and 85% H!.!X comn!arcd to

Composition B and CX-84A. These values have i.creased

The pot life of 137 nin for the formulation wiib a higher from 79(X) ns/s for Composition B and CX-44A t1( 835,
solid loading represents a value significantly lower than and 8200 m/s for formulation, with 85 and i.4% HMX
that for formulations with 84% HMX loading. This value loading respectively.
is almost half of that for formulations with 84% loadling;
however, either value in this range is considered An initial evaluation of the performance of the explosive
acceptable. All the values for the hardness fall within a was -arried out with a ballistic capacity test. There
small range, 68 to 63 Shore A, and therefore this niced not appears to be some iitprovement in the performance of the
be considered %,hen finalising the formulation. Therefore, l-iMX-based formulation compared to CX-84A. the kehtic
the processing oi formulations hav.uig parameters within energy being 1114 J/g for the HMX-bas,.d formulation and
ths range of values is possible; the only resuiction might 1076 J/g for CX-84A, but this must be further evaluated
be on the particle distribution at 85S%,'r HMX loading which with a more precise test. The detonation pressure
could present a problem in optimizing the sensitivity determined in this evaluation was the same as that for
charactertstics of the explosive formulations. Composition B. 27.9 (GPa, which is higher than the ,'alue

of 25.4 GPa determined for CX-F'A. It is also necessarv
Since the rncchanical properties of the explosive affect to evaluate a formulation with 851Y HMX loadiig in order
their vulnerabthty, the optimization of these properties is to determine if the increase in loading -ill result in a
an important step and gives another indication of the significant iicrease in performance. This, along with the
ltmttations and effects of various formulation paranseters ot processing arsd sensitivity data, inus' be considered w hen
the explosive properties. The effect of reducing the finalizing the formu!ation.
percentage of fine particles in the particle distribution is to
reduce the maxttnum value of the stress from 0.62 to 0.53 The particle distribution does affect the shock initiatior
MPa. for frnsulations with HMX Class Ill/Class V rati )s sensitisi; of the explosive as can be seer, tmn the
of 70/30 and 80/20 respectively, without affecting Lte increase in barrier thickness from 0.73 to 0.79 c. for
elongation significantly. This must be ,onsidered if the formulations with IPMX Class Ill/Class V ratios of 80,21'
particle ,' tribition must be modified to meet sensitivity and 70/30 respectively. This must be investtgated further
requirements since further modifications to the formulation and the effict of an increase in solid loading must also be
would be necessary to compensate for this. Increasing the evaluated.
solid loading results in a decrease in the elongation. from
26 07 to 20. 15`/ for formulations Aith 84 and 850/ HMX 6. CONCLUSIONS
ioading respectively, without affecting the value for the Further work must be carried out to evaluate the shoeiK
maximum stress which reniained at 0.62 MPa. Increasing sensitivity and performance of these formulations more
the cunng agent/poly-ner ratio results in a significant precisely. In particular, fornulatiois with 85% loading
tecrease in the elongation of the explosive, from 26.07 to must be evaluatcod to deternine the effect of the increase in
/0. 3 5%, for a 1(0 increase in the cunng agent/polymer solid loading on the shock initiation sensitivity and the
ratio In addition to toLis, the value for the maximum stress performance. More precise evaluations must be condu -ted
increa.es from 0.62 to 0.69 MPa for the same increase in with the Standard Cylinder Test and the Calibrated Shock
curing agent/pxlymer ratio. Experience with CX-84A has Wave Test in order to optimize the formulations with
indicated that the elongation for Formulations I and 2 respect to processing, shock sensitivity, performance and
%hould result in explosives with a low vulnerability (Ref 6); finally the vulneraoility of the explosive.
however, it xill be necessary to in( rease the value for the

maximum stress.
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Discussion

QUESTION BY LENBERGER, FRANCE: Have you utilized rubber plates
so as not to deteriorate the test facility?

ANSWER: We have never used rubber plates at the DREV. Soft steel
plates permanently protect the concrete walls and we have used
wood for additional protection.

'1
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ESD TRAITS OF BULK PROPELLANT UNDER PRESSURE

Claude I. Merrill, Propellant Development Section, OL-AC
Phillips Laboratory, Edwqrds AFB, California 93523-5000 USA

Jo Anne Askins, Research Center for Energetic Materials,
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, Socorro,

New Mexico 87801 USA

ABSTRACT Astronautics Laboratory) was one of several
laboratories that initiated solid propellant ESD

Since the Pershing booster motor incident studies. Goals were to find adequate test
occurred in 1985, much has been learned methods for observing ESD sensitivity, to
about how to test for electrostatic discharge rank ESD sensitivities of various solid
(ESD) characteristics and what factors propellants, to discover what variables
influence ESD initiation sensitivity for solid influenced ESD behavior, and to determine
propellants. Small propellant samples have procedures for reducing ESD risks. These
shown enhanced ESD sensitivity when placed studies are continuing.
under pressure. Since changes in bulk solid
propellant ESD traits under the influence of The US ESD test at the time of the Pershing
elevated pressures were not found in our incident had been adapted from procedures
literature surveys, equipment was fabricated used with pyrotechnic and ammunition primer
so that pressure effects on ESD behavior of a materials. Solid propellant sample sizes were
hydroxy terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) not specified on the basis of their suitability
propellant could be observed. In addition, a for exhibiting ESD sensitivity. In our
limited additive study was conducted to see if laboratory this was interpreted to mean that
large ion salts could reduce the ESD initiation very small sample sizes could be used.
sensitivity of a sensitive HTPB propellant. Samples that we tested at that time were about

12.7 mm (millimeter) in diameter with
thicknesses about 0.6 to 0.8 mm. Our criteria

_ BACKGROUND for a failure was the appearance of smoke
and/or fire. Since smoke or fire never

ESD initiation is a significant hazard with appeared in our solid propellant testing with
some hydrocarbon binder solid propellants the small disc samples, lack of ESD risk was
filled by ammonium perchlorate (AP) and assumed.
aluminum (Al), especially, hydroxy
terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) propellants. A much better ESD test was what we call the
This hazard was dramatically brought to "French test" (Ref. 1). French investigators at
United States (US) attention with the case SNPE (Societe Nationale des Poudres et
bursting "Pershing" incident in Germany. The Explosifs, Kent and Rat) employed large
violent event involved a HTPB propellant samples that provided smoke and fire indi-
installed in an electrically nonconducting cations of solid propellant ESD sensitivities.
motor case. Some questions asked following Their samples were 90 mm diameter by 100
the incident were: Why didn't the ESD tests mm length cylinders. These samples were
that were used indicate the degree of hazard? roughly 7000 times larger than those
How could we adequately test to see if ESD employed in our initial ESD test method.
initiation was a significant hazard? Were
other propellant types ESD sensitive? What Our laboratory adopted the French test and
were ways to diminish or remove propellant found after some experimentation that
ESD hazards? indications of bulk solid propellant ESD

sensitivity could be obtained with more
Our laboratory (Now a part of the Phillips sensitive propellants using cylindrical samples
Laboratory and formerly named the Air Force as small as 19 mm diameter by 38 mm length
Rocket Propulsion Laboratory and the (Ref. 2). These samples were less than one

It
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fiftieth the mass of the original French Corp with thin (0.69 mm thick) sheet samples
propellant sample. See Figure I for ESD of a HTPB propellant (Ref. 3). In the Thiokol
sample size comparisons. This smaller study 0.69 mm thick samples of a HTPB
propellant sample size was adopted for use at propellant were mechanically squeezed
our laboratory because our small experimental between metal plates while adjustable voltage
mix capacity made fabrication of an adequate charges from a capacitor circuit were applied.
number of ESD propellant samples using the Pressures ranged from normal ambient
larger sample size difficult. The primary pressure up to 55 atmospheres (810 psig).
difference in test performance was that the Threshold initiation voltages were recorded
larger cylindrical samples burned to for a number of thin HTPB propellant sheets
completion much more frequently than the over the pressure range as shown in Figure 2.
smaller samples. A brief bright burst of flame Values ranged from roughly 5003 to 6000
from one or more locations with the formation volts at ambient pressure down to roughly 600
of cracks was the typical positive response of volts at 55 atmospheres (atm). Thus, the main
the smaller samples when they reacted to interest in the bulk HTPB propellant study
electric charging at ambient pressures. Phil was to see if large samples would exhibit an
Gibson at our laboratory also showed that order of magnitude decrease in threshold
cylindrical propellant samples 9.5 mm diame- initiation voltages over a similar pressure
ter by 25 mm in length were too small to range as did the thin solid propellant samples.
produce smoke and/or fire indications under
conditions similar to those that gave positive 2. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
responses with the 19 mm diameter by 38 mm
length cylinders (Ref. 2). Thus, the problem Several features were desired in designing
with the earlier US ESD test was that thin disc pressure application equipment for conducting
propellant samples at normal ambient ESD studies on a HTPB propellant. (1) A
pressures were too small to give smoke and/or robust system that could be reused fairly
fire indications. Later we came to the conclu- frequently without equipment failures. (2) A
sion that abrupt passage of current (electric test system that minimized parts replacements
breakdown) through a propellant sample and refurbishment efforts during a number of
always provides the possibility of ignition. test trials. (3) A system that could completely
Electric breakdown became our minimum contain a violent sample explosion if it
measure of a positive ESD response. Electric occurred. In this case the subscale bulk
breakdown had often occurred in the earliest propellant ESD test sample was desirable
ESD tests without smoke but with very minor because it was small enough to be contained
material ablation noted in some instances. It in a modest sized chamber if explosive
is difficult to specify how sensitive a behavior was exhibited. (4) Capabilities to at
propellant will have to be before it becomes least 40 KV and 68 atm (1000 psia) pressure.
an appreciable ESD accident risk. However, (5) Use of nitrogen gas pressure rather than
laboratory ESD solid propellant tests have mechanical pressure.
been only crudely related to rocket motor
hazards by determining if a propellant under Figure 3 shows a cross sectional view of
test is more or less ESD sensitive than a the ESD test chamber that resulted from the
propellant involved in a prior accident. considerations above. Descriptions of the

chamber parts are given below.
Investigation into changes in threshold initia-
tion or breakdown voltages of bulk HTPB The cylindrical chamber was constructed
propellant as a function of applied pressure from 3140 alloy steel. Internal dimensions
seemed a desirable area to explore. Bulk with end plates installed were 178 mm
propellant ESD hazards appeared to be more internal diameter (ID) by 424 mm length,
appropriate for rocket motor hazards where This was a volume of about 10.5 liters.
large pieces of propellant are installed rather Chamber walls were about 15 mm thick. A
than for thin samples. In any event, a heavy electric conductor led from the
pressurized bulk propellant study would cylindrical chamber to the ESD grounding
complement the work completed by Thiokol system.

_____
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End plates were made from 304 stainless Electrode configurations were relatively
steel alloy. The upper end plate was 76 mm complicated as shown in Figure 3. At the
thick and the lower end plate was 35 mm bottom of the chamber the lower electrode
thick. Segmented lock rings inserted into started as a 6.4 mm diameter rod of 304
cylindrical chamber grooves were used to stainless steel alloy that had an integral 3mm
hold the end plates in place. Double 0- thick plate of 12.7 mm outer diameter located
rings were used to avoid gas leakage around 6.4 mm from one end of the rod. At the other
the end plates. O-rings were lubricated with a end of the rod a 3.2 mm diameter hole 12 mm
thin film of a heavy Krytox oil (DuPont, deep was drilled. This hole served to fit with
perfluoropropylene oxide). Use of hydrocar- a banana plug connector attached to the
bon and silicone oils resulted in such a high ground wire that would be attached during
friction load following propellant burning that ESD testing. The lower electrode rod was
the upper end plate was very difficult to passed through the bottom insulator so that the
remove. Perhaps, the Krytox oil had a lower integral plate remained inside the chamber.
capacity for dissolving hydrogen chloride gas The plate prevented electrode blowout.
from propellant combustion than the other Resting atop the inside end of the lower
lubricants. The lower end plate rested against electrode rod was an electrode extension rod
a hard aluminum alloy ring grooved to a depth of 12.7 mm outer diameter containing a 6.5
that would fail in shear allowing the lower end mm cavity to fit over the upper end of the
plate to be forced out of the chamber if lower rod and terminating in a 6.4 mm
internal pressure exceeded about 350 atm. diameter end for a distance of 6.4 mm. Placed
This seemed an unnecessary safety feature for over the 6.4 mm end of the extension rod was
the ESD tests since test pressures did not a 6.4 mm thick plate of 102 mm diameter
exceed 69 atm. made of 304 stainless steel alloy. A 6.5 mm

hole was drilled through the center of the plate
Nylon electrode insulators were used to to admit the 6.4 mm extension rod end. These

encase 6.4 mm diameter, 304 stainless steel, loose connections had to be polished
electrode rods. The insulators extended frequently to remove high resistance solid
beyond the end plates 51 mm or more to help corrosion products.
prevent sparks arcing from the electrode rods
to the end plates at test voltages up to 40 KV. On top of the plate a graphite cup was set to
Insulator outer surfaces were tapered as they contain the propellant samples during test.
passed through the end plates. With internal Graphite's electrical conductivity allowed it to
diameters of 38 mm and exiting diameters of form the sample contacting part of the lower
25 mm the insulators were prevented from electrode system. Graphite's heat resistant
being blown out during testing. The inside qualities also permitted propellant samples to
end of the upper electrode insulator was burn without damage to either the graphite
preferably covered with two layers of thin cup or the chamber walls. The graphite cup
Teflon tape (12.7 mm width). Teflon tape is was 177 mm outer diameter (OD) by 44 mm
often used as a thread lubricant in our thick at the perimeter. A cavity was formed in
experimental equipment. This was found to the graphite by reducing the thickness to 13
be desirable when the upper insulator became mm in the center for a diameter of 54 mm.
a short circuiting element due to charring Eight 25 mm half diameter channels were
upon exposure to gaseous combustion machined vertically around the cup outer edge
products during previous tests where samples for facile passage of gases around the graphite
burned in the pressure chamber. Ordinarily, cup.
the Teflon tape was reinstalled about every
other ESD test under pressurized conditions The first upper electrode system had a 304
that produced bulk sample combustion. RTV stainless steel alloy, 6.4 mr- diameter rod
silicone glue was used to seal the electrode passing through an upper electrode insulator.
insulators into the end plates. RTV adhesive The upper rod through the insulator
was also used to seal around the electrode terminated with an integral 3 mm thick plate
rods. having a US number six threaded hole into the



rod at the plate end and a 3.2 mm diameter diameter in place of the previously used 25.4
hole of 12 mm depth drilled into the other end mm diameter contact. As before a 6.4 mm
of the rod. The 3.2 mm hole had a banana diameter upper electrode rod passed through
plug connector attached to the high voltage the nylon insulator. It was much longer (350
system inserted in it during testing. The mm) than the earlier electrode rod. No
threaded hole allowed a US number six screw adhesive was used to seal the electrode rod in
to hold a wire connector on the electrode rod its path through the nylon insulator. For
attached to a short length of flexible, sealing, the new upper electrode rod was
multistrand steel wire. As with the lower rod passed through a 6.4 mm diameter Swagelok
passing through the nylon insulator, the upper tube fitting that was threaded into the outlet
electrode rod was put through the insulator so end of the nylon insulator. The Swagelok
that the integral plate was inside the test fitting was equipoed with Teflon ferrules that
chamber. At the other end of the multistrand permitted the electrode rod to slide through
steel wire, a rectangular steel plate (about 25 the fitting when loosened and to be securely
mm by 19 mm by 1.25 mm thick) was sealed when tightened. The inside end of the
attached using another wire connector and a rod was threaded and an internally threaded
US number six bolt. 304 stainless steel sleeve of 9.5 mm outer

diameter by 12 mm length was screwed onto
A terminal part for the initial upper the threaded end. The 9.5 mm sleeve

electrode system was an upper sample contact prevented electrode blowout during
measuring 25.4 mm outer diameter by 19 mm pressurized operations. In addition, the 9.5
thick. This cylinder was made of 304 mm diameter sleeve and rod end was the
stainless steel alloy. The corner of the electrode part contacting propellant samples
cylindrical contact on the side resting against during subsequent tests. As before, the
the propellant was rounded with a radius of opposite end of the electrode rod contained a
3mm to inhibit comer discharges. A 3.2 mm 3.2 mm diameter hole 12 mm deep so that it
hole was put through the center of the could accept a banana plug attached to the
propellant contact to enable acceptance of a electric system hot line. This second upper
banana plug attached to a magnet structure as electrode system was placed in the retracted
described below, position when the upper end plate was being

moved. Prior to testing the upper end plate
The remaining bulk sample upper electrode was installed, the Swagelok fitting was

parts were a rectangular magnet (about 22 mm loosened, fhe rod depressed until contact was
by 22 mm by 5 mm thick) secured made with the propellant sample, and the
horizontally to the bolt end of a banana plug Swagelok fitting tightened. After the hot line
connecter Lýat was inserted into a 3.2 mm banana plug was inserted into the outside end
diameter hoit drilled into the center of the of the electrode rod, the system was ready for
cylindrical stainless steel sample contact. electric charge experimentation. This upper
Once a propellant test sample and upper electrode system was an improvement since it
electrode contact with magnet structure was contained fewer parts and intervening
placed in the center of the graphite cup, this connections did not corrode. Another
flexible wire structure, steel plate, and magnet difference with the new electrode system was
attached to a stainless steel contact served as a that threshold breakdown voltages seemed to
magnetically formed electrical path to the be approximately half that with the other
samples. upper electrode system. No sketch of the new

upper electrode system is provided.
When electric arcing around the sample was
suspected during ESD testing of 0.64 to 0.69 As can be seen in Figure 3, a gaseous
mm thick propellant samples, an adjustable nitrogen feed line and an exhaust line were
rod upper electrode system was fabricated and connected to the test chamber through the
used in place of the upper electrode system lower end plate. The operation of these lines
described above as shown in Figure 4. With were controlled by remote control valves
this electrode the diameter of the upper placed in the lines. A pressure sensor was
propellant contact was reduced to 9.5 mm connected into the nitrogen inlet line between
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the nitrogen feed control valve and the propellant sample was recorded. Some
chamber. A 0.7 mm wall 25 mm outer variations in threshold voltages were
diameter stainless steel tube about 125 mm observed, and the lowest voltage recorded for
long was held by a fitting to the chamber any number of samples under the same
outlet hole through the lower end plate. A pressure and temperature conditions was
stainless steel wire mesh screen was inserted called the threshold initiation voltage or
into the 25 mm tube next to the chamber threshold breakdown voltage.
outlet port. Glass wool was stuffed into the
25 mm tube atop the wire mesh to help filter For the purpose of readily observing the
out aluminum oxide particles carried by gases effects of temperature and pressure upon
exhausting from the chamber following propellant ESD characteristics an ESD
operation nf the chamber where a propellant sensitive HTPB propellant was formulated.
sample burned. The glass wool filter system This was given the name, ESD- 1. This
was added when it was found that aluminum propellant contained 12% HTPB binder, 10%
oxide particles seriously shortened the service each of Valley Metallurgical H-3 (3 Micron)
life of the remote control exhaust valve, and Alcan MDX-65 (6 micron) spherical

aluminum, and a bimodal distribution of 200
and 16 micron ammonium perchlorate. This

3. DISCUSSION was a good propellant in most of its
characteristics, except that it was more ESD

During ESD testing, a HTPB propellant hazardous than desired for use in rocket
sample was placed standing at the center of motors. A detailed formulation is provided in
the graphite cup, the upper end plate was Table I. The high ESD sensitivity came
installed, and contact made with the upper primarily from its small aluminum particle
electrode system to the propellant test sample sizes (6 and 3 micron), its high aluminum
either magnetically or by direct electrode rod content (20%), and its high solids loading
contact depending upon the upper electrode (88%). If less ESD sensitive propellant were
structure used. Test pressure was adjusted to desired, the formulation would use a larger
a predetermined value, and, through a size of spherical aluminum, a lower aluminum
switched capacitor operation, the sample was content, and a lower total solids content.
pulsed up to 10 times with a preset relatively
low voltage. If no sample breakdown A large number of test samples were cut
occurred, the preset voltage was typically from a block of ESD-1 propellant. These
raised 1000 volts for the bulk sample testing were cylinders of 24 mm diameter with 38
and the pulse operation repeated. Voltage mm lengths. Some thin propellant sheets of
steps for the thin propellant sheets were 100 0.64 to 0.69 mm thickness were cut from the
volts. Increasing step increases in imposed cylinderical samples to provide thin samples
voltages were continued until the oscilloscope for testing to see if our results would be
registered a large voltage drop with a massive generally similar to that obtained by the
current surge (electrical breakdown). Under Thiokol Corporation in their HTPB propellant
elevated pressures bulk samples (38 mm long) tests. Since Thiokol was using a different
always burned to completion. With the propellant formulation and held thin
propellant burning a temporary pressure propellant samples under mechanical force
increase of about 40 atm occurred and a between stainless steel plates, comparison of
thermocouple placed against the outside of the the results under similar but gaseous pressures
test chamber wall registered a short lived was desired (3).
temperature rise of 20 degrees Celsius or
more. These were all indications of a positive When ESD testing started at the existing
test. With thin samples and bulk samples ambient pressure and temperatures found in
under one atmn conditions, only physical the Mojave Desert during June and July,
inspection of samples and voltage and current breakdown voltages often exceeded 30 KV.
changes indicated propellant electric This was unexpectedly high and may have
breakdown. The lowest voltage that would been due to the following factors: (1) The
provide an electrical breakdown of the ESD electrical test circuitry had been recently



replaced using new components so that atm values. From a safety standpoint the
voltage capability could be raised from about refreshing conclusion is that bulk propellant
40 KV to near 100 KV. This included ESD threshold propellant initiation levels do
removal of a series resistor of 1000 ohms and not get overly sensitive at elevated pressures.
changing from a 9.5 mm diameter electrode Even at 69 atm the sensitive bulk propellant
sample contact to a 25.4 mm diameter did not react until the voltage was many KV.
electrode sample contact for the hot electrode. This means that as pressure is applied to bulk
(2) Much higher ambient temperatures were propellant structures the ESD hazard
being experienced, 25 to 42 degrees Celsius, thresholds can stay at relatively high voltages.
than during earlier fall and winter testing
which ranged from 5 to 20 degrees Celsius. Following the initial pressurized bulk
During one working day ambient temperatures propellant experiments, thin sheets of ESD- I
could often vary from about 25 to 38 degrees HTPB propellant were cut from test
Celsius. As a result a temperature controlled cylinders. Test samples were selected that had
recirculating air system was connected to a thicknesses in the range of 0.64 to 0.69 mm.
cardboard box installed around the test cham- During initial thin propellant sample testing at
ber. This allowed testing at relatively constant one atm, electric breakdowns at one KV were
temperatures independent of the outside observed. Examinations of the samples under
ambient temperatures. After minimal test did not show any burn spots or cracking
experimentation, test temperatures were main- that would be expected if an electrical
tained near 10 degrees Celsius since it was breakdown of the thin propellant sheets took
preferred to test below 30 KV. place. Since the voltages seemed close to that

required to jump around the propellant
Figure 5 contains 69 atm (1000 psig) data sample, a new upper electrode rod structure as
exhibiting a declining trend for threshold described above was fabricated and installed.
ESD- I bulk propellant initiation voltages as With the new 9.5 mm diameter upper
test temperatures were reduced. Repeat- electrode propellant contact, rather than the
ability of threshold breakdown voltages were previously used 25.4 mm electrode contact,
highly variable, but average values declined about 7 mm of air gap was added to the path
with decreases in sample test temperatures. A needed for arcing around the propellant
series of one atm trials showed a similar sample. Table II exhibits the results of two
declining trend for threshold initiation pressurized tests and two tests at ambient
voltages as test temperatures were reduced. It pressure. Electrical breakdowns of the ESD-
appeared that threshold breakdown voltages 1 thin sheets occurred at 500 and 700 volts
were reduced from roughly 27 KV to 15 KV under 46 (670 psia) and 38 (550 psia) atm
in going from 35 to 10 degrees Celsius, pressures, respectively. For the 500 volt
respectively, breakdown only a minor dark stain and a

small pit were visible evidence of propellant
ESD- 1 24 mm -imeter by 38 mm long breakdown in the pressurized test. Complete
propellant cylini..ers were tested at a variety of sample burning was obtained following the
pressures. Minimum breakdown voltages for 700 volt breakdown. Tests at one atm showed
each sample were recorded. Figure 6 shows a thin sheet propellant electrical breakdown
plot of this data. Some of the data points are failure twice at 1400 volts. No complete
the same result for two experiments, sample burning was noted. When electrical
Although the data show rough variation in breakdown occurred in the one atm tests,
threshold breakdown voltages at any pressure, small smoky stains and small black pits were
a broad band trend toward lower initiation observed on the thin propellant samples at the
thresholds with increasing pressure is points where breakdown took place. These
apparent. In contrast to the Thiokol thin breakdown results were quite different from
propellant sheet data where threshold voltages Thiokol's results obtained with their 0.69 mm
declined to about one tenth of the one atm sheets of HTPB propellant (Ref. 3). First, the
values under about 55 atm conditions (Ref. 3), 1400 volt breakdowns indicated that the ESD-
bulk propellant minimum breakdown voltages I propellant was more electrostatic sensitive
seemed to diminish only to about half the one than the Thiokol HTPB propellant. Second,



the violence of reaction by the thin ESD- 1 areas. The thin propellant projection would
propellant sheets under elevated gas pressures provide enhanced ESD susceptibility versus
at electric breakdown was much milder than rounded comers, the bonded rubber covering
obtained in the Thiokol study with propellant would add increased ESD vulnerability due to
samples squeezed between metal plates. its capability to mechanically confine elevated
When Thiokol's thin samples between plates gas pressures once chemical reaction was
under mechanical pressure had electrical started, and the thin propellant connection to
breakdown, loud explosive behavior was bulk propellant would help ensure that sus-
usually observed (Ref. 3). This was probably tained burning would occur once an ESD
due to combustion gases producing much event was initiated. A second sensitive zone
higher pressures in small regions around could be on the sides of case bonded rocket
breakdown points than could be obtained motor grains where imperfectly installed
under pneumatic conditions. Third, the ratio insulation sheets had small width cracks
between threshold initiation voltages at one between them. Again, the enhanced ESD risk
atm and roughly 50 atm pressure conditions factors of thin propellant attached to bulk
was about 2 to 3 by the gas pressurized tests propellant and mechanical confinement would
versus Thiokol's ratio of about ten. be obtained.
Squeezing of propellant samples to smaller
thicknesses would be expected to further During production operations stray voltages
decrease threshold voltages under pressure of 1000 volts are easy to obtain, but with slow
between metal plates. Thus, the Thiokol data deliberate movements during material and
would be expected to have larger threshold equipment transfers triboelectric voltages can
voltage ratios because of the thinning effect be usually controlled to less than 5000 volts.
mechanical pressure would have on the From this point of view manufacturing and
propellant samples. The similarity between field operation ESD safety would be greatly
the ratios of threshold breakdown voltages at improved if thin propellant projections on
one atm to gas pressurized conditions, roughly motor grains, sharp irregular propellant edges,
2 to 3, for both thin and bulk propellant mechanical confinement, and rapid frictional
samples seems logical if no perturbing factor, movements could be avoided or minimized.
such as sample thinning, is added. If such features could be controlled, ESD

incidents would be unlikely except with the
Thin propellant samples exhibited a lower more ESD sensitive propellants.
tendency to sustain burning once electrical
breakdown occurred than the bulk propellant Prominent characteristics of HTPB ESD
samples. This might be caused by increased sensitive propellants are high metallic fuel
opportunity for heat losses in electric contents, high total solids content, and
breakdown zones. Thus, it seems logical to extremely high electrical resistance. All ESD
assume that sustained burning might always sensitive propellants that our laboratory has
result from electric breakdowns once observed contained metallic fuel, usually
propellant masses became large enough. powdered aluminum metal. How would the

factors of metal content, high solids loadings,
Rocket motors without electrically conductive and extreme electrical resistance act to
motor cases or exterior coatings could have produce ESD vulnerabilities? Metal fuel
small zones that would be more ESD sensitive particles would pro, ide very high
than the remainder of the motor structures. temperatures to aid growth and sustaining of
These special ESD sensitive sites would combustion processes, High metal contents
probably contain tapered thin propellant grain and smaller particle sizes would mean that
protrusions and confinement provided by gaps between metal particles would be smaller
adhesively bonded surfaces. Two examples of than otherwise. Smaller metal particles would
ESD sensitized areas are shown in Figure 7. also mean that particle heat capacities would
Propellant grain ends terminated with feathery be small so that high particle temperatures
tapered thin propellant projections overlaid by could be readily achieved if high temperatures
bonded insulation or flame inhibiting rubber were developed by ionization processes in
would be probable ESD most vulnerable binder touching the metal particles. High
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solid contents would also reduce gaps would be expected to decline and the ESD
between metal particles as compared to lower vulnerability would also diminish as
solid levels. If electric breakdown paths compared to untreated KJ-15 propellant.
through a metallized propellant jump gaps
through binder material between conductive Resistances for 7.6 mm thick by 76 mm
metal particles, the smaller gaps would take diameter discs of both KJ- 15 and the boride
lower voltages to traverse the accumulated doped KJ-15 propellants were measured as
gaps through the high resistance binder shown in Table HI. A value of 8 times 10 to
materials. The extraordinary high resistance the 13th power ohms was obtained with the
of the binder would cause the cross section of KJ-15 propellant. The salt doped analog
the path through binder to be very small, propellant gave about 4 times 10 to the 13th
Conductive paths through binder probab!y power ohms. Although the propellant con-
involves ionized material. Ionizing processes taining the tetrabutylammonium
typically involve high temperatures, that are tetrabutylboride salt was lower in electrical
well above the melting point of aluminum resistance, the change was smaller than
oxide films that coat aluminum particles, expected. This could mean that either the salt
Melting of aluminum oxide films on wasn't appreciably soluble and/or that the
aluminum particles has been said to be dissolved material didn't have any appreciable
necessary for efficient aluminum combustion. free ion concentrations.
Once a localized temperature was high enough
for aluminum burning, flame propagation ESD testing of the KJ-15 and salt doped
without quenching would be probable. analog propellants in the form of 24 mm

diameter by 38 mm long cylinders took place
If the initiation scenario above is correct, at ambient temperatures of about 10 degrees
reduction in the ESD sensitivity of metallized Celsius and one atm. Our ESD test equipment
propellants might be accomplished by at the time was the model that preceded theincreasing the cross sectional area of electric one used for the pressure testing. The one
breakdown paths through binder material. atm, minimum threshold breakdown voltage
This would decrease electric breakdown path for the KJ-15 propellant was 6 KV as com-
peak temperature and as a result, the ability to pared to 9 KV for the boride salt doped
start aluminum burning, propellant. Although the increase in threshold

breakdown voltage was only 50% of the
Increasing the electrical conductivity of a untreated propellant value, it would probably
solid propellant would spread out an electrical contribute substantially to ESD safety. This
breakdown path. If mobile ions could be would happen because higher voltages are
introduced into the binder, electrical more difficult to obtain and the greater
conductivity would be enhanced. Since propellant conductivity would reduce the time
HTPB binders are extremely poor ionic that an elevated electric charge on the
solvents, special chemical structures would be propellant would take to become dissipated.
required. Large ion salts having low melting
points would be expected to be the most Since the upper electrode system had changed
soluble. from the 25.4 mm diameter propellant sample

contact to the 9.5 mm diaineter propellant
To test this concept of ESD desensitizing salts contact, retesting of ESD-l samples seemed
tetrabutylammonium tetrabutylboride was put proper to see if changes to the ESD electrical
into a KJ-15 propellant formulation at a 0.1% equipment had changed threshold breakdown
concentration. With the exception that all the voltages. With the new upper electrode
aluminum was H-3 (3 micron, Valley system minimum breakdown voltage for two
Metallurgical) the KJ-15 formulation matches ESD-1 24 mm diameter by 38 mm length
that of the ESD- I HTPB propellant. The salt samples under 10 degree C and 42 atm
was selected because it was the only one at the conditions was 5 and 4 KV. With elevated
time in our chemical supplies containing large pressures the ESD- 1 propellant samples
ion structure. If the boride salt was soluble to burned to completion. At ambient pressure
an appreciable degree, propellant conductivity two ESD- 1 samples had electric breakdowns



at 11 and 12 KV with cracked samples being explanations for this behavior have been
recovered. These results were greatly formulated.
different from those obtained earlier with the
larger 25.4 mm diameter upper electrode 4. SUMMARY
contact. That is, 12 to 15 KV under 40 to 60
atm pressure and 10 C conditions and 18 to 22 Interesting characteristics appeared during
KV at ambient pressure. There was no clear examination of aluminized HTPB propellant
explanation on why the two to three fold reactions to high voltage exposures as
reduction in threshold breakdown voltages pressures were varied from one atm to 69 atm
would be caused by an electrode change. (1015 psia). Propellant ESD vulnerability was
Thus, propellant testing after the upper considerably reduced at one atm pressure as
electrode change should be referenced to the compared to pressures above 30 atm. Thin
ESD- 1 propellant threshold voltage values HTPB propellant (0.64 to 0.69 mm) was
obtained with the same k .-ctrode system. found to react at minimum breakdown

voltages about one third or less of minimum
For added soluble salt testing breakdown voltages for bulk HTPB propellant
hexadecyltributylphosphonium bromide was (38 mm) at one atm pressure. This ratio
purchased. This salt seemed desirable decreased dramatically at 42 atm pressure
because its melting point was low, 57 C, and where the thin propellant threshold breakdown
its structure contained an even larger ion than voltage was roughly one eighth that for the
the boride salt. An analog to the ESD-1 bulk propellant. While the bulk HTPB
propellant was made by substituting 0.1% of propellant threshold breakdown voltage
the phosphonium salt for 0.1% of the HTPB decreased in going from one atm to 68 atm,
prepolymer in the propellant formulation, the change was only to about half to one third
This was tested in 24 mm diameter bv 38 mm of the one atm voltage. A similar propellant
length cylinders at 10 C using the 9.5 mm threshold breakdown voltage ratio was
diameter upper electrode contact as shown in obtained with thin HTPB propellant under
Table Ill. Two cylindrical samples of the gaseous nitrogen pressures. This minimum
ESD- I analog propellant containing the breakdown voltage ratio for thin HTPB
hexadecvltributyl phosphonium bromide gave propellant for one atm and 30 to 60 atm
one atm and 10 C breakdown voltages of 26 pressures, is less than for similar Thiokol data
and 28 KV. Inspection of the analog where thinning of the propellant samples
propellant samples following the test showed under mechanical rather than pneumatic
no damage for the 26 KV breakdown, pressure can be used to explain why the
indicating electric arcing around the sample; Thiokol tests showed greater sensitivity at
and the 28 KV sample exhibited large cracks elevated pressures (Ref. 3). This indicates that
and a few missing surface fragments. Since bulk propellant, such as in motors, can be
the improvement in minimum breakdown relatively safe to ESD conditions since many
voltage was about twice that obtained for the KVs can be required for ESD initiation with
ESD- I control samples, these results indicated reasonable propellant formulations. However,
even better ESD desensitization than bv the bulk propellant would be substar.tially less
earlier tetrabutylammonium tetrabutylboride ESD safe if connected to thin propellant
salt. projections in motors. Even sharp comers on

propellant probably have some considerable
When the hexadecyltributylphosphonium measure of thin propellant ESD
bromide propellant was tested at 10 C and 42 characteristics.
atm of gaseous nitrogen pressure, a surprising
results were obtained. There were threshold Comparisons between mechanically confined
electric breakdowns at 5 and 6 KV. This was between metal plates and gas pressure
essentially the same as for ESD- I propellant environments for thin HTPB propellants
control samples tested at the same conditions. exhibited much more violent reactions for the
Thus, the ESD protective properties of the case of mechanical confinement. This is
phosphonium salt seemed essentially to likely due to the much greater local pressures
disappear with 40 atm conditions. No around internal breakdown zones because of



the rigidity of the confining structures. 1. "Static Electricity Phenomena in the
Manufacture and Handling of Solid

In motors the most ESD vulnerable sites Propellants", Ralph Kent and Roger Rat
would contain confinement and thin propel- (SNPE), Proceedings of the 20th DDESB
lant attached to bulk propellant. In these Seminar, Norfolk, VA, Volume I, pp 883-899,
situations confinement ESD sensitization and 24-26 August 1982.
thin propellant ESD sensitization would be
combined with the flame sustainability of the 2. Phillip Gibson, Air Force Rocket
bulk propellant. To minimize motor ESD Propulsion Laboratory, Private
vulnerability with any given propellant, thin Communication.
propellant projections and sharp propellant
grain comers should be avoided. Since flame 3. L. E. Davis, Thiokol, Inc., Brigham
inhibitor coatings on the ends of propellant City, Utah, Private Communication.
grains would add ESD sensitization through
their confining qualities, these also should be
avoided, if possible.

Perhaps, the most powerful method of
reducing propellant ESD sensitivity would be
through careful selection of components going
into the propellant formulation. If thrust
performance could be slightly compromised,
HTPB total solids could be reduced below 88
percent and the aluminum content could be
reduced below 20%. The characteristics of
the aluminum particles should also be taken
into consideration. Spherical aluminum is
safest for ESD conditions and the particle
sizes should be larger than that used in our
ESD- I propellant (3 and 6 micron).

Introduction of large ion salts has been
demonstrated to have beneficial effects upon
HTPB propellant ESD vulnerability at one
atm but not at 40 atm. Since only about 0.1%
of the ionic materials are needed for
substantial ESD sensitivity improvements,
these materials are a viable way of attaining a
measure of propellant and motor ESD
resistance.

Since it is very easy to generate 1000 volts or
more electric charge during moving
operations, propellants and motors should
have threshold breakdown voltages much
greater than 1000 volts. If a propellant had a
minimum breakdown voltage greater than
10,000 volts under low temperature and
confinement conditions that might be encoun-
tered, it would probably be ESD safe in
careful (deliberately slow) moving operations.

5. REFERENCES
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Discussion

Q1 JESTION BY COLE. CANADA: Did they investigate various
concentrations of ion salts and attempt t- find a optimum Ikvel?

ANSWER They did try 1% of ion salt but it seemed to interfere with
propellant cure since it resuited in soft propellant. However, this
propellant did seem to have reduced ESD sensitiv:'y. Samples with
.01% of ion salt were also produced but no, ested.

QUESTION BY MAWBEY. UK: I believe that CNPE found that multiple
discharges would progressively degrade the material so that
althuugh ignition did not occur on the first discharge later events
would cause ignition. Have you found a similar behavior?

ANSWER* In our test procedure we typically treat the propellant
sample with ten pulses (voltage applications) at each voltage level
or stop when electric breakdown occu-s. If no sample response
occurs with ten pulses, -.he voltage is incr.n mentally raised until
propellant reaction occurs. It is ery common that cls.e

l!1s& occurs on the 'ýrst pulse, bit at some later voltage
application at the same voltage :E.'el. That is whv we conduct
pu!ses at each voltage as we proceed with the testing. If you start
with a subsequent sample with an initial voltage 15% above that
providing electric breakdown with an earlier sample, you get
predominantly breakdown on the first voltage application, but not
always.

QUESTION BY COUTUiER, FRANCE?: The present results show a great
sensitivity to "amp.-rature. The greater risk therefore seems to be
during manipulation• when the weather is dry and cold. Have tests
with negative temperatures been done? Wha: are the results?

ANSWER* Since someone else had determined lower temperature
influence on HTPB propellant ESD breakdown, we were only
interested in the temperature range of interest with our
experiments and our particular propellant. It is clear that if
temperatures were further reduced that threshold or minimum
breakdown voltages for the H TPB propellant would have cont'nued to
decline. Sn far, we have only completed a limited amount of %crk
with the ESD characteristics associated with the large ior. salt
additives. Investigation of breakdown voltages of the large ion salt
added oropellants to lower temperatures at one atmosphere might be
interesting.

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



Development of a Minimum Smoke Propellant
Based on Glycidyl Azide Polymer and Ammonium Nitrate

P. Lessard, L. Druet, S. Villeneuve, S. Thlboutot
Defence Research Establishment, Valcartier

P.O. Box 8800, Courceleue
Qu6bec, Canada, G0A 1RO

M. Benchabane, D. Alexander
Bristol Aerospace Limited
P.O. Box 874, Winnipeg

Manitoba, Canada, R3C 2S4

SUMMARY polybutadiene/ammonium perchlorate propellant in terms of
Composite rocket propellants traditionally developed and structural integrity, energy density, stability, sensitivity and
produced in Canada are based primarily on ammonium burning rate flexibility.
perchlorate (AP) dispersed in a polybutadiene (HTPB)
binder. Depending on the atmospheric conditions, such This paper discusses the progress made at the Defence
propellants can produce a significant amount of secondary Research Establishment, Valcartier to develop such a
smoke which is undesirable for certain applications. To propellant. Specifically, the characteristics of a baseline,
overcome this problem, the Defense Research Establishment minimum smoke formulation, which meets minimum criteria
Valcartier (DREV) has initiated the development of a for processing safety, chemical stability and mechanical
minimum smoke, low vulnerability propellant. The new integrity, are described. This baseline formulation falls short
propellant uses ammonium nitrate (AN) as the oxidizer and of the performance of an AP/HTPR propellant. Means of
glycidyl azide polymer (GAP) as the energetic binder. The improving the performance are then described.
efforts made and the characteristics of a baseline minimum
smoke formulation are described. This formulation meets 2. REQUIREMENTS
minimum criteria for processing safety, chemical stability
and mechanical integrity. It falls short of the performance of 2.1 Essential
an AP/HTPB propellant. Means of improving the The essential requirements for the baseline propellant were:
performance are described.

a. processing risk no greater than conventional
1. INTRODUCTION reduced smoke composite propellant. Quantitatively
All existing high-energy propellants used in solid rocket this means impact and friction sensitivity values for
motors are deficient in at least one of two aspects: signature the uncured formulation . as measured on BAM
or detonability. Conventional composite propellants using testing apparatuses, equal or greater than 15 J and
an•moniumr perchlorate as the oxidizer are non-detonable 30 N respectively.
under normal conditions but generate large amounts of b. processability, i.e. reasonable end-of-mix viscosity,
hydrogen chloride, a corrosive and toxic gas that contributes curing time and the absence of sedimentation
to the formation of secondary smoke under certain frequent during cure.
atmospheric conditions. Furthermore, current high-energy c. chemical stability: defined as no more th•ar 2 ml/g
minimum-smoke propellants contain large quantities of of gas evolution when subjected to a vacuum
nitramine explosive that makes them detonable in tactical stability test (VST) at 100°C for 48 hours.
missile configurations. d. room temperature mechanical properties adequate

to cast simple test motors.
One approach to resolve this dilemma is to develop a
composite formulation in which most or all of the 2.1 Desirable
ammonium perchlorate is replaced by phase-stabilized The ultimate goal is to have a formulation with energy,
ammonium nitrate (PSAN). Unfortunately, ammonium nitrate density, structural integrity and burning characteristics
is not as oxygen-rich or as dense as ammonium perchlorate. equivalent or superior to a reduced smoke composite
To regain the lost energy, it is therefore necessary to replace propellant. These values can be quantified as follows:
the inert binder, typically a urethane cross-linked
polybutadiene in the AP propellant, by an energetic one. In a. a specific impulse value (Isp) of 240 seconds.
Ss context, a bin:: te=d gr - mixture of a glycidyl azide b. a density of at least 1.6 g/ml.

p ymer (GAP) and one or more commercially available c. structural integrity: at - 54'C, elongation at
nitroplasticizers is receiving a great deal of attention, the maximum strength greater than 25% and a
goal being to produce a GAP/PSAN/nitroplasticizcr maximum strength at room temperature greater
propellant that approaches a conventional than 0.6 MPa.

I!



3. PRELIMINARY STUDIES 3.2 Ballistic Performances
Prior to formulating a complete propellant system, numerous The theoretical performance of several formulations
studies were conducted to assess various potential ingredients comprising GAP, ammonium nitrate and one energetic
from the points of view of energy, stability and compatibility plasticizer were determined. Using a thermochemical code,
and sensitivity. As well an exhaustive series of tests was the theoretical specific impulse (In,) of ;ach propellant
conducted to optimise the binder system (e.g. without system was calculated as a function of the relative quantity
oxidizer), of its three components. In this way, triangular composition-

performance diagrams were developed for each propellant
3.1 Ingredients system considered, an example of which is shown in Fig.1
"Tie PSAN was procured from the Hercules Aerospace for a composition including TMETN as the plasticizer and
Company of McGregor, Texas. The polymer used was some HMX (10%) as a secondary oxidizer. The equivalence
commercial glycidyl azide polymer called GAP obtained ratio 0 is defined as the ratio of the total number of
from Rocketdyne, Canoga Park, California. The plasticizers reducing valences to the total number of oxidizing valences
tested were diethylene glycol dinitrate (DEGDN), triethylene per unit mass of propellant. Results show that if the oxidizer
glycol dinitrate (TEGDN), trimethylene glycol trinitrate charge consist solely of ammonium nitrate, specific impulses
(TMETN) and butanetriol trinitrate (BUTN), all were comparable to those of a conventional AP/HTPB propellant
obtained from Trojan Corporation of Spanish Fork, Utah. A can only be achieved at plasticizer/polymer ratios of greater
50/50 mixture of bis-dinitropropyl acetal and bis- than 1/1. Such high values are necessary because ammonium
dinitropropyl formal (BDNPA/F) obtained from Aerojet nitrate (AN) is a relatively poor oxidizer. Such a heavily
Linmited of Sacramento, California was also evaluated. The plasticised binder may be advantageous from a processing
isocyanates were N- 100 from Bayer Canada Inc. in Montreal, point of view, -. , t.Ve mechanical properties and
Qu6.bec and isophorone diisocyanate (IPDI) from Huels vulnerability of the l . 'ant will likely be adversely
Corp. in New York, New York. The stabilizers such as affected.
diphenylamine (DPA) and methylritroaniline (MNA) were
procured from BDH Inc. in MontrWa, QuE.bec. In some cases 3.3 Stability/Compatibility Studies
di-butyltin dilaurate (DBTDL), from Aldrich Chemical, The method used to evaluate the stability/compatibility of
Milwaukee, Wisconsin was used as a curing catalyst. ingredients and mixtures was described elsewhere (Ref. 1).

Testing is performed in a modified mercury-free vacuum

AN + 10% HMX

AI

220
sp 230 230

20225

/ 215

/ / 210

S~~205 A

.476CAP

TMETN +N100
Figure 1

Composition-Performance Diagram
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stability cell for 48 hours at 100°C. Gases produced are Fortunately, effective chemical stabilizers, such as DPA and
analyzed using a gas chromatograph. MNA, were found to keep the gas evolution within

acceptable limits, as shown in Table 2.
Results were first obtained for GAP, plasticizers and
mixtures of them. The BDNPA/F proved to be the most 3.4 Sensitivity Studies
stable plasticizer, the more energetic TMETN and B'ITN All ingredients were tested for impact and friction sensitivity
unfortunately being less stable. Further testing revealed on BAM testing apparatuses using standard methods.
major incompatibilities between AN and both GAP and Autoignition temperature were evaluated using a DREV
BDNPA/F as illustrated below, developed furnace. Results revealed that the nitrated esters

are by far the most sensitive to impact, with BDNPA/F being
the least sensitive of the plasticizers.

Table I
Incompatibility in GAP/AN/BDNPA/F Mixtures Small propellant batches (25 g) were prepared in a remotely

controlled simple glass vial and stirrer arrangement and
tested for impact, friction sensitivity and autoignition

GAS VOLUME temperature. Later, 100 g batches were prepared in an
SAMPLE ml/g Atlantic Research 2 CV Helicone Mixer for further

evaluation. As shown in Table 3, the sample of
GAP 0.2 GAP/PSANITMETN uncured mixture proved to be very

sensitive to impact when compared with the AP/HTPB
AN 0.1 propellant. It was found that BDNPA/F produced the least

BDNPAIF 0.2 sensitive propellant paste in terms of friction sensitivity.

GAP/BDNPAIF 0.8 3.5 Oxidizer Studies
On the basis of its availability and good phase stability,

GAP/AN 6.0 nickel oxide phase stabilized ammonium nitrate (PSAN),
containing 3.5% NiO, was selected after a study of available

BDNPA/F/AN 4.6 materials and a review of ICT's work (Ref. 2). In the initial
propellant processing experiments, the PSAN was not dry

Table 2
Chemical Stability of GAP/N-100/BDNPA/F/AN Mixtures

GAS GAS COMPOSITION ( %)
SAMPLE VOLUME

ml/g CO CO2  N, N20

GAP/N-100/BDNPA/F 0.6 0 35 60 5

GAP/N-100/B)DNPA/F/AN 9.0 1 24 55 20

GAP/N-100/BDNPA/F/AN +2% MNA 0.5 0 44 53 2

Table 3
Sensitivity of Uncured Propellant

AUTOIGNITION
IMPACT FRICTION ATINTO

SAMPLE TEMPERATUREJoules Newtons C

AP/HTPB 15-25 30 245

PSAN/GAPtT-METN <1.5 192 160

PSAN/GAP/BDNPA/F 15-25 >360 203

'1



nor pre-treated prior to use, although care was taken to 4. BASELINE PROPELLANT
minimize exposure to moisture during manipulation.
Discrepancies in the results obtained suggested that control 4.1 Formulation
of the moisture content of PSAN could have a large A baseline formulation was established by combining the
influence on the curing of the propellant. A reliable method best ingredients available from the point of view of
for determining the water content of NiO PSAN was sensitivity, stability, mechanical properties and energy. Thus
developed and experimented (Ref. 3), allowing assessment of the binder selected was based on GAP cured by a mixture of
different drying methods and control of the PSAN water IPDI and N-100. The system was plasticised with BDNPA/F,
content. The PSAN, as received, shows an average particle in a polymer/plasticizer ratio of 1/1, specifically for its low
size of 190 pmn and a fairly wide distribution as determined sensitivity and good stability. In some cases, DBTDL at very
using a Malvem Particle Sizer. low concentration was used as a curing rate catalyst. The

oxidizer consisted of 70% by weight of PSAN containing
3.6 Binder studies 3.5% NiO. The formulation also included 2% by weight of
Various binder systems were studied by evaluating the DPA as a chemical stabilizer.
effects of ingredients variation (polymers, cw-ing agents,
plasticizers, catalysts) on the strength and strain capabilities 4.2 Mechanical Properties
of the resulting binder. The results of the study demonstrated The mechanical properties were determined usmg an Instron
that it was possible to formulate binders having mechanical apparatus at a crosshead speed of 50 mm/min using standard
properties that approach the room-temperature values for the JANAF dogbones. The results are given in Table 4, where
current inert plasticized HTPB binder, the elongation being £e and F, are elongation values at respectively maximum
higher, 800 vs 600-700% and the strength being lower, 0.06- and rupture strength, while CF . and G , are respectively
0.1 vs 0.2 MPa, in the case of plasticized GAP-based binders maximum and rupture tensile strength values, E being the
cured with IPDI. Unplasticized GAP binders showed superior modulus. The uncatalysed system showed room temperature
strength values (0.25-0.35 MPa). Systems with a properties that were close to those of an aluminised
polymer/plasticizer ratio greater than one are more difficult AP/HTPB propellant containing no bonding agents (Ref. 4).
to cure and generally shows inferior properties. The properties at - 40°C were not very good, which is not

surprising in view of the relatively poor glass transition
Early experiments showed that, in a propellant, curing would temperature of GAP, thus elongation was very low and
not occur with IPDI alone. So binders cured with a mixture strength very high. Lower properties were obtained with the
of lW'DI and N-100 were prepared and studied both in catalysed binder.
plasticized and unplasticized form. The observed tendency
was the same for both systems; a very sharp decrease in the 4.3 Processing
elongation values, from 800 to 100%, as the N-100 content The baseline formulation, when prepared in an Atlantic
increased, while the stress values did not vary very much, Research 8 CV Helicone Mixer at a batch size of 10 kg,
ranging between 0.05 and 0.06 MPa. The use of N-100 as demonstrated good processability with end-of-mix viscosities
the sole curing agent resulted in harder, less flexible binders between 4 and 5 kP and pot-lives in the 3 to 4 hours range.
than IPDI-based binders. Although flowability was not as good its a standard

Table 4
Mechanical Properties

TEMPERATURE F_,, , (J ,, E
SAMPLE 0C % % MPa MPa MPa

60 14.1 17.7 0.26 0.23 3.22

Baseline 23 16.8 31.9 0.28 0.23 4.13

-40 3.9 7.8 4.99 4.1 267

60 11.5 14.3 0.25 0.22 3.34
Baseline

(with cure 23 13.5 25.7 0.26 0.21 3.97
catalyst) -40 3.5 7.6 5.23 4.22 313

AP/AI/HTPB

(no bonding 23 16.5 0.37 4.59
agents)

from Ref. 4

____ I



AP/HTPB propellant, the baseline formulation was of potential candidates were screened and effective burning
nevertheless castable. rate modifiers have been identified.

4.4 Ballistic Small test motors have been filled with a modified
The baseline formulation has a theoretical specific impulse formulation (i.e. including a ballistic modifier) and were
(Isp) of 222 seconds, evaluated using the thermochemical successfully fired. Such a formulation is presently being
code. Burning rate measurements were performed in a strand transferred to the industry for further development work.
burner at an initial propellant temperature of 21 0 C and three
different pressure levels (6.89, 13.76 and 20.67 MPa). 6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Results were correlated using the De Vielle burning rate law. We have succeeded in formulating a baseline propellant that
For beth the catalysed and uncatalysed baseline propellant meets some of the requirements but not all. The new
formulations, a burning rate of 5.2 mmrs at 6.89 Mpa and an propellant uses phase stabilized ammonium nitrate (PSAN)
exponent of 0.63 were measured, as the oxidizer, glycidyl azide polymer (GAP) as the

energetic binder, and bis-dinitropropyl acetal/formal
4.5 Stability (BDNPA/F) as the plasticizer. This formulation meets
VST results of actual propellants gave a value of 17 ml of minimum criteria for processing safety, chemical stability,
gas produced per gram of propellant for a formulation processability and shows enough mechanical integrity to
containing no stabilizer compared to 3.6 ml/g for one allow casting of simple propellant grains. However, the
including two percent by weight of MNA and 1.6 mlIg for formulation falls short of the performance of the AP/HTPB
the baseline formulation that used DPA. propellant but work is going on to improve it.
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5.1 Deficiencies Mr. D.L. Smith for his stimulating contribution.
The main deficiencies of the baseline formulation are a low
lIs, a strength of about a third the desired value, poor 8. REFERENCES
mechanical properties at low ternpcraturc, low burning rate
and high pres3ure exponent. Castability would benefit from 1. Benchabane, M., "A Method for Analysis of Gas
an improvement in the flowability of the propellant. Evolution Using a Mercury-Free Vacuum Stability

Technique, GC and FTIR", Proceedings of The
5.2 Improvements ADPA Symposium, San Diego, April 1991.
The goal was then to improve the baseline formulation in
order to bring its performances closer to the requirements set 2. Engel, W., "Beitrag zur Phasenstabilisierung von
forth at the beginning of this project. To realise this Ammoniumnitrat", Explosivestoffe, Nr. 1/1973, p.9 .
objective, the baseline formulation was used to study the
effect of the inclusion of different additives such as burning 3. Lessard, P., "Determination of Water in Phase
rate catalysts, bonding agents, stabilizers and plasticizers on Stabilized Ammonium Nitrate", AIAA 26L' Joint
the mechanical and ballistic properties, the stability and the Propulsion Conference, AIAA Paper 90-2318, July
sensitivity. 1990.

To improve the low temperature mechanical properties, it is 4. PcrreaT=, G. and Ducbesne G.. "Evaluation of
necessary to lower the glass transition temperature of the Surface-Active Agents by Mechanical Properties of
binder. Work in progress at DREV has already demonstrated Highly Filled Composites", J.Appl.Polym. Sci.,
that the replacement of a fraction of the BDNPA/F by Vol. 21, p.3153(19 7 7 ).
TEGDN, at the cost of some energy, could provide improved
low temperature properties while maintaining sensitivity
within acceptable limits. Inclusion of the more energetic
plasticizers TMETN or B'rTN did not provide much
improvement in low temperature properties and was
detrimental to sensitivity.

The work of Perreault and Duchesne (Ref. 4) on aluminised
AP/HTPB propellant has demonstrated the drastic
improvement obtainable by the judicious use of a
zombination of bonding agents and it is believed that the
identification of suitable bonding agents for the PSAN/GAP
system is of primary importance for obtaining adequate
mechanical properties. Already work is in progress and
suitable bonding agents, improving the strengrh and showing
a positive effect on the stability, have been identified.

The addition of a catalyst will be necessary to control the
rate of burning and lower the pressure exponent. A number

'I



Discussion

QUESTION BY BOGGS. US: In one of your slides you showed that you
were using phase stabilized ammonium nitrate (PSAN) having 3.5%
NiO. Currently some people in the US are being told that they cannot
use PSAN having NiO. Are there any such restrictions in Canada on
use of NiO PSAN?

A Sl E..RE At this point is time, there is no formal restriction
imposed on us. We are presently in the process of procuring NiO
PSAN for continuing our work and the matter of the carcinogenicity
of NiO was raised by our own Supply Department upon reception of
the new Safety Data sheet. There is a possibility that the people
responsible for environmental questions might have their word to
say but it seems likely that we will be allowed to procure small
quantities for R&D purposes. We are aware of the situation in the US
and are looking fo, potential candidates to replace NiO PSAN.

QUESTION BY WHITEHOUSE. UK: The low level and restricted range of
burning rate for AN propellants will pose problems for rocket motor
designers. What do you consider the potential for improvements to
be?

ANSWER: The baseline formulation does not include a burning rate
catalyst. The modified formulation including a ballistic modifier
shows a burning rate of 8 mm/s at 6.89 MPa and a pressure exponent
of around .5 in the pressure range of 6.89 - 27.56 MPa (1000 - 4000
psi). The inclusion of finer particle size oxidizer might help
increase the burning rate even further.

QUESTION BY MENKE. FRG: What might be the reason for the high
impact sensitivity of the PSAN/GAP/TMETN sample?

ANSWER: Our experience demonstrates that the TMETN/PSAN
combination is the source of the problem. In fact it seems that any
combination of AN (or AP for that matter) with nitrated esters will
result in an increased impact sensitivity. It is reproducible.

QUESTION BY MENKE, FRG: Which choices do you use for getting a
better performance of the smokeless AN/GAP propellant, if BDNPF/A
must be replaced and sensitivity should not increase?

ANSWER: Experience have shown that up to 30% of the BDNPF/A can
be replaced by TMETN or BTTN while maintaining the impact
sensitivity at the same level observed for the uncured AP/HTPB
propellant. This of course, would result in a slight improvement in
performance. Increasing the solids loading is another option. An Isp
of 230 seconds might be reachable through careful optimization but
this is probably the maximum that can be obtained without
jeopardizing the low sensitivity and/or low smokelessness of the
formulation.
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Approximately 500 rocket motors have been
Suzonsa consumed in these IM trials and data hrom r ver

400 of these have been compiled onto a recently
structured IM database. In these trials the

S s :,• .visicri as onducted yn5ensitive effects of projectile impact. dettnating shells.
s trials on approximately 500 solid sympathetic det:onation. fue fires and torcr.

;r-pe lant rzcet motors and data from over 400 flames have been assessed against various
ehose have been included a recently combinations of case structure, propellant 'ypes

,,r,-turel database. These trials preceded the and grain configurations. Testing began :r the
yeit starndards of MIL-STD-2105 and 08 Pr,,c late 19') a continues to day irials

an,! as a result most of these trials were late the Treaotion of m.-io ds the newly
->::i'd3ed -o an individual basis in order to efine he reato of mll- to the Fr

odeistani the basic reponses to a wide range of d emta r
e•ra s Although the trials were not undertaken

is halarced series of experiments analysis of Althoýgh a>. of the data -o'tained on the
c iata Aoes permit some useful observation and database are of value the riais ,ere generally

-nss '• be made In particular the results -ong,.ee i• . , ir'' 4 Ja! b - -I •er .ot

o >nr bulle t ipt tria a.1.nd fuel f irteunde ak'en as a rialanced series ,f experiments.
F:" - k ff' tests are co=nsidered b•heF.ele k a, te to are ousierrp - t- arThe sample size of some data se

t
s are at present;•i :.,2a l7 rýl v, _ __ to 'he current UK, NATO -Jl

too small to support diffinitive conclusions ar.d
': :,eaens ar.d these are discussed in

in others the trial configurations employed
differ from the current requirements of

fom these trials MIL-STD-21C5 and OB Proc 42657 and may therefore
- -s nobe of limited interest. This paper is thus

t-j.,-sse the impý,tance ý)f t-,cth the propellant onfined to giving an outline summary of the iM
-3{ nby struclt:re In he response to either database with detailed analysis being :estricted

*• :a+ al -r thermal attack. The database has to the results of the 167 half ino-h bullet impac-tI apab ity of I-esigIng solid tests and the 36 fuel fire PFast cook-off)
1 _,r et mitors to- meet bullect impact trials.

•:. f~_ fteregui remerts

Over half of the trials on the TM database were

List of Abbreviations conducted against motors isng steel strip
laminate cases as this system was perceived at in

SAl cr01im Al. my early stage of its development to have the
A ability to attenuate violent rea-ct ions: for th,se" F•Ie.t Um~a::t unfamiliar with this method of case construction
"se Dcoded• Baefurther information is given in Annex A.
as' D~ouble Base
aI bon Fibre co,mposte

"I, rtridge Icaded
[-B -,po-rte Mcdifiej cast Double Base 2 RO IM Database
'Ma5 Plastomer Modified Cast Double Base

Fast cook-Off Since the late 1970's RO RMD has carried out :M
.i TI Hydroxyl Terminated Polybutadiene trials on over 500 rocket motors. Some of this

IM nsensitive Munitions:M Rsevlar verp Aluminim work was carried out under research funding, and
ý-A Kevlar Ovei-wrapped Aluminium some was project funded. In the former the aims

S Ministry of Defence were generally to investigate the reactions of atSEE Proof and Experimental Establish- wi e range of motor types to a variety of

-- nt stimuli whereas in the latter the interest wasNitramine used as a propellant re specific. usually to comply with technical
friler I8--yal Ordnanoc requirements.

Rocket Motors D-O isloo To aid with analysis and interpretation the data
S, Sltow Conk-Off from these trials are now being added to a

Sympathetic Detpination computer database. At the same time the
fýeel Strip Laminate opportunity has been taken to re-classify the

'K United Kingdom results in line with the current

MIL-STD-2105 definitions, be. 1 Detonation, 2

1 Introduction Partial Detonation. 3 Explosion, 4 Deflagration,
5 Burning and 6 Propulsion. To date the results
of trials carried out on over 400 motors have

As an aid to developing an understanding of the been compiled. When completed it is believed that
likely response of a particular rocket motor to the database will help identify trends, suggest
an external stimulus, such as a bullet impact or areas for further study, highlight gaps in the

a fuel fire, a large nusuber of IM trials has been data, and eliminate unnecessary replication in
uindertaken by the Rocket Motors Division of Royal future trials.
Ordnance. The range focilities used for most of
these trails were under the control of the UK
MOD, with the majority being conducted at P&EE Many of the IM trials conducted by NO RMD were
PendIne. carried out before the advent of MIL-STD-2105 and

08 Proc 42657 and followed guidelines developed
by RMD. Projectile impact trials have been
carried out with a variety of bullet types and
the effect of blast and fragment impact has been
simulated by detonating 105 mm shells in close



proximity to test motors. Sympathetic detonation Fortunately the procedures used for bullet impact
experiments have been conducted by placing a and fuel fire (Fast cook-off) trials are similar
detonator and explosive in the conduit of donor to those required by MIL-STD-2104 and OB Proc
motors. The effects of temperature have also been 42657. hence the considerable data gathered from
examined by repeating trials on hot and cold the 0.5 inch bullet impact and the fuel fire
conditioned motors. Motors with and without tests are relevant to these. More details on the
external insulation have been subjected to fuel results obtained from these tests are given in
fires in large and small hearths and the Sections 3 and 4 respectively.
influience of rig design on motor reactions has
also been assessed.

The results of these trials are summarised in 3 0.5 inch Bullet Impact Trials
TýL'r, ' - 10 Tý- following Table gives details
on the database composition as we.i - a flavour A total of 154. single shot, 0.5 inch bullet
,t 'he weal.h of information already compiled, a i.,yac' trials (as OB Proc 42657) are included in
-rnservatrve estimate of the cost of repeating the database. In .

4
i-4i• n information on 4 trials

t.ese tri3ls in 19gq would be around C1OM. conducted with the simultaneous sirt 'e -f two 0.5
inch bullets and 9 using the automatic fire of
three 0.5 inch rounds (as MIL-STD 2105) is also
included. The data from these trials are
summarised in Tables 1 to 3. Details of the HI

test procedure are given in Annex B.
Composition of the RO RMD IN Database Summsra

3.1 Single 0.5 inch Bullet
N.mber of Motors

Trials have been conducted against SSL. Steel.
cr :thin 443 KOA, CF and Al cases. The propellants tested are

Cordite. HTPB, CMCDB, CDB and EMCDB the latter
r.-ip Laminate 242 two with and without RDX. Motors have been tested

at conditioned temperatures of -50. -40, -30,
157 -20, 0 and -600C.

i• verwo .03 In general these trials were conducted to examine
A. .:zr,: or ,- the reactions of various combinations of

propellant and case construction. The objective
- ri'. irre 5 of the trials being to provide an indication of

the IM performance of specific case types and
A. 1 propellants together with an assessment of the

effects of temperature.

-. 330 The majority of motors used in these trials were
taken from production and development programmes

.1' 58 and were not specifically built for IM research.
Hence the trials carried out do not follow an

",i' •experimental design and a number of gaps in the
test matrix shown in Table 1 will be apparent.

•'0 13 However. despite this limitation the results
obtained do permit some useful observations and

5> .;( "' !• 33 comparisons to be made and may be used to
indiiate direction for future studies.

3.1.1 Motor Temperature Effects
awn' le Lalied 147

Regardless of the type of propellant or case
, A- a- material the adverse effect of very low

temperatures is clearly apparent in the data. At
S th R"! 1.the temperature of -50

0
C the effects of case and

154 propellant type are second order. Of the seven
trials carried out at this temperature all

n ý.,h 9,llet produced reactions more severe than burning. ie
A,ý -. m: Fire 13 six explosions and one detonation. Statistical

analysis. based on the assumption that different
",m Pilliet 2r propellants have no effect on the pass/failure

probability, indicates that the general
Sl•;' 3R probability of failure at -50

0
C is 0.91 with 50O

+-onfidence. This is no doubt due to the brittle
Sem F.la• .3 nature of all propellants at such low tempera-

t-~es+

3.1.2 Propellant Classification
c• rvin# Dnrs 141

The prup-llants represented in the IM database
40 have been classified using the US card gap

definition as either class 1.1 or Class 1.3. All
of the HTPB charges are Class 1.3. as are the CDH

and EMCPB propellants which do not contain either
Pe-ew "'C' 69 refractories. aluminium or nitramine fillers. The

CDB and EMCDB propellants containing refractory.
7 2,- 350 aluminium or nitramine fillers give card gap

values in excess of 70 and are therefore Class
A', e 20"- 24 1.1 by the US definition. However. they are all

1.3C by NATO standards. The results of the 0.5
inch bullet impact trials have been segregated by
USA propellant classification as shown in Tables
la and lb.
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A further insight into the propellant/case
The trials conducted on the HTPB and EMCDB motors combination can be gained from a statistical
allow an assessment to be made of the value of analysis of the ambient trials conducted on
the propellant classification as a means of EMCDBRDX/SSL. CDB CL/SSL. CDB CL/Al. CDB CB/SSL,
predicting an IM reaction. CDB CE/steel and C/steel. It can be concluded

from the total number of passes and failures from
For a given case construction trials across the this group of trials that an overall probability
temperature range of -50

0
C to -6

0
0C trials have of failure of 0.5 is not unreasonable. For the

been carried out on both of these propellant null hypothesis, HO, of equal likelihood of pass
types From these rea.lts it can ve seen that the or failure, and the test statistic is the
IM reactions of the Class 1.3. HTPB propellant probability of this outcome given HO is true.
and the Class 1.1, EMCDB propellant are virtually These data and test statistics are as follows:-
identical. It should be noted, however, that all
'f the case types represented in this sample are Pass Fail Total Test
of a laminate type structure and caution should Statistic
be exercised in relating these results to EMCDBRDX/
ho:mogenous cases. SSL 7 0 7 0.008

CDB CL/ 18 25 43 0.12
Steel

_.3 Charge Configuration Iffect
CDB CL/Al 11 0 11 0.0005

Fr..m an initlal glance at Table 1 it might be
t~c..Ljht that an indication of the significance of CDB CB/SSL 16 0 16 0.00002
whether a charge is cartridge loaded or case
b6nded could be obtained from the results of CDB CB/ 3 11 14 0.029
the CDB motor trials, the sample size of the Steel
ctB. RDX and I'MCDB motors being too small to
,,stify analysis. By restricting analysis to the C/Steel 5 17 22 0.008
stee. csed m.tr trials the effects of
"em-ert'ure can also be filtered out as these Total 60 53 113
"Icre al. conducted at ambient. Of the 43 trials
-. ::ied out 'n cartridge loaded motors 58t failed By rejecting the null hypothesis if the test

79A of the case bonded motors failed, statistic is less than 0.05 it can be seen that
wf-rtnately different class propellants were only one propellant/case combination has given

ised n 'hese trials and this may also have results consistent with an equal likelihood of
ei-ed the results. The propellant used in pass/failure. ie CDB CL/Steel. Otherwise all the

aiý 47 artridge i.:aded charges was Class 1.3 above combinations using a steel body gave a
whereas '-ly 2 of the 14 case bonded charges used larger than expected number of failures and

[ss _3 prcpellant. it is tempting on the basis correspondingly the other bodies. SSL and Al, had
t 'he HTPB.EMCDB comparison given in Section statistically fewer failures.

t) asslume that the class of propellant
Tis ýittie -ifference. However, there may be a Pooling ambient trials across propellant types
-- e pr.pellant interaction. which it is not gives the following probabilities of failure for
i•ssite to test with the available data. which the SSL, Al and steel cased motors:-

-,1 invalidate such an assumption, hence no
ear ::n:a':,orl Af the effect of charge SSL Al Steel

-fivirat-:tn upon BI reaction can be drawn.
95% Confidence p '0.12 <0.24 (0.76

i 4 Case end Propllant Effects
3.1-5 Rig Effects

s sess -.e pissil le ir flence of the case anr
z r.ran ' y1 . upon. t'.e rea-'tions witnessed it All of the 0.5 inch bullet impact trials included

ic nessary, to filter out the charge cenfigura- in the database to date were conducted following
7i ar temperature effects. Ideally this would the procedures described in Annex B. The rig
-a,?heved uy comparing only those results design employed on these trials holds the motor
ained for identical configuJrations and by retaining both ends in Vee's with loose

'*-eratures. Unfortunately the sample size fr fittings top clamps.
-,y 4-ven temperature across all case types is

- s-IL t,• make this practiDal. During discussions with Naval Weapons Centre,
China Lake, doubts on the possible influence of

ucows-r by considering J>st the HTPB and the CDB rig design on the motor reaction were voiced. To
,ass 1.1 case bonded pro)pellant motors. redu,:ing address these concerns five EMCDBRDX/SSL motors

t
-,rerature effects by ignoring those tests were subjected to 0.5 inch and 20mm bullet impact
1-,•c•lPtd below -30

0
C and pooling all trials trials. In these tests the rig used was a copy of

-'nd•icted at temperatures of -30°C and above it the NWC A' frame rig in which the motors are
:s pcssible to make some initial comparisors supported in a simulated air carriage configura-
-e•'we-n case and propellant types. The data of tion using two launch hangers, the ends are free.
Ia ie ' has been simplifed, on this basis as All of the motors used in these trials gave
st wc in Table 18. The results are classified as reaction typical of this motor. is. no more
ýttcer P or F ie.. respectively, a reaction no severe than burning.
-to sovere, pass. or more severe, fail, than

0 - -4 3.2 Multiple 0.5 inch 31 Trials

Analysing the data in Table 18. row and column The multiple, impact trials carried out are
wise. gives an indication of relative aI limited to two case types and three propellants.
performance of the various case constructions and also the number of tests conducted is insuffi-
propellant types. For example looking at the HTPB cient to support statistical analysis. However.
-lumn shows SSL gave 2 pass results and 0 fail because of the similarity of these trials to the
results, compared to 2 failures and 0 passes for current MIL-STD-2105 requiremerts the results are
KOA and I failure and I pass for CF. Similarly considered to be of interest.
examining the BOA row shows that HTPB gave 2
failures and 0 passes. EMCD8. 2 passes and 0 The effect of the simultaneous strike of two 0.5
failures. CDB 2 passes and I failure and CDBiRDX Inch bullets has been examineo ýn four trials,
i failure and 0 passes. see Table 2. These were all conducted against

SSL. case bonded motors, three being filled with
CDB and one with EMCDB propellant. No reaction
more severe than burning was recorded on any of
these trials.



1) Temperature effects
Nine trials were conducted using the automatic
fire of three 0.5 inch bullets, this trial being At temperatures below -40

0
C the type of case and

representative of the current MIL-STD-2105, BI. propellant type have a second order influence on
requirement. Information on the trials is given the ability of the motor to meet the IM
in Table 3. This shows that one of the requirements for bullet impact.
SSL/EMCDBRDX motors did not react, two gave
burning reactions and one resulted in At a temperature of -50

0
C there is. at the 50%

deflagration. All of the steel cased motors confidence level, a 0.91 probability of failure.
exploded.

ii) Card Oap as a predictor

The results of trials conducted on SSL, KOA and
4 Fuel Fire Trials CF cases with HTPB propellants having a card gap

significantly less than 70 cards, gave marginally
Data on the results of 36 fuel fire (Fast worse reactions than those conducted using the
cook-off) tests have been added to the database, same cases and with EMCDB propellants having a
The case materials used in these trials were KOA, card gap of more than 70 cards. However, only a
CF. and SSL the latter with and without external small number of trial results are available and
insu ation, further work would be required to confirm this

finding.
The majority of these trails were carried out in
the RO RMD "mini fuel fire" hearth. The advantage It should also be noted that the case types used
of this hearth over larger hearths, such as in these trials were of a laminar type construc-
required by MIL-STD-2105. is that less smoke is tion. The available data do not allow the
generated and it is therefore possible to observe comparison to be made for these propellants for
the store during the trial. However, on occasions homogenous cases, and hence the probability of an
RO RMD has conducted trials in a large hearth and overiding case influence cannot be ruled out.
the results of these have demonstrated that
comparable reaction times and responses are iii) Configuration effects
obtained from both large and small hearths. The
data from these trials are summarised in Table While there is an indication that case bonded
16. Details of the FCO test procedure are given motors are more likely to give reactions more
in Annex C. Analysis of these data shows that in severe than burning, this result may have been
all of the 36 tests only 2 reactions more severe influenced by propellant sensitivity. More work
than burning have been recorded. One of these is needed, with standardised case and propellant
occurred with a case bonded CDB/SSL propellant types to confirm this.
combination, representing 7% of the 14 tests
carried out, and the other was one of the two iv) Case Effects
tests conducted with a carbon fibre cartridge
loaded CDB'SSL combination- There is strong evidence that SSL and Al cases

are significantly better than homogenous steel
Nu information ib available in the RC RMD cases. Pooling ambient trials across propellant
database on steel or aluminium cased motors. types gives the following probabilities of
However. work reported by others suggests that failure, at the 95% confidence level, ,0.11 for
reactions more severe than burning are typical of SSL. (0.24 for Al and <0.76 for Steel.
a homogenous steel case. Although the KOA results
might be expected to be indicative of a There is insufficient data to enable the relative
hoimogenous A! case it should be noted that line performance of CF and KOA cases to be assessed.
7'ftinq charges were used on four of these
t ral 5-

The success of the composite and SSL structures 5.2 Fuel Fire
in FCO trials arises from the rapid loss in
strength of the adhesive systems used in these Data from the 36 Fast cook-off trials allow the
-ases at temperatures above 12

0
0C. By the time following conclusions to be made.

the propellant attains its ignition temperature
the case has little or no strength left and hence i) Adhesively bonded cases such as SSL
is unable to retain the pressure needed to and CF provide a proven means of
support an explosion or detonation type reaction. meeting the IM requirements for

FCO.
For air carriage applications the sensitivity of
the adhesive to aeroheat induced temperature ii) To survive the aeroheat require-
increase necessitates the use of external ments of air carried missiles
insulation to protect the case. Typically the adhesively bonded cases need
equivalent of Imm cork has been found necessary. external insulation. FCO on
This has led to fears that the advantage of externally insulated SSL cases have
adhesively bonded structures in FCO might be lost demonstrated that the time to first
when the case is configured for an air carriage reaction in slightly extended but
appiication. To investigate this concern RC RMD the reaction is limited to one of
ondertook a series of FCO trials on externally burning.
insulated SSL cases. The results of these trials
-!early demonstrate that the effect of external
insulation is to delay the time to first reaction
but does not raise the level of reaction above 5.3 Mechanism of Motor Vulnerability
'hat of burning.

5.3.1 Fragment attack

5 Conclusion When a fragment penetrates a rocket motor case it
usually punches a hole at the entry point of a
somewhat larger hole at the exit.

5.1 0.5 inch Bullet Impact
If the fragment ignites and breaks up the

Examination of the 165 0.5 inch bullet impact propellant the burning area increases and the
tests leads to the following conclusion for solid pressure within the motor will increase rapidly.
propellant rocket motors If the nozzle, fragment entry and exit areas are

insufficiently large to cater for this increased
pressure, high pressure failure, or even an
explosion, will result.



Only later did the Insensitive Munitions (IM;
This is the normal mechanism of fragment attack properties of SSL become apparent. When SSL
vulnerability associated with conventional steel rocket motors were subjected to bullet impact and
homogenous rocket motor cases, fuel fire trials benign reactions, now known to

be typical of these motors. were achieved. During
With a strip laminate case, the area of damage at the period 1972 Lu 1990 in e.:cess of 200 SSL
the fragment exit point is more extensive than it motors were subjected to a range of IM tests of
would be in a conventional motor case, due to the which around 40 were fuel fire trials with the
strip delamination effect. This area appears to majority of the remainder being projectile impact
be proportional to the weight of the fragment. tests.
When under these conditions, the propellant
ignites, gas flows out of the fragment exit hole Since its development SSL cases with diameters in
rapidly, increases the area of delamination by a the range of 60mm to 600mm and lengths of up to
peeling back of the layers, and results in the 3000mm have been produced. Bodies have been
collapse of internal pressure. subjected to pressures of up to 600 bar,

operational temperatures as low as -54
0

C and as
high as 710c, tropical storage, severe flight

5.3.2 Fuel fire attack loading in missile structures and rough handling
trials.

Waen a solid propellant rocket motor is heated
externally. it eventually ignites and an SSL cases have been in volume production since
explosion may result due to the uncontrolled the late 1950's for a number of missile systems.
natore of toe propellant self ignition. notably Rapier and more recently the vertical
Whilst this is the mechanism of vulnerability launch Seawolf. To date around 40 000 production
asscxated with homogeneous motor cases which motors and numerous development motors have been
retain tneir strength well above the self produced with SSL cases.

on rrmperature of the propellant, this is
so with the adhesive structures. When 1.2 Manufacturing Process

s--£eýed to heat. the resin used for bonding
s break down at temperatures just above Currently two specifications of steel strip, a

I24"F! and at 1800C (356
0

F) has no 0.7%C/'2.0%Ni steel and a 7*NI/17%Cr stainless
.. rengtr. remaining, Most CDB propellants ignite steel. ae used in SSL tube production. Both of

rt apjroximately 120°C (248
0

F) to 1800C (356°F). these materials have an ultimate strength in the
0e ,ing opon confinement, and clearly, from the region of 2GN/m

2
. However. the strip laminate

of the trials. when an adhesively bonded technique has also been successfully applied with

m r sub ected to a fuel fire, the resin aluminium alloy, titanium alloy and maraging
'he case breaks down faster than the steel.

~p' : teir'erature is raised. At the instant
r}e s~ ignition only a very low pressure Strip is received from the supplier in 300m

.& re:Iiiied -t disrupt the motor- case and thus (lO00ft) lengths in coil form, typical dimensions
o titude of paths for gas ard to of the strip, suitable for diameters greater than

i :s, -. 3 thereby prevent an explosive pressure 100mm (4 inch), are 100mm (4 inch; wide by 0.25mm
(0.01 inch) thick.

Prior to winding the strip is prepared by passing
•-.• .• ai•j Criteria for I.M. it through a degreasing solution to remove oil.

shot blasting both sides to remove oxides and
as teen able, through the extensive range texture the surface and then passing it for a

f s aod subsequent analysis, to define second time through a degreasing solution. A th'i. n
ies.4;. -tzeria for I.M. which are currently layer of an epoxide adhesive is applied to the
re--: .sel with solid propellant rocket motor strip and dried in a heated tower. The coated

4'•s strip is then recoiled and may be stored for up
to six months without deterioration of the
adhesive or metal strip.

The metal strip is helically wound onto a heated
Annex A mandrel so that there is a small gap between

successive turns of the helix. Additional layers
Striy Laisnate Rocket Motor Cases of strip are added until the desired thickness is

obtained, each layer is wound in the same
i.- What is Stool Strip Laminate? direction but the helices are staggered.

:trip Laminate rocket motor cases are made by When winding is complete the mandrel temperature
helicaliy winding a number of layers of metal is increased to partially cure the adhesive.
strip coated with a suitable adhesive onto a After an appropriate time the mandrel is cooled
mandrel of diameter equal to the desired bore of and the tube is removed and cut to length.
the finished tube.

End fittings and any other attachments, such as
When subjected to mechanical loads bodies made by launch feet. are then bonded onto the tube. The
the SSL process behave in the same manner as surfaces to be bonded are prepared by shot
homogenenis bodies of the same material strength. blasting, degreasing and priming. The tube and

components are assembled into a jig, to ensure
letails of the history behind this process and a accuracy of alignment, adhesive is pumped in to
lescription of the manufacturing technique are the bonding cavities and the whole assembly
given in the following sections:- transferred to an oven for final cure.

1.1 History The finished motor body may be lined. painted and

filled in exactly the same way as a body made by
The Steel Strip Laminate (SSL) technique of an other process.
rocket motor case manufacture was perfected at
Royal Ordnance RMD in the early 1950's. The
simplicity, flexibility and short lead time of
the manufacturing process were the key motivating
factors driving development, but the ability to
utillse ultra high strength steels was an added
attraction of this unique method of case
construction.



Annex B The temperature from the thermocouples. the rime
from ignition to the attainment of a flame

Bullet Impact Test Procedure temperature of 550
0

C and the time from 550
0

C tý
motor failure is recorded. A graph of flame

The general arrangement of the test set up is temperature versus time from fuel ignition to
shown in Figure 81. motor failure is produced. Data from blast

overpressure gauges are also tabulated and
The motor mounting rig is rigidly located such plotted.
that its longitudinal axis is at 900 to the line
of fire of a 0.5" Browning machine gun,
positioned at a distance of 30m - 0.5m. The gun
barrel is at the same height as that of the
centre point of the target. Blast overpressure
gauges. Piezo Electric Type 'B'. are positioned Acknowledgment
either side of the mounting rig at 450 right and
1350 left to the line of gun fire and at This work has been carried out with the support of
distances of lm, 2m and 5m from the point of Procurement Executive Ministry of Defence.
impact and exit on the motor.

Bullet velocity measuring equipment. cine cameras
and a colour VCR are located as shown in Figure
B1.

The gun is prepared by firing *warmers' and
zeroing rounds.

When all items are sited and their operation has
been satisfactorily confirmed the motor is taken
from the conditioning chamber and positioned into
the test rig. The gun is zeroed on to the aiming
point of the motor and an instant of strike foil
switch is attached to the motor over the aiming
point. The gun is loaded and all instrumentation
15 started. When recording equipment is at
operating speed the gun is fired.

After firing, still photographs of the rocket
motor debris are taken before any hosing down or
manual disturbance. A record is also made of the
type of damage to the motor and rig, distance,
3trection, dimensions and weight of any debris.

A tabulation of peak overpressure, shock arrival
tie and duration of pulse is obtained for each
.verpressure gauge and a time trace of pressure

is also produced.

Annex C

Fast Cook Off Test Procedure

RO (RMD) Mini Fuel Fire

The motor mounting rig also contains its own fuel
hearth and is constructed from 3 x 62- lengths of
15' x 4" RSC, welded together to form a tray 62
1 45 x 4" into which the motor support cradle is
fitted such that the bottom of the store is not
less than 0.2m above the fuel surface.

rhis rig is placed in the centre of the fuel fire
arena. piezo Electric blast gauges Type 'A' (2
off) are positioned 3m from the store (either
sld.e.

The rocket motor Is secured into the rig. Two
flame temperature thermocouples are situated 10mm
below the centre of the motor, off set 40-60mm
either side and connected to a recorder. See
Figure Cl.

Sufficient fuel (AVCAT) or commercial Kerosene
Grade B' (DEF 2403) to sustain a 10 minutes fire
is poured into the hearth. Water from a low
pressure supply is then added until the level of
the fuel is O.2m below the bottom of the store.
To aid ignition, petrol is floated on top of the
fuel. The petrol is ignited by means of an
electrically initiated puffer inserted into an
opened Mortar Augmenting charge, surrounded in
petrol soaked cotton waste.

A colour cine. framing at lOOppe. running for 2.5
minutes and colour video camera with VCR, sound
and CCTV are employed to record the trial events.
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IM Database

PROPELI-ANT CDB EMCDB/RDX

CASE GB CL GB CL
MATERIAL ACB ABC

NR
SSL B 31

D
E
Det

TABLE 2

SIMULTANEOUS STRIKE OF TWO 0.5 INCH BULLETS

'-,,,PROPELLANT 1
CDB EMCDB/RDX Cordite

CASEY _
MATERIAL -- ,,CB CL CB CL CB CL

AMB AMB -40AMB .60
NRI

SSL B
D 1
E
Det

NR

Steel D
_ E tI 1  1 3

TABLE 3

THREE ROUNDS AUTOMATIC FIRE OF 0.5 INCH BULLETS

KEY: NR No Reaction E Explosion

B Burning Reaction Dot Detonation

S DOeflagration

________,_



IM Database
PPROPELLANT 1RPLATCDB EMCDB HTPB Cordite CMCDB

CASERA CB CL CB CL CB L B C CB {CL

SSL 1

Steel 13 2

TABLE 4 7.62 mm BULLET IMPACT TRIALS

PROPELLANT
CDB EMOOB HTPB Cordite CMCDBE

MATERIAL GB CL CB CL CB CL GB CL GB CL

SSL 9 5

~Steel_- 4 15 4 1

TABLE 5 20 mm BULLET IMPACT TRIALS

PRPLATCDB EMCqDB HTPB Cordite CMVCDB
MoCASE~ CL______

MATERIAL CB CL GB CL GB CL GIB CL GB CL

SSL

rSteel - 12

TABLE 6 3.5g FRAGMENT PROJECTILE IMPACT TRIALS

PROPELLANT
7, COB EMCDB HTPB Cordite CMCOB

CASE ____ ______

MATERIAL CB CL GB CL GB CL GB CL GB C

SSL

£ ~Steel 5-__

TABLE 7 1 7g FRAGMENT PROJECTILE IMPACT TRIALS
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IM Database

LLANT CDB EMCDB HTPB Cordite CMCDB
CASE__ _

TEIL CB CL CB CL CB CL CB CL GB CL

SSL 9

Steel

TABLE 8 0.3 mm BALL AMMUNITION IMPACT TRIALS

PROPELLANTF
CDB EMCDB HTPB Cordite CMCDB

CASE__ _

MATERIAL C B CL GB CL GB, CL CB CL

SSL - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-,,PROPELLANT

-GCDB EMCDB HTPB Cordite CMCDB
CASE

MATERIAL C GB CL CB CL CB CL CB CL GB CL

SSL 72 12

Steel 2

TABLE 10 105 mm SHELL TRIALS

"> PROPELLANT
CDB EMCDB HTPB Cordite CMCDB

CASE - --

MATERIAL B.. CL GB CL CB CL GB CL CB CL

SSL I

Steel 2I

TABLE 11 84 mm SHELL TRIALS ,
__ _--___ -___ -_ _ ------- ---- _ ---------- ---- --- -- ------ ----



IM Database

PROPELLANT

"CDB EMCDB HTPB Cordite CMCDB

MATERIA CB CL CB CL CB CL CB CL CB CL

SSL 6

Steel

TABLE 12 DETONATION 109 TRIALS

"PRgOPELLANT
-E CDB EMCDB HTPB Cordite CMCDB

CASE ',, __-i_ _ _ _ _

CL CB CL CB CL CB CL CB CL

SSL 17

Steel I I__

TABLE 13 DETONATION TRIALS

- CDB EMCDB HTPB Cordite CMCDB
CASE - --T1-

MATERIA B C L C B CL CB3 CL CBBC

SSL 22 2

Steel 2

TABLE 14 SYMPATHETIC DETONATION TRIALS
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IM Database

PROPELLANT
CDB EMCDB HTPB Cordite CMCDB

CASE
MATERIAL CB CL CB CL CB CL CB CL CB CL

SSL 4

TABLE 15 SHAPED CHARGE TRIALS

PROPELLANT
CDB EMCDB HTPB Cordite CMCD

M CB CL CB CL CB CL CB CL CB, CL

B 13 1 5+4AH 1
SSL D

E 1

Det

NR I

B .1+2LC 1+1LC 1+1 .C
KOA D

Ei

Det

NR
B 1

CF D
E1
Det

TABLE 16 FAST COOK-OFF TRIALS

KEY: NR No Reaction E Explosion LC Line Cutting Chaige

B Burning Reaction Det Detonation AH-I Aeroheat Protected

D Deflagration

PROPELLANT
CDB EMCDB HTPB Cordite CMCDB

CASE- TG

MATERIAL GB CL CL GB CLOB CL B CL

SSL 4

TABLE 17 FLAME IMPINGEMENT TRIALS
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HTPB EMCDB EMCDB/RDX CDB CDB/RDX CMCDB

P F P F P F P F P F P F

SSL 2 2 / 2

Steel 2 10' 2

KOA 2 2 1

CF

TABLE 18

RESULTS OF 0.5 INCH SINGLE BULLET IMPACT TEST

AGAINST CASE BONDED, HTPB AND CLASS 1.1 *
0

DOUBLE BASED PROPELLANTS AT --30 C

* ,'IF N:. A 34SE7 : AN CAPD CAR

I,



Figure No BI Plan of Trials Arena

Cauge Distance Gauge Distance Legend

No (m) No (m)

PPS Pictures per second

1 1 4 1 Q Blast Overpressure Gauges
S2 2 5 2

5 6 5 -- Cine Cameras

S Video Camera

Velocity Cells

2000pps

Gc~uge i:0

Gauge 0

+ J~jm

Mcuntý7ng Rig

Gog 1 0

Gouge 2 0

,;Of"? + 0.5 m

-- jIGouge 3 0

V ,achire Cun

S"•- ,:.- " 2 :.,r ::-4 '• " h
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Discussion

QUESTION BY ZELLER. FRANCE: Can you give some information, even
only qualitative, on sympathetic detonation test results?

ANSWER. The sympathetic detonation trials conducted by RO RMD
differ significantly from those prescribed in the MIL-STD and
STANAG documents. In the RO RMD test the donor motor is prepared
packing the conduit with explosive and electrically initiating. The
receptor motor is placed in close proximity, in some cases touching,
to the donor motor. A total of 13 trials of this type have been
carried out, all gave violent reactions, i.e. 6 detonations and 7
explosive events.

QUESTION BY VICTOR. US: In the chart that showed fast cook-off
results the time delay for CDB propellants was longer than for both
EMCDB and HTPB propellants. I wondered if the CDB results were due
to the type or amount of insulation used in the KOA or CF cases.

ANSWER: The results presented for the times to first reaction did
not discriminate between cartridge loaded and case bonded charges.
The data has been re-examined to present the results of these
different loading arrangements separately, see figures in the paper.
The figures heading each column indicate the number of trials
conducted for each case/propellant combination. While presenting
the data in this way removes the anomaly identified in the question
in relation to CDB propellants it does not validate the conclusion
drawn from this work. That is that the reaction times for all three
case bonded propellants tested in SSL cases are similar and that the
reaction time for EMCDB propellant appears to be independent of the
case construction tested. The insulation standard was similar for
all case/propellant combinations and therefore the longer time to
first reaction of the KOA/HTPB motor would appear to be related to
the difference in case construction.



HAZARDS REDUCTION FOR TACTICAL MISSILES

K. 0. HARTMAN
Hercules Incorporated

Hercules Aerospace Company
Allegany Ballistics Laboratory

Rocket Center, WV 26726-0210

1.0 SUMMARY CDB Cast double base
Substantial progress has been made over the past four PMCDB Polymer modified cast double base
years in characterizing and understanding the response KP Potassium perchlorate
of energetic materials and rocket motors to the energetic Vb Velocity at burnout
stimuli specified in MIL-STD-2105A. Approaches to DOD Department of Defense
reducing the sensitivity based upon that work are
reviewed. Minimum smoke propellants with an
improved performance-shock sensitivity balance have During the 1980's the Department of Defense initiated
been formulated. Partial or complete repiacement of the the Inest s the prtme o D efensiae
nitramine with phase stabilized ammonium nitrate the Insensitive Munitions program, a comprehensive

effort to reduce the sensitivity of their munition systems.reduced the shock sensitivity significantly at a The goal of this program is to develop munitions

performance loss of 4-10%. A number of routes to Tega fti rga st eeo uiinperfrmace lss f 4-0%.A nuberof rute to fulfilling their performance and operational requirements

more extinguishable composite propellants, both reduced while minimizing the violence of reaction and

smoke and high performance types, are discussed. while m agewhe violece ofnplaction a
Replacement of the polybutadiene with alternativesubsequent damage when subjected to unplanned stimuli
polymeric backbones has yielded more extinguishable [Ref 1,2]. Over the preceding 25 years, a series of

incidents involving carrier fires, storage depots and
compositions. The use of metal perchlorates in place of rail/highway transportation accidents demonstrated the
the ammonium perchiorate greatly increases thermal need transitation s.

stability. In the area of inert components, alternatives to

monolithic metal cases, such as composites cases, MIL-STD-2105A, in which the Insersitive Munitions
substantially improve the response to fast cook-off and, requirements are defmed, was issued in 1991 by the U.S.
for minimum smoke propellants to bullet impact. Navy [Ref 3]. The standard, which is summarized in

Table 1, defines test conditions and criteria necessary to

2.0 LIST OF SYMBOLS determine the munition response to the principal threats.
IM Insensitive Munitions The standard also requires the weapons system program
AP Ammonium perchlorate managers to assess the threat to the weapon system and
Al Aluminum prepare a test plan for approval by the Service's
EPDM Ethylene propylene dimer Explosive Safety Review Board. The review board has
Bl Bullet Impact the authority to invoke or waive the criteria set forth in
FCO Fast cook-off MIL-STD-2105A. Meeting the IM standard is not a
SCO Slow cook-off matter of satisfying a single requirement rather seven
SD Sympathetic detonation separate criteria must be met.
SCJ Shaped charge jet
HTPB Hydroxyterminated polybutadiene Designing missiles to meet the IM criteria is complex
Cd Critical diameter-smallest diameter at which a because, in general, the nature of the response to each of

detonation propagates the energetic stimuli depends on different characteristics
RDX 1,3,5-trinitrazacyclohexane of the missile or motor. For instance the response of a
HMX 1,3,5,7-tetranitrazacyclooctane typical rocket motor to shaped charge jet is largely
PSAN Phase stabilized ammonium nitrate controlled by the shock sensitivity of the propellant
Hex Heat of explosion (cai/g) while the response to fast cook-off (FCO) and slow
XLDB Crosslinked double base propellant cook-off (SCO) is dependent mainly on venting the case



to relieve the pressure. Table 2 shows the principal heavier walls and necessary detonability of the explosive
factors controlling the response of rocket motors to the load. A system approach is required to meet the IM
energetic stimuli addressed in MIL-STD-2105A. Similar goals since different features/characteristics of the motor
relationships would be applicable to warheads, although are involved in meeting the criteria.
the relative importance would change because of the

TABLE 1
IM CRITERIA ESTABLISHED IN MIL-STD-2105A

TEST CONDITION CRITERIA

Detonate one of two units in
Sympathetic Detonation shipping/storage configuration No detonation of acceptor

Fast Cook-Off Jet Fuel Fire 1600*F Burning

Bullet Impact Three .50 cal at 2,800 ft/sec Burniag

Fragment Impact Two 1/2" Fragments at 8,300 ft/sec Burning

Slow Cook-Off 6*F/Hr Burning

Shaped Charge Jet 81mm shape charge or M42/M46 No detonation

Spall 81mm shape charge through armor No sustained burning
plate

TABLE 2
FACTORS DETERMINING ROCKET MOTOR

RESPONSE TO ENERGETIC STIMULI

THREAT CRITICAL RESPONSE FACTORS

1. Propellant Shock Sensitivity
Propagation of Detonation to adjacent Units 2. Case - Fragmentation

3. Shipping Container - Attenuation

Fire 1. Case Venting - Temperature
2. Propellant

Bullets 1. Propellant - Extinguishability, Toughness
2. Case Configuration

1. Propellant - Shock Sensitivity, Toughness
High Velocity Fragments 2. Shipping Container - Attenuation

Slow Heating 1. Case Venting - Temperature/Pressure
2. Propellant Stability, Decomposition

Shaped Charge 1. Propellant Shock Sensitivity

Spall 1. Propellant Stability, Extinguishability
2. Case



As indicated in Figure 1, this approach entails a of t&:s work, a number of pion.isirg app:oaches to
coordinated program in~volving the development of less meeting the IM criteria have been identified [Ref 4].
sensitive propellants, explosives and ignition devices as Government and industry have committed substantial
well as venting devices and case materials that mitigate funds to pursue this resear-ch and initiate the
the response to energetic stimuli. In addition, techniques development programs necessary to incorporate IM
to predict the response of missiles based on material technology intc deployed missile systems [Ref. 5-12).
properties and configurations arc needed because the test While a comprehensive program which includes all
series required by MIL-STD-2105A is very expensive, aspects of developing missiles is needed to meet the IM
In general, a minimum of 20 missiles are required to criteria, this paper focuses primarily on the rocket motor.
conduct the specified tests. Hence, the combined cost of
the test and missiles precludes the full scale evaluation The propellant is of paramount concern with all of the
of a large number of options. IM criteria. Current rocket propellants can be div'ded

into two broad families (Table 1) il te,'s of their
Significant progress has been made since the mid- behavior with the IM stimuli. The prinLial problem
eighties in DOD and industry laboratories, as well as in with minimum smoke propell-ats, which are based on
NATO countries, in characterizing and understanding the nitrate ester and nitramine, is shock sensitivity.
response of energetic materials, rocket motors, and Conversely, reduced s,,;oke propellants, whiih are based
warheads to tt-' stimuli specified in 2105A. As a result on ammoniui- perchlorate (AP) and an elastomeric

TABLE 3
flESPONSE TO INITIATION STIMULI VARIES WITH PROPELLANi TYPES

HIGH ENERGY PROPELLANTS

i' I MINIMUM REDUCED AL/XLDB AL/AP/HTP
IN(;RF[-DIENS SMOKE SMOKE % %% %

Nitrate i.skcr 20 - 30 15 - 20

Nitramine 50 - 65 30 - 40

Polymer 5- 10 -- 5- 10 --

Modifiers 2-5 2-5 2- 5 2-5
AP -- 85 -91 5 -10 70-80

ftTPB3 7- 12 -- 7- 12

,\ 100- z4 10- 20

PARAMETERS

[sp, (sec) 248 248 272 268

Card Ciap >100 0 > 100 0

Critical Diameter <20mm >Im <20mm >Im

Cook-Off (Vented) Burning burning-Explosive Burning Burning/Explosive

t .. .. .... .... .... .... ..... ........._____ ____ ____ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _



FIGURE 1
A SYS rEM ORIENTED PROGRAM IS REQUIRED TO MEET IM CRITERIA

INSENSITIVE HIGH
F XP.LOS IVES

SAFE/ARM
IGITION SYSTEM

COMPOSITE CASES--/ INSENSITIVE
HYBRID CASES PROPELLANTS

FIGURC 2
IM GENERIC TEST MOTOR

TRANSSENSOR
PROPELLANT I(FOR SCO ONLY)

CASE 0-RING
FORWARD

BONDLINE/ AF

INSULATION CLOSURE



polymer (usually urethane cured polybutadiene) are TABLE 4
relatively insensitive to shock but bum vigorously at low MOTOR RESPONSE WAS DETERMINED AS
pressure and are difficult to extinguish. Composite FUNCTION OF PROPELLANT/
propellants also tend to react very violently in the slow CASE MATERIAL COMBINATION
cook-off test, even with minimal confinement. Table 3
shows that the addition of aluminum (Al) gives higher PROPELLANT
energy propellants which largely retain the sensitivity CASE MATERIAL MIN REDUCED
characteristics oi .,he base compositions. In this paper SMOKE SMOKE
progress in developing both insensitive minimum smoke
and composite propellants is discussed. Graphite Composite B, S, F B, S, F

Strip Laminate (Steel) B, S, F B, S, F
Al B,S,F B,S,F

4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Sl B, S, F B, S, F
Steel B, S, F B,S,F

4.1 PROPELLANT-CASE INTERACTION4.1,PROPLLAN-CAE INERACIONB = Bullet Impact, S = Slow Cook-Off,
To increase understanding of the factors that control the B = Bult IaSkl C -OF = Fast Cook-Off
response to energetic stimuli and to provide guidance in
designing less sensitive rocket motors we conducted a
series of IM tests on generic motors in which the
material of case construction and the propellant were witness plates were used in the sympathetic detonation
-ý-s tematically varied as shown in Table 4. Both class and shaped charge jet tests. Fast cook-off and slow
1.1 mininum smoke propellants and class 1.3 composite cook-off were done in accordance with MIL-STD-
propellants were compared in monolithic steel and 2105A. A schematic of the experimental arrangement
aluminum, g,-iphite composite, and steel strip laminate for slow cook-off is shown in Figure 3. A single .50
cases. TIhe composition and characteristics of the caliber round was used for BI, in contrast to the 3-round
propellants are given in Table 3 In addition to these burst within 50ms specified in the standard. This was
propellaaLs a class 1.3 minimum smoke formulation was deemed adequate for the purpose of the current study
tested. primarily in graphite composite cases. As Table which was to establish design guidelines rather than
4 how, the first series of tests involved only bullet qualification of a weapon system.
mipat, fasLt and slow .cook-off.

The bullet impact test results for Class .1 minimum
A chniatic of the five-inch diameter generic motor is smoke and reduced smoke propellants are summarized
,ho•in in Figure Most of the tests were conducted in Table 6. The case material had a very strong effect
,Aithl a onc-in h .ýcb at which the generic motor holds on the response of Class 1.1 minimum smoke
approximatcl\ 1.5 kg of propellant. Currently work is propellants to bullet impact. With the steel case the
being carried out with a two-inch web (6 kg of reaction was a deflagration or explosion while with the
propellant) The properties of the various case materials composite case no reaction (light or smoke) was
in this configuration are summarized in Table 5. The observed. With the strip laminate case the propellant
failure pressure saricc, from 3500 to 5600 psi (25 to 39 extinguished immediately after impact with negligible
Mpa . The insulation is EPDM with a thickness of 0.76 consumption of propellant. A mild bum was observed

imm. One closure has a 22 mm diameter port to with the Al case. Photographs of the motors after the
,imulate j nozzle throat, test are shown in Figure 4. Clearly all of the reactions

were mild except for the steel case which was thrown
Thc generic motor tests were camed out at the Hercules about eighty feet. These results are consistent with
IM test facility located at Allegany Ballistics Laboratory, those reported by Thorn [Ref 13] who conducted
Rocket Center, WV. Larger scales tests are conducted multiple tests with various size bullets- composite cases
,t the Bacchus works, Magna, UT. The tests were gave no reaction or bums while Al cases gave mostly
instrumented with video camera and airblast gauges. bums. However, a small but significant fraction of the
Thermocouples were included in the motors for the bullet impact tests with Al cases resulted in explosion or
,ook -off tests and icauge, to measure gas pressure in the detonation.
propellant grain were incorporated for some of the slow
cook-olt tests. High speed (10,000 frames/s) With the reduced smoke composite propellant, case
photographic coverage was used for the bullet impact, material had less effect on the response to BI than it did
sympathetic detonation, and shape charge jet tesLs. Steel with the Class 1.1 minimum smoke propellant.



THE SLOW FIUECOOK-OFF TEST ARRANGEMENT

HEATING BLANKET FRONT VIEW PORT

IPROBE FOR
TEMPERATURE

CONTROL

5 f-THERMOCOUPLE
(CASE SKIN)

IT THERMOCOUPLECGENERIC ROCKET MOTOR (RPLAT

THERMOCOUPLE
It (AIR GAP)

PRESSURE
TRANSENSOR

SAMPLE HOLDER

TABLE 5
GENERIC CASES REPRESENT A VARIETY OF
MATERIALS AND CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

CASE RESIN

LYP FILUE HICKNESS }END RING SOFTENING
TYE PRESSURE (M) I(EI) EPOXY TMPRUE

i %Pa) AMINE C

I ompo',ltc 1.8 EA934 55A 127

S, ri aint5 1.2 9414 9379 178

Slip Lmin ate .5NAN/ /

253( 3.5 N/A N/A N/A

NOI17: ln~utiator 0761nni thick EPD'M for all cases.



CLASS 1.1 MINIMUM SMOKE PROPELLANT BI TESTS

GRAPHITE COMPOSITE CASE STRIP LAMINATE CASE

NO RACTON T BIBURNING, FOLLOWED BY
NO REACTION TO BI PROPELLANT EXTINGUISHMENT I

ALUMINUM CASE STEEL CASE

7PROPELLANT BURNEDj PROPELLANT DEFLAGRATION

FIGURE 4
GRAPHITE COMPOSITE CASE GAVE MILDEST RESPONSE IN BULLET

IMPACT TESTS WITH CLASS 1.1 MINIMUM SMOKE PROPELLANT

___



CLASS 1.3 REDUCED SMOKE PROPELLANT B! TESTS

GRAPHITE COMPOSITE CASE STRIP LAMINATE CASE

SPROPELLANT BURNED PROPELLANT BURNED

ALUMINUM CASE STEEL CASE

PROPELLANT BURNED,i7 PROPELLANT BURNED,
CASE SPLIT CASE SPLIT

FIGURE 5
BULLET IMPACT TESTS OF CLASS 1.3 REDUCED SMOKE PROPELLANTS

RESULTED IN BURNING IN ALL THE GENERIC TEST MOTORS

I'



TABLE 6
BULLET IMPACT TESTS ON GENERIC MOTORS

CASE MATERIAL CLASS 1.1 MIN SMOKE REDUCED SMOKE

Composite No Reaction Burn

Strip Laminate Extinguished Burn

Aluminum Burn Burn (Case Split)

Steel Deflagration Bum (Case Split)

TABLE 7
SUMMARY OF FAST COOK-OFF TESTS

WITH GENERIC MOTORS

CLASS 1.1 MINIMUM SMOKE REDUCED SMOKE

PROPELLANT PROPELLANT

Graphite Burned Burned

Strip Laminate Burned Burned

AILuminun Burned Burned

Steel Ejected Closure Propulsive Burning

, -Fabie 6 shows a burning response was oberved for the insulation will be critical when Al is used as the case
all four case materials, with the composite and strip material.
laminate giving a milder bum than the monolithic metal
cases. A very energetic response was observed with the The minimum smoke propellant passed the SCO test in
monolithic steel and Al cases as the photographs in the composite case with a mild reaction after ejection of
Figure 5 indicate. Hence it may he anticipated that with the end ring (Table 8). The ignition temperature for the
larger motors a deflagration or explosion could result, minimum smoke propellant was -130"C as shown in
Phis was in fact observed in NWC tests with Shrike Figure 6. The end ring was bonded with an adhesive
motors using steel cases. (Ref. 14). that should shear or fail adhesively at that temperature.

The internal gas pressure in the propellant increased by
Both the minimum smoke propellant and the composite only 10 psi (69kPa) prior to ignition.
propellant motors passed the FCO test with graphite The pressure was measured by a transensor mounted on
composite, strip laminate, and Aluminum cases (Table the case wall. With Al or steel cases the ignition
7 . With all three materials the case thermally degraded temperature was the same, as expected, however, the
bctorc propellant ignition, thereby providing adequate response upon ignition was an explosion or detonation
venting. The steel case failed with both propellant since there was no venting mechanism except for the
types, by ejetting the closure with the minimum smoke throat opening.
propellant and by a propulsive burn with the composite
propellant. These tests show that construction of the The composite propellant motors failed the SCO test
ca.se to provide adequate venting will allow the FCO with all four case materials. The reaction in each
criteria to he met. Clearly, the thickness and location of instance was an explosion which fragmented not only
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TABLE 8
SLOW COOK-OFF TESTS WITH GENERIC MOTORS

CLASS 1.1 MINIMUM SMOKE REDUCED SMOKEPROPELLANT PROPELLANT

Graphite Burn1  Explosion

Strip Laminate Detonation Explosion

Aluminum Detonation Explosion

Steel Detonation Explosion

= End Ring Ejected

the case but also the steel oven walls. The ignition 4.2 PROPELLANTS
temperature of the composite propellant was -190C and In the following discussion, minimum smoke and
2 psi (14 kPa) internal gas pressure was observed prior reduced smoke propellants are treated separately, since
to ignition. Even though the ignition temperature was they present different problems with respect to meeting
much higher than that of the minimum smoke propellant IM requirements.
and the adhesive should be degraded further, the venting
was not adequate to prevent the explosive response. This 4.2.1 Minimum Smoke Propelants
is consistent with Diede's work [Ref 15) which showsconfinement of only 30 psi (.-200 kPa)pressure can The principal challenge with minimum smoke
cause fn explosive reaction for composite propellants m propellants is to reduce the shock sensitivity whilethe SCO. A oie pound sample of aluminized composite maintaining the energy density. Current slurry castpropellant with negligible confinement exploded XLDB propellants have a theoretical Isp of -248 sec andpropellenty with o nSCOtegligible co ement eolenced o a density of -1.69 g/cc with a card gap of 140 and a Cdviolently' in our SCO test. The extreme violence of o .. m atdul aeadplmrmdfe
AP/HTPB compoie propellants under SCO conditions.4 mm. Cast double base and polymer modified

AP/HPJ3comosit prpelantsundr SO coditons cast double base have Isp values ranging from 220 tois probably due in large measure to the partial cas e and card gap values ranging from g 0 todecomposition of the propellant, and particularly the AP, 240+ sec and card gap values ranging from 0 to 180
before ignition. AP is know to undergo partial depending on the composition. A great deal of work hasdeomposgnition. generat n ow a por usm et b paroutil been conducted in the U.S.A. by both DOD and industrydecomposition generating a porous, metastable product. to improve the balance of sensitivity and performance in
This phenomenon, in combination with partial minimum smoke propellants.[Ref. 16,6,8-11]
decomposition of the binder, will create a porous bed
that is liable to explode or undergo deflagration to
detonation transition upon ignition at high temperature. 4.2.2 Shock Sensitivity of XLDB Minimum Smoke

Propellants
In ,ummary, the g.;,cric motor test matrix showed The shock sensitivity of crosslinked double base
substantial advantages for composite cases over propellants depends primarily on the binder energy
monolithic metal in meeting the IM criteria. For (Hex), and nitramine content and size. It's widely
minimum smoke propellants the response were improved recognized that reducing the size of the nitramine in a
in all three tests, ie; BI, FCO, and SCO. For reduced XLDB propellant reduces the shock sensitivity. This
'moke propellants the responses were clearly improved was confirmed in a recent study by Schedlbauer and
for the FCO test and improvement was inferred for the Kretschner (ref 17). Herriott (ref 18) demonstrated the
BI test. The tests also confirmed the difficulty of strong effect of HMX content on shock sensitivity by
meeting the SCO criteria, and demonstrated the violence measuring the card gap values of a series of propellants
of AP/HlTPB propellants under SCO conditions, in which the concentration of HMX was varied from 0



to 50% in a high energy binder (1200 cal/g Hex). Even for alternatives to solid nitramines such as RDX or
though 4 micron HMX was used, the initiating pressure HMX that would provide comparable impulse while
dropped from 75 to 25 kbar as the HMX increased from reducing shock sensitivity. Impulse density calculations
0 to 50% (Figure 7). The effect of binder energy from were made for a large number of energetic materials,
500 to 1200 cal/g Hex on shock sensitivity at various including both materials that are commercially available
HMX levels is shown in Figure 8. With no HMX and some that are only laboratory items at present. Very
present, the shock sensitivity was strongly dependent on few of these compounds gave propellant energies that
binder energy; i.e., increasing Hex from 700 to 1100 matched those of RDX and fewer still have been
cal/g decreased the initiating shock pressure from 142 to produced in the pilot plant scale. The more promising
88 kbar, a 38% decrease. As the HMX level increased, compounds were evaluated in slurry crosslinked double
the effect of binder energy on shock sensitivity base propellants using card gap as an index of shock
decreased as shown in Figure 8. With 50% HMX sensitivity. None of these compounds gave propellants
present, increasing the binder Hex from 700 to 1100 with comparable energy density and lower shock
decreased initiating pressure from 32 to 28 kbar, only a sensitivity than RDX. We are currently synthesizing
13% decrease. In summary, solid nitramine (HMX or new compounds that offer potential improvement in
RDX) content and size are dominant effects on energy-sensitivity balance for evaluation in propellant.
propellant shock sensitivity, followed by binder energy.

Among the commercially available materials, ammonium
nitrate, with or without phase stabilizer, offered the best4.2.3 Shock Sensitivity of Solvent Cast Double Base blneo rpris xesv eeomn a

Proellntsbalance of properties. Extensive development was
Propellants carried out in which the shock sensitivity, impulse,

The shock sensitivity of cast double base and polymer ballistics, mechanicals, and aging of AN (or PSAN-
moifid cast d oubldene bnas e prope ntentand showshe, ame phase stabilized ammonium nitrate) were characterized.
kind of dependence on nitramine contt and size, and While improvement is still needed in the areas of
binder energy as the XLDB propellants described above, mechanicals and aging, a family of Class 1.3 minimum
foller instance, increasing the Hex from 7(0 to 1100 in an smoke propellants with an energy density 4-10% less

unfilled cast double base propellant increased the card than the current Class 1.1 propellants was achieved.
gap from -15 to -45 (decreased the intiating pressure Current activity is focused on tailoring these propellants
from 130 to 90 kb), similar to the change observed with
XI.DR. to meet missile system requirements.

Some rate modifiers, notably Pb,04 strongly sensitized To optimize the energy density-sensitivity balance of

cast double base propellants. Addition of 3.3% of this minimum smoke propellants, a study of shock sensitivity
was conducted as a function of binder energy, oxidizermodifier to an unfilled CDB propellant increased the type, concentration, and size, and plasticizer type. Card

card gap from 40 to 120. The incorporation of HMX- typ concentat a size an s ticity. CardRDX to CDB-PNICDB propellants increases the shock gap was used as a measure of shock sensitivity. Figure
9 shows a plot of card gap or initiating pressure versus

sensitivity substantially. For example, 25% HMX in a impulse for a series of PSAN propellants in which the
CDBI formulation with a binder Hex of 900 cal/g imusfoaseesfPSNppelnsnwhcteC frmulation wih g ap binder Hex of 940. Thisi les t above parameters were varied over a wide range. To a
increases the card gap from 35 to 140. This implies that first approximation, the card gap values were a function
the addition of even small amounts of HMX or RDX to of the propellant energy regardless of the parameter
CDB/PMCDB propellants will result in problems with varied. Two departures from the correlation in the
the SD. Fl, and SCJ tests. direction of an improved energy-sensitivity trade are

CDB and PMCDB propellants without solid nitramine discussed below.

can be formulated to energy levels of 233-237 s and The nitramine particle size effect was exploited to
densities of 0.056-0.057 lb/in3 (1.55-1.67 g/cc). This improve the impulse-sensitivity trade. A Swexo mill
amounts to a loss of 12% in energy density from the was used to grind RDX to a weight median diameter of
XLDB Class 1.1 minimum smoke propellants currently -a.5 microns. This material could be used to replace up
in production. These formulations have card gap values 20% on T his materal c busd t o r cto 20% of the PSAN while maintaining a card gap of 65
in the range of 40-50 and C, of 12 to 18 mm. and increasing the impulse by 4 seconds. Conversely

the use of larger RDX, - 5 microns, resulted in an
4.2.4 Ammonium Nitrate based Minimum Smoke increase in the card gap to 80. While the substitution of

Propellants 20% of the PSAN with the fine RDX does not increase
Comfort. et al (Ref 19) conducted an extensive search card gap (or lower initiating pressure), it did reduce the
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critical diameter from 20mm to 10mm. Thus, the card with fine RDX (20% RDX and 44% PSAN) was
gap is a useful indicator of shock sensitivity but it does essentially the same as the all PSAN formulation it did
not provide an unequivocal means of predicting the not pass either SCO or the SD test (without launch tube).
behavior in larger scale tests-as sbse;jCnt discussion Clearly the card gap does not provide an unequivocal
will demonstrate, indicator of the missile response in the IM tests. The

20% RDX propellant did pass the SD test when

The use of an energetic nitramine polymer i protected by the glass composite launch tube. In
combination with lower energy nitrate ester plasticizers summary the all PSAN propellant passed the SD and
resulted in a formulation with an improved balance of SCJ tests at a one inch web in a graphite composite case
impulse and sensitivity as indicated in Figure 9. By generic motor.
replacing nitroglycerin with trimetholethanetrinitrate and
the polyglycoladipate with a nitramine polymer, an Isp 4.2.6 Composite Propellants
value of -230 sec was obtained at zero cards. With the The efforts to provide composite propellants that meet
use of a similar binder and fine RDX, a card gap of 45 the IM requirements have focused on improved
was obtained at 237 sec. This combination of sensitivity extinguishability, milder response in slow cook-off, and
and energy is of interest for a number of missile systems tougher propellants. The approaches discussed in this
under development, paper include: 1) the use of metal perchlorate oxidizers

to enhance thermal stability, 2) alternative polymeric
A number of PSAN based Class 1.3 minimum smoke binders that improve extinguishability and toughness.
propellants are summarized in Table 9. The table shows Energy density equivalent to those of the current
formulations with card gaps values less than 70 and AP/HTPB formulation can be obtained with both of
impulse values in the 235-240 sec range. Aging, these approaches.
mechanical properties, and burning rates are also given.
Tailoring to improve the balance of properties is 4.2.7 Insensitive High Densit Propellants
currently underway. An eight-inch diameter rocket g di
motor with a graphite composite case was loaded with High density propellants in which the AP oxidizer was
a PSAN based Class 1.3 minimum smoke piopellant and replaced with potassium perchlorate (rP) are asuccessfully fired (Figure 10). This motor was fired promising approach to meeting the JM requirements

while maintaining the volumetric impulse of current
with a laser safe-arm igniter system which will further rocket propellants. We have demonstrated that KP-
enhance the IM characteristics of the missile by based propellants have much better thermal stability, less
eliminating sensitive pyrotechnics from the ignition train, sensitivity to impact, and a greater tendency to
The delivered thrust was as predicted and represented a extivit lo pac t han a ograte tendencombustion efficiency of 99.3%. extinguish at low pressures than comparable AP-based

propellants. Thermodynamic calculations have shown
that the volumetric impulse of KP/AI/HTPB propellant

4.2.5 Shock Sensitivity Tests in Generic Motors is comparable or greater than many of the tactical rocket
Sympathetic detonation and shaped charge jet tests were propellants now in production. Performance trade
conducted on Class 1.1 and two Class 1.3 minimum studies were done in which potassium, lithium and
smoke propellants in graphite composite case generic sodium perchlorate were evaluated as replacements for
motors (Table 10). The tests were carried out in AP. The impulse decreases as AP is replaced by the
accordance with MIL-STD-2105A; a schematic of the metal perchlorates but the volumetric impulse increases
test arrangement for SD is shown in Figure 11. The as shown in Figure 12. While KP has lower
sympathetic detonation tests were conducted with and performance it was selected for evaluation because
without glass composite launch tubes (13mm in lithium and sodium perchlorate are very hygroscopic
thickness) to determine their mitigation capability. The which would present difficult processing problems.
Class 1.1 propellant (64% RDX or 55% HMX)
detonated both with and without the launch tube. A comparison of aluminized AP and KP propellants was
Correspondingly, it also detonated with the 81 mm carried out over a wide range of compositions using V,
shaped charge jet. Conversely, the Class 1.3 propellant at a mass fraction of .37 as the measure of performance.
with 64% PSAN and no nitramine showed no reaction This parameter was chosen as representative of the mass
of the acceptor in the sympathetic detonation test. It fraction typical of tactical missiles. Neither impulse nor
also passed the SCJ test with 20% of the propellant impulse-density is an accurate measure of rocket motor
being recovered. Although the card gap of the Class 1.3 performance because the contribution of density depends
propellant in which the PSAN was partially replaced on mass fraction, The performance of KP/A1/HTPB
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TABLE 9
BASELINE CLASS 1.3 MINIMUM SMOKE PROPELLANTS

OXIDERS PSAN/RDX PSAN PSAN/MOD
POLYMER PGA PGA PGA

I'sp (Sec) 240 236 235

Density (g/cc) 1.66 1.63 1.62

Card GAP 60 60 60

CD(mm) Unconfined -- 45 --

Mechanicals

E, (MPa) 5.0 3.0 5.1

(a (MPa) 1.8 0.7 0.6

. 36 29 17

t (%:i) at -45', lInition 19 -- 14

Ballistics

R at 1 (XX) psi (rmn/s) 6.6 6.4 12.0

Slope 0.68 0.74 0.45

Aging

M\NA Depletion at 20
70()C (Days)

TABLE 10
RESPONSE OF MIN SMOKE PROPELLANTS IN GRAPHITE CASE

GENERIC MOTORS TO IM TEST STIMULI

CLASS 1.3
FEST CLASS 1.1

20% RDX 0% RDX

Bullet Impact No Reaction -- No Reaction

Fast Cook-Off Bum -- Bum

F Sý npathetic Detonation

Without Launch Tube Detonation Detonation No Reaction

With Launch Tube Detonation No Detonation No Reaction'

Shaped Charge Detonation Detonation No Detonation

Slow Cook-Off Bum2  Burn2  Bumr

I = By Analogy
2 = End Ring Ejection Followed by Burning Reaction

I• •? --..:.. .i. .. : .._.2...• • • _ _ _



propellant optimized at approximately 67% AP, 24% Al Development work co-itinues on this family of
and 9% E~nder and gave a V, within 2% of a high propellants; they are particularly suited to missiles that
performance AP/AI/H-ITPB (70/21/9%) propellant. For require high performance aluminized propellants. Due
instance, the theoretical burnout velocity of the vP to the formatio:i of KCI in the exhaust, this formulation
propellant was 1.22 km/s compared to 1.24 km/s for the is usefr,_! oniy in missions where signature is not a
AP propellant. The properties of KP and AP composite critical issue.
propellants are compared n Table 11. The conparison
was made in 88% solids HTPB propellant with 70%
oxidizer aiJ 18% Al. As Table II shows, tho KP 4.2.8 Extinguishable Propellants
propellant had several advantage.s over the AP The use of alternative binders to HTP'3, generally
composition: improved thermal stability, reduced polyethers - polyesters that enhance toughness and
initiation sensitivity and higher strain capability. These extinguishability is being explored [Ref 20-221. Reed
characteristics p:us the tendency of the KP-based and coworkers have deraonstrated an order o, magnitude
propellwirs to extinguish at low pressures should result increase in toughness using a polyakylene oxide binder,
in a mild response to the bullet impact and fragment making Jhe propellant very resistant to damage from
tests. The improved thermal stability and the elimination bullet oi fragment impact. Using a similar binder, we
of porosity produced by the low temperature have independently developed a family of propellants
decomposition of AP should result in a less violent with significant advantages over HTPB propellants. Of
response in the slow cook-off test. Slow cook-off tests particulpr rnportance for IM is the improoA extinguish-
on the laboratory scale have confirmed this pediction; ability and much lower susceptibility to electrostatic
ic., no ignition at 500'C with a 50 g sample and a turn initiation. A milder response to bullet impact was
with a one pound sample at 300'C. A ten-pouna generic demonstrated in both steel and graphite composite cases.
motor survived a slow cook off test to 232'C without Other propellant characteristicv that are critical to th.,
ignition. After 24 hours at that temperature it was development of an efficient rocket motor also compare
cooled to ambiert and ignited - the burn was normal. favor.bly with those of HTPB. For instance, these

TABLE 1 1
KP PROPELLANTS POSSESS FAVORABLE PROPERTIES

COMPOSITION CONTROL HIGH DENSITY

AP 70 0

KP 0 70

Al 18 18

Polymer (HTPB) 8.4 8.4

I.l 260 229

I,, . P 16.9 17

Eo (0iPa) 6.5 5.5

e (%) 23 48

Cr (MPa) 1.1 1.2

IMPACT (cm) 21 41

FRICTION (lb @ ft/sec) 160/3 385/3



FIGURE 12
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propellants show an increase in impulse density while TABLE 12
maintaining burning rate range, mechanical properties, MAJOR MUNITIONS HAZARDS CAN BE
and cost. This family of propellants is applicable to a MITIGATED BY CASE MATERIAL
wide range of tactical missiles, either those requiring
reduced smoke or high performance aluminized
propellants. Further development, including tailoring of CASE FCO SC BI ES
mechanical and ballistic properties, processing studies, MATERIAL 0 D

and larger scale IM testing is being carried out at Steel X
present.

Aluminum X X

4.3 NEW INGREDIENTS Strip Laminate X C X
New ingredients are needed to meet the IM standards -

while maintaining the energy density levels of current Glass/Epoxy X C C
Class 1.1 minimum smoke propellants as shown in the Aramid/Epoxy X C C
preceding section. A widespread effort in the NATO
counritic and elsewhere is underway to develop and Graphite/Epoxy X C C X

characterize these compounds (Ref. 23-27). The effort Hybrid X X
is a comprehensive one, in that new energetic :-
plasticizers, polymers and oxidizers are being sought.
While many promising compounds have been identified X = Dominant Effect
and synthesized, none have yet been demonstrated that C = Contributory Effect
allow the formulation of an insensitive minimum smoke
propellant that matches the performance and other in a number of systems and the resulting laser arm fire
requirements of current production propellants. A potentially effective against bullet impact since it does
dedicated, long term effort will be required lo scale-up devices have substantial advantages over conventional
and use these materials in deployed missiles, electromechanical devices:

4.4 ROCKET MOTOR CASES Greater reliability

We are evaluating the major case construction materials Lower cost

for their effect on the response to the IM stimuli. As Less weight
No electrical connection to the initiator

the discussion on testing showed the effects are

substantial. The relative contributions of the various Reduced sensitivity to electromagnetic radiation

materials in mitigating the BI, SCO, FCO and ESD Six photoflash lamps generate 2 joules with a pulse half
hazards are ';hown in Table 12. The benefit of the case
in mitigating the hazard is assessed on two levels: either wth of matewicis m tha adequte t Ingel
a (dominant or contributory effect. As the Table typical initiator materials such as BKNO3. In get.,-ral,a doinat o cotriuto3,' ffet. s te Tble the output from 2 lamps is sufficient to initiate BKNO 3.
indicates the graphite-epoxy case offers some mitigating the lamps ir in to indepene cicut

capability over the widest range of threats. Considered Hence the lamps are wired in two independent circuits
n combination with its excellent strength to weight ratio to provide redundancy. The laser system is readily
the IM benefits make composite cases a stron g candidate adaptable to remote and/or simultaneous initiation of
for future tactical rocket motors, propellant charges through the use of fiber optic cables.

The loss in energy upon transmission through fiber optic
cables is negligible, allowing the laser to be located on

4.5 L kSER SAFE/ARM SYSTEM the launch platform or on the missile at a location
Hercules has developed a laser safe-arm system that remote from the igniter. The high energy output also
eliminates the need for sensitive pyrotechnic materials makes it possible to split the pulse into multiple cables
such as lead azide or lead styphanate. The laser concept and simultaneously ignite separate charges.
is a simple approach to arm fire systems as illustrated in
Figure 13. Photoflash lamps are used to generate the Drop-in laser safe-arm units that replace the
laser pulse from a neodymium doped glass rod. The electromechanical devices for Sparrow have been built
pulse is focused on the igniter material or a fiber optic and successfully tested according to the qualification
cable with a convex lens. A simple shutter serves as the specifications. They havc also been adapted to and
safing device. This concept has been reduced to practice demonstrated in the following applications:

'I



Surface and air launched rocket motors, HVM, 4. Victor, A.C., "Insensitive Munitions
Sparrow Considerations," to be published in PROGRESS IN
Multi-pulse rocket motors ASTRONAUTICS AND AERONAUTICS - a
Aircraft ejection seats (F-16) volume in the AIAA Tactical Missile series - 1991.
Gun Launched Rocket Motors
120 mm gun system 5. Bowen, R. and Bates, K.S., "US Navy Insensitive

Munitions Program," 1990 Joint
All of the requirements of MIL-STD-1512 and MIL-I- Government/Industry Symposium on Insensitive
23695 were met by the laser safe-arm system. The Munitions, ADPA, White Oak, Maryland, 13-14
laser safe-arm device is a promising method to reduce March 1990.
the sensitivity of missiles while improving reliability,
reducing weight and cost. 6. Ayers, 0., "Insensitive Munitions Propulsion," 1990

Joint Government/Industry Symposium on

4.6 INSENSITIVE MUNITIONS MODELING Insensitive Munitions, ADPA, White Oak,

There is widespread activity in developing models to Maryland, 13-14 March 1990.

predict the response of munitions to the energetic stimuli
identified by MIL-STD-2105A [Ref 27-30]. Accurate 7. Demay, S., "Navy IM Propulsion," 1990 Joint
models apn needed to greatly reduce test costs and Government/Industry Symposium on Insensitive
provide guidance for selection of sound approaches. Munitions, ADPA, White Oak, Maryland, 13-14
Victor has reviewed this area in considerable detail [Ref March 1990.
4]. Our program is currently focused on the
investigation of: slow cook-off model and experimental 8. Thomas, W. B. and Hightower, J. 0., "Thiokol
diagnostics, molecular model for sensitivity prediction Approaches to Meeting Insensitive Munitions
and bullet impact model. These projects will provide Challenges" 1990 Joint Government/Industry
understanding and guidelines for the development of Symposium on Insensitive Munitions, ADPA, White
insensitive tactical missiles. Oak, Maryland, 13-14 March 1990.
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Discussion

QUESTION BY COLE. CANADA: How much gas venting is required to
get HTPB/AP propellant filled motors to pass the slow-cook off
test?

ANSWE.O One China Lake test with controlled blow out disks found
that the case "back pressure" needed to be reduced to 30 psi or less
in order to pass. In another test of a Sidewinder motor with both
ends open, the motor failed. They believe the problem in that
instance is related to the high L/D ratio of the motor.

QUESTION BY HELD, FRG: What was the diameter of the shaped charge
used and the diameter of your GAP tests?

ANSWER: The diameter for the shaped charge jet is 81 mm. The
standard card GAP test was used; -1.5 inches internal diameter and
-2.0 inches outside diameter steel pipe loaded with propellant.

L. . . . . a
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ABSTRACT concurrently at RARDE, Waltham Abbey, the United
Kingdom. This workshop was scheduled because of the

Activities of the Technical Cooperation Program (TI'CP) great progress that was being made in this area. The two
W Action Group 11 (WAG-11) on "Hazards of Energetic groups convened at RARDE Fort Hs.stead on July 8.
Materials and their Relation to Munitions Survivability" 1988, and presented the summary af their workshop
are described. The concept and uses of hazard assessment findings to the National Leaders. Besides technical
protocols are presented. exchange, the major output was the establishment of

collaborative efforts between nations.
1. INTRODUCTION

The hazard assessment plots are the output of the hazard
This paper describes activities of many scientists from assessment protocol method applied to the hazard areas
Australia. Canada, the United Kingdom, and the United listed above. What is a hazard assessment protocol? It
States. The five listed "authors" of this paper are the is an ordered procedure that results in a flow chart that
national leaders of this effort, and the reader must recog- directs the user through the consideration of a hazard
niLe that the work presented in this paper is the work of area. This consideration will be of his sample in its
many scientists and engineers, not just the listed environment subject to the threat stimuli he thinks the
authors. Space considerations preclude listing all of the sample will encounter. The hazard assessment protocol
contributors in this paper. These many scientists and helps tell the designer and test personnel (1) what paths
engineers have been meeting since the beginning of are most likely to be encountered, and hence must be
1987 to discuss the response of munitions to bul- considered, and (2) what information must be obtained in
let/fragment impact, electrostatic discharge, shaped order to perform the assessment. Because the assessment
charge jet impingement, cook-off, and sympathetic deto- is based on logic and directly associated with the ord-
nation. At the first meeting, the members reached nance item in a real environment and subject to real
consensus that a program leading to mechanistic under- threats, it has more value than the results of a few go/no-
standing of reactions and predictive capability of out- go hazard tests. The protocol approach is intended to be
come(s) was required. It was felt that traditional, standard (1) a design tool used early in the design cycle to antici-
go/no-go tests did not provide this understanding nor the pate potential hazard problems, and (2) an aid to program
predictive capability. During the various discussions a personnel to mitigate existing munition hazard prob-
general approach evolved. From general discussions of lems. The protocol approach has been described and used
stimulus, sample, environment leading to some response in Refs. I and 2.
we found ourselves presenting classes of output
(detonation. explosion, burning, no reaction) in terms of Perhaps it is easier to understand the protocol approach
input stimulus and target (includes sample and environ- by working through a s.mplified example: impact of a
ment). This determination of hazard responses of the fragment on an idealized munition consisting of a case
target munition as a function of a wide variety of stimuli wall-energetic fill-case wall. There are several possible
(for example, those combinations of fragment mass. reactions as illustrated in Fig. 1. The first consideration
fragment velocity and fragment shape leading to detona- is the prompt shock to detonation. In this situation the
tin, those combinations leading to explosion, and fragment impacts the munition, sending a shock wave
those combinations leading to no reaction) could lead to into the cased energetic material. This shock wave tran-
haiard assessment/response plots for a given munition. sitions into a detonation. If the fragment does not
These haiard assessment/response plots could be com- impart sufficient energy to cause a detonation, we may
pared to the specific fragment masses, velocities, and still have a significant problem resulting from the frag-
shapes for a given threat (e.g.. warhead) to determine the ment penetrating the case. If the fragment penetrates
likely response of a given munition to a given threat(s). several possibilities are likely to occur. The worst is
As will be shown in this paper, this optimistic desire that the fragment ignites the energetic material and the
has been achieved in many of the hazard areas. combustion rapidly produces gases that can't be vented

quickly. In this instance the munition may violently
It was also decided that rather than having several single explode sending large fragments at modest to high veloc-
workshops, it made sense to have sequential workshops ities. Another situation that often occurs, nften with
on bullet impact, fragment impact, shaped charge jet less severe consequences, is the fragment because of its
impact, and sympathetic detonation all at the same meet- high velocity and/or large mass, either penetrates
ing since there is significant technical overlap between directly through the munition and doesn't ignite the
the areas. For example all of these areas must be con- energetic material and/or provides an extremely large
cerned with prompt shock to detonation reactions. This vent or breaks open the case. In these instances, a fire
"omnibus" meeting was held in July 1988 at the Royal may ensue but at least there was no detonation or explo-
Armament Research & Development Establishment sion. The last instance, and the most desired, is that the
(RARDE), Fort Halstead, the United Kingdom. A work- fragment simply hits the case and bounces/ricochets off
shop on Electrostatic Discharge was also held causing no reaction.

Appr' ved for public releae;: diotribution is unlimited.



PENETRATION - UNDERVENTED
PROMPT SHOCK-TO-DETONATION BURN TO EXPLOSION

PENETRATION - OVERVENTED
BURN/PROPULSION RICOCHET (LOW HAZARD)

Fig. 1. Possible Reactions When a Fragment Impacts a Cased Energetic Material.

Which reaction is likely to occur? That's where the pro- If however the fragment diameter is approximately equal
locol comes in. Let's take a simplified look at this to or bigger than the critical diameter, a prompt shock
problem. Our first concern was: "Do we get a prompt to detonation may ensue; and one must compare the
shock to detonation?" The protocol path of Fig. 2 shock pressure imparted by the impact to the initiation
addresses this concern, We first start with the fragment pressure required to cause detonation. If the imparted
having mass, velocity, size/shape, and orientation; and pressure is below the threshold, prompt shock to detona-
let's say that this is the first fragment impacting the tion is unlikely (but again other detonation mechanisms
munition. The first question to ask is how does the may occur - DDT, XDT).
diameter of the fragment compare to the critical diameter
of the energetic propellant (or explosive). The critical If however the imparted pressure is above the threshold,
diameter is the smallest diameter that will sustain a deto- a detonation is very likely and we must compare the web
nation. If the fragment dimaeter is much less that the thickness to the run distance. Do we have enough ener-
critical diameter of the energetic material then a prompt getic material to allow the shock wave to build to a
shock to detonation transition is unlikely (however other detonation? Unfortunately usually if we have a small
mechanisms such as deflagration to detonation transition enough critical diameter and a low enough threshold, we
may be possible) and one should proceed to penetration also have a small enough run distance that a detonation
considerations, is extremely probable, and it's back to the drawing board

or time to consider mitigation devices or start thinking
up clever arguments why a waiver should be granted.

THIS A SIMPLIFIED EXAMPLE OF PROMPT SHOCK TO DETONATION
TRANSITION PATH OF FRAGMENT IMPACT HAZARD ANALYSIS PROTOCOL

FRAGMENT DIAMETER OFFRAG d dcr PRESSURE p pI RUN DIST X -WEB
MASS UNDAMAGED vs Cv FOR P D
VELOCITY UNDAMAGED vs vs
SIZE SHAPE ENERGETIC dcr ENERGETIC MAT'L INITIATION P WEB
ORIENTATION MATERIAL

ddcr P Pi XD wEB

PROMPT

PENETRATION DETONATION

CONSIDERATIONS EXTREMELY
PROBABLE

DATA REQUIRED

CRITICAL DIAMETER
INITIATION PRESSURE (P,-
RUN DISTANCE (Xf, P)
FRAGMENT DESCRIPTION

Fig. 2. Sirngifj Hazard Assessment Protocol for Prompt Shock Induced Detonation of a Cased
Energetic Material Subject to Fragment Impact.
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Even if you come through this path relatively unscathed, products a e not vented fast enough an explosion can
you may have to go through it again, this time with occur and he explosion can lead to other sympathetic
damaged energetic fill. The damage can come from many reaction of adjacent stores - up to and including sympa-
sources: handling, age, hit by previous fragment, etc. thetic detonation.
Now you must go through the path, but this time with
the values for damaged material. The damaged materials To predict likely reactions in this path, we must know
are usually more sensitive than their undamaged counter- the ballistic limit of the case, the mechanical properties
part. For example, 1% voids can cause the initiation of the energetic material, deformation of the fragment,
pressure to drop from 40 kbars to 20 kbars (Ref. 3). ignitability of the energetic material, burn rate, and burn

area of the energetic material, as well as case confine-
Before leaving this path, let's think about what data are ment and venting.
required for the assessment. We need the critical diame-
ter, the initiation pressure threshold (as a function of This is a simplified example. The current protocol is on
time), the run distance (as a function of pressure) of the a 2 foot by 3 foot chart and is described in several pages
undamaged and damaged energetic material, as well as the of text. Before dismissing this as being unwieldy, the
description of the fragment. Reference 2 discusses tech- reader must be cautioned that (1) while the protocol con-
niques for obtaining these data. siders all the paths, the user doesn't "go down" all the

paths. (2) the responses that the user gives direct him
If there is no prompt shock to detonation, we still must through the path appropriate to his situation, and (3) the
be concerned with the penetration effects [Note: we con- protocol is being put into user-friendly, personal com-
sider SDT first because (I) it is usually the worst reac- puter compatible software. At present it is easy to use
tion, and (2) if it's going to occur it will be the first and when the software is complete it will be even easier
(and last) occurrence, taking place in microseconds, for to use.
that munition.1 In the renetration path, Fig. 3. we are
first concerned witt i ether the fragment can penetrate Once you have these data, what do you do with them?
the case, that is. is there sufficient mass and velocity of The data can be used to construct a hazard assessment
the projectile to exceed the ballistic limit of the case, If plot shown in Fig. 4. Starting at the right hand of this
not, we have the desired bounce-off/ricochet However if figure, we first determine what combinations of projectile
the mass and velocity exceed the ballistic limit, we must mass-velocity will cause prompt detonation. This region
ascertain by how much. If the mass and velocity greatly is ameliorated at the lower values of mass (smaller diame-
exceed the ballistic limit, the fragment may pass through ters) by critical diameter considerations (for a more com-
the munition without igniting the energetic material plete discussion of critical diameter effects, please
and/or over-venting the case. consult pg. 140 of Ref. 2). Also shown on Fig. 4 are

the ballistic limit lines for the case (B.L. is the single
Rut if the mass and velocity don't greatly exceed the bal- ballistic limit line, while 2 B.L. is the ballistic limit for
listic limit, eg., the fragment lodges within the grain, penetrating one side and emerging through the second
we must ask if ignition occurs. If no. that's desirable, side.). Somewhere between/near these lines is the explo-
If yes, then we need to know the bum rate, burn area, sion phenomena (sometimes referred to as burn to vio-
pressure and vent size (not independent parameters) in lent reaction, or BVR for short). The region to the left
order to determine if we can vent the products fast of the ballistic limit line is the bounce-off/ricochet zone.
enough or whether an explosion is probable. If we can whik, the region to the right of the explosion region and
vent. we sull have a fire problem to contend with. If the to the left of the detonation region is the zone of over-

vented reactions.

THIS A SIMPLIFIED EXAMPLE OF FRAGMENT PENETRATION lo EXPLOSION
PATH OF FRAGMENT IMPACT HAZARD ANALYSIS PROTOCOL

EXPLOSION EXTREMELY
PROBABLE (MAY CAUSE
MASSED REACTION)

tNO
PRAGMENT N =1

MASS - d d dcr
VELOCITY UNDAMAGED Vs CAN YOU VENT YES
SIZE SHAPE ENERGETIC dcr CONSIDERATIONS FAST ENOUGH o FIRE STILL
ORIENTATION MATERIAL R,Ab, P MAY BE A

HAZARD
d d c r Y

!YES
BALLISTIC
LIMIT OF M, V B.L H M, V.:B.L.

CASE -OW

vs MUCH? IGNITION?
M. V OF FRAG

M. V B.L. M, V B.L"

ENETRATE [ RENTEDN

Fig. 3. S unlIied Hazard Assessment Protocol for Fragment Impact/Penetration of a Cased Energetic Material.
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Fig. 4. Hazard Assessment Plot for Fragment Impact of a Cased Energetic Material.

The actual locations of such lines on a hazard assessment 6800 ft/sec. [Note: There are 7000 grains/lb. A 1/2 x
plot are going to be dependent on the va ious munition 1/2 x 1/2 inch cube of steel is approximately 250
designs, the environment, and the threat stimuli, and will grains.] Similarly there are several fragments of 6600
change as you change the design, the environment, and grains (almost a pound each) with a velocity of 4200
the stimuli. The point to be made here is that one of our ft/sec. These are obviously in the prompt shock to det-
goals has been met: y.. can p the hazard [eson onation region and represent a serious problem that must

base~d =n laboratory and small-scl fiel tests., g m be designed away or mitigated.
the design cycle, and then Jf You experience -C unwantedrespo n se, see th effects of d esia n ch an_. s . T h is w ill be A s sh w on F g . 6 y t q u r sy m o is t e ta -

orespon, seer elw edard U.S. insensitive munition fragment test fragment
(250 grains and 8300 ft/sec). Obviously this test would

While the cartoon of Fig. 4 shows the overvented zone, say that there was not a prompt shock to detonation

in reality at present we have difficulty predicting the problem. although the munition would fail the test due to

exact location of this zone. We know it exists and have eaplosion.
specific examples of when it exists for given munitions Once you know that you're in trouble, plots can be used
and given threats, it's just that we have difficulty in a to help get you out of trouble. Figure 7 shows the efiect
priori prediction. So instead of the hazard plot of Fig. of using various steel barriers in mitigating the impact
4, we use the semi-logarithmic plot of Fig. 5. [This is of the two fragments discussed previously. For example,
an actual plot for a given ordnance item.} Here the three 114 inch thick steel barriers will move the H140 grain
areas (prompt detonation, burn to violent reaction, and fragments out of the detonation region and approxi-
ricoihet) are shown and one can see the general vulnera- mately 3/4 inch thick steel barriers will move the effects

sparticular of these fragments, not only out of the detonation

While knowledge of a munition's vulnerability is very region, but out of the bur to violent reaction region.

desirable, it can be extended to determine the vulnerabil- Protocols exist in all of the areas. Reference 2 presents
ity of the munition to a specific threat such as detona- several Protocols that have since been improved upon.
tion of an enemy warhead or detonation of one of our The hazard analysis protocol for electrostatic discharge
own warheads (sympathetic detonation). To do this we (ESD) is not only found in Ref. 2, but an improved upon
need a mapping of the threa*. fragments. ESD protocol may be found in Ref. 4. The cook-off pro-

tocol developed by this group differs from that presented
Figure 6 presents such a threat spectrum overlaid on i e.2 n ilb ulse na pnfrmi h

the ai~rd ap o Fi. 5 Thecirlesshowthevarous in Ref. 2, and will be published in an open forum in the
the hazard map of Fig. 5. The circles show the various

fragments in terms of their mass and velocity. The size future. As mentioned earlier, the protocol for bullet/

ot the circle is indicative of the approximate number of fragment impact is well developed, significantly past

fragments; having that mass and velocity (1. 10, 100, that of Ref. 2, and will be presented in open forum in the

Iag n h g tnear future. The shaped charge jet protocol is also well
advanced. Discussions are currently underway as to

This Overlay plot is obviously very valuable in showin whether this protocol could be merged with bullet/

the vulnerability of one munition to another. In theong fragment protocol. In the area of sympathetic reaction.

example given in Fig. 6. there are many fragments over there are three major diversions: (1) one donor on one

1000 grains with a velocity of approximately acceptor, (2) one donor on multiple acceptors (stack).
and (3) stack donor on stack acceptor(s).
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ments are forming but not completely formed, more the Eastern States Combustion Institute - Physical and
strip-like. and (4) large sepiration - greater than 2 charge Chemical Processes in Combustion, Philadelphia PA,
diameters - these are fully developed fragments. Instance November 1985.
4 can be handled by the fragment protocol, as can be
instance 3, if one remembers that the impactor is a "strip 2. T. L. Boggs and R. L. Derr (Editors). "Hazard
of fragments." Studies for Solid Propellant Rocket Motors," NATO

Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
SUMMARY Development. AGARDograph No. 316, September 1990.

lThe purpose of this paper has been to present recent 3. T. L. Boggs, C. F. Price, H. P. Richter, A. L.
activities using the hazard assessment protocol method, Atwood, A. H. Lepie, N. G. Zwierzchowski, and L. R.

and to show how this method can he used. The example Boyer. "Detonation of Undamaged and Damaged
given in this paper has been for fragment impact; show- Energetic Materials, 19th International ICT Conference,
ing how hazard assessmentiresponse plots can be created, 1988, pp. 30-1 to 30-13.
and how specific threat maps may be overlaid to deter-
mine problem areas. Also shown was how to use these 4. J. Covino and F. Hudson. "Assessment
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efforts, of Energetic Materials," AIAA Journal of Propulsion and

Power, March-April 1991 (in press).
These efforts are continually evolving at a rapid rate, and
readers are encouraged to contact the various "authors"
with comments and suggestions.



Discussion

QUESTIQN BY MAY. US: Would you please clarify your reservations
about cook-off tests. Are you referring to both slow and fast cook-
off tests?

ANSWER;. As described in the text, and the presentation, the
emphasis of TTCP WAG-11 has been on mechanistic understanding so
that we can have predictive capability. That is, we understand the
hazard situation so that we can apply our knowledge to predict
hazard responses for given stimulus + environment + sample
situations. My reservation about most large scale cook-off tests,
both fast and slow, is that they are go/no-go tests that do not yield
mechanistic understanding leading to predictive capability. While
go/no-go tests are important to demonstrate successful compliance
with IM requirements, they are inadequate in and of themselves
since they are not very well instrumented, are very costly for the
information derived, have poor statistical certainty and since they
occur near the end of the development cycle, and the "fixes" are
likely to be costly.

QUESTION BY DEFOURNEAUX. NIMIC: Thank you very much for your
faith in NIMIC. All models I have seen, including yours, for bullet
impact assumes the bullet stays stable. A test in France showed a
bullet was stable when it entered a propellant grain and then
tumbled, however there was no reaction. But in most tests there is
a reaction and you cannot tell if the bullet tumbled or stayed stable.
What is the value of the test if you do not know how the bullet
behaves on each test?

ANWER- ' That's a very good point to bring up, tests on inert
material does show that bullets do tumble. Therefore, the test is a
valid test whether or not the bullet tumbles.
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r :,Lt-ion oIsqIU' la rt.action tres % ioitente en passant consid~rer on nouveau scenario prenant en compte
i'r des com111ostions ou die-, t~clitncnwrts plns ou Ia prulsence d'un canal dans le blo0c de pIpro

I ins iolents F-In tant que ro,tction tr~s~ violente. ta (I ),(2).
dL'tonation est ensisag& soit diredCt Poor des
properooIs trt~s sensibles aio choc ou suite ý oine Comme t'a montri- ]a mod~tisation qui a
transition I artir die [a d~tagration p~oor des r~alisde. cc scdnario met en ico on phclnom~ne de
proper-'Is Tangereusement friemientahles '-rs, do type XDT dans la partie arri~re do chargement.
d'veloppenicnt de propUlseOrs utilisant des Ceci est d'ailleurs confirm6 par le fait que ce
propergols discrets. t~nerg.1tiques, ces dews sctlnarii scuenario est comme la XDT sensible A la
soint pris en comipte et maitrisOs g~om~trie. la tcmp&ature et les proprii~t~s

m~caniques.



Les essais de comprt~ension r~alisds et les - ýpaisseur A brOler
modi~lisations assocides sont prt~sentds dlans les -tempdrature

chapitres suivants. -structure

-vitesse de la balle et

I- ESSAIS EXPERIMENTAUX pisuAbre.

Leffet de I'd~aisseur A bn~ler (web)
Pr~liminair : rappel de l'essai

Ce param~tre a une grande importance puisque
Pour expliquer la detonation retard~e inattendue, une detonation a lieu A 50 mm alors qu A 35, 4.0,
plusieurs hypoth~ses ont W~t formul~es (2). Tout 45 et 55 mm. nous observons seulement une
d'abord, ii 'a tallu reproduire la d~tonation et pour combustion partielle et mn~me fragmentation du
cela dl~finir une maquette representative. Un bloc matdriau (figure ýL).
plein de ce propergol ne dUtone pas dans les mn~mes
conditiorns.

Figure 2 :Courbe Probabiljt6 de o~tonation en
fonction du web

La maquette est en propergol flu de diam~tre (0 =
152 mm), de hauteur (H- = 100 mm) avec un canal
central de diam~tre variable pos&e sur un bdti selon
tine se.ction droite. Elle est soumnise A lagression p-bab.h~t4
radiale d'une halle de 12.7 mm pertorante mod~le F1 dc d~nomton Zone ct Zone qe Zone de

dont !a vitesse est voisine de 1050 mi's (figure 1). non d~toflatiofl non

1 ~tonation 2/2 naio

1ijgure I Description de la maquette. 5

0 Lou 0/3/i

35 40 45 50 55
- n6p.an ur i brer I min)

r~suftat0/ 1 = 0d~tonationiun ea

En fait. il existe une zone o~i il y a une nrobabilitý

I ~de di~tonation pour certaines dpaisseurs A br-tler~
d'ot ['importance de la g~omdtrie du bloc -ur le
resultat de -vulndrab'1it6.

vsriable

NB :Cette fornit, de courbe peut li~g~rement
5vo'uer pour une autre fabrication du m~me

Val-idation dut scenario matridu.

11 semble que le scenario est plus complexe qu'un L'effet de la tempdrature
cl&;sique sc~nario de SDT ou TDD. En ci fet. atmn de
locali.ýer l'endroit oOi la dt~tonation nait au sein du
bloc, et pour suivre la propagation de l'onde de 3 tempdrature-s ont &6 6tudides 45, + 20 et +
J~tonatlon, des essais ont aý r~ais~s avec des sondes 651C.
A ionisation. Ceci a permis de montrer que la
dt~tonation est reproductible et a lieu aux environs de
150 ps (dans la seconde partie du bloc) apr~s La figure 3 nous montre Ie changement de la zone
Iimpact de la halle. Ce ri~sultat ne peut pas ýtre de detonation -n function de la temperature.

contondu avec les phý,nom~nes de SDT et DDT qui
ont respec.tivcmcnt des temps caractdristiques de
quclques dizaines de ps et quelques centaines de ps.

Les photos RX montrent que la balle pdnktre dans la
soconde partie du bloc aux alentours de 100 us et que
les fragments de propergol suivent la balle.
Pour Meerminer les param~tres qui rentrent en jeil
dans ce ph~niim~ne, des essais ont dt r~alis~s en
fonction de diffdrents param~tres



ILiure 3 Prohabidit,ý de d&tonanon ent.chn du - eni resistance A ]a fragmentation dangeieuse, It-
~eh et de la tzrmplrdture dU 111oc (bloc 0 =152 passage de 20 A 80'C fait passer la VLI de > 288

mim, H 100 mm) rn/s 4 175 mis. pour 18 MPa.

- 4 ITIAD, le nombre de cartes; va de 125 cartes A
20'C a 150 cartes; A 75-C.

Pot it-'one de - a Vaptitudl-- A la d~tornation contre paroi plane, la
JIkrt.8tian -itesse scuil &olue de 480 rn/s A 20TC A 450 m.'s

A 65'C
2 2

4 -Suar la vitesse de propagation des dI'auts.

Wfet de Ia structure

~ ~' 2.0o Queiques essais a-ec quitre nature-d'enveloppes

roul&~ coil&e. et PMIA.

A. Les preiowers r~sultats. obtenus m-ontrent que
~--~a- czone 1r

o' ~- l'en .,loppe en acier ordinaire est p~nalisante par
2 2 rapport au bloc flu puisque le s;euil de d~tor~ation

Qn cpaisseur a hrailer est plus faihle (40 mim au
5~ lieu de 50 mmni.

5- Les envelopp es carbone, feuille d'acier roul&e et
_______PMMA sernhlent am~iiorcr le comrnortement des

35 4L 45 o ' 6 maquettes puisque pour des 6paisseurs pour
I-squelles dlNaai tonation sur blcnu, la
khktonation disparait a\vec: ces strut-wres. Un
pro~ramme compl~mcntaire e-st enl cours de

A r~alisation pour contirm-er les r~sultats.

L~ket Le cr iseur ý bniie3r et de !a 'cit-s do L
- hbal Ic.

un plan i'exp&icnce a '~tý 61ahorý en faisant
\arier les deux paramritres : Ipaisseur 'a br-fler et

S-- ~ vite'Sse de baile.
35 .sP - 5 5 55

Trois s ites~ces ,.,[ dý ttudi~lcs

910, 1050 et 1140 m,'s. ccci aux epais..eurs
r,-ler ivarian~t de 45 5 n m.

ci vo'hiiite Ai !, 11"n J 'iia I Impact de
K> n it ave0 a, ~cVrtilre La figure 4 nous wnntre la r~ponse du propergol

enl tficýLion de ccs 2 paramntres.
'AŽ I do Jetnation :1 4U(

.1 ii7pa~cr im one qiiind :-"rtiK A 55 i-m, oin n ohserv"2 auci ne detonation quelle
cinc~Ic.que soit [a vites:,e de '- ball- darns le domaine 930

1 1I40 m's.

Les domaines du plan sont i mriner at-in de
pouvoir conclure s'r i-s au -es 4paisseurs-

iC nrle de la tenipJ; -iure I Je'. etdý mini en tidence
'ur le's tests s'uzvxrmr



Fi;ure 4 :prohahiihtý de d&tonation du propergol en Seul le novau de la balle est mod~1is6 avec une
fOnction die la vitesse de ha±lle et de 1I'Ipaisseur vitesse de'1050 m/s. Cette vitesse correspond
hrtiler. une vitesse pour laquelle )a rnaquette de r~f~rence

ddtone quasi syst~matiquement A 20'C. Le code
LS-DYNA 2 D (3) a W utilist pour r~aliser

Ep...srn i&ude.

45 - 112 * 2.2. Analyse du cas de refrence

7 ~La maquette a ýt moddlis~e avec 1541 61ýments
____________ ______et 1661 noeuds en utilisant un modele i6rosif

9331. 3 33 (figure 5).

Vitorssc dc b&Uc IrnisI Fi2ure 5

(3nc~usons d =152 e =50 erosion v =1050 m'/s

D~c tous aos essais ex~iieuxressortent plusieurs
ýiarnetres niportants, 1uwant un r~fle dans le r&sultat
A Ip'reuve d'IPB &.00

- Titiure de la structure et epai~seur A briiler de 40

rl-per,,oi (aTrhitecture. .0
2.00

- tus'e. kcc Li ale bode

- torperature f'i prpe-o. -2(00

-4 00L
S•V I.ATION NI. NlVRIOLL- DE L'IMPACT

Dl* 13 LLL -6 00

-8.00
n,' -ce 1.e L. si m Liit i on

-10.00

[,i dŽrlredn. ans ýe pr..-iraphe est celle du -12 00
-aeietýr encc, e t s,: Jfi n i :ommre suit

- iam.1'trc extlirieur ýPý I ý2 1mm 7* E90 t

J iamlmre du naa i)mm

hautear H = 100) minf. Avec cc mod~s1e. les mailles d~passant la
de~formation pla-stique d'6rosion disparaissent. cc
qui entraine 1'6rosion du mat~riau le plus tendre.

I a tr~iiectoire de Ia haile suivýant un diamtýtre avec
des ettets, reljitivement Iocahisls. a amend une
mkideirsano~n en axisvrnetrique. Les cylindres sont La simulation a &6 men~e j'usqu'A perforation
.tills] rodtilis~~s par des spheres. Cette' mod~lisation compl~te de la maquette. Lorsque I .on analyse
permet d' ovrimiser les temps de calcul twit en restant I'histogramme de pression d'un 6I6ment plac6
reprilsentat if d'ur point de %ue ph~nomt~nolo'-ique. proche de [axe de symdtrie 21 mi-6paisseur de ]a
On girdera dinsi A Iesprt que les niveaux de partie arrivre point A, on constate deux pics de
pression ne stin pas A prendre t n compte dans tension avant la compression due A la bale (figure
Iabsolu. L'analyse est qualitative et donne un ordre 6).

kio grand-ur quantitatit



J = i2 e 50 erosion v 10M) mns 1 52 e 50 10, It ivs

S-"- SA-
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'11 030 00 comprssio

0 3 1

-4.00 L.

T7OPS DO - -.

uýý i 0de chnl e une onde de *orrpre"Sion Ces deux ondes de compression att~nu~es en
ruequi JU fllxeaU u diCanal se decom0ITpose en particulier par des dUtentes; laktrales se tocalisent

J;o ''d&~e pour le contourner Coes ondce ý aulnuent dans la partie arri~re. Cette onde focalis~e passe
:-I te en raison, en particuu ier des detentcs au nive-au du noeud de mesure entre 90 et 100 ps.

It IL& Fles arrivent ýi env iron '70 pis au nivreau dU La r~tlexion sur la surface arri~re de la maquette
"pit *\ cen e tocýaliolant 1! ne roeste PJhuý IUC ýJueil.ueS gt~nLre des tensions qui redescendent dans la

Il1AM'-"~ de baspartie arri~re juste avant I'arriv&e de la balle.

neri ten'ion due Aly derenteS QO Lidralet au trou de On a ainsi le deux;Žme pic qui apparait sur les
ert7 ratio~n en Lirriore dle aj halle remronte C..alement courhes (figure 6). Ce deuxi~me pie de tension
ri ian Ter, ,ercol ('cute tension seo cumuie I celec 330 bar) plus Nevý que le premier, atteint un
di !la rdfexion dc I onde de compression niveau tel que I'on peut supposer le propergol

Fredee pour tormer le pre2mier pie de tensýion. endommagO.

I roque li halle atte~nt le canmil central. la
C' mprssin en~ rle par la p(onte de la baiie Ne La dltonation obtenue sur cc type de maquette
nropce ansIa aqIette en ent)urn.Ant le ,anAl peut s'expliquer par l'endommagement pr~alable

twur 7) ['impact de la halle de Ia partie arri~re du
syst~me. Le mat~riau ainsi endommag6 est plus
sensible pyrotechniquernent au choc -

2.3 - Comparaison ax-cc un cylindre sans canial

La maquette pleine a ýt discr~tis&c par 2267
Li16ments et 2458 noeuds (figure 8).



L cure 8 Le schdma de propagation des ondes est un peu
diffdrent en raison de I'absence de canal central.
L'onde de cornpression qui se pro ate a environ
2200 misdansle propergoi ser d~icnit su~r a
surface libre arri~re donnant des tensions. Ces
dernitres sont faibles, I'attdnuation de l'onde de

- compression 6tant importante. La compression
entretenue par la pertoration de la balle empeche
d'ailleurs cette zone de tension de se d~velopper.
L'amplitude de cette compression est, dans les

* - m~mes conditions de calculs deux fois plus faible
que dans le cas pr~c~dent. 11 est raisonnable de
considdrer que la balle perfore un matdriau qui

* - reste "homogtne" m~caniquement pendant toute
lagression (ceci en amont de la bWle),

2.4 - Carrflation vitesse de ]a baile - 612aisseur a
brdler

Le pr~sent paragraphe cherche A montrer
l'importance de ]a synchronisation entre la vitesse
de la balle et le trajet parcouru par les ondes de
pression.
D'autre part, la vitesse de balle induit les niveaux
de tension enregistrds. Les geomdtries ainsi
ýtudides sont

-diam~tre ext~rieur 4pe =152 mm,

-diam~te du canal
Le depoudliement des calculs a Ot etftectuý en se
placant au mn~me niveau sur l'axe de sym~trie qje (Pi1c = 70 mmi Op. 40 mm)

(pc= 30 mm (6p. 60 mm)

0 n constate l'absence de deuxi~me pic de tension - hauteur maquette H = 100 mm.
tioure 9).

- > Maquettes d'6paisseur de propergol 60 mm.
i_;ure 9

Deux vitesses diffdrentes ont dt envisag~es pour
MP7aLL2 15 , ROSIONI la balle :v = 950 mis. v =1050 m/s.

2) E - ) A la vitesse standard de I'essai. c'est A dire 1 1050
mis. on constate figure 10 que la tension qui se

ý,-3 ddve ope 4 l'arri~re de la maquette est faible.
D~-3-. Elle'9 ntteint que 286 bar (t =88 ps) ce qui est
SOF-03trop faible pour endommager de fai~on notable le

propergol.

D OE-03

50 E-03

QOC-03 0.13. 10-3

5 OOE-04 ,

'2 00[OO____00 __

IEK4PS



L1~'~re1KFizure I I

d -152 e =50 erosion v 1050 m/s
d =152 e 60 erosion v 1050 m/s

LO0E-33

OE-j-3,

OOE-03

I 5OE- 03~

3)OE 3

~3i~ 3 OOE-04-

Ctte premiere tension, due a la r~tlexion des ondes
J,2 co3mpressions issues de l'impact de ihalle en face
ai ant, n'est jamais suffisante pour g~n~rer assez Le fait Lue la vitesse de la balle soit plus faible
d'end33mmagement. 11 &tait donc int&essant permet donc de voir l'aII~e et le retour des ondes
J'envisacer une vitesse de bafle plus faible pour dans ]a partie arri~re de la maquette.
jaiýser les ondes se combiner de ta~on a avoir le Lendommagement restera faible et ne rendra pas
jeuxi~nie pic de tension mis en &vidence lors d'une le matdriau plus sensible LI l'impact de la balle.
e-tude pr3Žc~ente .La compression due A la
1-crto3ration de la partie arri~re de la maqucute par la

P,:e cg~~ pas de reaction pyrotechniquc. A ]a vitesse d'impact standard. le signal de
ni minimgement ni'&ant pas suttisant. pression trace en fonction du temps dans la pantic

arri~re de [a maquette pr~sente la mrime allure que
dans le cas de Ia maquette pleine. Le canal nest

Pour une vitesse initiale d'impact de 950 m's. on donc pas assez important. Exp~rimentalement
--n~t-te fig~ure I I que les niveaux de tension dans Ia aucune reaction pyrotechnique n'a &6 enregistrr&
;o-¶e arri~re de Ia maquette restent faibles. Le avec une telle maquette.

dctuxi~me pic de tension reste taible car Ia balle
arrive. encore trop vite, Par contre. si I on envisage
une vitesse de ball e plus fai hle les ni,ýeaux de - > Maquettes d'6paisseur de propergol 40 mmn
\33llictadtions sont insuttisants pour obtenir tine
r3~actj33n pyrotechnique.

Deux vitesses d'im pact ont dt envisag~es pour
1'6tude de ce typ d e maquettes :v I =1050 m/s
et v2= 1250 mis.
A la vitesse de 1050 in/s on rerrouve bien le 2ýme
pie de tension mis en evidence lors de 1't6tude de
comparaiso In entre la maquette p eine et la
maquette d 6paisseur 50 mm. Cette tension plus
faible semble insuffisante pour g~ndrer un
endomnmagement suffisant du propergol. Le signal
de pression ý mi-6paisseur de I a partie arri~re
point A de la maquette ezt fourni figure 12.



Ejizure 12 On peut donc dire qi si la balle a une vitesse
trop grande elle pr~cedera la formation du second

= 152 e 40 v 1050 rn/s pic de tension empachant 1'endomnnvigernent du
propergol et par IA mdme sa sensibilisation au
-hoc.

Inversement si [a vitesse de la balle est trop taible.
ýOE-03on aura formation du deuxi~me pic de tension
AF-13 mais d'un niveau trop faible pour endommager le

propergol. En corTdlation avec cela l'onde de
4 ~ compression due au second impact sera plus
j0E ý)3faible.

3 - CONCLUSIONS

A ý)3Ces travaux ont montr6 que la mise en detonation
:4-3des moteurs A propergol solide lors d'un impact

de balle, pouvait s'expliquer par d'autres scdnarii
que les traditionnels DDT et SDT. Notarnent

cE- . - pour les chargements A canal. le m~canisme de
XDT pouvait etre exacerbd pour des dpaisseurs ou

F,. vitesses de balle tr~s particuli~res. Ce r~sultat
contirme une nouvelle fois que la vulndrabilitd

-. n nest pas qu'un probl~me de sensibilitd du
M" propergol. En fait. I'immunitd d'une munition

depend de son architecture et doit ftre prise en
consideration comme une performance lors de son
d imensionnement.

Pour ]a vitesse de 1250 m's, la halle arrive avant que
Ics ondes se sojent combin~es de fa~on A g~n~rer de
la tension dans ]a par-tie arri,,re de Ia maquette (figure Ce travail est financ6 par le STPE du Minist~re

3). ~Franqais de la DiMense.
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Discussion

QUESTION BY VICTOR. US: Have you varied the diameter of the
charges tested in these bullet impact tests?

ANSWER: Yes, it is a parameter we vary. However, at the
experimental level, we have to limit ourselves as to the size we can
test. Indeed, for the charge diameters of about 200 mm, in the
barrel the bullet could deviate so that the thickness of the
propellant in the second part is not precisely known, and is
therefore a parameter for further testing. Nevertheless, we are
actually doing tests of 170 mm caliber.

QUESTION BY VAN DER STEEN. THE NETHERLANDS: How did you model
the increase in sensitivity of the damaged propellant in your
simulations?

ANSWER: On the one hand, Tom Boggs and his colleagues at NWC have
shown that a freshly damaged propellant has a sensitivity which
may be multiplied by a factor of 10. On the other hand, through our
own modelling, we have shown that the XDT phenomenon, for example
in the gap test, can be explained by a more important sensitivity
parameter of the damaged propellant caused by the passage of the
first compression wave through the propellant and the resultant
internal stress which follows.

QUESTION BY MENKE. FRG: Does the shock modelling take care of
different mechanical properties in a propellant with viscoelastic
mechanical properties?

ANSWEfi Yes, the modelling does take into account the mechanical
properties of the propellant.



EFFECT OF CASE THICKNESS AND PROJECTILE GEOMETRY ON THE SHOCK
INITIATION THRESHOLD FOR A GIVEN EXPLOSIVE
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Suimary
An Wnacceptable response from a decreasing pressure profile linking
munition c~n be obtained by a variety the shock to the barrier or
of mechanisms associated with the projectile.
impact of a projeptile. A prompt
response, leading. in many cases to A systematic experimental study is
full detonation, ip usually linIed to reported in this p.aper of the effect
the stimulus provided by the .mpýct of *both projectiie geomet ya.nd
ShOCk, Although shock initiation barrier condItions Qn initlation
forms only a part of the thneat posed threshold. This study illustrates the
by projectile impact, its imoortance differences beween •D and divergent
merits the present study ihto the shocks in producing detonation.
effectiveness of protective barriers Theoretical work links such
and some of the limits associated $itA differences to the effect of the
the phenomenon. This paper examines degree of shock divergence, and
thq protection qiven Py barrier formiAltes a criterion which predicts
thickneps and ,oaterial against a range the initiation theshold for divergent
9f projectile geometries for impacts shocks.
involving a given explosive. The type
9f geopetry which can cause shock
initiation is discussed and the nature 2. EXPERIMENTAL ASSEMBLY
of the shock eximined. Differences
between, ID and divergent shock The majority of results reported in
initiation are explored. this paper were obtained from impacts

into a charge that was 100mm long by
57mm diameter. The charge was

1. INTRODUCTION contained in a 9mm thick steel
cylindrical casing, open at ore end.

n- tterptiig to prte • ct "unitions The open and of tb: cbarge (which was
from projectile attack it is important subject to impact) was eithdr bare or
to understand the hazards posed by covered by a barrier of steel or
various ceopetries (and orientatioisý aluminium. The explosiye used Was
of proj~ctile, and the protectioh PE4 a mouldable 1plastic explosive
given by Oifferent barrier thicknesses containing 88% RDX and 12% grease as
and materials. In this context one of aýi inert binder. Material details are
th, major hazards to a munition listed in Table 1.
griginates from the production\ of the
impact shoqk and its transmission into
the explosive. Týble 1. Hugoniot data assuming a

linear shock/particle velocity
In the past extensive effqrt has been relationship (w=A+Bu)
devoted to developing criteria aimed
at preditinq the explosive's reqponse Material Density A B Refto the simpldst of such shocks, le the (Sg/) (km/s)
ID shock such as that produced by
flying platq impact. Howevqr, the Mild Steel - 3.596 1.6863 1
majority of impaqtq that are likely to Aluminiim 2.68 5.25_ l3ý 2
occur to a munition (such as those PE4 (solid 1.60 2.5 2.0 -
from bullets and fragments) do not phaie)
produce such, a phock, either because
of the projectile geometry or the * Densities foi PE4 experiments were
thickness and composition of the 7 81 MgI/z' for the projectiles and
barrier The most likely .form of 7.78 Mg;/' for the barrier.
shock :o b be trpnsmitted into toe
eyplosive is one ip which the flow is + Estimated values for A and B. In
liverging, producing a shock that the above w ts the shock and u the
instanftl starts to decay with tiipe particle velocity.
and, for the majority of velocities in
the bullet/fragment regime, has a A steel projectile 25.4mm long by



13.15mm diameter was used. Three initiation mechanism with increasing
types of ti p geometry were barrier thickness. For large changes
iivestigated; f at ended; conical in mectanism, eg .4etween shock to
tips, ahd rounded ends. The interpal detonatioi• transition. (SDT) ..•nd
angle of the conical tips was varied deflagration to detonation transition
froiý 1650 to 301. The round nosed (PDT'• it was expected that
projectiles had radii of curvature of signiticant differences in the time of
6,6mm and 8.2mm. In all instances the eqlosive responpe would be ,observed.
tip geometry was attached to the Fi m records, which have an interframe
13.15mM diameter rod. The projectiles time of about 3 0gs, showed no
were housed in a nylon sabot and fired observabte differtnce for resplnses
from a 30mm RARDEN gun. from than and thick metal barriers.

To obtain a more accurate assessment
The eyent was back-lit by flash bulbs of delay time, a pumber of experiments
and filmed using a 1/4 heiqht fastax were performed in which lonisdtlon
camera operating at about 30,000 fps. probes were placed at various
'The filT record was used to measure positiQns on t&e surface of the
the projectile velocity and to chegk explosive. These probes gave arrival
for y~w,. Ii those experiments in times of the detonation wave for
which initiation delays were measured impagts, desiqned to be just above the
a make-foll was placed on the front ot initiation threshold. The results
the ch~rge and ionisation pro1es show that for all thicknesses of
placed in contact with the explosIve aluminium barrier tested (31rd 9mm and
at a number of positions on its 10mm) there is less than a.?ps delay
surface, for the onset of detonation once

account has been taken of the times
for tho shock to traverse the barrier

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS and for the detonation front to reaqA
the probes. Consequently there is

3.1 ffect$ of Projectile Geometry unlikely to be a large scale chanqe ot
and Barrier-MicKness mechanism for these impacts, altfogqh

changes within the SDT mechanism will
Fi7"urq I shows the t 1.reshgld be sf9wn later in this paper to almost
S..... •ties required for detonation certainly take place.
when the chargp was covered by
aluminiun barriers of various The efficiency of the three types of
thicknesses. Thf results for projectile geometry at ip•ti•ting
flat-ended (180) and four covered explosives is shown in figure
conical-tipped projectiles are shown 3 .{ere the average orf eaqh
The error bars indicate the spread detontion/non-detoi~atiqn point is
between the lowest velocity to prcduce taken. This vel9city is normalized by
detonation, and the highest to produce the corresponding bpre threshold
a non-detonation. Experijents werQ velocity for the particular type of
also conducted using 90 and 30 projectile. It can be seen that
cones but no d tonations ,ere fLat-nosed rods are the most efficient
recorded up to the maximum velocity of at initiating, the explosive, although

he qgun (about 2000 m/s). Figure 2 at very thnlk barriers (above about
compares results for the round-ended 7mm og aluminium) the slope of the
-ods with those from flat-•o~ed normalIzed velocity curve is

imoaqts, again using aluminium approximately parallel to that of the
bai'riers of various thicknesses, cones. Conical projectiles follow

very similar paths for cone angles ofExamination of figure 1 showý 4 ijarked 12Q and above. Less efficient than
difference between the initiation this class of cone (although based on
threshold for the flat-ended rod, and somewhat liaited data) is the
those of the conical-tipped round-nosed tip.
projectiles. In the latter type oE
c�o�t•rg . .ne anl •,. .... l? 3.2 Effect of Barrier Material
and 16 5 produce threshold data which
are rpmarkaply similar. The thresh9ld 'igure 4 shows the difference in the
velocity rises almost linearly with initiation thresholds for PE4 covered
increasing barrier thickness for a ýy steel and alumini~uir. . The apparent
given cone angle, and the change in increase in sensitivity 9ft. he
angle produces an almost cqnstant explosive covered by thin aluminium is
shift (allowing for experimental postglated as being the result of the
uncertaifty -) n , the threshold barrier's Hl~gonjot lying between those
veloclty. This is in contrast to the of the projectile and explosive. A
flat-ended projectile which shows morq xjaustive 4iscussion of this
guite a -omplex curve, although for subject is qivei) in ref.3. The main
the thicker barriers this curve starts point to note is that about 5mm of
to ap-roach the behaviour exhibitel by aluminium is requ ired to return, to athe ubnes. The emergence of a similar threshold velocity equal to an impact
pattern is shown in fi ure 2 for the into the bare explosive.
round-nosed rods, iithough the
restdicted amount of data does not A lipited number of experiMents werepermit such generalised statements. carried out using a 10mm thick rubber

barrier. Three experiments wereThiq complexity of the flat-n9sed performed at about the same velocity
projectile's tFireshold curve raisgs 12000 .m/s with the flat-ended rod),
te possibility of changes in but with different degrees of confine-



ment. A plastic case and a plastic for puch an impact tjie shock structure
case with steel backplate did not consists of a transient, small volme

roduce detonation, while the c1arge of shock which is at very hiqh
oetonated in a steel case but with a pressure. This shoock is asspcqate9
delay of the order of 10-100 gs. The witi an annulus which is the initial
combination of relative ly long delay region of contact between the conical
compared to a similar thickness of surface and týe target, and, as such

alumInnium) and the neea for moyes with this cont~ct region. The
conflnqmeht (the response with the mqin ýhock volume behind this contqct
aluminium barrier war? the same ring is at a much lower pressure with
regardless of case material) indicates a flow velocity away from the axis of
a more fundamental change in mechan1sm symmetry. The divergent nature of
thnn that observed for barrier t is shock means that parameters sugh
thickness. It seems ctear that the as pressure and internal energy. in
rubbgr does not transmit a sh9ck of this volume pre below those obtiDaed
sufficient amplitude and duration to for an equivalent impact velocity
cause initiation at this impact producing g 1D. shock. Where the
velocity. However the exact contact ring Is formed in the
initiation mechanism under these exploqive, it ip postulated that the
conditions is not known at present. transient and highly localized nature

of the contact shock iapcep .it
unsuitable to be the initiation

4. THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION mechaniqm. No sooner has material
been ra~sed to this elevated pressure

4.1 Effect of Projectile Geonetry than it expands and cools to
on Initial Shock structure conditions in the larger volume. The

theory advanced in the next section
Unle~s the velocity of the projectile assumes that it is the larger and less
as it penetr~tes the explosive is volatile divergept shock Vollwme thst
supe;sgnic (dipcussior)s about such provioes initiation. This is
conditions, wh~ch mainly apply, to certaiply true for most covered
haped charge jet impactq, are q iven exploslvps where 9nly the divergent
in ref.4), the initial impact sh9ck shock is transmitted across the
quickly separates from the pr9jectile barrier.
and, unless reactior\ is triggered,
decays as rarefactions f romh the The dividipg line between supers9nic
periphery move into the shocked and subponic cone impacts is obtained
material. The quantity of explosive by ngting that the outward radial
shocked to 4 given level, and the velocity 6f the contagt ring along the
subsequent history of that mate~iil tarqet surface is %iven, by
depends critically upon the initlal v/tanJ90-o/2), where v is che impajt
shock formation which in turn depends velocity •n 1 is .he conp angle in
upon the qeometry of the projectile, degrees. By equating this to the
Fj ure 5 shows a 2D Eulerian hydrocode am ient sound speed in the target
sifulation of the shock st uctures material fapproximated by A for
genqratgd for tJhe three types of Tpaterials in -Tqble 1), the critical
pro]ectile impacting bare explosive at impact . velocity is obtaine4.

he same velocity. Supersonic impacts are gcnerated in
bare PE4 for angles above 1400 at 900

A flat-nosed rod produces a m/s, ano above 1000 at 2000 m/s. In
significant volume of 1D shock which, these impacts release waves cannot
for relatively thin barriers, carl be cro~s the contact ring until the
transmitted into. thq explosive, cQnical surface is fulLy in conta(t
Theoretical considerations (ref.ý) with the target, In contrast subs9nic
show that some 10mm of aluminium .1 impacts immediately allow rarefactions
required to prevent any transipission across the contact ring to erode the
of 1D shoqk from the 1.15mm diameter alrei•dy divergent. shock.. Hence the
steel projectile. However, only very difficulty of causing initiation, even
small voluimes of 1D shock are for bare impacts, with 900 an4 30
generated in the explosive for cones, both of which are subsonic at
alm=nium barriers thicker than about 2000m/s.
7mm, Fiqure 3 siows thqt the 1D shock
regime is associated with the lowest Rgund-nosed projectiles produce a
impaqt velocity needed to cause simil.r shock structture to t•iat
initiation. Fok Lhicker barriers a described for the cone in qualitative
divergIng shqc). is passed into the t9rms, but h4ve quantitative
explosive, similar in character to differences. Condi ions at the .contact
tho~e generated . by conic~l ring start by 1,eing supersonic near
projqctiles, althou% different in the initial point of contact, and
amp dltue (a fuller iscussion on the become subsonic as the angle between
Oi ffrencjs between the s projectiles the taryet and a tangent to the curved
is given in the next sectioxi). projectlle surface increases. Indeed

tMe rAdial velocity of the cQntact
Impacts by conical projectiles will ring initially tends to infin~ty,
nort produ;e a 1D shock volume inducing a ID, or near 1D shock in a
4ithough high pressures are produceA small vplume of target material. The
in the diverrqent shock providing the projectile curvAture then produces an
cpne angle and velocity are such as to increasingly divergent snork, and
givq a supersonic impact along the eventually allows rarefactions to
conical surface. Figure 5 shows that cross the contact ring before the



projectile surface is in complete to. apply to flat-posed rods (ref.8)
contact with the target For This criterion is based on the
comparison with other Rrojectiles, the transmIssion of a 1D shock into the
shock staucture evolves from an explosivel and has recently ýeen
approximation to a flat-nose4 rod, adapted to apply to impactp into
tnrough a swpersonic cone and finishes covered explosives (ref.3). Figure 6
as a subsonic cone. shows the. ID theory to prqvide a good

fit to the initial reqion 9f the
The overall degree of shock divergence threshold curve for flat-ended impacts
for a rudun-d-osed iipact, an its role into an aluminium parrier. However,
in initiation is difficult to this theory ip its present form
estimate. Ref,5. postulates that the breaks down tor Impact above about 7mm
near li portion of the shiock is barriqr thicKnesý, despite
responsible for triggering initiation experimental dýta showing a prompt (le
in bare char es. However, this would shock) detonation.
not usually -be transmitted across a
Oarrier, aid the 4ivergent shock that Figure 7 shows a simulatioi of the
is transmitted will nave undergone thick-barrier experiments using a 2D
areater erosion, due to the subsonic Eulerian hycrocode. This piedicts the
portion 9f the shock structure, than a existence in the explosive of a
supersonic cone of the same diameter divgrgent but still high, shock
Hence the trend shown tn fi-qre 3 ot regime. however, the radial change in
the round-noýed piojectije being less shock parameters is small corpared to
efficint in initiating covered the ctqanje occurring in the
explosives than a supersonic cone. longitudinal direction between the

snock ýront and the barrier. In
Differences in the bare (and proceeding radially outwards along the
unconfined) explosivp re sponse to lat shock front from the axis of symmetry,
Lnd round-nosed projectiles are qiven parameters, such as pressu2e change
in ref.5. Under these circumstances relatively slowly over a distapce of
the response, as measured by blasst the order of the original projectile
output becqmes more complex as the radius. The insertion of q barrier
pro]ectile is changed from flat to means that the shock, once it enters
round-nosed. A flat-nosed geometry the explosive, is usually at some
produces either a blast whiich is OistAnce from the original impact, ie
equlvalent to detonation, or has no it is effectively a "far field"
blast output. The rounl-nosed phenomenon in which the shock
projectile can produce an additional curvature has been coriderably
response which ' lies between these reduced The original shock divergence
extremts. Such a responsq was produced near the impact site appears
ascribed to reaction being triggered to be translated into differences in
in the early staqes. of the shock the longitudinal rarefactiop. (see
evolution, but not being supported by below) . The detailed mechanisms in
the subsemTent divergent nature of the this translation have still to be
floc which would tend to expand and identified.
cool the material. Some t~ndency
towards a similar trend for 120 cones To a first approximation, such a wave
(rcf9 bhas been noted, in which would cqrre~pond to a plane shock with
reicticns, which fall short of full a lonqgtudinal rarefaction attached
detonation, have been measured. The directIy to the shock front, ie the
situation ;n covered and confined divergence Xis ignored. By assumingcyn'csives is not so easily determined that conditions corresponding to the
since ncn-$hock mechanisms can give average pressure on tlhe centre-line at
sub-detonative responses for any of a given time are equivalent to those
the projectile types, in a 1D shock of tthat amplitude, use

can be made of existing criteria. In
it acnears from the above that a a plate impact the critical energy can
aullit~tive estimate of projectile be shown (ref.8) to have the form.
6fficiency and explosive response
ch3-acteristics can be made on the
talsites of the shock structure EC = •od wu2 /(w-u) = Pud/(w-u) (1)
transmitted into the exnlqsive. The
nrciuction of a ID shocR is the most where Ec is the critical energy
efficient method of initiation in the (derived from fl~t-ended rod 1mpagts
crojectiles investigated (it is into bare exoloqive), Po the initial
bgssible that a focused shock would explosive eensity, P the shock
give qreater efficiency, but pres~ure, w and u the shock and
expe-imental data appears to be particle velocities ano d the shock
lacking). Divergent shocks are less width. This last term is the distanqe
efficient and give less support at between the shock front and barrier in
least in bare explosives) to Re the wave dpscriped above. For a
reaction growth phase. linear relationship between shock and

particle velocity,
4,2 Initiation Criterion for w = A + Bu, andDpvernent-Sh-Oc-•s u = [(A 2 + 4BP/Po)O-s - A]/(2B) (2)
Previous work has modified a critical
energy criterion developed by Walker Using the parameters in Table 1 for
and Wasley (ref.7) for plate impacts, PE4, and = 1.83 MJ/mz, equations

1



1) and (21 define the threshold phock P
r~ssure for a given shock width. ýPl+(h/hl) P,/{(n-I) h/h'+l+ (3)
sing the 2P hy~rocode to model the i=h

shoCo evolution in the explosive, and i=2
examining tte average pressure at
about 0 24s intervals, shows whether a wherg cell 1 contains the
particular impact crosses this shock barrier/explosive interface, and h' is
threshold. Týe results for flat-ended the distance between barrier and the
rod impacts into thick barriers, and edge of cell 1. The maximum pressure
1650 conep into ll barriers are is located at cell n, and A is the
cgmpared with experiment in figure 6 cell width along the centre-line.
Figure 8 shows the theoretigai
threshold for PE4& and the time Cqmpari~on of the AUTQDYN code
dependent relations4ip between P and d simulations of • ID shock with results
found for, what is uudged to be from an analytic solution, usirlg the
threshold impacts for the two types ot materials of Table 1 and velocities in
projectile. the reyion of interest, indicates

errors n P of the order of +10%, and
It should be noted from figure 8 that in d of -5%.
the shock ptructure fo or the two
?rojectiles is u ite different. The In the second of the above
•la -ended rod -as a high average assumptions, errors are introduqed
pressure which quickly decays, in because some of the explosive bnhind
contrast to the cone wnich has a low the shock front hap been partially
amDlitude shock of relatively long released. The material has come down
duration. Consequently the parallel an adiabat from the shock position on
nature of the cone and the latter the Hugoniot and so the internal
portion of the flat-nosed response energy is higher, and p and u differ
curvis in fi gure 3 appears to be due fromthose associated wit4 a ID shock
to similarities in the OizanL'.s in shock pressure of the saTe amDlitude as the
structures with changing impact avqr;ge pressure in the wave, The
velocity.. The off set between the two gritical energy in its most basic form
cirves is probably 4ue to the is
differences in shock amplitude.
The inaccuracies due to approximations Ec/d = p [u'/2 + E] (4)
embodied in the above method can be
listed as follows:- where E is the specific internal

energy, anq p the shocked density of
I, Inaccuracies in the hydrocode the explosive. Fo a 1D shock (4i
simulation, reduces to the combination of (1) An

(2) already mentioned. However, if
2. Inaccuracies in the assumption the average values (subscript A)
that cQnditions at average P match throughout the wave are used, then (4)
those in a 1D shock of the same becomes
amplitude.
3. Tnaccuracies introduced by Ec/d [ [/2 + E
assuming a plane shock in the radial PA A] (5)
direction.

In the first of these, the method
rQquires large. amounts of computer Since E /d can be eqated to a 1D
time and the simulation output has to ýhock pressure, then this pressure can
ýe interrogated at short time in tur4 be equated to the average
inte~vals. Results in this paper were value@ in t5). As these values can De
obtained from tie commercially suppolid the hydrocode, the effects
available 2D Eulerian code AUTODYN ob deviations from the Hugoniot should
version 2.37), run on a desk to be included. Hence a better eqtimate

rachjnq for speed of turn round ang of the 1D pressure corresponding to
flexibility of interrogation. However, average values in the wave can be made
tle code in its present form is only by solving
first order accurate and so needs tU
be used with care. A mesh of Q.375 x uz +
9.56mm was used in the. reqign of 0 = -A +Al
interest, and wave shapes inve tigatqd a2
at 5 cycle intervals. The pressure is
loc~tyI at the cell centre and, due to P'IA'+4BP'/po)0 ' -A]
artificial viscosity, the main portio" (6)
of the shock front is smeared ovef
about three cells, Hence the locatign 2AB+(B-l)[(A 2+4BP'/po)0 ' 5 -A]
of the shock front is taken as the mid
point of the first cell past the PI
ocation of the maximum pressure. Then where is the improved estimate of

d is the distance between this point ID pressure.
pressurand the brrer The average By obtaining the average, values for p,

u and E for a number or impacts in the



region, of interest, the effective ip the shock at these relat~ively large
error in P is found to be of the order distances from the project lie is
of -10% to -15%. sm~ll. This allows a form of the ID

criterion to successfully predict the
For the third assumption, thq average explosive's response to such shocks.
values of P and d were obtained over
the shocX field out to approximately
thl original radiu* of the projeqt1le 6. REFERENCES
This was only carried out on a limitga
sample. However the error in this 1. Burrow#, .4 D., AWE Foulness,
samplei.n p (introduced .y only Private Communication, 1980.
calcula t inA P on the centre-line) was
+8%, and Re error in d was +2%. 2. Van Thiel, M., (ed.)

"Compendium of Shc-c Wave Data"
It can be seen that the approximations Lawrence Radiation Laboratory Report
made in calculating P and d have UCRL-50108 Vol.1.1966.
introduced errors that tqnd to cangel,
at least in the current investigation. 3. Cook,M.D., Haskins P J and
This work copfirms that the deqree of Jaiieý, H.R., "Prqjectife impart
.iverg~nce in all of the Impacts Initiation of Explosive Charges", in

investigated is reasonably low. The Ninth Symposium (International) on
Consequently what is bqsically a 1D Detonation, Aug.28-Sept.l., 1989.
theory can still be applýed wit .great
success. However, a ma]qr pQrtion 9f 4. Chick, M., Bussell, T., J
the energy requlred for initiation is Frey1  R-B., and Bines, A., "Jet
now contained within the release wave mint atign Mechanisms and
attached to the shock front, rather ýensIt ivties of Covered Explosives"
th~n confined to shocked material in the Nintý Symposium (International5
which has yet to be released, Hence on Detonation, Aug.28 - Sept. 1.,
the calculoion of such conditions has 1989.
).:eased in complexity. 5. James,H.R., apd ]ewitt, D.B.,

CC NCitic(l Energy Criterion for the
5. CONCLUSIONS Initiation of Uxplosives by Spherical

Pro ectilbs", Propellants, E xPosives,
Of the projectiles investigated those Pyr~technics 14 pp 223-233, 1g89.
that passed a ID shock iptq the
explgslv@ were most efficient at 6. Hewitt, D,B., AWE Foulness,
causing initiation. Divergent shocks Private Communication, 1988.
suc4 as. those produced, by flat-ended
projectiles throgqh thick plates, or 7. Walker, F.E., and Wasley
by conical projectles, were less R.'I, "Critical Energy for Shock
efficient. A greater loss of Initiation of Heterogeneous
efficieicy was found in round-i~oed Explosives", Explosivstoffe, 17,1, pp
pro]ectil § where part of the striking 9-13, 1969.
surfacl impacted the target at
subýoplc velocities. The least 8. James, H R "Critical Tnergy
efficient type of projectiles was the Criterion for the Shqck Initiation oT
cla~s of cone where the entire Explosives by Prqjectii• Impact",
striking surface impacted at subsonic Propel . lants Explosives, Pyrotechnics
velocity. No detonations were 13, pp 35-41, 1988.
reco~de for any impact under those
conditions.

Thicker, barriers obviously offer more British Crown Copyright 1991/MOD
protection against shock initiation. Published with the perml ssion of the
Howyzvr, within the constr~ints of a Contvoller of Her Britannic Majesty's
munItion, a .'e~listic thickness is Stationery Office.
unlikely to eliminate the problem. In
the current experiments detonatign has
been qbserved at about 2000 m/s impact
velocity for bqth a 9mm pteel barrier
and a 12mm aluminium barrier.

Better protection to shock is given by
the insertion of a layer of faterial
such as rubber. However, with some
barrier m~terials, in which the
Hugqnl•o lies between thos• of the
pro jctile and explosive, there is the
possibility of a reduction in
protection against shock.

The differing types of 4iverqent sihck
structure, formed on impact by *the
different projectile geo~etries,
appear in tne explosive mainly as
variations in the behaviour of- the
release wave connecting the shock to
the barrier. The amount of divergence
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Discussion

QUESTION BY ?: Did you ever think about a system of layers with
varying impedances to decrease the sensitivity of ammunition?

ANWR* That is an obvious possible consequence to this sort of
thing, but the implication of what happens with aluminum barriers
is that you can match or mismatch impedance.

m~wm ,M• ml m~mmi~ nlll i I I m



FUEL FIRE AND BULLET I14PACT TESTS WITH WARHEADS

D>r .Paul Wanninger
M0 s.-rss-hmir~t-Bclko,_w Blohm GMBH

8 88 o-rcbe -,ausen, E.PJG.

1>ma-1 7et~ týsersr tiv am- Bullet Impact Test

fi~ et,? t ,_e k f test- the Bullet impact tests are performed with a
sj:-;-atne to-:he 1ýlle a ndA steel tube and fil led with charges with
raj-e+I I tac it Aiei 1:- dJifferenit high explovive formulaticns.The

1 a~- ' firing is carried cut o)n the cover plate.
centre (diagram. 6).

s t 3re -he _fuel
i EA , i:-I ý' -h fý-I Different formulations are tested for

s' s iP 0" e a ''0ý afrt 'ir bullet impact tests. The caliber is half
W - a!''' K C'hOShCý. inch or 20 mm, the velo~city is between

re- e. ad 50 ms and 1000 rn/s. The charges have
differnt.Young modulusfrm20t

10 i 11< -xp l -tov 720 N/mm'-, different grain size
e-ae 

t
o .- ct1bts different binder systems

nAi, t'lere a small ,iifferenz
is aI e1 -n-h - I onder- onitent

f- 0h-w oh'ý amot lrfine s

-i he grain size J1 strino'f_) -,h "'s

in~ oýeme is more rcnsidierabe p .d tar
ir'loernce of the Y-=q ."i s'vr

-- ~' 1
-3 in iet nates wa-it ai

ui I.us t, 7210 N'Immm an d hlq ep
1- <o let w, ths-'aA h r -ii

Ji ~agram 7) .After the ei-s 7he
p .a'e is rrusheo u' and the ',g

expl -,sive i3 hs -b -l s-,3

h--go erleroy f: oml ,

7a icebý-r wstn a h igh v~ e (3 J-, f qr ir 8
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ammunition calibor, the critical diameter
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the charge, the mechanical properties,
the particle size distributions and the
type of the binder (diagram 13).



Shaped Charge Impact Test
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!VULNERABILTY

IFAST COOK OFF BULLET IMPACT I
3,3 0K/SEC. 30 CAL.

50 CAL.

20 MM r
HARO CORE

~SLOW COOK OF7F7 I3'3°K/h I FRAGMENT IMAT

1/2" CUBE n•

--JSHAPEO CHARGE IMPACT

SYMPATHETIC 25 MM

DETONATION
744, MM-

Fuel fire]

TNT/RPX LX 14 KS 32
25/70

Heat conductivity

[m-k 3.4 10o 4.39.1o0-
Coefficent of
thermal expansion -

[K -] 7.5 -10 - 4.85 .10 " 9.0 I0 -5

Di•gram 2



PBX-Pl

V VULNNERABILITY
FAST COOK OFF1

HM YTOUNG'S
HE BINOER GRAIN SIZE MOCULUS ELONGA TON REACTION

TYPE IVOLMo1 c/ f/uf (N/rnm 2
1 TYPE

BURNING
P 31 8,00 2 1 - 246 1,05 RT 2

BURNING
P 31 F 9,43 - 2 1 720 102 RT 1

DETONATION
P 32 7,95 21 - 378 1,63 Rr 5

Oiagram 3

"Fuel Fire

Fuel Type: Kerosene / Petrol

No. of Attempt 1 2 3

Amount of Fuel [11 60 + 10 90 + 20 100 + 20

Thermal Insulation yes yes no
of Warhead

Time to Reaction > 13 17 8
[min]

Temperature on 900 failed failed
HE Surface

Type of Reaction Burning Burning

in case HE ejected

0l1 aq ram :1



Fuel fire

Influence on fuel fire safety

- Size of warhead
- Confinement

- Mechanical properties
of HE-charge
• Elongation
*Tensile Strength

- Cracks
Diaoc3ran 5

Steel tube
for bullet impact trials

080

M60-2

D g 6-

C-.

DLdqram 6



FqPBX =P
Vulnerabiti I
Bullet impact

Esiu 4ng1 r bern

Crai VIil N/mo ,.., IaIO i Ra
Ty __,' _/_r IN/ ] '.w ' [g/cn3 I rmini Tpe

iII35 3 Oeo~rnton

P32 PS':K 7 95 2 1 378 1 63 1, 196 12,7 597 I ,,eonation
908 QOerona-ion

. 91 0 No •eac*:on

2, :KIP 8 00 2 1 - 201 1 36 1.797 12,7 912 Mild reaction

P22 d 25KiP 8,00 2 1 201 1 36 1,796i 20,0 1055 Noreacmon

I 596 No reaction

P31 8 00 2 1 - 246 1 05 1,801 12,7 912 Noreaction
915 Mild reaction

P 8 00 2 1 - 246 1 05 1,801 20.0 1057 Noreac:on

P31,F 9 ,43 2 1 720 1 02 1 760 12,7 911 7,Id:.ac:,i

P 31 - 9 .3:- 2 1 720 1 02 1 760 20,0 1057 No •eac•o,.

Dzagrnn 7

LOVA

2 ,1 ,.q

-#2" ' @

- - -.,- - - - ..

PBX P 31

Builet: Hard core

Caliber: 12,7 [mm!

Reatimon -

I) -aq ,I I !tI

'I



LOVAfJ

40

'... 4.. - .. . 4. Jl, l •, • •t.. 5-4. 2.4.

PBX P32

Butlerf: Hard core

Caliber: 12.7 (mm]

Reaction: Detonation

LOVA

p5K' fw

PBX P 32 W

Bullet: Hard core

Caliber: 12,7 Imm]

Reaction

;rvJ• r "• P[ ,!



Bullet Impact

Trials with original Warhead

c e. fYoung

TrialVe Ctc(ISy Charge °/oBinder moduus Reaction
Trial (Mm) (is)(N /emm2 )

KS 22
1 12, 7 ROX /At /HTPB 15 24 No reaction

KS 32
2 12,7 850 HX/HTPB 15 26 No reaction

KS 323 20 1000 HMX;'HTPB 15 26 No reaction

4 20 1000 P32
4 21 P 32!S 400 Detonation

[Yo u n g s '.:m o d .:N )

S10x 14
6 6C0 PBX NS•

P •X

2CC

I I TKS3320
26 oKSK

10+..

_I _ '• KS22

2 ! KS57

0 4 5 10 [/61 Binder 1s

O•,Hirtm [,2

________ 1



Bullet impact

Influence of

- Caliber

- Critical diameter

- Confinement

- Elongation

- Young's modulus

- Particle size

- Formulation

TRIAL SET

2ram :' K751 KS22

2mm~d Sree KS32 10mm

m•-lm d Stee!

3MM PTFE

10MM BRASS
100 3MM PTFE

0 1 r iq n ,a



IVULNERABILITY I

SHAPED CHARGES

25MM 33 MM 44 MM

D13q:31n 15

Performance
OetciQ tor Charge Cu - Liner Reducing

P tote

Jet Tip velocity 5000 m/s

Jet Tip velocity 20mm Bra~ss 2mm Steel) <2000 m/s

Diaqrirý 16



[LOVA]

rSri

Performance let tipCharge Reducing velocity
Trial (2kg) Target Ptales Cm /s]I Reaction

KS 51 2mm Steet 10mm Brass 3000 Burning
.3ram PTFE

AP/ROX/A(/HTPB

KS 32 2mm Sfeet 10mm Brass
2 Htv' HTPB .3mm PTFE 3000 No Reaction

10mm Brass
3 KS22 2mm Steel 3rmm PTFE 3000 No Reaction

ROX/AA/HTPB

Dlaqram 17

SC25L
Performance let tip

Charge Reducing velocityi
Tricl (2kg) Target Plates [m / sI Recttion

KS 32

4 HMXIHTPB 2mmS" -- 5000 No reaction

KS 111
5 OX/HTPB 2mm St 5000 No reacction

PBXN3 2mm S 10mm Bass 3000 Detonation

86114 +4mm PTFE

HMX/Nylon

~'r~rn t
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Performance let tip
Reducing velocityTriail 2kyl Target Plates Em/si] Re__chon

IP3
7 96°/oHMX 2mm Steel 10mm Brass 3000 Burning

(.-/, Binder

LX14
8 957/6 HMX 2mm Steel 10mm Brass 3000 Detonhion

5% Binder

P31
9 96/o HMX 2mmStee[ 5000 No. reaction

4%/o Binder

Charge Performance Jet tip
Trial i2kg Target Reducing verocity Reaction

_______ (2gl ______Plates [mis I _____

10 Camp B 2rmm St'eet 10mm Brass 3000 Detonaton

11 2mm Sleel 10mm Brass 3000 Oetonation
(Torpex)

12 Camp B 2mm Steel 20mm Brass < 2000 No reaction

13 SSM 8871 2mm Steel 20mm Brass <2000 Burning

1



TRIAL SET

2mm

mild Steel

1c'

oijqrim 21

.... .. ..
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SC44D

Performance! Jet tp
Charge Reducing ve(ci Ret'

Triai (2kg) Target Plates [Tosl Reaction

KS32

H MX/HTPB 2mm Steel 7800 Oeronation

SKS57/5 2mm Violent
AP/ROX/At/HTPB Burning

P31
9 967/o HMX 4mm Steel 780C Detoniation

4'/% Binder

iVULNERABILITY

INFLUENCE OF
FORMULATION

BINDERIENTS

- TYPE - TYPE - PLASTICIZER
- AGING - GRAIN SIZE - ANTIOXIDANS
- OXIDATION - GRAIN SHAPE CATALYST
- EXSUDATION - SPECIFIC SURFACE - BONDING AGENT
- COATING BEHAVIOUR - PURITY
- MECHANICAL PROPERTIES - MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

_________________'I
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Discussion

QUESTION BY VICTOR. US: With the 25 mm shaped charge generator,
what is the effect of the "performance reducing plate" on the jet
diameter?

ANSWERED BY HELD: It reduces velocity and it increases the jet
diameter by a factor of about 2.

I'
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I'HREE EFFORTS (ONCERNING FRAGMENI AND SHOCK HAZARDS TO CASED MUNIl IONS

M.R. Wagenhals ct al.
Research Department

Na. al Wcaqpoln ( enicr
China Lakc. (alifornia

IUnited s•t,• ",

1 SUMMARY 2.2 THE FRAGMENT IMPACT PROBLEM

This paper is divided into three parts and describes the work The fragment impact problem is depicted in Fig. 1. There

being conducted by the Naval Weapons Center on the re- is a fragment source. It can be the detonation of a hostile

sponse of munitions to fragment impact. The first part de- missile, or one of our own stores. Usually there are barriers

scribed a methodology developed to model and analyze the between the fragment source and the munition of concern.

response of munitions to fragment impact threats. The mu- The barriers can be any combination of shipping contain-

nition response levels within the model are divided into ers, decks, bulkheads, or magazine walls. The actual threat

shock-to-detonation transition (SDT), burn-to-violent that reaches a munition is degraded by the penetration pro-

reaction (BVR), and no response. Part II of this paper cess, resulting in loss of fragment mass and velocity.

describes the use of the wedge test for obtaining the SDT There are also entrained plate fragments from the various

parameters necessary to accurately model and predict barrier perforations. We want to know if the residual threat

prompt detonation. If BVR is predicted, four basic will cause the impacted munition to respond, and if so, at

response levels are possible. These are burn only, defla- what level: detonation, burn-to-violent reaction or burn

gration with or without propulsion, explosion and delayed only. The steps involved in applying the primary portion

detonation. Part ILI of this paper describes a planar rocket of our methodology are as follows.
motor model developed to explore mechanisms related to
the possible thresholds in the BVR regime. .. ,

2 PART I. METHODOLOGY FOR CONDUCTT' ".Z. , T' - '-

FRAGMENT IMPACT ANALYSES . -- ' -- -*

Martha Wagenhals, 0. E. R. Illelm.'.hl,
Kenneth L. Woods, and ErIc Luristrom \

2.1 INTRODUCTION -
A methodology has been developed for conducting frag-
ment impact analyses of mun'iions in their stor- O WITFRm"L1 k ýUURM..N
age/stowage configurations. The )bjective of the method-
ology is to determine if the munition will respond AoJACENTSTORES CONTAINERS FRAGMENTS DETONATION
adversely to any specified impact threat, and if so. how HOSMtAEAACON WALS DSTERS 01n
much shielding is required to prevent the adverse response. "ONE

The elements of the methcdology have been computerized Fig. 1. The Fragment Impact Problem.

and housed on a VAXrm. This paper presents the current
status of the methodology, describes the step-by-step a. determine the response thresholds of the munition of
approach and presents z, example problem. concern,

b. determine the undegraded impact threat characteristics
The methodology hi 3 been formalized in a computer code in terms of fragment mass and velocity,
named FRAGMAP. which stands for Fragment Impact/ c. determine which fragments from the specified threat
Munition Response Analysis for Guidance in Mitigation will cause the unprotected munition to detonate, or
Assessment Prog-am. FRAGMAP is an interactive com- cause some lesser response,
puter program - fich implements our approach for .sgsess- d. determine an equivalent spaced array for all barriers in-
ing the likelihit J of the detonation, or lesser response, of tervering between the fragment source and the muni-
a cased munitir I due to fragment impact, and the effective- tion (i.e. container walls, bulkheads, etc.).
ness of sele t, J mitigation measures. The code is written e. determine the residual mass and velocity character of

in VAX T r,)RTRAN, and uses the DISSPLA® plotting the threat fragments after perforation of the interven-

package. . RAGMAP provides a means for storing frag- ing barriers,

ment thr at. munition response and barrier material data. It f. determine if the residual threat will cause a detonation

manip,',ates these data in a systematic manner and presents or some lesser response.

the .alculated solutions in forms of tables and plots. g. estimate what additional shielding is required to miti-

St condarily, the program computes the probability of gate any adverse response.
nock-to-detonation transition (SDT) as a function of dis-

tance for far field fragment impact situations. 2.3 ELEMENTS OF FRAGMAP
2.3.1 Respnonse Plots. The first response considered
is prompt detonation. Prompt detonation is defined as the
shock to detonation transition (SDT) regime. If prompt
detonation doesn't occur, then lesser responses are possi-
ble. Figure 2 shows the assumptions behind the responses
considered.
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1. SHOCK PROPAGATION 2.'oNDERVENTED Figure 4 shows the fragment distribution of a selected
(PROMPTDETONAnON) EMBEDDED donor weapon overlaid onto the response plot of Fig. 3.

(BVR) The size of the circles indicates the number of fragments
47 having a given mass and velocity. The large circle above

V 4N the prompt detonation line represents about 1000 frag-
ments. The circle indicating the greatest mass represents
30 fragments. We will use these two fragments in an

3. OVERVENTEO example later. The square shown represents the 250 grain,
TOTAL PENETRATION 4. RICOCHET 8300 fps cube fragment used for the NAVSEA insensitive

(BURN ONLY) ILOW HAZARD) munitions fragment impact test (Ref 3) Only those frag-

ments falling above the solid line will cause this specific
M ~munition to detonate. A large number of fragments fall 'in

"the BVR zone, including the 250 grain cube. The majority
/ of fragments from this donor munition will not cause any

reaction, individually, if they strike the acceptor munition.
This methodology is for single fragment impact. We are
currently conducting a parametric study to implement a

Fig. 2. Response Mechanisms. multiple fragment impact capability in the methodology.
We are also working on other improvements, which will be

The bum-to-violent-reaction (BVR) response is dependent discussed later.
upon many factors. The most violent response in this
regime occurs if the fragment becomes embedded, and case Figure 4 serves to identify which fragments from the cho-
confinement is not relieved. A milder response occurs sen threat which have a potential to cause our acceptor mu-
(burn only) when a fragment passes completely through the nition to respond adversely. The next step is to select a
munition, and provides sufficient venting to release the barrier that will prevent the various possible responses.
pressure buildup of the explosive reaction.

We have defined a low hazard or no response regime as that , ,,,
which occurs when a fragment ricochets. The assumption ''. I -
is that any fragment having insufficient energy to pene- . * IC

trate the case will not cause any reaction. We realize that "-. - "O °
this assumption does not hold true for all energetic materi-

The different response regimes and thresholds are i.v.icaed = ' ." " "g
m d i•at8d .. , ..... ,

in Fig. 3 for a specific example acceptor munition. The 4 • ,
shock-to-detonation (SDT) threshold for the specified mu- ----- . - .........
nition is determined using hydrocode calculations of frag- 00 o *
ment impact (Ref I). Reaction of the energetic material is ° d
predicted by the Forest Fire burn model (Ref 2). which is
calibrated using wedge test data. The boundary for the low ,01
hazard/no response regime is the ballistic limit of the case
material. We substitute the ballistic limit threshold for the ,o * , * ,* ,** 0 .00 00 0**o
ignition threshold of the. energetic material due to the ease VETY. Ith,

of computing ballistic limits. Between these two thresh-
olds is the burn-to-violent reaction (BVR) zone. Fig. 4. Overlay of a Fragment Threat Map onto

Response Plot (Fig. 3).
,000,'

2.3.3 Residual Threat/Mitigation Calculations.
Two different sets of equations are used to estimate the
residual threat after penetration of existing barrier materi-

00 als. These are the JMEM (Joint Munitions Effectiveness
.TO Manual (Ref 4)) penetration equations (also referred to as

Thor equations) and FATE (Ref 5) (Fast Air Target
j Encounter) equations. Once the residual threat is defined,

the munition response is estimated. Adverse responseN • i prevention requirements are then established by an
( RICOCHET iterative process.

LOW HAZARD)

Figure 5 shows the residual fragment threat of Fig. 4 after
passing though a 1/4-inch thick steel plate, as calculated
using the Thor penetration equations. These equations

000* 0000 .'Oot ,, .... ........ indicate that a 1/4-inch thick steel plate will drop all but
one of the fragments below the threshold for a prompt det-

Fig. 3. Response Plot. onation. The initial and residual 250 grain cube are also
shown. It has dropped below the ballistic limit velocity of

2.1 1 Couplin, Threat and Resnonse. The frag- the case, and should cause no hazard to this munition. A lotment teat is generally obtained from warhead arena test of small fragments are stopped completely, and no longer

characterization data. An overlay of the threat upon the re- show on the plot,
sponse plot generated for a specific weapon identifies
which fragments can cause a detonation, which can cause
some response, and which can not penetrate the case.
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* ,2.4 EXAMPLE PROBLEM.
For the example problem. we have selected the two frag-

S.ments from the donor weapon shown in Fig. 4 which are
* considered to be the greatest hazard to the acceptor muni-

" 0dLon. The first fragment is large (6.659 grains) and some-
. "* * • ".what slow, travelling about 4,260 ft/sec. The characteriza-

, L•ion data used indicated there are about 30 of these frag-

0 e ... ments, and they are from the 55-60 degree polar zone.
go .... (Most munitions have a longitudinal axis of symmetry

t which is taken as the polar axis. Polar angles are then

* .90 measured through the center of the munition. The nose end

a* 0, is designated zero degree, and the tail 180 degrees. An

O interval between two specified polar angles is defined as a

Jo0 •polar zone.) The second fragment has a mass of 1,168
S. *_ grains and is travelling at an average velocity of 6,830

S... .. ft/sec. There are about 1,066 of them, from the 80-85
degree polar zone of the donor weapon. The 1/2-inch cube

Fig. 5. Residual Fragment Threat After Passing Through is also shown. As noted previously, the 1/2-inch cube will

a 1/4-inch Thick Steel Plate Using Thor Equations. not cause this particular munition to detonate, but the two
example fragments will.

The Thor equations are the result of curve fits to experimen-
tal data from an Army test program (Ref 6). These equa- In examining the fragment threat, it was felt that if the mu-

lions follow the largest part of the fragment through the nition could be protected from the two selected fragments,

penetration process. They do not permit an estimate to be it would be protected from all of the fragments from the

made to be made of plate debris nor secondary fragments specified donor. As such, any barrier design recommenda-

which have broken off the original fragment from either dons are predominantly based on this portion of the analy-

erosion or shatter. Steel fragments are known to shatter on ses. Figure 7 shows the response plot of Fig. 3 overlaid

impact above some velocity threshold, with the initial conditions of the two selected fragments.
The 1/2-inch cube is also shown. The next step is to apply

Figure 6 also shows the residual fragment threat of Fig. 4 both the Thor and FATE equations to these two fragment

after passing though a 1/4-inch thick steel plate, but calcu- families and determine what thickness of steel is required to

lated using the FATE penetration equations. The results are protect the vulnerable munition.

significantly more complex. While the FATE equations are
also for single fragment impact, they do account for frag-
ment shatter and plate debris. In this case, the dark circles
represent the primary residual fragment from the original ".. 2 , ,s ,0,tO-4

fragments. The unfilled circles represent secondary residual
fragments from the original fragment when it met the shat- -,1,,,i.
ter criteria. The open square symbols represent entrained 80- "wo, m,
plate fragments from the penetration process. The initial i ..... .IA.• -

and residual 250 grain cube are also shown. The FATE equa- no -.-.

tions indicate that a 1/4-inch thick steel plate will drop all ON . .•oo ""°--.1.2 "t eC10e

of the fragments below the threshold for a prompt detona- ............. !,,., Tom)

tion. The penetration process does create some additional
hazardous fragments though, as noted by tie residual sec-
ondary fragments (unfilled circles) falling above the dashed
line representing the ballistic limit velocity threshold.
The FATE equations are also empirical equations, based on
Navy and contractor tests. While they are still for single
fragment impact, they do account for fragment shatter and owe "'sn . io"

plate debris. The residual threat is a curve fit of data, and
shatter thresholds were established by actual firings.

Fig. 7. Two Threat Fragments Overlaying the
Response Plot of Fig. 3.

o" Figure 8 shows the degradation of the selected fragments as
•..p0 different thicknesses of steel plate are entered into the

-oo0*.,.analysis using Thor equations. The original dots are plot-
ted, and then the residual fragment after passing though a

. - 0 0 single plate. Plates evaluated were 1/32, 1/8. 1/4, 1/2, 1/
S...and 2 inches thick. Figure 8 indicates that a 1/4-inch thick

.0 ........ steel plate is required to drop the 1,168 grain fragment be-
S. ............ low the detonation threshold, but it required a 1/2-inch

Z -Ithick plate to bring the large 6,659 grain fragment out of
the detonation zone. A 1/4-inch thick plate takes the 1/2-
inch cube completely out of the hazard zone. To com-
ple'ely protect this munition, a 2-inch thick plate of steel
would be required. However, a I -inch thick plate would pro-
tect it from 99% of all the fragments from this specific

VOtoYrr u, threat. A solution based on the Thor equations is the most

Fig. 6. Residual Fragment Threat After Passing Through conservative.
a V4-inch Thick Steel Plate Using FATE Equations.
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. -__The response model is currently limited to single fragment
impact with axisymmetric shapes. In real situations, the

2 munition will be struck multiply, by irregular fragments. A
-. • more sophisticated response model able to account for the

2 .. effects of both multiple impacts and the irregular impactor
shapes is essential.

.2.5.2 Barrier Model Limitations Both Thor and............... FATE are limited as analyses tools. Both equations only
permit steel fragments. If a donor were made of titanium or

*1 some metal othet than steel, viable penetration equations
do not exist. With respect to barrier materials, Thor offers
a choice of 17 different materials, including steel and alu-
minum. FATE only offers steel and aluminum.

2.6 OVERCOMING LIMITATIONS
There are ways for overcoming these limitations.Fig. 8. Degradation of Example Fragments as a However, they are generally e~pensive. It requires lots of

Function of Barrier Thickness Using Thor Equations. test data against lots of different materials. Initial efforts
are directed towards analytical studies. Experimental test-

Figure 9 shows the analysis using FATE equations. As you ing will be needed in the future to verify the analytical
can see, there is a significant difference in the results, results.
While Thor predicts that a minimum of 1/4-inch of steel is
required to bring the 1,168 grain fragment below the deto- 2.6.1 SDT rredictions. To successfully model the
nation threshold, FATE says that a 1/32 inch thickness response of any energetic material, wedge test data is re-
will suffice. The difference is that the FATE equations pre- quired for lots of explosives. Wedge test data is specifi-
diet that t- -. thin plate will shatter this fragment. Notice cally needed for the Forest Fire Burn Model used in our cal-
that the thicker plates actually produce smaller mass losses culations. Gap tests and other sensitivity data are helpful
than the 1/32 inch plate. This is due to suppression of the in trying to approximate burn models based on similar ma
spall phenomena during penetration. According to FATE, terials for which there is wedge test data. For the morethe 6,659 grain fragment still requires a 1/4-inch thick complex energetic materials, a model and a calibration
steel plate as a minimum to bring it below the detonation method needs to be developed.
threshold. The 1/32-inch thick plate appears to drop the m
1/2-inch cube fragment completely below any hazard zone. 2.6.2 Fragment Shape Study. The SDT threshold is

-.... \ _ calculated for idealized fragment shapes, either a cylinder or

a sphere. The velocity threshold for a sphere is approxi-
mately twice that of a cylinder with the same diameter.
Most real fragments are neither cylinders nor spheres, but
are more of a strip segment shape. Two fragment shapes
which can be modelled with a 2-dimensional hydrocode are
a cylinder and a strip. Any intermediate impactor shape,

-. -(one that could contain the cylinder and be contained in the
E ER strip), should exhibit SDT behavior bounded by these two

IA2 ... simpler shapes. The objective of the fragment shape study
32 is to compare the SDT behavior of cylinders and strips in

"order to obtain limits for more replistic shapes.

2.6.3 Multinle Fragment Imnact. As noted earlier,
___a parametric study using the MESA (Ref 7) 2-dimensional

o ,*@,)0 ,* ** , *oo* .,o ,***°,o 40 • ,* 000 Eulerian hydrocode is being conducted to establish a multi-
vVoicOT Ills pie fragment impact criteria for determining when a frag-

Fig. 9. Degradation of Example Fragments as a meat acts independent of its nearby neighbors, and when
Function of Barrier Thickness Using FATE Equations. the neighbors have to be taken into consideration. The

initial study is limited to rod impactors in order to utilize
The results from the FATE equations indicate that a spaced the 2-dimensional code. Small scale testing is planned to
array armor design could be quite effective as a light weight validate the multiple fragment impact model that is being
barrier solution, provided that the specific environment developed.
has enough room for such a design. To make a final rec-
ommendation regarding a barrier design, one would have to 2.6.4 Overcoming, Barrier Model Limitations.
evaluate the hit probability and other factors which are For penetration effects, different materials need to be used
possible with our methodology, but which are not pre- as the impactor against materials already ca'ibrated, and
sented due to paper length restrictions, more barriers need to be calibrated.

2.5 LIMITATIONS TO TIlE METHODOLOGY 2.7 FUTURE WORK
2.5.1 ResnonSe Model LImitations. The reactive 2.7.1 FRAGMAP. A cutoff point has been selected and
model used for the response plot SDT threshold requires Version 1.0 of the FRAGMAP code is currently being dec-
wedge test data for the energetic material. Wedge tests are umented. As a minimum there will be a users manual and
expensive and only work for relatively simple, sensitive the source code. A formal report is planned which will dis-
explosives and propellants. Most propellants are very cuss the assumptions and theories behind the various ele.
complex energetic materials and have more than one inher- ments of the methodology. At this time, FRAGMAP has
ent reaction rate. A model and a calibrati,4n method is had a limited number of users. Therefore, although the pro-

needed for handling such complex materials, gram has been used extensively, it may still contain errors.
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incongruities and other unpletsant surprises. The current 6. Ballistic Research Laboratories. The Resistance oj
version is considered developmental. Distribution of the Various Non-,oetallic Materials to Perforation by Steel
code will contain appropriate warnings. Fragments; Empirical Relationships for Fragment Residual

Velocity and Residual Weight. Army Materiel Command,

2.7.2 ResRonse Model Refinements. Further work Ballistic Analysis Laboratory. Aberdeen Proving Ground,

will be done overcoming the limitations describcd above. MD, BRL, April 1963. (Project Thor Technical Report No.

This includes completing the analytical studies on multiple 51. (DDC AD 336 461), publication UNCLASSIFIED.)

fragment impact, and fragment shapes. EAperiaiental veri-
fication of tie analytical studies in planned using small 7. New Mexico Tech. MESA 2D Manual, by Larry

scale testing techniques. Libersky. TERA Group, Socorro, NM, April 1988.

Within the general community, work is being done to, de (publication UNCLASSIFIED.)

velop a model to handle the response of complex explo-
sives and propellants to shock stimuli. Some of this effort
is being done at the Naval Weapons Center. As such mod- 3 PART If. WEDGE TrEST FOR STUDYING SDI'

els become available, they will be incorporated into IN' PROPELLANTS.

FRAGMAP.
Allen J. Llndfors

2.7.3 Barriers. A new version of the FATE equations is
expected imminently. As soon as it is available, it will be 3.1 INTRODUCTION

incorporated into FRAGMAP. An experimental effort is A series of minimum smoke propellants were developc at

needed to develop equations for impactors (fragments) the Naval Weapons Center to have reduced shock sensitiv-

other than steel against existing barriers, and for steel and ity (Ref 1). These propellants were specifically designed to

other impactors against additional barriers. Complex bar- replace current conventior ' minimum signature propel-

riers such a compo ,e armors and the new generation of lants. These conventional propellants contain as much as

potential armor materials need to be evaluated and cali- 67% o1 high explosive (HMX or RDX) in nitrate ester plas-

brated for use in codes. ticized energetic binders, which are known to be shock sen-
sitive materials.

2.7.4 Stacking Cinfltguratkon". A means for mod- Three basic technioues were used to reduce the shock sensi-
oiling sympathetic detonation bombs stacks is being tivity of the propellants. These included using low shock
developed. The initial work is being done using the MESA sensitive energetic materials such as ammonium nitrate
2-D hydrocode on a Cray computer. Significan,: work has (AN) increasing the level of homogeneity by reducing den-
vet to be done to make the riodel a reality. but initial re-arc be prnetomisi. te msity discontinuities, and reducing the level of participation
.ults are •ery promising. of the tMIX or ROX in the shock to detonation reaction.

2.8 POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS To explore the shock sensitivity of these propellant formu-
The rnetflodk .ogy shewn can also be used in reverse for de- lations, the wedge test was conducted. The wedge test
signing insensitive munttions. If you have the necessary series were conducted on propellant samples incorporating
data, you can exansine the effects of case thickn~ess and en- different formulation variables. The variables included,
ergetic material selection on the vulnerability of your type of high explosive (RDX or IIMX), and with and
weapon. The results can also be used to sciect test paranme- without high density bum rate modifiers. The wedge test
tcrs for .erifying the protection provided against actual sensitivity of these propellants were then compared to a
threats, for obtaining needed materials data, and for verifi- con,,,jtional minimum signature propellant.
,:ation and validation of our nmodeis. A similar approach
-an he used for conducting sympathetic detonation analy- 3.2 PROPELLANT FORMULATIONS

ý _ . The basic propellant formulation consisted of RDX or
HMX, AN. nitrate ester plasticized energetic binders, and

2.) REFERENCES FOR PAIRT I other additives. All the formulations contained 60% by
1 Eric Lundstbornt Shock itimiation of Cased sseight of solids. The first formulation used RDX, as the
Miutitions by Fragtmtent hnmpact," 1988 JANNAF

Propulsion Systertms Hlazards SiiontXrttittCe Meeting. Los high explosive material, and lead carbonate as a burn-rate
op n 30 Maarch 1988.ConAhPublicationg 477 modifier. The second formulation consisted of IIMX.

Arngeles, CA, 2830 March 1988 CPIA Publication 477, minus the lead carbonate. The third and final propellant
Vol !. p. 101-110. (Publicatii UNCLASSIFIED.) contained RDX, also minus the lead carbonate. The

2 Naval \Vejap~its Centter Evaluation of Forest Fire propellants Acre processed using small particle size solids
~ N odel of Rea[-sco~tion KiEvuatio of F~rorneost Fie and mixed extensively under a vacuum to minimize density
urndiscotinuities. The resulting forntn'n;ns were of very

E p.-losives, by E. A. Lundstront. China Lake, CA, M ay go ntinu ity T he ore ting m i mum we nsity.

l• (NWVC IP 6898, publication UNCLASSIFIED.) good quality and 99% of theoretical maximum density.

3 . N aval Sea Sy.;tets Command letter, Insensitive Typical propellant compositions contained 60% by wkeight

Mniutions Frent Impact -- And -ett of Frnsenst of solids which included 15%-17% of 1.4 micron t.IMX or

Threats, ragment Impact -- Assessmentt Sepraement RDX, and 43%-45% of 40 micron AN. Nitrate ester plasti-
1987 0 (Document UNCLASSIFIED.) cpied energetic polymers were used as binders, and for the

purpose of this study 0.8% of 3.7 micron lead carbonate

4. Joint Technical Coordiniting Group for Munitions was added as a bum rate modifier.

Effectiveness. Penetration Equations Ilandbook for Kinetic 3.2 WEDGE TESTING
Energy Penetraiors. Tinker A'B, Okla., JTCG, 1977. (61 3.2.1 Wedge Test Descrlitlon. The wedge test is a
f. .:GIME-77-16, publication U 7LASSIFIED.) method by which the shock initiation characteristics of an

5. Naval Surface Weapons Center. I -vestigation of energetic material may be determined. A planar shock wave

igh-Velocity Fragments Impacting Plate Arrays, 5'by is introduced into the explosive to be tested. As the shock

David L. Dickinson, Dahlgren, CA, NSWC, March 1979. progresses through the explosive it generates hot-spots, in
!NSNC TR 79-66, publication UNCLASSIFIEI)) a heterogeneous material, that build-up to a detonation.

1i
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The objective of the wedge test is to determine the run to
detonation point at which the detonation wave overtakes Th0)
the shock wave. This point is characterized by a unique
time and distance to detonation for a specific set of input
conditions. J l DETONATION

A streak camera is used to record the wedge test event. The WAVE
surface of the wedge is mirrored to reflect light into the SPACE (x WEDGE TRACE
camera. When either the shock wave or detonation wave RNI) (' *reaches the surface, the surface distorts so that the light is
no longer reflected into the canmera. As the detonation WAVE
wave overtakes the shock wave the slope of the reflected
light trace on the film changes. Thus, the run to detonation _ ,---'-FREE SURFACE VELOCITY
point can be determined fror.m the film record. A schematic NEEDLE
of the wedge test set-up is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. Schematic of a Wedge Test Streak
TO STREAK CAMERA Camera Record.

NFEEM r- FR 3.3.1 Free Surrace Velocity. To determine the input
FREE SURIFACEJ ARGONBOMB conditions at the terminal attenuator/propellant sample in-
VE.OC~rTYTRACE LIGHTING terf.c,. ,nc needs to measure the free surface velocity

(Uf.s.) of the terminal attenuator. This is done by watching
the reflection of the needle off the mirrored surface move
towards the actual needle. By knowing the viewing aigleENERGETIC WErDGEl (fixed at 45 degrees), the magnification. and the camera

SAMPt.E writing speed, the free surface velocity can be determined
using the following equation:

Uf.s.= Uc tan A / 2M sin 45

PLANE WAVE 1 1,-Nu'o: hr
GENERTOR TTENATORwhere

Uc = camera writing speed (mm/ps)

T_ TTEUATOR A = angle formed between moving image
and real needle

BOOSTER CHARGE M = magnification

Fig. 1. Schematic of the Wedge Test Set-Up. The film records of the wedge traces were typically read in
0.250 or 0.500 mm increments along the time axis. They

The results of a series of wedge tests are usually presented were converted to reald nties using the relation:
as plots of input pressure versus distance to detonation and
time to detonation. With these plots energetic materials t = Yf/Uc
may be compared with regard to relative sensitivity. This where
is done by assuming that for a given distance to
detonation, the energetic material that requires the lower t = real time (isec)
input pressure to achieve this distance is the more Yf = incremental film time (mm)
sensitive. Uc = camera writing speed (mm/ps)

It should be noted though, that this is just one test for sen- 3.3.2 Space-Time Data. The film space data associ-
sitivity and the relative sensitivity rankings between ener- ated with the time readings were reduced using a similar tri-
getic materials may vary for different tests. For example, angles method (Ref 2). In this method one needs only to
the Naval Ordnance Laboratory Large Scale Gap Test may know the actual wedge height and meisure the total film
give markedly different sensitivity rankings for the same trace width to convert film space to real space. The data are
energetic materials, as compared to the wedge test. converted using the equation:

3.2.2 Wedte Test Set-up. As shown in Fig. 1, a pla- Xr =(Wh/Wf) Xf
nar shock wave is introduced into the energetic wedge sam- where
pie. The input shock wave pressure is varied to achieve dif- Xr = real space (mm)
ferent run-to detonation points Wh = wedge height (mm)

3.3 WEDGE TEST DATA REDUCTION Wf =wedge film trace width (mm)
The streak zamera records were first examined qualitatively
for exposure, planarity of the incoming shock, position 3.3.3 Transition To Detonation and Shock
and time of the transition to detonation, and the presence
of any secondary shock reverberations that could affect the Velocity. The transition to detonation is assumed to oc-
resu!ts. A schematic of a streak camera record is shown in cur at the region of maximum acceleration along the film
Fig. 2. The film records were subsequently digitized on an trace, and is designated (x*,t*). These points were read di-
optical comparator. rhe required parameters for reduction reedy from the film records. While this determination can
of the film data, in the order they were analyzed, are be somewhat subjective in the case of materials whici ex-
outlined in subsequent sections. hibit "smeared out" transition regions, the propellants

tested in these experiments showed very well defined tran-
sition regions.



To determine the initial shock velocity (Use) in the ener- RDX Us = 2.61 + 1.65Up

getic wedge sample, a plot was made of incremental average
velocities (xlt) versus time (t) up to bit transition point. HEP 2 Us = 2.45 + 1.61 Up
Inconsistent data points at the ends of the trajectory were
discarded. The data were then fitted, by a least squares Results of an earlier wedge test series on a high energy
method to the relation: minimum signature proi..:lant, (HEP 2), which contains

67% HMX-RDX, and nitrate ester plasticized binder, are
x = Us t + 1,2 bt2  listed in Table II for comparison purposes (Ref 4).

0
where 6

x = real space (mm)
real time (lisec) 0 RDX4pbc/3

b = acceleration of shock wave (nsnlas2 ) 0 HIM

The derivative, with respect to time, evaluated at t 0 is 0 F-X

taken as the initial shock velocity. + HEP 2 +

3.3.4 Shock Propertles. To determine the shock
lit oniot of the energetic material only two paramncters arc
needed. These are the shock velocity in the terminal >
attenuator and the shock velocity in the energetic material. x 4 - +
To determine the shock velocity in the terminal attenuator

U)one needs to know its particle velocity and its shock
Hugoniot. The particle velocity in the terminal attenuator
is found by assunting that it is one half of the free surface
vclocity. The shock Hugoniot for Plexiglass (Ref 3) has
been well defined by: 0.5 1.0 1.5

Us = 2.598 + 1.516 UP Particle Velocity (kmrrs)

Since the shock ýelocity in the energetic otaterial is known Fig. 3. Shock Hugonions of the Propellants Tested
from the film records, the particle velocity and initial in the Us-Up Plane.
pressure in the energetic material can be found using the 3.6 SHOCK SENSITIVITY
impedance matching technique. This technique gives rise te traditional mettod for plotting die data fron the wedge
ii' the equations: test is known as the Pop-plot after Alfonso Popolato.

Popolato found that over a range of input pressures, log-
Pe = la.Ze !(Za+] - Uf-. log plots of run to detonation, or time to detonation versus

pressure, are linear. The equation of the Pop plot over the
U [p, [Za I/(a-Ze)] Uf.s- linear range, in run to detonation versus pressure form, is

,h, then:
log x* =A +Blog P

p -pressure in energetic ina tcri:l (C;Pa)

7 i shock imipcdance -- 11r~l Ilit this form P is in gigapascals, x* is in millimeters, and A
and B are determined from a least squares fit in the log-log

Us . shock velocity nttnips plane. Similarly, time to detonation versus pressure takes
on the same form with different coustants.

Initial density (gm/cc)
1- particle velocity in energetic For the propellants tested. Pop-plots of distance to detona-

tion versus input pressure are shown in Fig. 4. As can be
niateria,(nimi/ps) seen, at low input pressures the Pop-plot becomes rnon-lin-

I free surface velocity car and pressure approaches a vertical asymptote. This im-
attenuator (tnmnts) plies that a different type of mechanism is controlling the

reactivity and this will be discussed further in the subse-3.4 EXPERIMENTAl, RESULTS quent section.
hIuc resultL of the edge tests petformn.., are listed in Table
I 'lHlI fOrmtulatit (designations are as fullows. RI)X-

i(() indicates the RDX hased Propellatt v ith the lead
,.trbmate burn rate modifier, HNIX indicates the IINIX for-
vi.l.,tion without the lead carbonate, and RI)X is the sal"e
as RI)X PbCO3 minus die lead carbonate.

3.5 SHOCK iIUGONIOT.
From the shock velocities ind the calculated particle
velocities die shock Hugoniots are given below, and the
plots in the Us-Up plane are shown in Figure 3.

RDX P1W03 Us 1.44I + 3.04 Up

HIMX Us : 1 77 , 2021 !p

'i



Table I. Wedge Test Results
Propellant Us0  UPo Po TO x t* Uf.s.

___ _ mm/ps) (mm/pLs) (GPa) (gm/cc) (mm) (ts) (mm/pis)
5.40 1.15 10.00 1.60 1.50 0.22 2.92

RDX-PbCO 3
4.60 0.95 7.04 1.60 6.25 1.25 2.33

RDX-PbCO3  ____________
4.50 0.93 6.73 1.60 9.60 1.96 2.26

RDX-PbCO3

4.40 0.74 5.40 1.60 11.47 2.49 1.90
RDX-PbCO3

3.75 0.72 4.35 1.60 ----- 1.68
RDX-PbCO 3

3.35 0 .60 3.20 1.60 ..........- 1.3 7
RDX-PbCO 3

4.60 1.34 9.98 1.623 1.54 0.27 3.05X__IX
i.21 1.23 8.41 1.623 12.10 2.48 2.76

HMX
4.10 1.21 8.10 1.623 13.52 2.87 2.70

HI-X
4.01 1.06 6.90 1.623 14.32 3.11 2.39

HIMX
4.85 1.38 10.70 1.60 11.71 2.46 3.18

RDX

4.62 1.15 8.48 1.60 13.72 2.96 2.70
RDX

4.30 1.03 7.11 1.60 15.30 3.31 2.40
RDX

4.12 0.93 6.18 1.60 17.73 3.93 2.17
RDX

4.05 0.87 5.65 1.60 2.03
RDX** I I I II

• Indicates Transition to Detonation
• Indicates No Transition to Detonation

Table II Wedge Test Results for a Minimum Signature ropellant (HEP 2).

HEP 2 Use Upo Po re x t* Uf.s.

Shot # (mm/ps) (mm/pLs) (GPa) (gm/cc) (rm) (mM) (mm/pgs)

1 4.90 1.30 11.46 1.70 1.56 0.32 3.28

2 3.30 0.562 3.11 1.68 20.87 5.85 1.30

3 * * . . .. .. . .. .. . . ..- 1 .6 9 -----. . .. .. . . ..I

4 3.80 0.713 4.52 1.67 5.26 1.59 1.70
5 3.96 1.16 7.73 1.68 2.35 0.552 2.60

* Indicates Transition to Detonation
**Indicates a No Data Shot.



100 The reduction of AN participation in the detonation reac-
÷ Rtx-Pbo3 Lion can be seen from the Pop-plots. In the RDX-PbCO 3 .

formulation containing the lead carbonate, the Pop-plot is
• HMX-ell behaved and is linear until the run to detonation does

,.•ux not occur. In fact if one were to plot the "no go" point it- HEP 2 would lie on the same line. However. in both the HMX and

SRDX formulations, at approximately 7.5 GPa, thereis a
forudistinct change in the Pop-plot that is quite consistent for

0., both formulations. In the work of Stinecipher (Ref 5) on
" * - composite explosives, the partial AN reaction was at-

tributed to intermolecular reactions in the detonation zone
of only a thin layer of the AN. In this work however, it is
suggested that further participation of the AN can be in-
duced by higher shock pressures or high density disconti-
nuities.

3.7 SUMMARY
The shock sensitivity of several propellants were assessed

10 100 in the wedge test. The results indicated that these propel-lants are much less shock sensitive than the conventional
Fig. 4. Pressure Versus Run for Insensitive minimum smoke propellants. This paper also included a
Propellants and HEP 2. study of the effect of various formulation variables on the

shock sensitivity of this type of propellant composilion.
The bterpretation of sensitivity behavior of an energetic
material using these plots is done by observing the behav- This study provided much guidance in tailoring the formula-
ior of the constants A and B for the propellants tested. In tion for further reducing the shock sensitivity of these ma-
Fig. 4 the Pop-plots for RDX-PbCO 3 , HMX, RDX, and HEP terials. The results indicated that the use of shock insensi-
2 are shown. The intercept value A defines the horizontal tive filler (AN),and increasing UJhc degree of homogeneity
positioning of the Pop-plot; thus it defines the shock (use of fine particles of high explosive), minimized the
region of interest, and B is the slope of the line. physical discontinuities and reduced the shock sensitivity

of minimum smoke propellants. These studies also led to
Hlence, a propellant with a higher pressure intercept and some insights into the level of participation in the shock
steep slope would be less sensitive compared to a second to detonation reaction of certain components of energetic
propellant with lower pressure intercept and shallower composite materials.
slope. Therefore, from Figure 4, it can be seen that RDX-
PbCO3 , HMVLX. and RDX are all less sensitive than HEP 2. 3.8 REFERENCES FOR PART II

1. M. L. Chan, A. D. Turner, P. Carpenter. "Insensitive
For two propellants with different intercepts but very Minimum Signature Propellants (IMAD-301 Propellants).-
similar slopes the propellant with the higher pressure in 1990 JANNAF Propulsion AMeeting, Anaheim. CA. 3-5
intercept is less sensitive at all pressures compared to the October 1990.
propellant with the lower intercept. This can be seen in
Fig. 4 when we compared RDX PbCO 3 to HNIX and HMX 2. A. J. Lindfors, F. W. Sandstrom, "Wedge Test Results
to RDX. for PBXN-107 Type II," Naval Weapons Center. China

Lake, Ca.. NWC TM 6792, July 1990. (UNCLASSIFIED).

3.6 DISCUSSION
In general, all of the propellants have steep Pop-plots. 3 Selected Lugoniots, prepared by Group GMX-6, Los
Thus. the run to detonation will occur only over a very Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Report LA-416 -MS Los
small pressure region. Front an experimental stand point
this small pressure region makes it very difficult to gain a 4 A. J. Lindfors. "Wedge Test Results for High-Energy
variety of run distances. For exam ple the pressure differ- a nt, L d or, " W e apons Ce nt er hig a-Ln e ,
ence required for a 1.5 millimeter run and a 12 millimeter Propellant. HEP2," Naval Weapons Center, China Lake.
run is only 1.5 GPa for the HMX formulation. Ca.. Internal Report. 11 May 1990. (UNCLASSIFIED).

IAevcr. from an shock insensitive piroipellant stand 5. M. M. Stinecipher, "Eutectic Composite Explosives
Pmlt, this type of behavior is desirable. This is due to the Containing Ammonium Nitrate," Seventh Symposium
fact that if a propellant is going to detonate it should only (International) on Detonation, Annapolis, Maryland.
occur at fairly discrete high pressures, as is the case for pp.801-810. NSWC MP 82-334, June 16-19, 1981.
these propellants.

The relative low shock sensitivity of these propellants is
attributed to three basic factors. First, the amount of high
energy explosive, HMX or RDX, was reduced from 67% to
15%-17%, the remainder being replaced with AN. This has
the overall effect of reducing the shock sensitivity of the
propellant because AN is much less sensitive to shock than
RDX or HMX. The other two factors involved the reduction
of density discontinuities and thus the number of hot-spots
initiated. This was the result of the RDX or HMX being
present in small particle size, (2Qtgm). and eliminating the
high density, (6. 14 gm/cc) lead carbonate burn-iate
modi tiers
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4 PART Il1. PLANAR ROCKET MOTOR TEST 4.2 tlYDROCODE STUDY
MODEL A parametric study of the debris bubble expansion and

breakup process was conducted using an Eulerian hy-
Stephen A. Finnegan, Jan C. Schulz drocode. CSQ IIl. The study was performed to establish the

and J. Kenneth Pringle basic character of the debris bubble and to establish
breakup trends as a function of various target and impact

4.1 INTRODUCTION parameters. Parameters varied included impact velocity,
Bullet or fragment impact against a solid rocket motor can propellant layer thickness, and plate material. Runs were
cause a reaction ranging from mild burning to detonation, made against "half targets" only; impact against a second
Prompt detonation may occur immediately on contact propellant layer was not considered.
through the mechanism of shock-to-detonation transition
(SDT). Delayed reaction (either burning or detonation) may The output of each hydrocode run consisted of a sequence of
occur at later times. Delayed reactions are believed to be computer plots showing deformed cross-sections of the
associated with damage and fragmentation of propellant projectile and target layers at constant time intervals. An
during penetration; however, the underlying mechanisms example is shown in Fig. 2. At 30 gs the projectile h. s
are not well understood, perforated the plate and is penetrating through the propel-

lant layer. By 60 lis a bubble has started to form at the rear
Study of delayed reaction phenomena is complicated by the surface of this layer. The layer elongates, thins down and
fact that these processes occur within the motor case. A starts to break up at some time prior to 150 gIs. The plots
planar rocket motor test model has been developed as an aid indicate that the debris bubble can be regarded as an
in visualizing these processes. This model consists of a expanding hollow shell, similar to those occurring in
steel plate, a layer of propellant, an air gap, a second layer hypervelocity impacts (Ref 4). The exterior shape closely
of propellant, and a second steel plate, as shown in Fig. 1. matches that seen experimentally at distances out to 3-4
A degree of confinement is provided by the addition of inches (Ref 2).
transparent Plexiglas sidewalls. The open architecture of
the model allows impact and reactions within the bore (air From the computer plots, debris bubble elongation as a
gap) to be photographed. function of time and at breakup can be determined. An

analysis of the computer runs for the various parameters
studied showed that breakup elongation increases with im-
pact velocity, propellant layer thickness, and plate density
(Ref 3). (A comparison between hydrocode-calculated
elongation measurements and experimentally-measured

STEEL elongation values and reaction limits is presented in a later
SPHERE section of this paper.)

It should be pointed out that the debris bubble is not a
"spall. A spall is the result of tensile failure when a shock
wave is reflected back into the material as a rarefaction at a
free surface. Bubble formation in the present case is a much
longer term process produced by the mechanical interaction

FItRSTTEEL of the projectile with the propellant layer. This is clearly
PLATE D shown by the modelling results. A comparison of initial

FMT PROPELLANT PROP•,LIT SECONOSTEEL shock pressures in the propellant (determined by
LAYER LAYER PAiTE impedance matching) with hydrocode-calculated breakup

elongation values for various case materials also shows no
correlation, indicating that the initial shock is not respon-
sible for breakup of the bubble (Ref 3).

The basis for this test model was the observation, made 4.3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
from impact tests using inert simulant, that a "bubble" of Energetic materials used in the various studies included two
propellant debris forms at the rear of the first propellant conventional aluminized, one reduced smoke HTPB/AP, and

layer as a result of projectile perforation of the layer. As four minimum smoke propellants along with one explosive

the bubble expands longitudinally into the adjacent air (Composition B). Of these, two (reduced-smoke loiTPB/AP

space, it elongates and eventually breaks into fragments. and one high-nitramine, minimum-smoke material) were

The presence of a closely spaced second propellant layer tested extensively and the others to a more limited degree.

inhibits breakup and leads to the formation of "shredded

appearing" debris (Ref 1). For comparability, the thickness of the propellant layers

and cover plates (1 1/2 and 1/16 inches, respectively) werePlaofa rocket motor test model results show that ignition held constant. Hardened (370 BHN) steel was generally
of bubble debris occurs upon impact w:,'h the second pro- used for the first (impact side) cover plate, while mild (95
pellant layer followed by a reaction ranging from mild BUN) steel was often used for the second (exit side) plate.
burning to delayed detonation, depending on the type of 'buroingellantaynd thewidethont the airgap(Ref2). rtyper o particularly in latter tests. Latter tests also included somepropellant and the width of the air gap (Ref 2). Further involving uncovered (bare) propellant. Initially, the air

studies, including hydrocode modelling, show that the ratio
of air gap distance to bubble breakup elongation is an gap was varied between 1/4 and 7 inches. As it became ap.imoftair gap torin dtanetormin b e breakp eongtonsisy an parent that the most violent reactions occurred at air gaps
important factor in determining the type and intensity of below 3 inches, that value became the upper limit for most
reaction that occurs (Ref 3). subsequent tests. Projectiles were mostly 3/4-inch-diameter

mild steel spheres, although 3/4-inch-diameter ogival-
The present paper reviews the work done to date on ener- nosed cylinders were used for two tests.
getic materials using the planar test model. In addition to
summarizing previous work. it also discusses results from
current efforts. Projectiles were fired from a 20 mm smooth-bore powdergun. The velocity range for testing was 2000-4600 ft/s:
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Fig. 2. Hlydrocode plots for 3/4 inch steel sphere impacting I 1/2-inch propellant layer with 1/16-inch

steel cover plate at 3800 ft/s.

however, most testing was done at velocities between 3600 impact of bubble debris. No ignition attributable solely to
and 4000 ft/s. Projectiles were sabotted for launching, impact of bubble debris on the second propellant layer was
Those for spherical projectiles were designed to separate observed.
during flight and be stopped by a stripper plate; those for
ogival projectiles were rigidly attached to provide greater
stability during flight and target penetration. In-flight
proiectile velocities were measured using a Photec high- $STEEL
speed camera running at 16,000 lrar.ies/s in conjunction SPHERE
,ith a backlighting system consisting of a diffusing screen

and light source (initially sunlight and reflecting mirror, IGNITED
later an array of flash lamps). Impact processes and propel- PROPELL

lant reactions were observed using a Fastax high-speed
camera running at 32,000 frames/s along with a separate. X ,STEEL
similar backlighting system. PLATE

Targets were initially enclosed by Plexiglas sidewalls.
However, an analysis of delayed detonation reactions indi- PROPELLANT

LAYER
cated that most occurred too early after impact of the bubble
for pressure buildup due to confinement to be a factor in ini- B SUSLE
tiation. After this was confirmed by tests of unconfined
targets, later tests were done without these enclosures. PLEXIGLAS

4.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Fig. 3. Sketch of Debris Bubble Ignition Process.
The main data source from each test was the film record
from the high-speed camera. Space limitations prevent For most propellants, ignition of bubble debris was fol-
these from being shown in this paper. Instead. major lowed by a burning reaction that propagated outwards from
events (e.g., ignition and reaction patterns) are shown in a the center of the impast area. Two kinds of burning reac-
series of sketches made from the film records. tions were observed depending on the width of the air gap.
Photographic records can be found in a previous report (Ref An intense reaction, found at smaller air gaps (generally
2). Results for impacts involving violent burning and below 3 inches), was associated with debris flowing out-
impacts involving delayed detonation are discussed in the wards along the impact surface, as sketched in Fig. 4. In
following two sections. this situation, the debris bubble appeared to be opaque

igito R~rn(unbroken) prior to impact and the projectile was sub-
4.4.! r aln As shown in Fig. 3. ignition merged within it. A less-intense reaction, found at a 7-inch
of bubble debris first occurred upon impact with the second air gap, was associated with debris moving backwards
propellant layer. (Tests of "half targets", i.e., with the through the center of the incoming bubble material, as
second propellant layer removed, showed no ignition of sketched in Figure 5. In this case. the debris bubble was
bubble material for expansion distances up to 12-18 fragmented prior to impact and the projectile was clearly
inchr.;. Bubble debris was also safely captured in cotton- visible, traveling ahead of the debris. Crater debris associ-
batting-filled containers.) In all cases, ignition appeared ated with impacts of particulate matter appeared to be re-
to be associated with impact of the projectile rather than sponsible for this particular reaction pattern.
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4.4.3 Delayed Detonation. For two minimum-smoke
propellants and Composition B explosive, impact of the

IGNITED debris bubble on the second propellant layer resulted in
EJECTA delayed detonation within a certain range of air gaps.
STEEL Detonation initiated at the point of impact (and usually
SPHERE within a few microseconds suggesting that confiiineret ef-

fects were not important in this situation) and propagated
STEEL backwards through the wall of the bubble towards the first
PLATE propellant layer, as shown in Fig. 7. The first layer usually

detonated ahead of the second layer. (The latter appeared to
M PROPELLANT detonate sympathetically with the first.)

PLEXIGLAS FOTSTEEL

LSPHER

Fig. 5. Sketch of Crater Ejecta Reaction Pattern- S-HER

Both reactions appeared to take place largely in post-im- PLATE
pact bubble debris. (This was determined by tests in which TE
inert simulant was substituted for either the first or second PROPELLANT
propellant layer, Ref 2). There was little evidence of reac- LAYER

tion involving pre-impact debris. Differences in reaction
patterns were attributed to differences in bubble characteris-
tics prior to impact; i.e.. whether the bubble was unbroken DOwER
or broken

Fstimates of burning reaction intensity were tiso made PLEXtGL

from the test film. Frame-to frame light intensity mea-
surements were made using a hand-held exposure weter and Fig. 7. Sketch of Delayed Detonation Process.
,hen integrated to get an overall measure of reacion.
Cover plate velocities were also measured to provide an A plot of detonation delay time versus air gap for one pro-
estimnate of internal pressurization. A plot of these two pellant is shown in Fig. 8. (These values represent upper
reaction measures against air gap width for propellant limit estimates because of the large interfraime times.) The
impacted at a constant impact velocity is shown in Fig. 6. increased delay time for the largest air gap (2.75 inches)
The estimated distance for bubble breakup is also shown, was believed caused by the onset of breakup along the front
Both measures show that maximum reaction occurs at an air of the bubble. The increase for gaps less than 1.5 inches
gap where the bubble is unbroken prior to impact. appeared to be due to a second detonation mechanism in-
Measuremernts for other propellant show similar results. volving the second propellant layer and Possibly confine-

ment effects. (This conclusion was based on two tests, at
1.0 and 1.5 inch air gaps, in which inert simulant was sub-
stituted for the second propellant layer and where detona-
tion occurred only at the larger air gap.)

ii
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Fig. 8. Detonation Delay Times for a Minimum-
Smoke Propellant. Fig. 10. A Comparison of Measured and Hydrocode-

Calculated Bubble Breakup Elongations Versus Impact
To examine the relationship between bubble breakup elon- Velocity for a Minimum Smoke Propellant.
gation and the upper detonation limit (i.e., the average be-
tween the largest air gap for detonation and smallest for A comparison of measured detonation limits and
burning), measured breakup elongations and detonation hydrocode-calculated breakup elongations for both covered
limits were compared with hydrocode-calculated breakup and bare propellant as a function of impact velocity is
elongations A comparison of breakup elongations for shown in Fig. 11. Detonation limits for bare propellant
covered propellant as a function of propellant layer thick- appears to be relatively constant over this velocity range
ness is shown in Fig. 9. Agreement is quite good. A indicating that the breakup elongation remains roughly the
comparison of breakup elongations for both covered and same. This behavior is quite different than that for covered
bare propellant as a function of impact velocity is shown propellant where the breakup elongation increases with
in Fig. 10. Measured values for this propellant are impact velocity. These differences may be attributed to dif-
somewhat higher and differences between bare and covered ferences in projectile deform ion for the two impact condi-
material larger than predicted. Data trends for both target fions. Projectile deformation is relatively small for impact
conditions are about the same as predicted ones, however, against bare propellant at these velocities resulting in a
Measured breakup elongations probably represent upper more constant bubble size. In contrast, projectile deforma-
bounds to the actual breakup elongations because of diffi- tion becomes significant at the higher velocities for im-
culties in determining the onset of breakup photographi- pacts against covered propellant resulting in a larger bub-
cally. ble.

I f PROPELLANT 1.S"
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Fig, 9. A Comparison of Measured and Hydrocode• 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
Calculated Bubble Breakup Elongations Versus Propellant lMPACT VELOCITY,flt/

Layr Tickessfora Mnimm SokeProellnt.Fig. 11. A Comparison of Measured Detonation Limits

With Hydrocode-Calculated Bubble Breakup Elongations
Versus Impact Velocity for a Minimum Smoke Propellant.

The effect of propellant brittleness on the detonation limit
was examined using Composition B explosive. For impact
of spheres at 3800 ft/s. the measured detonation limit for
covered Composizion B was 1.50 inches as compared to
2.75 inches for propellant. This reduction is consistent
with the smaller breakup elongation expected for a brittle
material (Ref 5). 1
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The effect of projectile geometry on the detonation limit Ignition/Combustion in Propellants Using a Planar Rocket
wa- examined using ogival-fronted cylunders. At an impact Motor Model", in Proc. 1990 JANNAF Propulsion Systems
velocity of 3800 ft's. the measured detonation limit for Hazards Subcommittee Meeting, CPIA Pub. 538, 1, April
ogival projectiles against bare propellant was 1.25 inches 1990, pp. 13-24.
as compared to 1.75 inches for spheres. This reduction re
fleets the lower penetration rýsistance for this nose shape 3. Finnegan, S.A., Schulz, J.C., Pringle, J. K., and
that allows easier perforation of the bubble wall Lindfors, A.J., "The Relationship Between Ballistic Impact

Damage and Violent Reaction in Cased Propellant",
4.5 REFERENCES FOR PART III presented at 1991 JANNAF Propulsion Systems Hazards

Subcom"i.tce Meatiag, Sandia National Laboratories,
SFinnegan. S.A.. Schulz. JiC., eirnahl, O.E. R,, Albuquerque, NM, March 18-22 1991.

Pringle, J.K., and Lindfors, A.J., "Impact-Induced
Shredding Daniage to Cased Elastomeric Propellant", in 4. Swift, H.F., Preonis, D.D., and Turpin, W.C.,

Proc. 1989 JANNAF Propulsion Systems Hazards "Dissection Methods for Measuring the Characteristics of

Subcommittee Meeting, CPIA Pub. 509, 1, February 1989, Expanding Clouds", le Review of Scientific Instrumentsp

pp. 1)3-203. 41, 1970, pp. 746-751.

5. Grady, D.E. and Passman, S.L.. "Stability and
2. Finnegan. S.A., Pringle, J.K., Schulz, J.C., and Fragmentation of Ejecta in Hypervelocity Impact", Int. J.
Alexander, M.D., "A Study of Impact-induced Impact Engng., 10, 1990, pp. 197-212.

Discussion

QUESTION BY VICTOR, US: Based on the timing and the similarity of
the phenomena it would appear that what you see in the planer tests
you reported on and what Brunet reported on in the cylindrical tests
there seems to be similar phenomena that are explained by different
reasonable explanations. Have you any comment cr. this?

ANSWER; Yes, it is fundamentally the same mechanism in that both
require damage to the propellant do to tension in the bubble or
coalescence with the shock wave followed by a compression shock
which then detonates the system.

ii



The effect of heating rate in Cook-off testing of energetic materials

Rocco Farinaccio
Defense Research Establishment Valcartier
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Canada GOA 1R0

SUMMARY particular danger, and of special interest to many
researchers, is the slow cook-off process. The cook-off

A thorough understanding of the chain of events that occur phenomena occurring at slow heat rates or lower
within an ordnance when it is subjected to a thermal temperatures depends on the mass of the explosive, the
stimulus is needed to describe the cook-off occurrence. It exposed surface of the material, the applied heat rates, etc.
was proposed that these mechanisms should consider i)the The reaction temperature of the explosive at low ambient
system configuration, ii) materials and iii) the type of conditions is usually less than that experienced at high heat
thermal environment that poses a viable threat to the environments. The thermal decomposition of the explosive
energetic material. The attempts to satisfy these proceeds slowly at low ambient conditions and the heat
requirements at DREV has led to a cook-off test that transfer is efficient since most of the heat generated in the
simulates variable thermal environments on a system environment is transferred to the explosive. ierca", i.:

configuration that best addresses our needs. The energetic higher heating environments such as a fast cook-off, the
material to be tested with these tests includes all 7BX's in generated heat is dissipated and the heat transfer is less
development at DREV. efficient. In simulating realistic situations or stimuli, the

munition may be exposed to a cook-off mechanism which
This paper aims to present the methodology of the cook-off can be a combination of both or an intermediate other than
test at DREV. using guidelines from U.S. DOD-STD- the slow or fast cook-off. An example of this may be the
2105(NAVY) (3.30 C/h) and three other intermediate heating heat transfer from a hot gun barrel to a lodged muniton
rates to show the effect of heating rate on the reaction casing. The ".omplexity of the cook-off mechanism is also
temperature of explosives. The ordnance is defimed by a dependant on the degree of confinement and the mass of the
representative desigi of a 150mrm ordnance system with explosive. The ideal scenario would include munitions of
predefined constants of size and confinement. The energetic practical size and confinement subjected to a hazardous
material chosen for these tests was DREV's CX-84A. thermal environment. In this study, an experimental method,

with known explosive mass contained in a generic munition
casing, has been developed in order to determine a

List of Symbols relationship between the heating rate and the reaction
c heat capacity temperature of an explosive when subjected to various
E activation energy of the reaction heating rates.
k., pre-exponential factor
Q reaction heat

heating rate 2. METHOD
R gas constant
t time to reaction For each experiment, a metal cylinder filled with energetic
T, initial temperature material was subjected to a controlled thermal environment
T reaction temperature via an enclosed oven. A schematic of the cylinder is shown

in Figure la and a generic schematic of the test is shown in
Figure lb. The design consideration for the cylinder was to

1. INTRODUCTION simulate as realistically as possible a 155 mm warhead

containing 5 Kg of explosive. The cylinder's volume was
The cook-off occurrence of an explosive is described as an 3L and the top cover (Cover B) was specifically designed to
unintended reaction of the energetic material due to a burst at an internal pressure between 22MPa-24MPa, which
varying thermal environment. The thermal environment may simulates the munition's bursting pressure. The placement
consist of the munition's exposure in a fire to the of the container within the oven was carefully considered in
munition's cyclic thermal loading while being transported or order to minimize varying heat flux and large air
being stored. The thermal decomposition of the munition temperature gradients. The heat flow on all surfaces of the
depends on the heat exchange with the surroundings. Of container were to depict a free flowing con, .ctive and



conductive heat transfer. transfer function interpreted by the temperature reading
obtained by the center thermocouple located in the

As the oven was heated, four temperature measurements oven.Cylindrical brick refractory type ovens rated at 3 kW
were obtained by type K (chromel/alumel) thermocouples. were used for the experiments. A silicon relay with a 0 to
One thermocouple measured the temperature of the 5 Vdc setting was used concurrently with an analog/digital
explosive/metal interface at the longitudinal center of the converter,via feedback from the oven thermocouple reading,
container. Another was placed within the oven at the mid to control the 240Vac power supply to the oven. An
point of the air gap between the heating elements and the isolation transformer was placed in the voltage line to
explosive container in order to log the oven temperature. protect the equipment in case of a short circuit or power
This thermocouple was situated along the plane surge when a reaction occurred within the oven.
perpendicular to the mid point of the longitudinal axis of the
cylinder. The third and fourth thermocouple charted the A video camera was also used to record the event of the
temperature of the air gap at both the top and bottom edge resction of the explosive. It was placed in a well protected
of the cylinder These two thermocouples gave the environment and the image of the oven was transmitted to
temoerature gradient of the air along the length of the the camera via mirrors. A pressure transducer (Kistler
cylinder. Each thermocouple was attached to a two wire Model 206) placed at 5m from the oven was also used to
transmitre, (AC!r',v S ' -5 . i.n transmitters were u"ed record the pressure wave (biast) uý the ie'n.tion.

,onoition thermocouple input signals and convert the
signal to a 4 to 20mA process current output. The units DREV CX-84A explosive was cast into four cylinders and
were calihrated for a 0' to 700' C input for the 4 to 20 mA each cylinder was subjected to one of the predetermined
output range. A 24Vdc power supply with a 5000 series heating rates. After filling, the explosive cylinders were
resistant was attached to each of the transmitters. stored at an ambient temperature of 20 0 C until the cook-off

test was initiated. The applicable heating rates for the cook-

A data acquisition system (HP3852a) was used to obtain the off test were 3.3°C/h, 9C/h, 25°C/h and 75°C/h.
measurements of the thermocouples. Modules for the system Thermocouple readings were obtained for each test until a
in the form of a voltmeter and a 20 channel relay reaction was recorded within the cylinder. The time for the
multiplexer were needed for the data acquisition cook-off was also recorded.
configuration. This permitted the output voltage from the
thermocouples to be converted to actual temperature During each test, the oven was heated to approximately
readings by incorporating a relation within the computer I100°C using higher heating rates than the applicable rates in
program. order to accelerate the cook-off process. This conditioning

has no adverse affect on the explosive's reaction because
Using programmable PID control via a micro computer, the the temperature is more than 50*C lower than the assumed
heating environment could be varied at any stage of the exothermic reaction temperature of the explosive. The
experiment. A computer programs the functions and heating rate was then kept constant at one of the four
downloads into the data acquisition/control unit, with which mentionned heating rates for the duration of the test,

the latter controls a closed 3 KW oven with a feedback

284 mm

*IXPLLISIV

rr

THERMOlCOUPLE TYPE K(

Figure 1a: Explosive filled cylinder
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Figure ib: Schematic of' cook-off setup

3.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION various thermal environments using experimental data.

Figures 2 to 5 sh. *~. an array of results showing t~he oven Figure 6 illustrates the correlation of the reaction
temperature and the temperature of the explosive/cylinder temperature to that of the heating rate of the oven. It has
interface within the cylinder at the four hcating rates. The been found that the experimental data can be fitted to an
graphs also diwlay the time to reaction. It is first noticed equation of the form of the approximated expression derived
that the time to cook-off was greater at low heating rates. At by Frank-Kamenetsky [Ref.51 which approximates the
a heating rate of 3.3°Ch,. the time for a reaction to occur, growth of the reactant temperature of a large body. The
a~s measured from the reference oven temperature of 100°C expression assumes adiabatic conditions and that the heat
was 21.4 hours, whereas, at a heating rate of 75°C2/h, the loss rate is small compared to the growing rate of heat
time was only 2.5 hours. The time for reaction at 90C/h and generation. The expression is of the form
•.5°C/h was 9.8 and 4.9 hours, respectively. The reaction
temperature has also changed. The reaction temperature lRT]2  1
increasedz from 153°C as measured at 3.3°C/h to 1790C as T't-E-I I_. -T~ae~tr) 1

measured for the heating rate of 75°C/h. The reaction E 1~ A. ~~) 1
temperatures at 9°C/h and at 25°C/h were found to be C T
1 65°C and 1 72°C. respectively. The phenomena of increased which describes the convective heat transfer across the body
reaction tenmperature concurs with analytical work treating and does not include the relation for the shape factor
the effect of low and high temperatures [Ref.l ,2,3,4]. function for the conductive heat transfer. Frank-Kamenetsky
Htowever, the analytical work only estimates the relative

proposed a function Fk, to be included within the equation,
increase, since not enough practical data has been collected t iuaetecnutv ettase huhu h
to accurately predict the explosives behaviour tn 8Ony reactant. The variables characterized in Fk were the
confinement at various heating rates. However, there is mtra' hra odciiy est n hp atr

ongong orkby mny ounriesto ode thereatio of The relationship, however, does not consider the effects of
energetic materials, in various states of confinement, to cnieeto h nrei aeil h ovcieha

conin menitoftheer gei aeil h ovcieha



transfer through various materials other than the energetic

matenal and also the conductive properues through the 5. References
metal encasement. Such consideration would require a
complex model. Therefore, the best fit relation of the 1. Erneux T., Arijs J., Meysinans R., "Cook-off Studies of
experimental data to the model, in simplified constants or Propellants and Explosives", Propellants Explosives
terms, was found to be Pyrotechnics, 8, 1983, pp 199-202.

T-144.97÷8.156-1n(4) (2) 2. Kent R., Rat M., "Explosion thermique (co .... ,es

Equation (2) is unique in that it is the expression obtained propergols solides", Propellants Explosive Pyrotechnics",

for the reactant temperature of the explosive CX-84A, 7, 1982, pp 129-136.

confined in a metal cylinder, as a function of the heating
rate. 3. Merzhanov A.G., Abramov V.G., "Thero'-1  ,.,on of

Explosives and Propellants", Propellan. and Explosives,

The intensity of the reaction at each heating rate was also 6, 1981, pp 130-148.

noted for each cylinder and they were found to be similar,
as indicated by the bursting mechanism of the cylinder and 4. Merzhanov A.G., Averson A.E., "The Present State of the

as shown in the photographs in Figures 7 and 8. For each Thermal Ignition The-.-ory: An Invited Review",

case, the cylinder top which was rated for 24 MPa, burst Combustion and Flame, 16, 1971, pp 89-124.

open at the weakened seam and the energetic material was
extruded out of the cylinder. The extruded explosive along 5 Frank-Kamenetsky D.A., "Diffusion and Heat Exchange

with its remains within the cylinder burned until it was in Reaction Kinetics", Princeton University Press,

totally consumed. The degree of reaction at all cases was Piinceton, New Jersey, 1955.

minimum as evidenced also by the negligible pressure wave
measured by the pressure transducer at the time of reaction. 6. DOD Military Standard, "Hazard Assessment Tests For

The pressure wave at 5 m from the cylinder was measured Non-Nuclear Munitions". MIL-STD-2105A (Navy),
at Icss than 6 kPa. DRAFT, January 19,1990.

Tuhe results indicate that the explosive does not react
stolentl• tor various cook-off scenarios and that the reaction
temperature is dependent on the cook-off parameter of
heating rate.

4. Conclusion

The cook off method adopted at DREV adds versatility to
the existing cook-off method described in DOD-STD-2105A
by altering the thermal environment of the test sample. The
method attempts to depict thermAl environments that
simulate tangible hazardous thermal scenarios of munitions
of any size and confinement. The procedure can realize tests
at vanous heating rates and has shown experimentally that
the energetic material's reaction temperature is a function of

the thermal environment. DREV explosive CX-84A has
been tested in a generic 155 mm casing and its reaction
temperature was found to be a function of the heating rate
applied. This relation is unique for the size and confinement
of the explosive

The reaction state of CX-84A to these different thermal
environments was also found to be minimal as confirmed by
its burning reaction and there was no significant evidence
that the heating rate affected the degree of reaction. The
degree of reaction ef CX-84A, at the slow cook-off rate of
3.3°C/h, has shown that the explosive has passed the
insensitive DOD-STD-2105A requirements for the test (i.e.
reacted above 149'C and reaction was a burn [Ref 61).

L
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COOK-OFF #6
CX-84AHEATING RATE: 9 C/H

Figure 7: Photograph of cook-off cylinder after test at 90C/h.

COOK-OFF #4

Figure 8: Photograph of cook-off cylinder after test at 750/h.
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Discussion

QUESTION BY SCHARP. ?: You did not put a thermocouple in the
center of the explosive. Did you make theoretical calculations on
the expected heat transfer and temperature in the explosive?

ANSWER: No, I have not made theoretical calculations but they are
forthcoming.

QUESTION BY VAN DER STEEN. THE NETHERLANDS: The heating rate
for a cook off experiment is 3.3 degrees C/hr. This causes a very
lengthy experiment. Could we conclude from your experiment that a
higher heating rate, eg 25 degrees C/hr., is also possible for a "slow
cook-off test"?

AWER: Not exactly, the correlation curve for each system
configuration must include testing at 3.3 degrees C/hr. in order for
proper extrapolation.

1
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PHENOMENES THERMIQUES INDUITS PAR UN ACCIDENT DE MUNITION A BORD D'UN NAVIRE

THERMAL PHENOMENA INDUCED BY AN AMMUNITION ACCIDENT ON BOARD SHIPS

Alain Fournier
Christine Laillemand

D616gation G~n~rale pour '~armement
Direction des Constructions Navales

Groupe d'Etudes et Recherches de Pyrotechnie
B.P. 77

83800 Toulon Naval
France

IRESUNIE voqu~es par les 6cIats (fragmentation de I'enve-
loppe). Les travaux r~cents sur Ics explosifs per-

Apr6s avoir passk en revue les principaux risques li~s mettent de se garantir contre ce risque.
aux phdnom~nes thermiques induits A bord des batiments - reaction d'explosion (type III) avec fragmenta-
de surface par la misc A feu accidentetle dc munitions, on tdon de I'enveloppe, projection d'&Iats et effets
pirtdsnte Ics travaux exp-6imentau~x et thdoriques mends au loeaux de surpression,
GE.R.Pv dans le domaine des agressions thermiques:

-reaction de propulsion (type IV) avec depart

- ffkts globaux produits par un foyer localisd dan intempestif de la munition engendrant des d6g~ts
une soute , transferts thermiques vers les loeaux adjacents importants sur les structures et 1'apparition de
ct comportement des munitions vis ý vis de ces agressions, foyurs d'incendic dits; secondaires,

- riaction de combustion (type V) sans propul-
- ef fets locaux produits en particulier par Ies jets de sion ni ouverture violente de I'enveloppe, avec

propulseurs sur Ics structures crnvironnances en cas d'atlu- cirdation de foyers d'incendie localis&s
mage intempcstif.

INTRODUCTION Au nivcau des ameknagements. on distingue:

L'objet de cet expos6 est de pr~scntcr Ics travaux cx-
p~rimentaux et th~oriques mcnds dans le domaine des

agesosthermiques 5t hord des b~timents de surface pa - Ies effets globaux caractdris*~s par des gradients

le Groupe d'Etudes ct de Recherche de Pyrotechnicdetmruee esinodeves d& -

(G.ER.Py) de la Direction des Constructions Navales de lement des gaz brfili~s dans Ies locaux de
ToulIon. stockage ou de misc en oeuvre (soutes) et dans

les conduits d'dvacuation (pldnums). Ces 616va-
tions dle tempdrature peuvent provenir des foyers

Lxs nombreux incidents survenus A bord dc b~tit directement placds dans le local ou de foyers si-
ments de surface et notamment celui survcnu en mai 1987 tuds dans des becaux voisins (&chauffcmcnt lent),
sur I'USS STARK ont mis en 6vidcnce les risques lids aux
ph&om~ncs thcrniiques (foyers d'inccndie. transferts de - les effeLs loeaux dont Ics effets des jets (pres-
chalcur) et en particulier ceux induits par la combustion sion et tempdraturc ý I'impact, vitesse d'&oule-
de- rnati~rcs actives (propergol). ment des gaz) sur les structures et munitions voi-

sines. Ces jets peuvent etre gdn~rs par le cdepart

Tout peut commencer par un foyer d'incendic bcaui- intempestif de propulseurs ou issus de perfora-
sLI Far exemple dans une saute provoquarn une dldation dions par &clats dc ces mn~mcs propubseurs.
dc temperature et de pression dans Ic local jusqu'A rdac-
tion d'une ou plusicurs munitions soumises A cette am-
biance thermiquc.

Les travaux trait±~s par be G.E.R.Py concemnent Ia ca-
Au niveau de Ia munition, les risqucs peuvent ftre ractdrisation de ces effets globaux, l'dtude du comporte-

classds scion Ic type de r~action, A savoir: ment des munitions et des effets becaux ainsi que Ics pro-
tections associ~cs. On prdsente suecessivcmcnt lcs travaux
expdrimentaux, puis bes travaux th~oriques.

-riaction de ditonation (type I ou lb scion be
projec de STANAG 4240) avec. endommagement
des structuires environnantes par la surpressiori

due ýi I'cffct (it soouffle et par les pe-rforations pro-
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TRAVAUX EXPERIMENTAUX tesse des gaz (par fil chaud), [a masse de combustible brOj-
Troi tyes rinipau d'ssas snt efecut~ auId (par pes&e continue), le ddbit de gaz dvacud par le
Tros tpespricipux 'esaisson efiecudsauconduit (par ddbiuntre ) et les flux therrniques ý travers

GE.R.Py: les parois (par fluxm~tre ). Dans les "volumes r6cepteurs"
on mesure la tempdrature et la pression.

- en premier lieu, des essais d'incendie A Pair li- Des essais sont actuellements conduits avec diffd-
bre permettant de mietix connaitre I'agression rents combustibles (propergol et explosif).
elle-m~me. 11 s'agit de faire br~iller diffdrents
combustibles (hydrocarbures, propergols, explo-
sifs) et de mesurer la distribution spatiale et tern- - en dernier lieu, des essais d'impact de jets de
porelle des temporatures et des flux rayonncds par propulseur sur une plaque instrumentde et recoti-
Ic foyer. verte de matdiaux caract~ristiques (par exemple

des protections thermiques) permettant de visuali-
Description du moyen d'essai A ]'air libre ser la structure du jet, de mesurer Ics pressions,

les tempratures (thermocouples haute tempdra-
Le combustible est disposd dans un bac de sable, La- ture tungsti-ne-rhdnium) et les flux therrniques A

piss6 d'une feujille de polydthyl~ne, de dimensions l'impact et d'dvaluer la tenue des mat~iux tes-
6 m x 6 m ou dans un bac m~tallique de dimensions t~s.
1.5 m x 1.5 m. Les combustibles testtds sont des hydrocar-
bures oti des mati&es actives. (propergol ou explosif). La Description du moyen d'essai d'impact de jets
misc A feui s'effectue par allumage pyrotechniquc (hydro-
carbures) ou fil r6sistant (matires actives). Les mesures Pour ces essais, on place le propulseur (oti Ie gd6ntra-
cffectu&cs sont de deux types : tempdrature (thermocoti- teur de jet) stir une potence de hauteur rdglable (de 0.5 m
pies chromel-alumel) et flux (fluxmetre dc rayonnement). A 2 in), Ie jet .drant dirigd vers le bus , ar une plaque circu-
LUne cam~ra viddo permet de suivre Ie ddroulcment de 1Fes- kiire de rayon 0.5 m. On visualise Ie zt 5t Iaide de cam6-
sai. Une oti plusicurs camera rapides (quclques centaines A ras rapides et on mesure les pressions. les temp~ratures,
quelques milliers d'images par seconde) permettent de vi- tes, tlu thrie en la pos~se globale (par capteurs de
sualiser des instants caractdfistiques de- l'incendie. La du- force ) stir la plaque.
rde de l'incendie vanie dc I A 15 minutes.

On prdsente un enregistrement de tcmpdrature sur
L'annexe A- I pr~sente une courbe de tempdrature et tine plaque recevant tin jet de debit zmassique de I kg/s

tine courbe de flux en fonction du temps obtenties lors pendant 0.5 s et sitti& A 1.5 m. Une tempdrattire maxi-
d'un cssiii de combustion d'hydrocarbure. male de 1213 K est mesurde A 0.2 mn de l'axp du jet (an-

nexe A-2).
Pour une tcmnpifattire moyennc du foyer de 1300) K,

on mesure tin flux de rayonnement de 2.3 kW/m 2 A 16 m.

Tous ces r6sultats exp&rimentatix sont utilis~s
- en second lieu. des essais d'incendie en milieu comme donndes d'entrde ou comme valeurs de recalage
semi-confink permettant d'acqu~rir des donnidcs des diff~rents codes de calcul titilis~5s lors de Ia modtdisa-
stir I'ambiancc rdgnant dans tine soute et dans les bion de ces phdnomrnens.
pl&dntms soumnis A tin incendie et d'appr~cier les
transferts thermiques vers les becaux adjacents.
Ces essais sont effectuds dans tine enceinte fer-
m~e avec tin foyer suffisamment r~ltiit ou dans
tine enceinte mtinie d'un conduit d'dvactiaton de
sorte qtie la pression moyennc n'augmentc pas TRAVAUX THEORIQUF-S
de plus de quelques centaines de millibars.

Les, travatix de moddlisation des cons&~quences d'unc
Description du moyen d'essai en milieu semi-confint6 agression thermiqtie sont mends ati G.E.R.Py avec les oti-

tils numdriques suivants:
On dispose de trois enceintes paraikdIdpiptddiques de

dimensions I m x I m x 2m. La premiere oii est situtd Ie
foyer d'incendie est appelde "volume dmetteur". Les deux -ANSWER : code de m~caniqtie des fluides tridimen-
autres enceintes plac&s respectivement A cdOt et au-des- sioirnel aux Volumes Finis dt~velopp6 par ACRI (USA) et
sus du "volume 6netteur" sont appekdes "volumes rncep- PRINCIPIA (France) utilisd pour les caictils d'incendie en
teurs". Ce dispositif est aussi utilisd pour l'tdvaluation demieusr-cnnd(h pse esodetoaue
1'efficaciti des protections thermiques. Les mesures effec- iicti de vi-scondlns (campd s dn sue ssin. coduit tcpetur
tudes dans Ic "volume dmettetiur" concernent Ia pression
(par capteur ), Ia tempdraturc (par thermocouple), la vi-



pour les calculs d'impact de jets; (tempdrature, pression, vi- - NSTC3D 7code de m~canique des fluides tridi-
tesse). mensionnel compressible aux E16mcnis Finis

Ecoulement clans un milieu semi-confini6pulmdlstodunc ecmutbee
destrasfetsthemiqes uxparis u'volume

6metteur".
On dtudie les consequences de l'allumage intempes-

oif d'un propulseur plac6 clans trine soute ý laquelle esi rac- Les conditions injuiales A I' intdrieur du lo-
cordd un plenum. cal sont la pression atmosph~rique, unec temptfra-

ture de 290 K et uric vitesse d'&coulement nulle,

Le calcul effeciu6 en configuration axisym~trique L'6coulement gazeux esi suppost6
utilise comme conditions initiales la pression atmosphdri- compressible, laminaire. le gaz7 parfait et transpa-
que et unec temp~rature de 290 K, comme conditions gdnd& rent, la viscosit6 constante.
ratrices de l'6coulement unec pression de 10 MPa et de
2800 K, cc qui entraine comme conditions de soti de jet Le foyer est moddlisd comme unec source
unec pression de 1 MPa , trine temp-6ature de 1500 K ct de propergol solide suwfacique de dimensions
trine vitesse de 2000 m/s 0.5 m x I m, de tempdrature 2800 K et de d6bit

massique 0.5 kg/s pendant 10 s.
Etude du iet A la sortie de la tuvyre On prend unec condition limite de convec-

2bion aveL tin coefficient de 10 W/m .K stir la pa-
La soute a tin ray-on de 0.7 6m c trine longucur de roi mitoyenne, les autres parois dtant supposeces

I ni. Le pa~s &~ temps est de- 10 s. Les rs~sultats pr(~senus adiabatiques.
concemnent la pression puis la tempi~ature ý I ms (annexe
A-3). Les rdsultats en temptratiure de peau du

volume tdmetteuir montrent que Ia temprature
Etude du iet dans l'ensernble soute-plknum moyenne au centre de la paroi st~parat-ice est de

2500 K (annexe A-7).
La soute a tin rayon dec I m et tine longuetir de 3 m. - ESTET :code d~e m~canique des fluides tridi-

Le plenum a tin rayon de 0.3 m et trine longuetir de 9 m. mensionnel aux Diffcdrences Finies ct aux Vo-
lumes Finis pour Ia modeisation des ti-ansferts 4

On pr~sente Ia pression et la temp~rature A 250 ms thenniques et la misc en mouvement dut fluide
puis Ji 500) ms ainsi que lHtat stitionnaire (annexes A-4 & par convection naturelle clans Ics "volumes r6eep
A-5). teurs".

Les conditions initiales dut calcul (cons~clu-
A 250 ins, I'ceoulement est bloque. Le jet est alors tif aui pr&&Ident ) sont identiques. Le fluide est

refouh6 clans Ia sotite enti-ainant trine &vation de Ia pres- stipposcl incompressible, dilatable ct turbulent. La
sion et de mani~re plus significative de [a temp~rature. pao oppostd A la paroi miioyenne (supposde A

1500 K) est A 290 K et les autres sont adiabati-
qties

- ABAQIS : code therrno-m~canique ti-idimensionnel On pr~sentc les r~sutilats en Iempcrature ct
aux Elements, Finis dcvclopp6 par H.K.S. (U.S.A.). titlise' en vitesse aui bout de 10 s de simulation. La tern-
pour les calculs de ri~ponscs d'une munition ou d'une jNrature stir la paroi supclIrietire dut volume rkep-
structure A trine agression thermique ( ' tmpclrature ct flux) tetir est tde 470 K (Uecx~rience donne 420 K).
ainisi que pour les tdvaluations des temps de reaction. Lc champ des vitesses met en clvidence les phtdno-

mrnens de convection (annexe A-8).

On prt~sente les ridsultais en tempdrature tI'tine muni- D'atitres codes monodimensionnels d~cvelopp6s ati
tion sotimise A tin incendic det~e mIrature 900 K. G.E.R.Py sont utiliscls pow- les previsions ct les 6ttides pa-

ramduiques:
Au hout fie 6 inn, ve qsii corres~pond aui temps tde

r~action de la munition, on obtient 650 K sur l'cnveloppe
extrietre et 490 K dans 1'explosif (annexe A-6)_-MGL :cd emVaiu e lie

pour le caicul des valeurs moyennes (pression,
tempdrattire, vitesse) clans tin volume correspon-

-NSTC3D et ESTET :developpts respeetivement par dant trine soutit oti A tout oti partie d'un pldnum.
VI' .N.R.l.A. et I' E.D.F. (France) titilist~s pour les calculs
d'incendic en milieu confine (champs tde pression. de tern-
pidrature et de vitesse). Le code a W~t valid6 par comparaison avec des essais

6 &hclle r&Iuuite (1/7) et tin essai en grandeur rdelle. Les



surpressions calcul~es ont 60 COrrctemnent confrm&eS par CONCLUSIONS

les meures.Les travaux conduits par le G.E.R.Py sur les plans

DIMENSIONNEMENT D*UN PLENUM exprimental et thdorique permettent d'ores et ddj5 d'6va-

R-q~tdft~k~.."MJ.Juer les cons~juences d'une agression thermique A bord
So..~3~d'un navire. Toutefois la difficulttd rdside dans la multipli-

citd des scdnarios d'accident possibles. Un effort dc r6-
flex ion est A mener sur cc theme pour mieux adapter les

flW'' PsW1 k~o8.~ P1~10AbSd21outils de prevision.
do bw Soule Owwe t)I

roqueftes (Soule Fwooi.) 0.25 0.81 ,

122 On cherche aussi A mieux d~crire la rdponse de la
3 45munition en affinant la description des phenom~nes physi-

6 &2ques qui se produisent entre l'instant o6s la mati~re active
est initide et l'ouverture de I'enveloppe.

1.4 Enfin, il ne faut pas oublier les actions men6es dans

S 135 le cadre de la lutte contre les foyers d'incendie (par exem-
15 4.13 Z10 pie arrosage) 'qui doivent tnre prises en compte dans les

________________ _________ __________ modi-des.

Les rdsultats d'une 6tude de dimensionnement d'un
plenum pr~sent6s dans le tableau suivant:

-FLAM2 : code aux Diffdrences Finies pour le
calcul des transferts thermiques par conduction Ai
travers diff6rentes couches de mattdriaux en te-
nant conipte des reactions internes et des change-
ments de phases.

Le recalage du programme a d'abord Wt effectu6
avec une munition (bombe) chargde en explosif "coul6&
tondu" puis en explosif 'composite" (octorane et hexabu).
Les rdsultats, sont consign.~s dans le tableau suivant

ranpe... 4....

MO7 V 46 260

F.- 210 210

Le temps d'appantion de 1'evitnement pyrotechnique
calcttkd montre une utrs grande sensibilitt6 A la temprature
du toyer. 11 importc donc lors de Ia rdalisation des essais
de caracttrnscr avec prtcision cette tempdrature en multi-
pliant les points de mesure. Compte-tenu dc CeS diffd&
rences entre temperature rdelle elt empIralre theorique
(scion Ia nornie sp~cifique du type d'incendie), on
constate en gdndral une assez bonne corrdlation entre cal-
cul et expftience avec cc type de code simplifiid.
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ANNEXE A-

JET A LA SORTIE DE LA TUYERE

PRESSION A LINSTANT I =I ms

I

TEMPERATURE A |'|NSTANT t 1 mi Co:py' arvailable td• DD-r does plo
pe."•fl~T!•i !"•tdlc~



1ELA L-ENSEM13LE SOUTE-PLENUM

PRESSION A LINSTANT t 250 ms

TEMPERATURE A LINSTANT 1 250 me
Cnnýy nvi'r1~ y7 d(*'- .77,



ANNE&EA-42

MDA-NaL LESMLE SOUIE-PLEtjVM

PRESSION A L'INSTANT t= 500 ,ns

TEMPERATURE A LINSTANT 1 500 ms r~p cr(ýikoble to DD~C dro',
hi;Tlt uly [r-gil~n reprodiu t



,ffLDAN-.L'ENSE VIE-5ALTLNUM

PRESSION A L'ETAT STATIONNAIRE

TEMPERATURE A L'ETAT STATIONNAIRE



ANN E X EA-fi

MUNITION SOUMISE A UN INCENDIE

Copy available to fl!Xv( I- -

permait hlaly legible rrp .1

TEMPERATURE AU TEMPS DE RFACTION



ANNEXE A-T

INCENDIE EN MILUEU CONFINE
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Numerical Modeling of the Shock Initiation of High Explosives

G. Pezica
OTO Melara, Ballistics R&D Department

P.O. Box 71, 54011 Aulla (MS) Italy

1. SUMMARY additional inhomogeneities, hotter hot spots are formed and
In the present work results are presented from two dimen- more of the explosive is decomposed. The shock wave
sional computations simulating impacts of various configu- grows stronger until a detonation begins. This mechanism of
rations of projectile against bare and covered high explo- initiation can be numerically described by means of the Fo-
sives. Under certain conditions the build-up of the detona- rest-Fire bum model, which gives the rate of explosive de-
don were obtained and sometimes the threshold conditions composition as a function of the local pressure.
for the shock initiation were determined. When a projectile strikes a high explosive, the propagating
These calculations were performed using the nonlinear shock wave may decay and die, failing to initiate a detona-
explicit finite-difference computer code PISCES 2D, in tion, or it may be amplified and initiate a detonation in the
which the Forest-Fire burn rate model and the HOM equa- explosive. In the present work some results are presented
tion of state were implemented by means of external user from two dimensional computations simulating the impact of
subroutines, projectiles against explosives and the following build-up or

failure of a detonation. Such calculations were performedThe following problems were analysed: with the multi-purpose nonlinear explicit finite-difference

APDS projectile impacting a warhead; computer code PISCES 2D, in which the Forest-Fire bumr
shaped charge jet particles impacting an explosive logic and the HOM equation of state were implemented by
reactive armour (ERA); means of external user subroutines.
flat-nosed projectiles impacting a bare explosive; Various configurations of the explosive as well a wide range
oflat-nosed projectiles impacting a covered explosive; of diameters and impact velocities of the projectile were

S round-nosed projectiles impacting a bare explosive, considered:

In partiv-dar, in the case of the three last problems, the thr- APDS projectile impacting a warhead;
sholds "detonation - non detonation", in plots of impact velo- shaped charge jet particles impacting an explosive
city versus projectile diameter, were numerically determined reactive armour,
and directly compared with the experimental ones available flat-nosed projectiles impacting a bare explosive;
in literature. flat-nosed projectiles impacting a covered explosive;

round-nosed projectiles impacting a bare explosive.

2. INTRODUCTION
Many situations exist were it is not certain whether and how 3. MATERIAL MODELS.
a detonation builds up: warheads impacted by fragments or
APDS (Armour Piercing Discarding Sabot) projectiles; 3.1 Equation of State for Inert Materials.
reactive armours impacted by shaped charge jets or kinetic The equation of state used to describe the inert materials was
energy penetrators or EFPs (Explosively Formed Projectil- the Mie-Grueneisen equation. This equation was derived by
es); problems of sympathetic detonations in the handling and assuming that r (gamma) is a function of the volume only
storage of explosive materials; and generally all the pheno- and provides a means for extending the information of a
mena where shock to detonation transitions in high explo- known P-V relation (such as the Hugoniot) to other values of
sives are possible. internal energy. For the Hugoniot reference equation weused a linear relationship between the shock velocity (Us)
It is therefore extremely important for the designer to avail and theipartice velocity (U,)
of numerical tools capable of predicting the initiation of
shocked high explosives. All over the world wide efforts
have been performed in order to develop reliable numerical Us = Co + C *UP
models which, in spite of the high computing costs, permit
more flexibility of use than the semiempirical models. where C. is the bulk sound speed, and C1 is the shock-parti-

The mechanism of shock initiation in high explosives is de- cle velocity slope, which is assumed constant.
scribed as local decomposition at hot spots that are formed Detailed data for this equation of state may be found in Ref.
by shock interactions with density discontinuities. The libe- 1. The coefficients used in our calculations are given in Ta-
rated energy strengthens the shock so that as it interacts with ble 1.



TABLE 1 Detailed information and data for this constitutive model
Shock Parameters, Grueneisen Coefficients and may be found in Ref. 3. In Table 3 the coefficients used in
Reference Densities for Inert Materials Usuad in our calculations are reported.

the Calculations.

TABLE 3co ci r 9o Steinberg - Cochran - Guinan Constitutive Constants.
(flts) - lkQrm3)

Copper 3920 1.488 1.96 8960 i
Yo Ymax n n C1 C2

Steel 4580 1.490 1.67 7830 (MPa) (MPa) r T'Pa-') (K-i&)

Tantalum 3414 1.201 1.40 16690 Tantalum 770 1100 10 0.1 14.5 -0.13

Tungsten 4040 1.230 1.54 19170

3.3 Equation of State for Explosives.
In our calculations the HOM equation of state was used.

3.2 Constitutive Model for Inert Materials. Such equation of state gives pressure as a function of speci-
The Johnson-Cook constitutive model, which is suitable for fic volume, specific internal energy and mass fraction of the
metals subjected to large strains, high strain rates and high solid for solids, gases and mixtures.
temperatures, was used in our calculations for copper, steel
and tungsten. For the evaluation of the yield strength this Condensed Components
model takes into account the strain hardening, the strain rate The equation of state for .olids is expanded off the Hu-
hardening and the thermal softening at increasing plastic goniot with the Grueneisen construction. The experi-
strain, strain rate and temperature. mental Hugoniot data are expressed as linear fits of theshock and particle velocities. The Hugoniot tempera-

The relationship for the von Mises flow stress, Y, is: tures are computed using the Walsh and Christian
Y -- (A + B e) (I + C log*) (U - T*) technique (Ref. 4) and fitted to a fourth-degree poly-nominal in logarithm of the volume.

where e is the plastic strain, •* = &o is the dimensionless
plastic strain rate (t, = reference strain rate), and T* is the Gas Componentshomcogou teperaureThe equation for gases is expanded off the BKW
homclogous temperature (Becker-Kistiakowsky-Wilson) detonation product

T* = (T - Troom) / (Tmelt - Troom) isentrope fitted by a method of least squar•.s to fourth-

A, B, n. C and m are material constants. degree polynomials in logarithm of the variables.
Mixtures

Detailed information and data for this constitutive model TresRef.2. n Tale th coeficentsuse inThe mixtures of condensed and gaseous products are
may be found Ration e reporTed, solved assuming an ideal mixing (i.e. pressure andour calculations are reported. temperature equilibrium) of specific volumes of so-

TABLE 2 lids and gas, and energy partitioning according to mass
Johnson-Cook Constitutive Constants. fraction.

Detailed data for this equation of state may be found in
Ref. 5. In Table 4 the coefficients used in our calcula-

A B n C m tions are given.
(MPa) (MPa) - - -

Copper 90 292 0.31 0.025 1.09

Steel 792 510 0.26 0.014 1.03 3.4 Burn Rate Model.
The Forest Fire bum rate model was used in our calcula-

Tungsten 1506 177 0.12 0.016 1.00 tions. This model permits the calculation of the burning re-
suiting from the shock initiation of high explosives. It was
developed for describing the decomposition rates as a func-For tantalum, the constitutive model proposed by Steinberg, tion of the experimentally measured distance of "run to de-

Cochran and Guinan was adopted. Also this model is appli- tonation" versus shock pressure (the Pop plot, named after
cable at high rates of strain. In this model the relation valid its originator A. Popolato) and the reactive and non-reactive
for the von Mises yield strength is: Hugoniot. in the Forest Fire model the burnt fraction, F,

y m y.o[I + 0 Eln [I + C, pIp113 + C2 (T-Troom)l evolves in time according to the following pressure depen-
dent equation:

subject to the limitation that: dFldt = (I F) eap (X I + X2 P + X p2+ .... + Xn p1-7)

Yo [1 + E]n 15 ymax Detailed information for this burning technique may be

where P is pressure, p is compression (defined as the initial found in Ref. 5. In our calculation we used 14 terms in the
specific volume divided by the specific volume) and Y0, 0, n, polynomial expansion and in Table 5 the coefficients used in
C, and C2 are constants, our calculations are reported.

'I



TABLE4
HOM Equation of State Input Parameters, Units (cm, gr, gs)

Explosive: Comp. B

HOM FOR CONDENSED COMPONENT HOM FOR GAS COMPONENT

C - 0.231 A = -3.525849

S - 1.83 B -- 2.334292

Fs - -8.86751 C - -0.597267

Gs - -79.73575 D - 0.00304510

Hs - -159.42898 E - -0.175226

Is - -135.41104 K -- 1.560877

Js -- 39.12747 L =0.533121

GAMMAs - 1.5 M - 0.0806311

Cv (caVg/K) - 0.259 N - 0.00333817

Vos - 0.583090 0 - -0.000684400

C reactive -0.231 Q -7.502781

S reactive - 2.50 R - -0.441209

S -0.151293
T =0.0677883
U - -0.0242403

Z -0.1

Cv' (cal/g/K) - 0.5

Explosive: PBX9404

HOM FOR CONDEAJED COMPONENT HOM FOR GAS COMPONENT

C - 0.2423 A - -3.5390626

S . 1.883 B - -2.5773759

Fs -- 9.04187 C -0.2600754

Gs - -71.31853 D - 0.01390836

Hs - -125.20498 E - -0.01139630

Is -- 92.04242 K - -1.6191304

JS -- 22.18938 L -0.5215185

GAMMAs - 0.675 M - 0.06775066

Cv (cal/gfK) ,0.4 N - 0.004265243

Vos -0.542299 0 - 0.0001046800

C reactive -0.246 -=7.3642292

S reactive -2.53 R - -0.4936582

S - 0.02923531

T - 0.03302774

U - -0.01145325

z -0.1

Cv' (caVg/K) - 0.5

______________________________'_



TABLE 5
Forest Fire Input Parameters, Units (cm, gr, lis)

EXPLOSIVE: COMP. B EXPLOSIVE: PBX-9404

Pminimum - 0.02 Pminimum = 0.015

Pci = 0.284 Pcj - 0.363

NTERMS =14 NTERMS =14

X1 = -1.035458E1 X1 = -8.3979133E0

X2 = +4.734274E2 X2 = +4.0524452E2

X3 - -1.675370E4 X3 = -1.2887960E4

X4 = +4.475675E5 X4 = +2.9889932E5

X5 - -8.493147E6 X5 - -4.7962437E6

X6 = +1.155593E8 X6 = +5.4017707E7

X7 = -1.140257E9 X7 = -4.3377143E8

X8 - +8.206591E9 X8 - +2.5068548E9

X9 = -4.298663E 10 X9 = -1.0433259E 10

X10 - +1.618379E 11 X10 - +3.0950370E 10

X11 = -4.260582E11 X11 = -6.3781135E10

X12 = +7.437677F! 4, X12 =- +8.6704208E 10
X13 = -7.728985E11 X13 = -6.9876089E 10
X14 = +3.616778E11 X14 = +2.5277954E10

4. APDS PROJECTILE IMPACTING A WARHEAD. Due to the non-negligible material distortion which is
In this section results are presented of a tungsten APDS expected for the target as well as for the projectile, the si-
projectile impacting a heavily confined high explosive si- mulation was performed using only an Eulerian mesh. A urn-
mulating a warhead. The projectile is a tungsten 20-mm form grid size of 2 mm was employed and proper boundary
diameter 80-mm long penetrator which impacts at a velocity conditions (free flow directives) were also imposed in order
of 1700 m/s against PBX-9404 explosive with a 20-mm- to simulate a semi-infinite target in the direction of the axis
thick steel cover. The initial geometry is shown in Fig. 1. of symmetry and an infinite target in the perp-ndicular direc-

tion.

20 70 i In Fig. 2 three contour plots of density are reported which
_show three different steps of the penetration process. At t =

10 ps the projectile is still penetrating the confinement; at t =
30 gs the penetrator has completely perforated the steel co-SI ver and started the penetration of the high explosive; at t =

8 50 ;s about 40 mm of the explosive has ben penetrated andS80
- PBX-9404 the rest of the explosive is already detonated, at this time the

simulation was stopped.
20 TU GS E 4 u__ 140TUGSE W In two points inside the high explosive the pressure was re-

-.- - corded during the simulation. These points were located at
V 1700 mA/s distances of 20 mm and 40 mm from the axis of symmetry.

SB and at a distance of 45 mm from the steel/explosive inter-
I i face. The resulting pressure time histories, in which are evi-

dent the sharp peaks of the detonation front, are shown in
_J _ Fig. 3.

In Fig. 4 a contour plot of pressure at t = 45 jis is reporL J.
Figure I- Sketch of APOS Projectile Impacting a Also in this figure the initiation of the PBX-9404 and the
Warhead. presence of a detonation wave are evident.

__mm__mm__mm mmm



t. lops -_ ~1 - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

t -301 js

Figure 4 - APOS against Warhead, Contour Plot of
Pressure at 45 jas.

___ _____-Isobar Interval is 2 GPa, First Level is 10 GPa.

t -50i" ,

5. SHAPED CHARGE !!T PARTICLE IMPACTING
A REACTIVE ARMOUR.

In this section results are presented of shaped charge jet
particles impacting an explosive reactive armour. In parti-
cular we have considered two possible jet particles which
may be produced by the precursor charge of a tandem shap-
ed charge warhead:

a. copper particle, diameter = 1.2 mm, length = 10 mm,
velocity = 7000 m/s;

b. copper particle, diameter = 0.8 mm, length = 10 mm,

Figure 2 - APOS against Warhead. Contour Plots of vlcty = 5000 m/s.

Density at 10 jgs, 30 jLs and 50Is Both particles impact an ERA 5/5/5: 5 mm-thick Compound
B explosive sandwiched between two 5 mm-thick steel plac-
es. In Fig. 5 the initial geometry is reported

1020

10 0 0

Figure 3- APDS against Warhead, rime Histories of Figure 5 - Sketch of Copper Jet Particle (i1.2 mm, v
4Pressure (0. 1 Mbar - 10 GPA). - 7000 mn/s; * - 0.8 mm, v - 5000 nvs) Impacting a

Position of Points A and B Is Indicated in Fig. 1. ERA (Sanx4*:h 5/5/5 Steel, Comp. B. Steel).



Also in this case the calculations were performed by means Two contour plots of pressure at t 2.0 ts and t = 2.5
of a full Eulerian logics in order to prevent any problem aris- its are reported in Fig. 7. At t = 2 ps a detonation phe-
ing from the distortion of the target material and the erosion nomena is clearly starting inside the explosive, the
of the penetrating jet particle. We used a uniform cell size of maximum pressure is not uniform in the detonation
0.2 mm leaving a certain amount of free space in front of front, varying from about 20 GPa in the rear part (left)
ERA as well as in the rear side. At a distance of 10 mm per- to 30 GPa in the front part (right). At t = 2.5 ps, in-
pendicular to the symmetry axis free flow boundary condi- stead, the detonation wave has already reached a sta-
tions (simulating infinite plates) were imposed. tionary state with a uniform peak pressure.

a. 1.2 mm jet particle at 7000 mis
In Fig. 6 three different stages of the penetration pro-
cess are shown by means of contour plots of density. 2,01is
The first plot corresponds at t = 0.5 its; the jet particle
is penetrating the first metal plate. The second plot cor-
responds at t = 2.3 gs; the jet particle has penetrated
most of the explosive and a detonation wave is present
in it. In the third plot, which corresponds at t = 4 lts,
the penetration process is terminated and all the explo-
sive is detonated.

O,SLS

S.... .m EE "U'%E %"c!,/

Y V!
/ /4 Ois;

S__-6 , -. ~\

Figure 6- Copper Jet Particle ( 1 1.2 mm, v - 7000 Figure 7 - Copper Jet Particle (0 - 1.2 mm, v - 7000
WS) against ERA, Contour Plots of Density at 0.5 gs tns) against ERA, Contour Plots of Pressure at 2.0 gs
2.5 pis and 4.0 gs. and 2.5 pIs. Isobar Interval 2 GPa, First Level 10 GPa.

'1



Tune histories of pressure were also recorded in three
different points inside the explosive. The three points
were located in the middle of the explosive at the fol- 1,51s
lowing distances from the axis of symmetry: 24 mm,
48 mm and 72 mm. The three time histories are repor-
ted in Fig. 8. In all the three plots a sharp peak is
clearly present, typical of adetonation process, but in ..
the first two points it is also evident the presence of a
precursor shock which disappears in the third point. In A

order to better understand this, in Fig. 9 three other .

contour plots of pressure are shown in which only / ./>
"low" pressure contour levels are reported. In the first ,
plot. t = 1.5 ps, it is evident a spread shock wave pro-
pagating in the explosive. In the second plot, t = 2.0 p.s. -. -.
a detonation is started, but in the left side of the explo-
sive a pressure ranging between 1 and 3 GPa is always
present before the sharp peak. In the third plot, t = 2.5
ts, only a "normal" detonation wave is present: the
pressure levels in the shock front are very near to each
other, showing a very high pressure gradient.

2,0O&s

B

A
T~mF

2,O5ps

2,5ii

Figure 8- Copper Jet Particle (0 = 1.2 mm, v = 7000
mvs) against ERA, Time Histories of Pressure (0.1
Mbar - 10 GPa).
Posirton of Points A, B and C Is Indicated in Fig. 5.

b. 0.8 mnm jet particle at 5000 mls
In Fig. 10 three pressure time histories are shown. The
three points were located in the middle of the explo-
sive, in the same positions as the previously mentioned
points (distances from the axis of symmetry: 24 mm,
48 mm and 72 mm). It is clear from this figure that in
this case no detonation phenomena start as a conse-
quence of the penetration by the jet particle.

A contour plot of density at t = 3.25 ts, approximately
corresponding to t = 2.5 ps of the previous case, is
shown in Fig. 11. In Fig. 12 a contour plot of pressure Figure 9 - Copper Jet Particle (0 = 1.2 mm, v= 7000
is reported at the same time. It is also evident in this fi- n'ns) against ERA, Contour Plots of Pressure at 1.5 Pis,
gure that no de'.onation front is present in the explo- 2.0 ts and 2.5 p.s.
sive. Isobar Interval 1 GPa, First Level 1 GPa.



6. FLAT AND ROUND-NOSED PROJECTILES
AGAINST BARE AND COVERED EXPLOSIVES.

i I In this section results are reported of computations of small
I flat-nosed and round-nosed steel projectiles impacting bare

and covered PBX-9404 explosive, in this case the obtained
* -,results can be directly compared withi the measured shock

initiation thresholds reported in Ref. 6.

The three different configurations considered are:
EB a. flat-nosed steel projectile against bare PBX-9404;

/impact velocity range 250-1750 m/s, projectile diame-,• 1 tr range 1.5-20 mam;

. . .. b. flat-nosed steel projectile against covered PBX-9404:6
TI f ........ mm tantalum cover, impact velocity range 500-2000

m/s, projcc-tile diameter range 5-20 mm;
Figure 10 - Copper Jet Particle (0 o0.8 mm, v = 5000 c round-nosed steel projectile against bare PBX-9404:

m/s) against ERA, Time Histories of Pressure (0.01 impact velocity range 1000-2500 mis, projectile dia-
Mbar -I GPa). meter range 5-15 mm.
Position of Points A, B and C Is Indicated in Fig. 5. In all the three alternatives the projectile was simulated by

means of the Lagrangian processor of the PISCES code,
while for the target, explosive and cover, an Eulerian grid
with a 0.5 mm uniform mesh size was used. The interaction
between the Lagrangian grid and the Eulerian grid was pos-
sible by means of the standard polygon interactive logic of
the PISCES code. This hybrid logics was usefully employed
in conseguence of the sufficiently small distortion suffered
by the projectile Lagrangian mesh.

The calculations were performed using high explosive tar-
gets with diameters of 25 umn, in Fig. 13 the initial geome-
tries of the three configurations are shown. In ref. 6 it is re-
ported that diameters of 25.4 mm were used in the experi-
ments. In the same work the authors state that such explosive

L o, diameters can be usefully employed for projectile diameters
up to 20.3 mm without having the initiation processs disturb-
ed by target side rarefactions. During the progress of this

Figure 11 - Copper Jet Particle (0 = 0.8 mm, v = 5000
m/s) against ERA, Contour Plots of Density at 3.25 gts. 25

30 -

6

- 2.5

" i .. ,-F-- -2

Figure 13 - Sketch of:
_____ ______A) Flat-Nosed Steel Projectile Against Bare PBX-94 04:

B) Flat-Nosed Steel Projectile against Covered PBX-
Figure 12- Copper Jet Particle (0 0.8 mm, v 5000 9404 (6 mm-thick Tantalum);
m/s) against ERA, Contour Plots of Pressure at 3.25 C) Round-Nosed Steel Projectile against Bare PBX-
its. Isobar Interval 1 GPa, First Level I GPa. 9404.



work a check was done for a 18-mm diameter projectile --

impacting at 700 m/s the covered explosive configuration,
simulating also a target with inlintite lateral dimensions. In 2000-- 4 - - -

both cases, finite and infinite lateral dimensions, we had the
initiation of a detonation and no important differences were F--
detected in the pressure time histories of three points located, •
on the symmetry axis of the explosive. -

a. Flat-Nosed Projectile/Bare Explosive. ' 1
In Fig. 14 the computed as well as the measured deto- • I
nation threshold curves are shown in a plot of impact -
velocity versus projectile diameter. In the same figure
the limit points, calculated and measured, for detona- ow, -

tion and non-detonation are also explicitely reported. > A .

Taking into account that the numerical data air the re- --1 -- - "
suits of a completely a-priori theoretical prediction (no C _____ A DETONAT A

numerical test was performed to obtain better agree- 0 a NON-DETONATION -

ment changing the input material parameters or EXPERMENT, DETONATION

optimizing the numerical variables: grid size, impact 0 NON-.ETONAT.ON

logics, etc.) the agreement with the experimental data
is quite satisfactory.

0-t-
0 5 t0 15 20

PROJEC, uLE DtAMETER (ram)

-- ! - - -OTED A Figure 15- Flat-Nosed Steel Projectile/6 mm-Ta-
-. . - - Covered PBX-9404, Comparison between Numerically

I COMPUTED, & DETONATION Predicted and Experimental Detonation Threshold
& NONDETONATION Curve.

--- -EXPERI•ENT. 0 DETONATIONN•ON- ONATION 2500 T-- - -

A - -~--- V \20---------

& X25000 - - ] •

500--0-

-1

1 1• 20_°

COMPUTED, a DEOAIOa NN-DIETONATION

Figure 14 - Flat-Nosed Steel Projectile/Bare PBX- soo A * NDETONATION 4. .
9404, Comparison between Numerically Predicted and ..... E, 0 NDETONATION

Expenmental Detonation Threshold Curve. . I

CI
61 15 20b Flat-Nosed Projectile/Covered Explosive. 0oI DIAMETER o I 5 z)

In Fig. 15 the computed and measured detonation thre-
shold curves are shown in a plot of impact velocity Figure 16- Round-Nosed Steel ProjectWie/2re PBX-
versus projectile diameter. As before in the same figure 9404, Comparison Between Numerically Predicted anm
the iimit points for detonation and non-detonation are Experimental Detonation Threshold Curve.
explicitely reported. Also in this case, considering that
the numerical data are the results of a completely a-
priori theoretical prediction, the agreement with the and measured detonation threshold curves as well as
experimental data is quite good. the limit points for detonation and non-detonation are

shown in a plot of impact velocity versus projectile
c. Round-Nosed Projectile/Bare Explosive. diameter. Also in this last configuration the agreement

In Fig. 16, as in the two previous ones, the computed with experiments is not bad.



All the numerical simulations show exactly the same trend 8. REFERENCES.
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Discussion

COMMENT BY BOGGS. US: The author is complimented on a very nice
presentation and very good work. Others should be encouraged to do
similar work. Somehow we must be able to compare the results of
the various analytical models run on common problems. I would hope
that the NATO Insensitive Munitions Information Center could help
facilitate such a round robin program of calculations on commonproblems.

ANSWER Thank you.
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RESUME -Full scale assessments based on probatory models
which are representative of various munition sizes

SNPE travaille Jepuis plusieurs annc~es au and types and are tested in donor/acceptor or stack
d6&,eloppement d'explosifs peu sensibles. tin des tests.
objectil's e-st de dr~montrer la faisabilitr6 de munitions
t41nktlonnellement d~tonabl,-s et qui rn~sistent ý la The aim of this paper is to describe the experimental
detonation par influence. La r~alisation de cet objectif and numerical methodologies.
ri-Luiert un effort multidisciplinaire:

- Onveloppement d'explosifs tr~s oeu sensibles et de I- INTRODUCTION
Icurss''stermes d'amor~age.

- \naiyse dIu ph~nom~ne de detonation par influen~ce Selon l'approche de SNPE en mati~re de munitions A
ct mise au po)int de tests, significatifs et des risques att*nu~s et plus spkifiquement pour ce qui
ni-,thcwde-s prodictives associn~s. concerne les explosifs, trois niveaux croissants

V~ntications en v rait grandeur grice A des Timmunitý 17] sont i prendre en compte

frion~les pr'hatol.es repr~sentatifs de munitions de -nii'eau 1 tenue A lincendie
diftkrnts calibre-s, testi& en situawin "Donneur/

~eeerou en piles. -niveau 2 niveau 1 plus une r6,aitivit6 limitile
aux impacts de balles et fragments 1kgcrs

1.e but de :e', article est de dtlrire Its m~thodologies -niveau 3 :niveau 2 et pas de detonation par
I ipr-(X "es exp~nmentales et numn~iques. influence.

Un des objectifs de SNPE dans le domaine des

has een orkng fr sve~a yeas t devlop explosifs est d'atteindre le niveau 3, c'est i dire de
1S-nP iie h igh b een plosives .o n Sev Ea obear toidve l; op d,'nontrer la faisabilitj de munitions fonctionnel-

nen~tis hih eploive An NPEobjctie i to lement d&tonahles mais qui ne &ttonent pas par
dcunon i erra he detoabie ityomuion which are~t influence, tout en conservant une r~activitý limit&
t, , hnticnac detonatien Thl ahchirevemeto thie aux soliheitations plus classiques telles que le feu de

-111al five detonesa tionise c hpieavetfert o ths k~rozkne, Jea; impacts de bal'-s ou fragments, voire les
-biciverequrc- a .iltdiscpliary ffot :stimuli moms conventionnels comn:, I '6chaufl'ement

!Dknvtlpmenv of insensitive high explosives along tr~s lent i 3.3 0 C/heure.
v, oh their N~)osters.

Analysis o1 the sympathetic detonation pheno- 1- alsto dee bjciamteutpu
meno;n and development of m..aningful tests and pa rticlisaetlarstion de etobectt mbte uxet poelu

ý-4)iatd prdi ive ethds.d~tonation par i.ifluence. requiert une approche



multidisciplinaire: Quelques caractA-istiques a performances sont
donn~es par le tableau 2 et des mesures de leurs

I developpement d'explosifs peu sensibles et aux sensibilit&s aux chocs par le tableau 3.
performances suffi santes,

11 d~veloppement dc relais d'amorqage adapt&~ A Plus de d~tails sur les compositions ORA86 et B 2214

':es explosifs, soot disponibles par ailleurs; [8. 15], en particulier sur

leur capacit,6 I resister aux impacts de balles, au feu
III analyse du ph~nom~ne de detonation par de k~roz~ne, aux impacts d'klats lourds (M = 250

i nfluence et mise au point de tests significatifs et g), voire aujet de charge creuse.
de mc~thodes prt~dictives,

IV recherche de concepts d'architectures de B 2214 et B 3017 sont de bons candidats au
munitions permnettant l'emploi de matt~iaux classement en taut que "MIDEPS", NMati~re Dtoriante

explosifs classiques Extrtem-an -, ?eu Sensible ("EIDS" : Extremely
Insensitive Detonating Substance) de Ia classification

Nt' vcrnticstions exp.6i mental es en vraie grandeur 1.6 6dict~e par l'ONU [ 12].
grice k des maquettes repr~sentatives de divers
types de munitions et test&s en configurations
'tonneur/receveur" ou en piles significatives des
conditions de stockage, 3 - DETONATION PAR INFLUENCE.

VI optimisation finale (explosifs, reiais, architec- Ai~NALYSE ET METHODES PREDICTIVES

ture, proc~ddss ... ) associa& k une munition spt~i- Pour ce qui concerne les explosifs composites k liant~s
fique en fonction des performances reqluises. poly m.4risables tels qu'6laborO-s par SNPE, il semble

que Ia cause pnincipale, responsable de Ia detonation

Tous ces- th~mes soot eotrepnis sirmultan~ment par par influence de piles de munitions, soit l'itpact de Ia
SNP, aec ouefos ue pprcheaucaspar__ structure ou des fragments de Ia structure ae Ia

pour ce qui concerne le point VI. Le propos de cet muion"nes" rssviie.

article est de d~cnrie cette approche globale grice i
quelques exemples qui rel~vent des points 1, 111 et V. Les autres aspects du problme (chocs a~riens, effets

thenniques divers) ne soot k consid~re *ue dans des
situations particuli~res o4~ des focalisations de chocs

2 - EVELPPENEN'TWEXPOSIa.riens ou des concentrations de chaleur sont i
2 - )EVEOPPNIEN D'XPLOIFSreclouter.

PELT SENSIBLES

SNPE apporte sa contribution depuis plusieurs ann~es Le pbdnom~ne A prendre en compte semble donc Wte
au developpement d'explosifs, peu sensibles [1 A 81. Ia transition choc/di~tonation des explosifs, sains ou
La plupart de nos explosifsa composites k liants endommagO-s. Les tests signiflcatifs utilis~s pour tester
polivi.,risables atteignent di~jk le niveou 2 d'immunit6, Ia sensibilit6 aux chocs de nos compositions sont les
mra is SNPE porte un effort particulier sur les suivants:
compositions k base d'Oxynitrotriazole (ONTA ou
NTO pour les Anglo-saxons) afin d'atteindre le niveau -les tests d'IAD ($04 ou 75mm,LSGT ou ELSGT)
3, c'est A dire le niveau o6 Ia ditonation par influence letsd'n ech aibe[8
n'e~st plus A craindre 14, 5, 6. 8, 13, 14]. -I etdod eco air 8

-le test du coin ( 10 1

Pour illusirer nos progrs, nous avons s~lectionn6 - Ie test d'impact d'6clat lourd propose par le

deux exeinples cie composutions i lONTA, GERBAM [8,151

reprt~sent~atives du niveau 3 d'immunitj6, que nous
comparerons k une composition perforniante plus
classique A base d'octog~e au niveau 2, et A une Les m46thodes numntriques pr~lictives re1~vent

c~omposition i usage sous-marno au comportement ýgalement de ]a transition choc/ddtonation. Deux

atypique. Ces explosifs soot d~cnts dans le tableau 1. m~fthodes principales existent, qui n~cessitent des
caractdrisations exptfrimentales pr~alables diff~rentes :

-Dans une configuration donn6e, les pressions des



.:hocs qui se propagent dans les munitions
sollicit~es sont 6valu~es nuvii~riquement I I'aide de Grice h cette instrumentation, aux observations
logiciels adapt~s (DYNA2D/3D [III par locales et k l'examen post-mortem des maquettes ou
exemple). Leurs amplitudes sont alors directement de leurs restes, il est possible d'effectuer un diagncstic
compar~es aux pressions seujis issues de fiable des tests.
l'6talonnage des tests d'IAD, qui ont U6 calibr~s
iium~riquement et exp&imentalement k laide de
jauges pi~zo-r~sistives. La figure 1 donne ces
courbes d'6talonnage. Cette m~thod- nassure pas 5 - RESIJLTATS EXPERIMENTAUX
toujours un diagnostic tr~s fiable, surtout lorsque
les dimensions, des munitions sont grandes par Las r~sultats obtenus concemant les configurations et
rapport aux tests d'IAD. compositions pr&&ldeiment d6crites sont les

suivantes:
-La 2 ýme m~thode requiert une caractdrisation

exp~rimentale prt~alable plus complete des 5.1. Piles de neuf petites maqueltes (0 115 mm):
explosifs consid~r~s en vue d'itablir Icz mod~les
r~actifs directement utilisables par les codes Dn ecs smsettl 'xlsf s eFrr
pr&-it&-. La diagnostic est alors accessible dan e cas K amsetoaedgloiset elr
directement. Las figures 2 et 3 montrent lusage de4Kg
que I'on peut faire de tels logiciels clans le cas de
I impact de fragment lourd ou clans une ORA 86:
configuration "donneur/receveur" 1151. Detonation totale de Ia pile en momns de 300

microsecondes, d'apr~s le film r~alis6 1 30000 images
par seconde et lea sondes Ai ionisation.

4 - CONFIGURATION'S EXPERINIENTALES B 2214

SNPE a identifid plusieurs concepts d'architectures de Pas de Meonation par influence. Las huit maquettes
munitions susceptihle~s de ne pas datoner par entourant le donneur ont pu 8tre retrouv~es, plus ou
intluence. Ces concepts di~pendent de Ia mission. de Ia momns endoinmag~es clans un rayon de 350 m. Las
nature et de Ia taille des munitions vis~es. La concept maquettes initialemezit au contact du donneur (2, 5 et
le plus simple e-., bien entendu, d'utiliser des 6) 6taient 6ventr~es avec des signes de combustion

xpoisinsensibles associ~s k un syst~me d'amorqage partielle. Les autres ensembles (3, 4, 7, 8 et 9) dtaient
qui ne dh~grade pas l'insensihilit6 de lensemble. pratiquement r~utilisables pour tin autre essai.

Dans le but Je tester ces concepts et nos mat~riaux B 3017:

cnerg.~tiques clans des tailles r~alistes. nous avons Pas de detonation par influence. MWmes remarques
Mini des maquettes cylindriques. representatives de que pr&c~demmient.

mu-Anitions gi~n~nques (figures 4 et 5).

B 2211

[x~s e,;sais de detonation par influence sont r~ais~s en Pas de detonation par influence. Wines remarques
'ýn figuration "donneur/receveur", clans tine premi~re que PT&6demment.
ýtape destin~e i faire tin premier tri-I puis en piles de
ncut maquettes qui contiennent lea explosifs rt~put~s
insensihies associ~s A leurs syst~mes fonctionnels
d'amornage (figure 6). L'utilisation de maquetses avec tine structure metal-

lique plus fine (6 ou 3 mm) ne modifie pas lea r~sui-
tats de non-d~tonation par influence pour lea compo-

Lec tests siont instrumnentks avec des jauges de sitions B 2214 et B 3017, malgr6 Vaecroissement
,ýurpression "irienne. des came6ras rapides (500 1 30 notable des vitesses d'impact (tableau 4). Ce fait doit
00)0 images par seconde) situ&es sous diff~rents, angles ýtre v~rifiý pour Ia composition B 2211.
de vue incluant tine tour de 50m de hauteur, et des
sondes k tonisation ou A court-circuit destin~es I
quantifier in situ Is synchronisation des Meonations
,ýventuelles.



Les seuls diffi~rences significatives consistent en des
distances de projections accrues (jusqu'k 550 m) et un 6 - CONCLUSIONS:
dommage m~camque plus important des maquettes
receveuse~s. N-.ous avons Pu cornfirmer en vraie grandeur le

caruct~re insensible des explosifs composites A
lONTA. Ces produits, associ~s k des systi~mes

5.2. Grosses maquettes (o 273 mm) en d'amorgage adapt~s, sont d'excellents candidats au

configurahon DIR: d~fi pos6 par l'exigence des munitions A risques
att,6nu&-

Dans cc cas, la masse totale d'explosif e~s de lordre
de 75 kg, en foniction des densit~s des produits testes. Lefr utdsilniedevrueegg a

B 2211SNPE, avec le soutien du STP'F, dans les diff~rents
niveaux que repr~sentent la synthý!e de nouvelles

D~tonation par influence. mol~cules, la formulation d'explosifs composites,
leurs caractA-risations exp~rimentales e: la modelisation
de leurs comportements, porte ses fruits et doit
permnettre d'assurer le rendez-vous de la nouvelle

B 2214 g~n~ration de munitions MURAT.

Pats de d46tonation par influence. La maquette
adjacente i la d~tonation est d&truite m~caniquement.
Des fragments partiellemenh bn3Jl~s d'explosif sont
retrouves dans un rayon de 100 m environ. R-EM ERCIEMENTS
L'association de maquettes inertes contenant deux
concepts de relais d'amoriqage nous a permis Travaux financ46s en partie par le Service Technique

d¼61iminer lors; de cc test une mauvaise d~finition de des Poudres et Explosifs du Minist~re de la Dffense.

relais.
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TABLEAU 1 : COMPOSITIONS (% MASSIQUES)

HMX RDX ONTA P.A. Alu. LIANT NIVEA U

D'IMMUNITE

ORA 86 86 14

B 2211 20 43 25 12 2/3

B 2214 12 72 / 16 3

B 3017 74 / 26 3

1t



TABLEAU 2: PERFORMANCES CARACTERISTIQUES

VITESSE DE (1) PRESSION DE (2) VITESSE DE(3)
DENSITE DETONATION DETONATION GURNEY

(m/s) (GPa) (m/s)

ORA 86 1,71 8380 30,0 2750

B 2211 1,80 5600 14,0

B 2214 1,63 7440 22,5 2210

B 3017 1,75 7780 26,6 2450

1) mesur~es en 4) 804rm confind 3) d&tuites de relvements cylindriques
2) calcul6es par poDln14 divergents en / 80 mm confine.

TABLEAU 3: SENSIBILITES AUX CHOCS

INDICES D 'APTITUDE A LA DETONATION (JAD)

LA.D. 0 40mm (L.S.G.T.) (2) LA.D. 0 75mm (E.L.S.G.T.) (3)

Nombre () Pression Epaisseur Pression
de induite max. de PMMA induite max.

caries (GPa) (mm) (GPa)

ORA 86 160 5,0 90 3,5

B 2211 80 10,0 50 8,0

B 2214 25 14,5 40 9,5

B 3017 65 11,0 40 10,0

1) une carte Franaise 6quivaut A 70/95 carte US 3) Expanded Large Scale Gap Test
2) Large Scale Gap Test



TA BLEA U 4

VITESSES D'IMPACT (mis)
POUR UNE EXPANSION DE 25 mm

EPAISSEURS PETITES MAQUETITES GROSSES MAQUETFES
mm

COMPOSITIONS 12,5 6 3 12,5

B 2214 1000 1620 2050 1250

B 3017 1130 1720 2370

ORA 86 1160

B. 2111 950 1200

* Estim¢

FIGURE 1

220

200 1 D t40mm

f80 2 4) 75rnm

160

-0 740 '

S1201

c) 100

CQ 80

40

20

0
0 'o Z0 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 10 720

EPAISSEUR DE BARRIERE mm

COURBES D'ETALONNAGE DES TESTS D'IAD (4 40 = LSGT, 4, 75 = ELSG7)

LES PRESSIONS SONT ESTIMEES DANS LA BARRIERE



FIGURE 2

130 Kbar

CALCUL REACTIF 3D
IMPACT DE BILLE LOURDE (0 40) A V = 1800 m/s SUR ORA86

CONTOURS DE PRESSION

FIGURE 3

t =40 u1s.0- . t , 43.5 us.
20-@00 20.00

18 00 18.00

1400 Moo. A B 0

1 0 B D 14.

I 'Loo 
Il..

80@0 3.00

4.00 6.00

4.00 40

2.00 I LOO

000 0.00

' I

A =100 kbar B = 150 kbar D =250 kbar

CALCUL REACTIF 2D DE LA DETONATION PAR INFLUENCE
ORA 86 EN MAQUE7TE # 115 mm

CONTOURS DE PRESSION

____ II



FIGURE 4

RELAIS ACIER (12.5 ou 6 ott 3mnm)

EXPLOSIF INSENSIBLE
M # 4 kg (p115 ou 102 au 96-nmm

4'90 mnm L#400 mm~

MATRIA U AMORTISSANT

EXEMPLE DE PETITE MAQUETTE

FIGURE 5

RELAIS A CIER (12,5mm)

M #35 to 40 kg 14'273mm

4) 248mm L#450mm

EXEMPLE DE GROSSE MAQUETT

FIGURE 6

d=25-mm

_- 000D
d5m SABLE SIDL\E

SOL SOL..-

DONNEUR ACIER ou NSTON DONNEUR ACISR cu ElTON

CONFIGURATION DONNEUR/RECEVEUR ET PILE DE NEUF MAQUE77ES

ACTIVES (RELAIS EN PLACE)



Discussion

QUESTION BY VAN DER STEEN. THE NETHERLANDS: What binder did you
use in compositions B2214 and B3017?

ANSWER: For B2214 it is a chemical HTPB binder and for B3017 it is
a energetic binder where a polymer is plasticized by nitrate esters.

Ii
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